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Is the current model of Rural Fire Brigades suitable?

Group system needs to be recognised in the chain of command to be integral to the running of the

fire grounds as they posses the practical experience and local knowledge that needs to be included

in emergency response meeting. At the moment it is only attended by administration. At no time

has group been invited to represent the on ground fire fighting.

At the present time administrators are attempting to run the fire ground. By doing so they are

wasting man power and resources, due to inexperience and lack of local knowledge, and in doing so

are disenchanting fire fighters.

Fatigue management is often overlooked by administration on the fire ground. On a number of

occasions food and drink has not made it to the fire fighters for 12 hours plus.

Is the existing funding model, including resource allocation, appropriate?

The general funding for the day to day running of the brigade is acceptable. The resource allocation

is a different issue as stated by the audit, essential safety equipment and resourcing needs are

unlmown to QFRS. We agree with the audit. With the lack of appropriate systems to monitor the

conditions of safety equipment at present all that is required is a road safety of the fire appliance.

There is no inspection audit of equipment levels or performance.

What effect is urban encroachment within brigade areas having on Rural Fire Brigades?

As areas become izones and training and administration increase to the level of urban fire fighters,

volunteer members of rural brigades will start to withdraw from service.

How can the increasing demands on Rural Fire Brigades be managed effectively?

We recommend that there be a system of promotion in administration through the ranles of the

brigades to provide administrators with practical experience which they currently lack at the present

time.

Are the accountability mechanisms currently in place appropriate?

We disagree with the statement that revenue expenditure, assets and liability are not accounted for.

They are in essence recorded and audited every 12 months. We are accountably through the group

system both to council and QFRS. The group system reports on a monthly basis.
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What should be the role of Fire Wardens within the Rural Fire Brigade?

We believe that fire wardens can not operate independently offrre brigades. The areas under

control of the fire wardens should overshadow the brigade areas. We recommend that the fire

warden must be a member of the relevant brigade and be accountable to the brigade. Fire wardens

should not be appointed for life and should not be appointed by the commissioner. They should be

voted in for a time period of two years, as is the case of the office bearers.

Are there any other relevant matters the committee needs to address?

Forward planning and risk management. The emergency service meetings attended by police,

council and QFRS should include both SES and rural frre brigade group structure, which control

approximately 21 brigades, as the biggest supplier of man power. It should also include the largest

landholders in the shire which include DNR, National Parks, Forestry, Sunwater. It also should

include the fire wardens.

We recommend that reviews should be undertaken of the brigade areas and frre warden areas by the

relevant stakeholders and the emergency service meetings.
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Submission to the Public Accounts and Public Works Committee

"Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland"

This submission is made on behalf of the members of the Ripley Valley Rural Fire
Brigade. We are a relatively new Brigade situated between Springfield and Amberley
near Ipswich. We were formed in 1995 but have steadily grown into a progressive
Brigade with an I-Zone Classification striving for professionalism and constant
improvement. Members of the Brigade are proud residents of Ipswich and proud to be
part of the Queensland Fire and Rescue Service. With a membership of 8 officers and 40
other members we are a relatively large Brigade and maintain an active program right
through-out the year that includes fire awareness I fire prevention activities as well as a
structured training program. Our largest concerns with regards to the Rural Fire Service
include, the evolving operational model for I-Zone Brigades as urban sprawl encroaches
onto traditional rural land, strategies for ongoing funding and sustainability in the team of
trained rural firefighters.

An underlying concern is that there is insufficient consultation with Rural Volunteers and
in places an Urban culture that appears to be both arrogant and ignorant at senior levels
which has not allowed the Rural Fire Service to develop into a professional
complimentary fire service that can work side by side in confidence with Urban
Firefighters. Examples which will be elaborated on further in later sections include the
approach to the development and implementation of new systems such as Escad as well
as the generally poor funding strategies of the service as a whole that has led to
pettiness and competiveness in various QFRS I RFS relationships.

To those members who have previously served in the Army Reserve; it was a similar
situation between the Regular and Reserve Forces in the early 1980's but improved
training, funding and structure led to improved conditions and capabilities of the reserves
with some amalgamated units eventually operating successfully. We recognize that the
level of training, professionalism and commitment of many Rural firefighters is
inconsistent but is through a coordinated and holistic management approach by QFRS
including true respect of all QFRS team members, especially in times of change, that the
Rural Fire Service can step up and become the partner within QFRS that they should be.
We only have to look at our brethren firefighters south of the border to understand where
we could potentially strive towards and as interstate firefighting efforts become more
frequent, more lessons and benchmarking of processes will occur whether in a planned
or ad hoc manner.
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Recommendation:

That a strategy be articulated, communicated and enacted to guide the Rural Fire
Service to be fuffy integrated within QFRS as a valued part of, yet a distinct operational
division with a fuff review of equipment and training to enable both branches of the one
service to cooperate and compliment each other in a professional manner with mutual
respect. The strategy needs to focus on the services complimenting each other; not the
competitive nature often seen in areas at present. QFRS also needs to make sure they
have the most suitable personnel involved with the development of these strategies and
a truly collaborative effort between parties is achieved

Operational Model

Rural Fire Brigades around the state are as diverse as the individual members that make
up the Brigades., The influence of QFRS via local area offices is starting to reshape many
of Brigades; especially those closer to towns. The introduction of the new Brigade
classifications was a good step in identifying and grouping these different types of
Brigades. Another good step forward is the targeted training and criteria based roles such
as crew leaders, officers, first officers etc. This step approach to Brigades and firefighter
development enables a structured training program as well as an incident management
process in fire fighting situations that accommodates escalation that is consistent and
clearly understood. It will also improve the current election process by enabling only
qualified members to be elected to higher positions. This is vitally important for Rural
Brigade's in I-Zone areas such as ours.

It is in this area that a lot of work has happened behind the scenes but much work
remains. Our desire is to see a complimentary team arrangement with the
Urban/Auxiliary branches of the Service. There needs to be a clear allocation of primary
tasks and an area of supplementary tasks where Rurals can support Urbans at certain
types of incidents. This work load could be independent of the actual Brigade's location;
for example, qualified Rural Brigades could be considered to assist with vegetation fires
in suburbs if required to minimize the load on Urban stations. This does happen with us
from time to time but is as a result of certain local Urban officers having confidence in our
Brigade.

Clear rules need to be adopted on job allocation. In theory they are there but in practice it
is a different story. Erroneous dispatching is sometimes a result of new systems not
knowing real boundaries, sometimes it is misinterpretation of incoming 000 calls. As a
broad solution; Rurals should be responded in the first instance to vegetation fires.
Urbans and Rurals should be responded to vegetation fires threatening houses. For a
remote structure fire; the Urbans obviously would be the primary response service but
they should be confident in calling on Rurals for water supply and supplementary help.
Unfortunately the Rural Fire Service as a whole is not quite there yet at present when it
comes to complimentary equipment, suitable training, or respect from our Urban team
mates. Our Brigade is fortunate to have good relations with neighboring Urban station
crews. It will however take time and training with the right attitude to get a broader
acceptance of Rurals by the Urban service but it will happen.
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The first operational problem area all Brigades encounter today is the despatch/job
systems that are being utilized by Firecom. The Escad system is designed for the Urban
environment by Urbans. Data integrity from the old system was not efficiently brought
across to the new system. This includes errors in contact details, street names and
primary response appliances for different streets. The only reason we became aware of
the errors was because we asked for a print-out of the Brigade's details. Errors reported
through Area Office have taken months to correct

Recommendation: The Firecom systems need to be audited for accuracy for Rural
Brigade's contact details, appliance fleet etc. A list should be sent to all first officers and
any corrections should be made in a timely manner. The roads, streets etc in I-Zone
areas need to have agreed 'ownership' by either of the services via a consultative
process between the respective Rural first officers and the Urban I-Zone Officers.

The new system in conjunction with the Wild Fire Alert (WAL) process treats each Rural
Brigade equally to one Urban pumper. This becomes extraordinarily wasteful at WAL 3
where two full Brigades are responded to a fire call where two appliances should only be
needed. The system assumes a Brigade only has one vehicle as per an Urban station
but in effect, some like ourselves have 4 vehicles or more which means technically we
are supposed to activate at least 10 of our people plus the neighboring Brigades crews
away from their private lives every time a fire call is received. This could be a common
occurrence during a busy fire season. At WAL 4 multiple Brigades are asked to respond
and so the total volunteer commitment, along with other costs such as catering etc could
be quite significant. This does have the effect of dramatically eroding member reserves
and could strain resources if a large fire does eventuate. Another reported problem with
the system is that apparently at elevated WAL levels, once a Brigade has been
responded, then if another fire is reported in the area, then Firecom would assume the
whole Brigade is engaged. They may not be aware of other available appliances coming
on line and will callout the neighboring Brigade. Volunteer crews take time to activate,
especially in working hours through the week. It may take up to two hours to get a full
Brigade turn-out and so as crews come on line; the first officer normally manages them
and then consults with Firecom.

Recommendation: The Firecom systems need to updated so that individual appliances,
whether Urban or Rural are managed. They need to understand which appliance is a
dedicated 'first response' appliance, usually a medium. The WAL system needs to
escalate the number of appliances, not just grouped as Brigades. Eg WAL3 call outs
should be two appliances at least, WAL 4 should be full Brigade or at least four
appliances. If the system managed individual appliances, then that would deliver the
most efficient use of resources for a given incident and increase the service capacity as a
whole to tackle multiple incidents.

It is not clearly articulated nor has it been included in formal training exactly how Rural
Brigades should work in conjunction with our Urban counterparts. It is generally up to the
individual Brigade's to organize training activities with local Urban crews. There is a
significant difference in the levels of incident management training between Rural
Brigades and this is a critical element of working collaboratively with Urbans at an
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incident We also have different appliances but the real problem area is the different
plumbing. The Rural Fire Brigade Groups are also quite different around the state and
their roles in training seem ad hoc and dependent on their individual members. The Rural
Fire Service does not always provide essential training to Brigades, eg Chainsaws or first
aid. It is generally left to the Brigades to organize with outside training firms.

The types of rural vehicles around state still vary considerably due to age but new
standard appliances are a distinct improvement for operational use and greatly assist
where crew swapping is required at large incidents. However the level and consistency of
vehicle maintenance between Brigades is poor at times and potentially dangerous. This
was quite evident over the past few months when crews were sent on deployment
around the state and manned various local appliances.

Recommendations:

Training for fighting wildfire, structure protection etc (all I-Zone tasks) should be
developed that is consistent and joint training between Urbans and Rurals should be
introduced.

Joint Incident Management Training Courses should be introduced. This will also build
networks between Rural and Urban officers opening the way to other service
improvements and conflict resolution.

The role of Groups in Brigade Training needs to be confirmed. It is unclear who will
coordinate training across Brigades at a local level; either the Groups or Area Office. If it
is the Groups, then they need to be supported better with clear guidelines and
expectations.

QFRS needs to accept and enable Rural brigades to carry out training in all operational
fields including chainsaws and first aid.

An auditing procedure and resources for all Brigade vehicles and equipment needs to be
introduced to ensure that they are in good operational condition.

Appliances for Strike Team selection especially need to be in A1 condition of a
standardized format.

As urban sprawl encroaches on Brigades; there are a number of changes that impact on
the Brigades. Obviously the fear of having our Station that we have diligently built up over
many years being closed is of concern but we have been told that Brigade closures won't
be happening. So a new model of co-existence is essential. The financial aspect will be
discussed in a latter section.

As the area around a Rural Brigade is developed, we have found that the membership
base transitions from local land owners who are primarily concerned about protecting the
property in their area to members who often living outside of the immediate area, join
because they want to serve in the broader QFRS and help communities where ever
required.
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Brigades like ours strive to improve their training, equipment and overall professional
standing, As the population growth expands, Brigades can ask to be transitioned into 1
Zone Brigades which at present brings about new training expectations but that is about
it The escalation of Brigades through the new classification system also needs to
encompass many facets of fire fighting, Training has been mentioned but there should
also include a review of equipment and transition to more complimentary formats to
Urban appliances, For example, in the current RFS appliance fleet there exists a great
deal of variety in the plumbing and equipment, primarily due to age but also wealth I
proactiveness of the Brigade, This can be challenging when asked to crew another
Brigade's vehicle in the heat of an incident Another example of QFRS diversity is that
the Urban service have a 4WD medium appliance format established for I-Zone areas.
Usually a Mitsubishi Canter with a dual cab, standard hose reel plus a high pressure
pump, standard Urban plumbing etc. There should be joint training on the equipment and
we are fortunate enough to have done so with the Ipswich Urbans on their appliance.

Recommendations:

Rural appliances should have new standardized plumbing so that interaction with Urban
appliances as well as other Rural Brigades does not require handmade adaptors and
specific brigade experience to fully utilize each vehicle, An I-Zone appliance should be
the same whether red for Urban or yellow for Rurals, The QFRS should develop a
mutually agreeable I-Zone medium appliance design in collaboration between Rural and
Urban representatives,' taking into account lessons learnt in the NSW RFS for their
similar Cat 7 appliances, Ideally these I-Zone appliances should be run by Rural I-Zone
Brigades as often the Urban stations with them do not have the staffing levels to run
them as well as their pumpers. This should be the standard moving forward and
represent the collaboration and complementary nature of a unified QFRS,

It needs to be understood also that as an I-Zone Brigade does become more proficient
and builds a greater capacity, that a greater proportion of the call-outs will be out of area
assisting other Rural Brigades or Urbans and so Brigades need to plan to operate more
flexibly and making greater allowance for sustainability within their membership base, It is
quite possible to burn out a Brigade's reserves of volunteers if over stretched and poorly
managed. Member morale, pride and respect are key issues to be considered.
Volunteers are obviously not chasing payment for services but they do require
recognition of their efforts, respect for their professionalism and a sense of being
supported by a broader parent organization and that is where QFRS needs to continue to
step up. There have been some great initiatives such as the Volunteer Portal and these
need to be complimented through operational processes and structures. It takes roughly
two years to train up a volunteer firefighter and be exposed to different operational
experiences. It is a great loss when those members walk away from a Brigade, especially
if it was a result of poor management or support from QFRS, There are many aspects of
Brigade life where inadequacies / inconsistencies such as Station Uniform availability or
the absence of red/blue beacons act as a de-motivator to some members as they see
these as QFRS excluding Rurals from 'full team membership'.
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We acknowledge and all Rural Firefighters need to acknowledge the significant
challenges, training and experiences required by Urban firefighters in their day to day
roles with mutual respect being a two way street which needs to be reinforced with a
clearly articulated and understood rank / specialization structure as illustrated by
appropriate eppilettes etc.

Recommendations:

QFRS needs to continue supporting its volunteers through good initiatives such as the
Volunteer Portal. It needs to firm up a strategy on uniforms and supply Station Blues to
all firefighters once they complete their advanced firefighter training modules. This will act
to reinforce the culture of one uniform, one service as well as motivate members to
improve their skills.

QFRS needs to revamp the QFRS website to include the RFS pages; not have a
separate and stagnant RFS website. Some new training movies and Brigade success
story movies would also be a good idea. There are many Brigades out there in isolation
developing new processes and member reward initiatives that should be shared around
to help boost the sustainability of the volunteer membership base within QFRS. For
example Ripley Valley RFB as developed a "Fire Buys" program where members earn
points for attendance at various Brigade activities that can be redeemed for items such
as first aid packs, torches, flints etc to assist them with their firefighting efforts.

With regards to Red/Blue Lights for Appliances, this could be resolved through suitable
driver training for Urban and Rural drivers starting with those in I-Zone brigades. It is
poorly worded and discriminatory policy that keeps this issue alive. It breeds the
poisonous 'Us and Them' concern. It needs to be recognized that Rural vehicles proceed
with Priority driving now through traffic. We park in the smoke on roadways. Rural
appliances should have red and blue lights as per any other fire fighting appliance for
safety. However, Brigades must ensure they have their drivers of sufficient numbers and
qualified to drive Priority and the QFRS must supply the training.

Finances

The current financial arrangements for Rural Brigades do require considerable attention.
The current Levy Funding Models around the state appear to be ad hoc, do not support
some Brigades and yet are very generous for other Brigades. Our Brigade receives only
$8000 p.a. in levy disbursement allocation via an Ipswich City Council/Ipswich Group
arrangement even though we need approx. $28,000 p.a. to operate with the shortfall
being met through generous donations from the community with support from local
companies such as the RSL and Bunnings. This 'begging for money' is however
becoming a serious problem for our member's motivation and so we try and raise
additional funds through corporate services such as charging land developers for hazard
reduction burns.
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There exists plans to transition Brigades to a business model where they operate to an
agreed budget managed by their local council. Whilst we will be actively pursuing this
new approach; we feel that it is a transitional step because the financial modeling for the
Rural Fire Service needs to be holistic as part of the broader QFRS budgeting model. In
that manner; the QFRS can actually manage all of its resources and assets efficiently. At
present; it is up to a Brigade if it wishes to expand, to find funds, to purchase new
equipment etc. If the Rural Fire Service was managed effectively; then QFRS could
better determine where Rural Stations were situated, how many appliances it needs, how
many members and how broadly trained. This modeling needs to be transparent and
based on identified risks and historical frequency of incidents. The modeling needs to
take away emotion in the decisions as much as possible. The model also needs to take
into account the historical community connection with rural fire brigades. This 'traditional'
thought currently exists in many Brigades to the point where they are against change,
against interference and isolationist at times. This problem can be quite destabilizing at
Group level where polarization between some Brigades is created. This requires good
management from QFRS via representatives with empathy and experience of the local
issues and personalities. This transition from traditional rural fire brigades to a
professional fire service integrated within QFRS will be one of the biggest challenges for
QFRS over the coming few years. A big part of this change management is for rural
Brigades to start acting as a business internally and manage their financial arrangements
in a professional and transparent manner.

Another problem with the current method of collecting a state fire levy for the Urban
service different to the rural fire levy is in the encroachment of urban levy boundaries. As
rural areas start to become more populated, the rural levy pool does build initially but
then as new Urban levy boundaries come in; rural levy areas shrink and the potential for
a council to fund the separate levy is greatly reduced. This will put considerable pressure
on Councils such as Ipswich to generate sufficient funds to maintain the required Rural
Brigades as well as the growing Urban levies.

Recommendation:

If the RFS was fully integrated into the QFRS; then the state should be able to ask all
local councils for a standard fire levy. This levy should cover all Urban/Auxiliary stations
plus a proportion of all Rural Brigades expenses at a standardized formula. The rural
formula should cover operational costs based on a standard value per appliance / station
and traditional activity level for the Brigade as per an agreed budget. Any blow-out in
operational costs due to a busy fire season could be covered through a supplementary
funds allocation. Any new projects and support equipment requirements can be funded
through fund raising by the Brigades. In this manner; the QFRS would manage the size
and disposition of its Rural resources; partially fund them to minimize levy revenue
requirements and still maintain some self-management and community interface aspects
of traditional Brigade life. All residents across the state could contribute equally to
providing the states fire fighting service and disparities between areas of different
population density could be better serviced by either branch of the service.
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All Rural Fire Brigades need to take greater responsibility for measuring their time and
activity levels as well as submission of RF14 documentation. That is because before you
can manage any organization or process; you need to have measured it and documented
critical volumetric data. It is through the use of actual data in the management of Rural
Brigades that much of the emotion that clouds decision making can be avoided. For
example, Ripley Valley RFB has introduced a new SharePoint Member system that logs
activities and member participation. This is also connected to the 'Fire Buys' program as
mentioned previously.

All Rural Fire Brigades should have their financial data audited by an accountant and this
data used in the preparation of annual and three year budgets. The current QFRS budget
preparation process for Rura/s is totally inadequate and needs a full revamp. We are
asked to use a very basic MS Excel spreadsheet with poorly worded data requirements.
Rural Budgets should be modeled as per the standard format from Audited Statements to
bring about standardization of financial reporting as soon as possible.

QFRS needs to actively participate where Brigades have to formalise their financial
arrangements and transition to a new service model. Through Area Office involvement;
local competitiveness, pettiness and general emotion can be minimized and greater
accountability can be achieved. The role of Treasurer within a Brigade is generally the
hardest to fill for volunteers and yet will be critical in the new financial models being
implemented. QFRS needs to urgently develop a standardized process and software
package with training for Treasurers. QFRS should also consider a paid position at Area
Office level to actually manage the finances of Brigades as well as Group financial
matters in the future.

Fire Wardens

Fire Wardens are a critical part of the broader Rural Fire Service Team. Both the Fire
Warden and Deputy Fire Warden for Ripley Valley are members of the Brigade which
makes cooperation between the functions seamless. For other areas; it would be highly
desirable for fire wardens to have the same basic fire fighting training as RFS volunteers,
the same understanding of how fires would be managed if wild fire eventuated and an
understanding of the capability and capacity of the Brigade management team.

Other Issues Affecting the Rural Fire Service

Problem Avoidance and Conflict Resolution

There are many topical issues that inflame situations and relations between some
individuals within both the Urban and Rural Fire Services from time to time. These
controversial issues/incidents have not always been addressed in a professional and
timely manner by Brigades, Groups, Urban Officers or the service. Therefore the problem
grows as it festers. QFRS has started to address issues through 'official' channels more
vigorously in recent times but further actions are required.

The ongoing strategic management of the service could be enhanced through the
recruitment of experienced rural firefighters who just happen to be successful senior
corporate managers and strategic thinkers in their primary occupation. The perception is
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out there that promotion from within Urban Station Officer ranks to senior management
sometimes creates 'functional silos' or the appearance of arrogance, There are some
excellent Urban officers within QFRS and so it would be ideal to compliment their skills
and experiences with rural service experiences plus broad corporate management skills.

A more vigorous Code of Conduct needs to be introduced to ,all branches of the service
and firefighters managed accordingly. Police checks are a good initial filter for Rural
membership but some basic form of psychological testing should also be introduced. It is
most distressing to Brigades when the unfortunate unsatisfactory actions of an individual
can ruin a Brigades reputation and generally negatively impact on all Rural firefighters in
a area.

The wild and at times irresponsible use of the media by individuals and Rural Brigades
needs to be curbed also through practical grievance escalation procedures and media
policies. There exists considerable mistrust between some 'traditional' rural brigades and
QFRS which needs to be addressed through tact, patience and transparency of
information, especially with change management. This work is underway slowly and the
appointment of experienced and respected Rural Officers to paid positions such as
Brigade Training and Support Officers at Area Office level has produced some positive
changes to administrative and operational effectiveness.

The Urban service has an active union. However, there has not been a unified RFS
collaboration body to negotiate with the QFRS on issues. Even today, there are multiple
'organisations' claiming to represent volunteer rural fire fighters but most members in our
area have never seen nor have they ever been influenced by any such organization. The
RFBAQ appear to be collaboration partners of choice at present with the QFRS as
evidenced by the Conference but a lot more needs to be done before they can accurately
claim they represent the interest of members.

From our Brigade's perspective, we have gradually built a good and collaborative working
relationship with our Area Office, our neighbouring Brigades and local Urban station
crews. We continually strive to be as professional and responsive as we can be and our
aim with respect to strategic change is for the Brigade to remain relevant to the decision
making process.

Brigade Closures and Changes.

As urban sprawl consumes rural areas, there needs to be a mechanism to rearrange the
location and composition of Rural Brigades to meet the changing community's needs.
This process needs to use actual activity data and form part of 10 year community plans.
The primary measurement would be the number of local incidents attended but also the
turn-out times. For Urban stations, a 14 minute turn out is required. For Rurals, there
should be a 20 minute travel time limit. Taking onto account turn out times from a home;
this could typically translate into a 45 minutes delay from activation to arrival at scene.
Therefore distance to rural interface would factor in the validity of a Brigade location.

Any changes to a Rural Brigade or amalgamation of Brigades needs to be driven by a
clearly communicated and understood strategy to minimize the emotions generated.
Representatives from QFRS need to understand that even though all stations and
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appliances are owned by the service; considerable personal time and money by
volunteers have gone into the funding or creation of those assets. Therefore if a Rural
Brigade(s) are required to be moved in the future; the QFRS has to have strategies in
place to fund the change/move.

Even in areas within a cities boundary that have been declared 'Urban', there remains a
number of functions that Rural Brigades are required for. For example, the suburbs
around Redbank Plains and Bellbird Park have been an Urban responsibility for over a
decade and yet still have significant bushland. These 'services' such as hazard reduction
burns and fire track mapping can be developed into formal income streams for Brigades.
Current Urban funding and resources can not accommodate large scale hazard reduction
burns. This is an area where Rural Brigades can be coordinated to manage these
services and charge for the service,

The use of computers with GPS and mapping software are relatively new technologies
being utilized by proactive Brigades in fire management These same technologies and
services could be utilized to assist councils and developers to establish fire trials, map
nature reserves etc, once again as a revenue source, QFRS has these systems
documented because they were donated by a team of Rural Fire Brigades and are
planning for the roll out of the technology,

Therefore QFRS will have to develop strategies to transition fire service delivery models
as regions develop, The strategies will be dependant on the specifics of the location, the
community expectations, the council views, the support of rural volunteers and the rate of
change, The strategy will need to handle the potential transition of Rural Brigades
through to I-Zone Brigades, a period of co-existence and then repositioning. These
strategies need to take into account other services being supplied by Rural brigades such
as SES support following storms and floods. For example, our Brigade sent multiple
crews over many days to The Gap in Brisbane in November 2008.

Once the QFRS address training, equipment, funding and volunteer issues better; the
service as a whole right down to Brigade level will find an improvement in the proficiency
levels and sustainability levels of the volunteer membership base. As more Brigades
attract more members who wish to serve where ever a community is in need; a Brigade
will have greater capacity to support QFRS both in local and 'out of area' activities.
Unfortunately due to the ad hoc nature of these large events; they are hard to plan and
manage but standardization of training and equipment will greatly assist this process. As
demonstrated at the fires around Rockhampton in October 2009; in times of need;
firefighters from Urban and Rural services can come together, can work on the same
appliances and can overcome challenging fire situations. It just takes commitment,
training and respect.

Submitted by:

The Management Team

Ripley Valley Rural Fire Brigade
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Summary of the Brigade Situation and Membership

Membership: 8 Officers and approx, 40 members who donate on average nearly 8000
volunteer hours per annum for all of our activities.

Area: Approx 170 sq kilometers from Springfield to Amberley

.. Urban / Rural residential interface

.. White Rock and Goolman Conservation Parks

Operations: QFRS "I-Zone" Brigade Classification

.. Established Station with IMT Facilities

.. 2 medium and 1 light appliance (RV51, RV52 and RV41)

.. Dual Cab General Purpose Vehicle RV81, ISU Trailer and a Slip-on Unit

.. Computer aided mapping / GPS IMT Support

.. Operational expenditure of -$28,000 p,a,

.. Averaging over 32 call-outs per year, predominantly vegetation fires plus
numerous Strike Team / Deployments out of area,

Functions:

.. Protecting The Community

Community Involvement (Fund Raising, Recruitment, Membership Pride)

Community Awareness Sessions (Education and Service Responsibility)
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TAllEBUDGE
Ph/Fax: 0755338444
PO Box 199, West Burleigh 9

ASN:

23.2.2010
The Chair
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Parliament House
Brisbane.

Dear Mr Wendt

RE: Inquiry into Management ofRFS

E

RECEIVED
j 01 MAR 2010
iulU( 'CCOUNTS AND

'UIUC WORKS COMMITTEE

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to the inquiry into the management
of Rural Fire Services in Queensland.

In our attached submission we have tried to express our concerns as a Rural FireBrigade
with the management of the service going into the future and to express a management
philosophy that places a greater emphasis on the responsibility of local communities for
their own protection.

We wish you every success with your inquiry.

Jessen ( First Officer)



Qld Public Accounts & Public Works Committee Enquiry

Q. Is the current model ofRFB's Suitable?

We see that in effect there are several "models" of Rural Fire Brigade's in Qld. from very
rural (primary producer) Brigades, small town/rural brigades to I Zone 'Brigades. Our
Brigade is an I Zone Brigade with its territory based on rural areas adjoining a large I
Zone area on the edge of the heavily urbanised city.
The current financial model enables a degree of independence for all Brigades allowing
them to determine through local knowledge how to use their funding and direct their
resources towards meeting the needs of their particular area. The ability of Brigades to
determine their own priorities is important in fostering "ownership" by the local
community and should be retained.
Problems are being experienced in the Service with getting enough volunteers, retaining
them, and supplying sufficient volunteers for "task-forces". This reflects the "big-ask"
being made of volunteers. A more locally focused model that requires a lower level of
commitment from volunteers may address these issues

Q. Is the existing Funding model appropriate?

Gold Coast City Council collects a rural fire levy and passes these funds onto the Brigade
in whose area the funds are collected. With a medium size rateable base this system
works well for us as a Brigade but we are well aware that for smaller Brigades in the
Gold Coast Rural Fire Brigade Group this system does not deliver adequate operational
Income.
We support the fund raising model but not the current distribution system. We feel that a
better model would be for all Brigades to receive a base operating amount from the levy
pool and for the remaining funds to be distributed on the basis of number of rateable
properties per Brigade area. We strongly feel that this should be a decision taken
democratically by the GCRFB Group and then supported by QFRS.
Our current Group rateable base is fluctuating from year to year. As new urban stations
come on line in the City and projected urbanization is reached the rateable base for Rural
Fire Brigade's in the City will drop. The limitations on development under the SEQ
Regional Plan in rural areas will guarantee this. Unless rural levies are simply allowed to
rise to meet urban levy rates there will not be sufficient funds available to run Rural
Brigades in the future.

Q. Effect of Urban Encroachment?
This issue is of major importance to our Brigade and Group. The I Zone is Qld. Fire &
Rescue Service's focal point for rural/urban cooperation and the biggest source of work
for Brigades in the GCRFB Group yet the Rural Brigades receive NO funding from these
areas. With this system, the expansion of urban services to Nerang has resulted in four
Brigades becoming unviable at a point when their services are needed more than ever.
The QFRS clearly recognises the need for dual services in these areas but directs all levy
money from I Zone areas to urban funds. Rural levy payers are effectively subsidising
urban areas under the current system.



We propose that a percentage of levy money ( say $40 from $110) raised in designated I
Zone areas should be credited to the responsible local Rural Fire Brigade. These funds
would then go into the levy money pool and be distributed under the system proposed
above. This system would fund the work of Rural Brigades in I Zone areas and address
the ongoing issue of loss of funding base to urban encroachment. The SE Qld Regional
Plan ensures that there will be little or no growth in rateable rural property numbers in the
future. The encroachment of urban areas and proposed new urban Stations can only mean
an ongoing reduction of funding for Rural Brigades in an era when their services will be
required more and more. The fund distribution system proposed by QFRS can only mean
a smaller pie being cut ever smaller. A fundamental change in the funding base and
distribution system has to be seriously addressed.

Under the current system Rural Brigades are not allowed to charge the Urban service for
expenses incurred when called to work in Urban areas. Urban services directed to rural
properties bill the land owner for their services. There is a clear inequity in this
arrangement which should be addressed.

Q. Management of Increased Demands?
The "top-down" management model of the QFRS results in their being little consultation
with Brigades. Management decisions come by directive. There seems little recognition
or understanding of volunteer memberships willingness and ability to contribute. When
too much is asked of volunteers they tend to leave as recruitment retention numbers
clearly indicate. There is no input into policy and direction from Brigades and Group.
The direction and "philosophy" are not clearly expressed to Brigades and membership.

There has been an "explosion" in bureaucracy in training, Health& Safety, maintenance
and administration. Volunteer officers and members don't join to be administrators but to
be firefighters. The appointment of a number of funded administrators to the Group
whose role was to take on much of the administrative role of Brigades could help address
this issue. In addition, support in areas such as Health and Safety reporting, fire
extinguisher servicing, vehicle servicing and inspection would enable the volunteer's role
to be more focused on their core functions. Training support at Brigade level needs much
more support and investment. Reducing the work load on senior Brigade officers is
crucial. Unless this is addressed it will become increasingly difficult to find people able
and willing to commit to these roles.

Many new recruits are lost early on. Recruitment procedures take far too long. Training
should be greatly streamlined so that a new member can join a crew after a short
introduction course ( say 2 hours at Brigade level) FMl training should be basic. Training
for senior roles is appropriate but Brigades must have the ability to choose their Officers
themselves whether they have the "qualifications" or not. Only the local Brigade can
recognise leadership ability and experience. This does not only come from attaining
certificates.



Q. Role of Fire Wardens?
We support the current model as, in our experience, it works well. We have had some
experience that would suggest that an improved capacity to adjust boundaries of Fire
Warden's districts would be of benefit.

Summary:
In our view the QFRS seems to view the RFS as an auxiliary to the Urban service. In our
region this translates to the perception that the RFS's main purpose is to prevent life and
property loss in the IZone by providing an unpaid reserve of manpower and equipment
for the Urban service to utilize.
This model directs Brigades away from individual community responsibility and towards
"group" action in areas away from their local community. Levy payers see the taskforces
and helicopters and feel that paying their levy absolves them from the need for any
further activity.
Those who do volunteer are increasingly asked to respond away from their immediate
community and to commit to serving under protocols to which they have had no input.
The level of commitment and training is daunting to most and this clearly reflected in
recruitment and retention issues.
The current model will lead, in our view, to further "professionalization" of the RFS. The
future could well see the creation ofpaid, "A team" rural services, backed up by a second
tier volunteer body that struggles to recruit.
We feel that there should be a model that places greater emphasis on the local community
for its fire safety.
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Marburg District Rural Fire Brigade
ABN: 265 815 635 21

Station Address:
Edmond Street
Marburg Qld 4346

Telephone: (07) 54 644 212

The Research Director
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Parliament house
George St.,
Brisbane. Q. 4000

Postal Address: ct- Marburg P.O
Marburg 4346

Secretary - Andrea McNicol
Telephone: 54644117
Facsimile: 54644593

Email:andreamcnicol@dodo.com.au

1st March 2010

Please find below recommended changes to the current Management System of the Rural Fire Service.

1. We would recommend an Independent Department separate from QFRS with its own
Commissioner, own reporting structure

2. Rural Fire Brigade to have their own uniforms, not just different epaulets.
3. Rural appliances are currently only replaced after 20 years use, this should be reduced to

replacement after 12 years.
4. Rural appliances should be fitted with "Red and blue lights" as is the case with every other States

Rural Brigades.
5. Personal Protective Equipment should be the same standard as QFRS grass fire turnout PPE or

equivalent to our interstate counterparts.
6. Independent "Complaints and Appeal" committee.
7. Rural Fire Department to be governed by its own policy, procedures and Rural Fire Act not

amended QFRS documents.
8. Brigades should be allowed to have their own constitution, which should be approved by an

independent panel and this constitution should be recognised by the Commissioner.

9. Under the current Firecom system when a rural truck responds to an incident, the system
records it as the whole Brigade, even though there may be still 2 trucks at the station.

10. Rural brigades have boundaries they are responsible for. Part of the benefit of having these
boundaries is the local knowledge that the Rural Brigades have, Firecom does not use these
boundaries when responding trucks to a fire they use the Urban model of responding closest
Brigade based on distance, this model does not and will not work for Rural brigades.

11. If QFRS wish to make changes to rural operation procedures or rules, these changes should be
approved by a majority of all Rural Brigades before being implemented.

12. Senior Staff of the Rural Fire Service should come from rural ranks.

We believe QFRS are trying to take control of Rural Fire Brigades instead of assisting us. Frustrations
are building and Brigades are at the point of not responding to a fire if it is under QFRS control.
The above dot points were ratified at our brigade meeting with unanimous agreement, with all 20
members endorsing the points raised.

Yours truly,

Andrea McNicol
Secretary
On behalf of the Marburg District Rural Fire Brigade
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Rural Fire Service and Urban Fire Service operational business service delivery
models are based around completely different risk factors that in tum require
completely different approaches. The risks are Urban - tar and cement, Rural- trees
and grass. There may be some cross over service delivery but for all intent and
purpose this is only a minority, each risk is specialised.

Urban
Urban full time and part time stations are fee for service with a guaranteed response
time frame to the levy payers. The amount paid by an occupant varies dependant on
the complexity of structural risk and whether staffed full time or part time fire
stations. Water reticulation is the mandatory primary resource. Collection of fees is
via the Local Government rates on behalf of QFRS and in tum pays salaries/wages
(90% -source annual reports) and remainder goes towards housing, equipment and
resourcing.
Road accident rescue is also a primary role in designated areas, (SES volunteer groups
are primary responders in rural areas) moneys for these services are collected for the
emergency service department through levies on vehicle registration.
Resourcing is focused strongly on the correct application, for example, large water
pumps capable of high pressure and volume, trucks may only carry 2,500 litres
maximum but are also capable of carrying ancillary equipment that is necessary in a
structural environment where chemicals and pollutants need specialised equipment.
Staff expertise backgrounds are akin to man made structures evolving from trades
such as construction, hydraulics and the like with specialist expertise developed
particularly around chemical reaction of substances. Local Government rates provide
the reticulated water supply as per specification in building codes and hydrant
locations for subdivisions that fall within the specific response timeframes.
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Structural fires require fast response, once a fire takes hold it is likely the building
will be demolished even though it may look sound from the outside. Fire fighters are
highly skilled and are remunerated accordingly for full time and payment is an
incentive for part timers to join up. Because rate payers do pay a fee for service there
is an expectation for this service.

Fire stations are located within relevant response time frames and are centralised. An
Urban risk model looks at fire as a static type risk that may elevate in a man made
structure and protection of subsequent exposures in high structural and residential
areas.
Prevention strategies are based around an immediate threat depending on quick
response to eliminate the possibility of life and property loss, for example evacuation
plans, smoke detectors, fire extinguishers etc.

Rural
The discussion paper summary mentions the four brigade classifications of izone,
village, rural and primary industry.
The risk factors vary accordingly in type; izone and some village brigades mirror the
urban risk type modes' operandi model of buildings and structure clustering. These
brigades profile may be better aligned with the fee for service model because of the
required resourcing and training needs similarities. Economic wise, a balance of
payment meets user pay expectations is better aligned to paid personnel then
volunteerism. In recent times I have witnessed this frustration from volunteers at
interface zones to the extent that volunteers are fading away and are losing interest. In
fact because volunteers refuse to respond urban brigades are obliged to in this izone
non fee for service locations and are not reimbursed for the response thus not
accounting to the levy payers who pay for the service.

Most village brigades that are a volunteer brigade is due largely to the fact they are
not populated enough to make a viable fee for service delivery model. These types
would best be left under Rural Fire Service management. Small populated town
communities tend to fully understand self determination and the tyranny of distance to
help or assistance so do chip in so to speak, helping thy neighbour.
In regional Queensland over 80% of the total of volunteer brigades are Rural
and Primary Industry brigade classification, their major risk factor is a vegetation
fire that threatens infrastructure, livelihood, environment and cultural. These
vegetation type fires are a moving fire and not stationary like a structural fire. The
type of equipment, resource and training required is much different, for example
appliances need to be four wheel drives, small and manoeuvrable. The best credentials
for rural fire fighters are those from a land management or primary producer
background with an affiliation of forest and grass types, especially those who use fire
with first hand knowledge of the dynamics of how fire behaves with different
vegetation species. The Fire Wardens also need to know because industry uses fire for
reasons that not only include hazard reduction but for other specific outcomes, for
example sugar and grazing industries, biodiversity habitat and weed management.

Over 95 percent of responses to fires by rural brigades are vegetation type fires,
structural fires may only happen on extremely rare occasions and in a rural area is not
a threat to another building exposure due to space between them. Also there is no
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guaranteed response due to tyranny of distance, driveway access, no reticulated water
supply and most importantly, a volunteer may not be available.
For all intents and purposes the majority of volunteer rural brigades are based on a
decentralised response; equipment may be housed on farms or properties and not in a
centralised fire station which in tum enables an initial faster response time. The
majority of rural volunteer brigades also may utilise their own private machinery and
vehicles that is more suitable to the area then a fire appliance. It would be difficult to
levy these brigade types given the good will.
The village or small town brigades including some rural residential lifestyle
subdivision locations may require the EQUIPMENT levy because not all can
contribute with equipment so a central fire station then becomes necessary.
In the larger populated areas where a rural fire brigade major risk is a structural
environment and resourcing and training align with an urban risk model the
expectation from residents is the same as those in the city. A fully levied fee for
service is warranted and should come under the auspices of an urban modes operandi.
Thus an appropriately funded town service delivery expands appropriately and
balances the books within the fees for services inappropriately taken from the larger
towns raised taxes.

Rural Fire Services in Queensland.

There are two distinct streams of fire management roles mentioned in the discussion
paper that come under the Rural Fire Services of Queensland;

1& The safe use of fire by land owners and/or occupiers by control through a
permit to light fire authorisation through the auspices of the 2,300 volunteer
Fire Warden network, and;

• Response to and suppression of wildfire that threatens life, property and the
environment. Volunteer Rural Fire Brigades service the non fee for service
locations of Queensland and basically are conceptualised into three response
models of interface/rural residential, small towns/villages and broad acre.

Role of Fire Wardens:

Fire is a natural part of the Australian landscape given the vegetation type and
ecosystems spread across a diverse geography that is shaped and adapted to variable
seasonal weather patterns.
Fire is a land management tool, whether occurrence is induced or natural, and, can
either be friend or foe depending on how and when it happens. Used responsibly and
correctly it is one of the most cost effective and efficient tools known for land
managers to achieve the desired outcome. This includes an array ofcustodian types
such as industry, environmental and cultural. For example, the grazing and sugar cane
industry, the biodiversity and vegetation habitat type can be lost or maintained
through fire or lack of fire, and, healthy country through removal of introduced and
native weeds, and, excess fire fuels. (Hazard mitigation is only a small part) It will
become more necessary for land managers to use fire more often should climate
change progress in the future. Failure to do so will see more catastrophic bushfire
events impacting on the landscape. Managing the firing of the landscape through
coordination and facilitation will prevent command and control of unstoppable
wildfire during extreme fire weather. Proactive management of vegetation is distinctly
less expensive on the public purse with a higher chance of success verses a reactive
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strategy that is doomed to failure. In contrast, fire can be destructive threatening lives,
livelihood, infrastructure and the environment if fire is not treated with the respect it
demands or is failed to be utilised at all over a few years culminating into a Victorian
type bushfire disaster event. (NOTE attached papers by renowned botanist Peter
Stanton -attachment 1 and scientist Rodger Underwood -attachment 2)

Fire knows no boundary and the "permit to light fire" system administered by a
localised Fire Warden network is by far the proven best method of fire control in
Australia. The appointment of a local who will have local knowledge of industry or
outcome requirement and intimate local knowledge of perplexing community issues
plus the added local knowledge of weather dynamics and it's impact. For example,
the Bureau of Meteorology may issue a very high fire danger over a specific location
but a local warden will be aware the area has been in drought or the area is heavily
grazed and there is very little grass with no danger of fire escaping. Computer models
or centralised permit issue can never compete with local knowledge.

Volunteer Rural Fire Brigades have also been close community knit ethos types and
predominately their reason for volunteering is a sense of ownership and caring for
their local area. Contrary to the statement made in the discussion paper that Fire
Wardens have been at arms length to Rural Operations, nothing could be further from
the truth and is completely wrong. This statement indicates that the "enhancement
package" introducing change late 2006 with a service delivery model refocused to a
centralised town system has extinguished corporate knowledge of rural fire use as per
the reasons that initiated a "Rural Fire Service". The introduction for the first time of
a CEO for Rural Operations from a town fire service background model has strongly
brought about a change in control and restriction on fire. The knowledge in the
dynamics of fire behaviour relevant to the vegetation and the use is rapidly being lost
in the implementation of "a square peg in a round hole" scenario whereby imposing a
town attitude that all fires are bad will bring about the mega fires of southern states
into Queensland and along with it the cost on the taxpayer purse.

Fire Wardens, for the majority, have close working relationships with their respective
volunteer Rural Brigades. In fact over 90% of Fire Warden District boundaries align
with their relevant Rural Fire Brigade boundaries and the permit indicates to an
applicant the requirement to notify.

The permit to light fire system has been the cornerstone of fire management in
Queensland since 1946 "Rural Fire Act" introduced the permit system.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Ii Substantial public education support is required to ensure that rural land
management fire usage practices are not overlooked to appease a town fire
service approach.

• The Fire Warden system/network is either placed with a land management
advisory Department such as DPI (DEEDI), or the preferred option,

• Rural Operations becomes a separate entity to QFRS becoming known as
"Queensland Rural Fire Service" operating under a CEO from a
mandatory rural background, managing the volunteer arm within the
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Department of Community Safety, DEEDI or Department of Local
Government.

• The permit to light fire system is maintained in its present format of
decentralisation of decision. Some minor adjustment is made to the permit
form to cater additional comments and addresses of applicants.

• Equipment supplied is appropriate to task in vegetation fire fighting,
appliances are manoeuvrable for terrain. Present supply of trucks is urbanised
and are increasing in size requiring special licences and not appropriate off
road.

Role of Rural Fire Brigades:

The rural organisation is fundamentally a volunteer, unpaid, community based
organisation that draws upon the local land owners as the primary source of
membership. They provide assistance to communities through:

• Fire suppression in rural areas;
• Community awareness of fire hazards; and

• Training.

Some brigades may assist in
• the management of hazard reduction bums and
• The management of prescribed burning for the relevant outcome.

Primarily, these roles are the responsibility of the land holder and are managed
through the volunteer Fire Warden System through a permit to light fire, the land
holder engages in the physical application of the burning practice is hislher
responsibility.

A Rural Fire Brigade has no powers until such time as a fire is declared a
wildfire or uncontrollable wildfire threatening life, property or the environment.
The required equipment is suitable to off road and a "running fire" where there
are not usually water hydrants. In comparison to town requirements the
equipment is relatively inexpensive, and, unlike a paid organisation all funds go
to equipment and training, not salaries and wages. The major focus for the small
cadre of paid staff in any area is directed at coordination, facilitation, and
extension and training volunteer ownership.

Finance

Primary Producer and Rural Brigades:
Primary Industry and environmental ecosystem management are the main owners of
risk or loss in rural areas, particularly inaccessible broad acre locations within
subdivided farm demographics. (Tourism is indirectly affected in some locations.) In
some instances government or tax payer owned lands. Under the "Blueprint for the
Bush" "The Blueprint introduces new strategies for rural infrastructure and services,
and strengthens existing measures that are working well," and, the "Delbessie
Agreement" provides funding for land agreements and preparing for climate change.
Are fire management strategies and plans a major component, yes a major component
in climate change and risk to life property and the environment. Some of these
consolidated revenue dollars should be directed to the Rural Fire Service. (Presently
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some Rural Operations Area Offices in regional rural Queensland are closed or are
not staffed, which I believe is in contrast to this blueprint.) In fact I would recommend
that there is a need for more Rural Operations Offices opened, for example
Normanton & Hom Island.
Insurance payment subsidies also should be paid to Rural Fire Service for equipment
purchases. For example large tree plantations values are worth millions of dollars,
some assistance from a community volunteer brigade is more than likely welcomed.
In contrast the potential wildfire threat from these plantations to neighbouring
communities is huge if not managed properly.

Village and small hone:
In the interface some brigades collect the equipment levy through the Local
Government rates, this does not suit all brigades but should be allowed to continue
where appropriate. The support by Rural Operations through promoting an equipment
fund levy only and not a fee for service will halt any expectation and promote
continued volunteerism. Importantly any member or potential member of a volunteer
brigade should be an owner and or occupier either residing or working within the
brigade area.

hone:
Large populated locations with a majority of structure being the greater risk becomes
a fee for service delivery model transferred under the auspices and relevant expertise
of an Urban Fire Brigade.

My Background

I have been employed with the Queensland Government since the 8th February, 1971
commencing with the Forestry Department and trained as a surveyor. After 8 years
service transferred to the National Parks and Wildlife Service for a further 8 years
before spending 4 years working under the Fraser Island Recreation Board. Part of my
role during time with National Parks and on Fraser Island was as a Fire Warden.

During March 1990 I joined the Rural Fires Board as a District Inspector and to this
day I am still employed in this role albeit under what has transpired into the Rural
Operations of Queensland Fire and Rescue Service, Department of Community
Safety.

I have been deployed to wildfires in southern states as OIC and have been involved in
the research CSIRO Project VESTA with Phil Chaney. In the late 1990's represented
the then Commissioner for "Queensland Rural Fire Service," Pam Millican, on the
Northern Australian Fire Managers Forum." During 1999 my team of employees and
myself hosted the Northern Australian Fire Workshop over 5 days in Cooktown.

In my Inspector role I have formed numerous volunteer Rural Fire Brigades and
appointed many Fire Wardens from the Northern Territory border to the New Guinea
border south to the Cardwell Range just north ofIngham. I have also worked in
partnership with stakeholder organisations such as Local Governments, Agforce, the
Sugar Industry, Mining Groups, Indigenous communities, Environmental groups
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such as Landcare, Wilderness Society, Water Catchment Groups, Natural Resource
Management, Conservation Council, Universities and other State and Federal
Government bodies.

I have a passion for fire management in a holistic approach and have formed strong
bonds and a respect for the volunteers, fire managers I have worked alongside and
have been involved in fire research in the Rangelands of Queensland.

I would sincerely welcome any further discussion with the Audit Panel and trust that
my outlined opinion, are, my personnel observations of how best practice can be
achieved, and, with all due respect, not that ofthe Rural Operations Senior
Management in Brisbane Central office.

Inspector Bryan Cifuentes

Area Director
Rural Operations
Cairns Peninsula Area
Ph. 0740398240
Mob. 0407365709
Email: bryan.cifuentes@dcs.gld.gov.au
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CARE AND CATASTROPHE
A Comment on Fire and the Au.stralian Bush.

by Peter Stanton.

Born and raised in a northern seaside suburb ofBrisbane in the 1940's and 1950's I was a child ofboth the city and
the bush. In those fargone simpler days the bush pressed hard on the sprawling outskirts ofthe city and wilderness
was never far away. Not only did the bush almost swallow some suburbs, but the vast sand islands that guard
Moreton Bay were unspoiled paradises afforest, swamp, flowering heath, giant sandhills, and seemingly endless
surfand still water beaches. Abundant wildlife delighted our senses from the Kookaburra's first cheerful morning
chortle until the wail ofthe curlew lamented the passing light. Vast flocks oflorikeets darkened the moming sky
and wallabies were often disturbed from their repose in the noontide shade.

This environment shaped my life, my view ofthe world, and my passions for evennore, and I cannot view the
endless urban sprawl traffic and concrete·rimmed beaches oftoday's south-east Queensland without an aching
heart. It is a pain that could more easily be accommodated ifit were possible to accept that the devastation stopped
with the suburbs - that in the bush that still abutted the city in places, and sent twining fingers into the suburbs, or
remained as islands within them, the heart ofnature still beat in a vital way. Alas it does not. The condition ofthe
bush is an environmental catastrophe complementing the total destruction ofthe natural world that the suburbs
represent, and it is a disaster that has afflicted most of the bush throughout the south~east ofQueensland. The
greatest irony ofall is that it is a catastrophe arising indirectly out of the concern ofrising urban populations for the
fate ofthe remaining bushland. Care and catastrophe seem to have become inextricably intertwined in the fate of
much ofthe bush ofeastern and southern Australia.

Fire and the bush are mingled in my childhood memories. In days ofsummer when harsh dry leaves crackled under
tough bare feet, smoke and the smell ofbuming eucalyptus filled the air. It was not a matter for concern or alann.
Fires crept at random through the landscape. We played in the bush, following the fires with interest, reacting with
glee as tufted grass~trees burst into flame or as gusts ofwind caused temporary t1are~ups, and flames raced up the
trunks ofpaperbark trees. With some notable exceptions, mainly State Forest areas where they were treated as an
enemy to be suppressed at any cost, these fires caused little public concern, beyond the occasional wind-driven
grass fire in some vacant urban allotment or unkempt parkland. On the bay islands and in remote areas ofcoastal
heath, fires would burn for days or weeks on end, with occasional periods ofbillowing smoke heralding intense
phases as they swept into long unbumt patches ofwallum heath and swampland.

In those early days most ofthe dominant scribbly gum woodlands ofthe less hilly areas surrounding Brisbane were
picturesque open areas, with a grassy ground cover and an understory largely unimpeded by shrubs except in
moister hollows and gullies. Today the picture in the surviving remnants is largely very different. A dense
understory ofCasuarina shades out the ground cover over large areas, and the noxious weed lantana chokes gullies
and watercourses and scrambles up hillslopes. Much diversity ofhabitat and landscape variety has gone. Fire has
also largely gone from the landscape. Some species ofwildlife would have benefited, but many more would have
suffered. That benign influence that so shaped that long·gone landscape will one day return as a vengeful monster
fed by years ofexclusion or neglect.

People do care about the bush and its wildlife and they like to know it's there and around them, they love it and the
wildlife it brings to their backyards, and fire is seen to be the natural enemy·ofboth. This attitude above all has
sown the seeds ofdestruction ofthese things they care about.

This sununer, fires erupted over large areas ofsouth-eastern Australia, destroying homes and property around
Sydney and Canberra and burning for weeks in forested mountains ofnorth-east Victoria, south-eastern New
South Wales and the ACT. It seems that rarely, ifever; including during the historic fires of 1939, have such large
areas been burnt in single fire events, or has so high a proportion ofthe forested estate ofthose areas been
affected. The recriminations and debate over who was to blame and what could have been done to prevent these
disasters are progressing, just as they have after past events. The arguments from all sides are as predictable as they
have ever been. The lessons, whatever they are, do not appear to have been learnt and I fully expect that before too
many more years have passed we will have both the fires and the debates again.

Those with a particular view point to push, no matter how extreme, now find in the disasters evidellce in support
oftheir views. Land managers and fire authorities have found shelter in a stance that says nothing could have been
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done to prevent such events in the face ofextreme weather conditions. The firefighters are (deservedly) the heroes
ofthe moment, but budgets for preventive action continue to shrink.

Aboriginal people could not have survived current fire regimes. The livelihood and lives of people who lived in the
bush and depended on it for all the resources they needed for survival, would have been extinguished. No people
who depended daily on the camp fire and the fire~stick would have tolerated the conditions in which a stray spark
could have ignited a fire that burnt with modern day ferocity and speed and consumed the countryside for 100km
or more. Undeniably Aboriginal people burnt the bush. They burnt it methodically in ways that ensuredthe survival
ofthemselves and the resources on which they depended, and in so doing they managed the level offuel arOWld
them.

Arguments about whether to bum or not to burn are about as useful today as arguments about whether or not the
earth is flat, yet they continue to surface. The arguments should be about the "how and when", yet it is difficult to
see how we can reconcile the opposing points ofview in that debate, to arrive at a useful outcome.

It is an unarguable fact that ofthe complex offactors that affect fire behaviour, the level offuel accumulation is the
most important. This point is often obscured by statements that come in a tediously repetitive way from land
managers, fire authorities, and politicians that no amount ofburning could have prevented the fires that erupted
across southern Australia in the extreme weather conditions ofthis summer. That statement indicates a lack of
understanding ofthe role offuel reduction. It is not to ensure that fires will not bum in any circumstance but to
increase the chance that they can be controlled and that individual fires can be limited to relatively small areas.

There are ways in which we can be as smart as our Aboriginal predecessors in managing fire in our environment
for our own security and the welfare ofthe bush and its wildlife. We can return fire to its rightful place in our
landscape, not as a force ofeither good or evil, but as one ofthe factors such as wind and water that have shaped it
over the millennia. At the most basic level we have no option but to replace the current regime ofwidespread fires
in single events, with one ofnumerous smaller fires. It is the mechanics ofdoing this in the face ofall the
complexities imposed on the'landscape and society by development and modern life that should be occupying our
attention. In contrast, the task ofthe Aboriginal was an easy one.

Let us consider, therefore, the impediments in the way of such an outcome, and, where possible, how they might
be overcome.

First there is ignorance - ignorance ofboth the role offire in the Australian environment, ignorance ofthe rules of
fire behaviour, and ignorance ofthe mechanics ofusing fire in any given situation. The level of this ignorance is
immense amongst the general public, land management authorities, and the universities. I do not have a ready
answer to this problem ofeducation, but believe that without a large and appropriate effort progress in other areas
will be largely neglected.

Secondly, there is a lack ofco~ordinationoffire management efforts across the landscape. Management strategies
must involve co-operation across all boundaries. Fire certainly doesn't recognise land tenure boundaries, and with
severe fires spotting burning debris kilometres ahead ofthe main front there is no practical way ofconstruction of
any firebreak that could be guaranteed adequate in a wildfire situation. In some cases it might be possible to
exclude some properties from a burning program by simple pre~season strategies. More often it is likely that it is
not, and often in such cases, the attitude ofone land~owner can completely thwart major fire-management
strategies. Unpalatable though it may be to some, I see little alternative to legislation which empowers government
to force individual compliance with overall strategies ifnecessary.

Ecological arguments about such matters as the seasonal timing ofburning, the interval between fires, the intensity
offires, and the effects on particular species of fauna and flora often impose complexities ofdecision making and
consequent inertia that result in no decision and a continuation ofthe prevailing wildfue regime. There is no simple
answer to these problems. Whatever strategy is adopted will advantage some species and disadvantage others. It is
highly likely, however, that a chance wildfire regime will disadvantage more species and habitats than any other
strategy.

Considerable effort has been put into research in some areas to unravel the ecology and life cycles of individual
species ofanimals and plants. However, a mechanistic approach to the use offire according to precise guidelines
derived from knowledge ofindividual species within the habitat is not only difficult in practice, but in my
experience, unnecessary. Concern for the fate ofindividual animals or species ofanimal or plant often helps drive
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the creation ofconditions that lead to their destruction. A system that leaves much to chance, by an anrwal
program ofrandom or gridded ignition points in either one or a number ofoperations throughout the year can be
extremely effective in creating a mosaic ofbum patterns, in which fires vary from mildto severe with a wide
variation in the interval in tenns ofyears in which fire may affect any particular spot.. Such a process can provide
high levels ofhabitat diversity, and should provide a vastly improved level ofcommunity safety above what we
have in the present. situation.

I do have some sympathy for the problems that managers of State Forests and National Parks face in implementing
appropriate burning programs. They have to face the ignorance ofthe general public referred to earlier in relation
to the role offire in Australian ecosystems. They have nightmarish concerns in relation to public liability,
workplace health and safety, air quality regulations, and legislation relating to endangered species or habitats.
Instead ofactively confronting these issues by pointing out the alternatives to proposed action, agency staffare
more inclined to take the easy way out, however, and do nothing ensuring the ultimate disaster for all.

The unglamorous thankless work ofpursuing preventive burning strategies in the face ofoften hostile public
opinion and low budgets, can be contrasted with the lot ofthose who fight fires. They are seen as heroes, risking
their lives in the only action possible to protect the public from the scourge ofwildfire. As politicians scramble to
be seen in the thick of such high-risk action and lack ofmoney no longer inhibits any action, the chances ofthe
main emphasis ever being placed on preventive action seem less and less. On the environmental side hastily
constructed containment lines proliferate as bulldozers spring into action with every wildfire event, arguably doing
far more long~tenn environmental damage in some areas than any wildfire could.

Out ofthe ashes ofdisaster arise inevitably those who see the opportunity to pursue their own utilitarian agendas.
Mostly these produce arguments that logging and grazing reduce or eliminate the risk ofwildfire and improve the
health ofthe forest. It should be easily demonstrable, however, that some ofthe most devastating and widespread
wildfire in our history occurred at times when both these practices were more intense and in the case ofthe latter,
more widespread than they are today. Grazing may reduce ground fuel levels in grassy woodlands, but will have no
impact whatsoever on forest fuels where there is a heavy build-up ofleafor twig litter, providing a ladder by which
fire will reach the canopy in "blow-up" conditions. It is also axiomatic that logging operations which open up the
forest canopy and increase litter loads at the ground level will increase the risk ofdevelopment ofsevere wildfire.

Where does all this leave us? The impediments to action to develop effective programs to reduce the incidence of
severe wildfire in south-eastern Australia are immense, but the practices needed are relatively simple to implement
and, achievable. That achievability has been demonstrated by the situation in the South-West ofWestern Australia
where since the Dwellingup fire disaster of 1962, fire management strategies based on widespread prescribed
burning programs have managed to prevent any further major disasters. Even there, however, these effective
strategies appear to be breaking down as they run increasingly into the institutional problems that have so impeded
progress in the eastern states.

We will never mature as a nation until we learn to come to grips with the realities ofour environment and
collective action is based on that reality, whether it relates to the sustainability ofour agricultural and pastoral
systems or the stewardship ofour remaining natural environments. Currently, well divorced from reality, and more
often than not in the realms of romance, our view of our protective duty to the pitiful remnants ofthe natural world
that still enricbour spirits is more likely to lead us down the road oftheir eventual destruction than their retention
as fully functional reminders ofour original wild and beautiful Australia.
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Australian Bushfire Management: a case study in

wisdom versus folly

One man's wisdom is another'sfolly

Ralph Waldo Emerson

By Roger Underwood

Many years ago, still a young man, I watched for the first time the grainy, flickering black
and white film of the British infantry making their attack on the opening day of the Battle of
the Somme. The stark and terrible footage shows the disciplined soldiers climbing from their
trenches and, in line abreast, walking slowly across no-man's land towards the enemy lines.
They scarcely travel a few paces before the German machine gunners open up. They are
mown down in their thousands. They are chaff before a wind of fire.

I can still remember being struck nerveless by these images, and later my anger when I
realised what that calamitous carnage represented. It spoke of the deep incompetence of the
Generals who devised this strategy of doom and then insisted upon its implementation. It
spoke of front-line men led by people without front-line experience. It spoke of battle
planners unable to think through the consequences of their plans, and who devalued human
lives. It spoke of a devastating failure of the human imagination.

Worst of all, the strategies of the World War 1 Generals demonstrated that they had not
studied, or that they had forgotten, the lessons of history. In the final year of the American
Civil war, 50 years earlier, the Union army had been equipped for the first time with
Springfield repeating rifles, replacing the single shot muskets they had previously used and
still were being used by the Confederate army. The impact on Confederate soldiers attacking
defenders armed with repeating rifles was identical to that later inflicted by machine guns on
the Western Front. But it was a lesson unlearnt, of collective wisdom unregarded.

None ofyou will have any difficulty in seeing where this analogy is taking me.

The catastrophic bushfires in Victoria this year, and the other great fires of recent years in
Victoria, New South Wales, the ACT and South Australia are dramatic expressions not just
of killing forces unleashed, but of human folly. No less than the foolish strategies of the
World War 1 Generals, these bushfires and their outcomes speak of incompetent leadership
and of failed imaginations. Most unforgivable of all, they demonstrate the inability of people
in powerful and influential positions to profit from the lessons of history and to heed the
wisdom of experience.
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But just a minute, I can hear some of you thinking. Is this fellow going too far here? What
about the malignant influence of global warming on bushfire conditions, making things
impossible for firefighters? What about the unprecedented weather conditions on the day,
making the fires of February 2009 "unstoppable". What about the years of drought making
the bush super-ready to burn? Does he not realise that conditions beyond human
understanding have now arisen in Victoria, making killer bushfires inevitable? And what
about the promises of technology, the super-aerial tankers and so forth, that will give the
initiative to our firefighters for once and for all?

I have thought long and hard about all these issues. I am well aware of the drought, of the
terrible conditions on the days of the fires, and of the view from some quarters that all of this
is a result of global warming. I accept that drought and bad fire weather increase the risk of
serious bushfires. What I do not accept is that "unstoppable" bushfires are the inevitable
consequence. And while I will always welcome improved firefighting technology, I know
from experience and from an understanding of the simple physics of bushfire behaviour, that
technology can never be a substitute for good land management. The serious bushfire is like a
disease that is incubated over many years; good land management is the preventative
medicine that ensures the disease does not become a killer epidemic.

To me, the epidemic of recent killer bushfires in Victoria are not an indicator of what is
inevitable in the future. To me, they are an indicator of the inevitable consequences of what
has happened in the past. To me, these fires toll like bells: they toll for failed leadership,
failed governance and failed land management.

The issues of leadership and of good governance are central to my position. What these
terrible fires point to is that the leaders of our society, Victoria's politicians and senior
bureaucrats, have palpably failed to do the most fundamental thing expected of them: to
safeguard Victorian lives and the Victorian environment in the face of an obvious threat.
They have failed to discharge their duty of care. Just as we now look back with incredulity at
the amateurish strategies of the Generals in The Great War of 1914-I918, so will future
Australians look back on the work of those responsible for land and bushfire management in
this country (our bushfire Generals) in the years leading up to The Great Fires of2003-2009.

The toll of the 2009 Victorian fires is shocking. Over 200 lives - lost. Thousands of homes 
destroyed. Millions of dollars worth of social and economic infrastructure - reduced to ashes.
The work of generations, the farmlands, stock, fences, woolsheds, yards and pastures - dead
and gone. Native animals and birds - killed in their millions. Beautiful forests - cooked, in
some cases stone dead. Catchments - eroding. The costs - multi-millions of dollars. Carbon
dioxide into the atmosphere - the equivalent of a year's supply for the whole of Australia.
Psychological damage to children and families - uncountable.

Our bushfire Generals.. ..... those Premiers, Ministers and senior bushfire bureaucrats III

whom the people of Victoria put their trust... .. can have no excuses.

They cannot say they didn't know we have serious bushfires in Australia. This is no soft,
green island where no bushfire ever burns. Australians have not arrived only recently in this
hot, dry sclerophyllous land. Even if we overlook for a moment the fire management
experience of Aboriginal people, accumulated over 40,000 years or so, non-Aboriginal
Australians have been here for over 200 years, with 200 fire seasons, thousands of hot, dry
and windy days, dozens of prolonged droughts, tens of thousands of thunderstorms, millions
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of lightning strikes, and hundreds of thousands of bushfires. This IS no new or unique
phenomenon. [Note 1]

They cannot say the impacts of intense bushfires on human communities were unimaginable.
We have known for 200 years that European settlement represented the insertion of a fire
vulnerable society into a fire-prone environment. We have seen the consequences of mixing
hot fires and settlements on many..... too many..... occasions, to doubt the result. [2]

They cannot say that Australians are powerless in the face of the bushfire threat, that
bushfires are "unstoppable". From the earliest days of settlement, through to the evolution of
the fire management systems developed by experienced land and forest managers in the
1950s and 1960s, we have known what is needed to minimise bushfire intensity and bushfire
damage [3], even under extreme conditions. From at least the 1960s we have known how to
build and maintain houses in fire-prone environments so as to optimise their survival.

They cannot say that the relationships between fire and the Australian bush are still
unknown. There have been 200 years of observation and records and over 50 years of
scientific research on this very subject. This experience and this research has confirmed that
fire is not an alien visitor, but a natural part of Australian bushland ecosystems. The right sort
of fire is an agent for rejuvenation, regeneration, recycling and bushland health, a stimulus
for biodiversity. Fire is to the Australian bush as are the waves and tides to Australian
seaweeds and marine life. It is the absence of fire, especially of mild fire, that is the real
threat to the Australian bush, because the inevitable result is a landscape-level holocaust,
from which it might take a century or more for recovery.

And they cannot say that they were not warned. Warnings have emerged from the aftermath
of every damaging bushfire for the last 70 years or more...... from inquiries, commissions and
reports, from independent auditors and from land managers, bushfire scientists, foresters,
farmers and firefighters. In recent years the warnings have come thick and fast. Magnificent
books have been written on the subject [4]; there have been dozens of scientific papers and
popular articles written by our very own world-respected bushfire experts like Phil Cheney.
There have been detailed submissions by professional groups such as Forest Fire Victoria, the
Bushfire Front and the Institute of Foresters of Australia. As recently as 2008 the Victorian
Parliament undertook its own review and produced one of the best reports I have ever seen.
Its key recommendations were simply...... "noted" in passing.

Can anyone say that no clear lessons have emerged from the bushfire calamities of the past?
Can anyone say they are unaware of the previous fires that have burned Australian farms,
settlements and suburbs, incinerated our national parks, nature reserves, rangelands and
forests, or scorched our northern savannahs? Did no-one notice all those bushfires over the
years that cut power supplies, burned out bridges and roads, destroyed schools, churches and
hospitals, interrupted or fouled water supplies, destroyed observatories and threatened
species, plantations, orchards and vineyards?

No, there is no shortage of lessons. They have even flowed in, for those who should have
listened and learned, from Greece, from Portugal, and from the western United States and
Canada during the last few years.

Over and over again, the same words have rung out, the same message has been sent:
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1. In our climatic zone with hot dry summers and periodic drought, and with our
flammable vegetation and frequent lightning strikes, bushfires are inevitable.

2. If fuels are allowed to accumulate, bushfires in eucalypt forests rapidly attain an
intensity that exceeds the human capacity to extinguish them, notwithstanding the
most modern and massive suppression forces.

3. Communities and economic assets in the path of high intensity fires will suffer
horrible damage.

4. But! Potential damage can be minimised by application of a fire management system
that incorporates responsible planning, and high standards of preparedness and
damage mitigation, especially fuel reduction.

5. And! We have a choice: fires are inevitable, but we can chose to have mild controlled
fires, or ungovernable infernos.

No, our politicians and bushfire generals cannot say they have not been warned. They cannot
say there were no lessons to learn. They cannot say the message had not been sent.

They can only say that it was not received, or that it was received but ignored. Neither excuse
is acceptable.

So what are the explanations? Why were sound messages not received, or received but not
acted upon? Why, after 200 years of experience and 50 years of world-leading research, after
working examples of how to set up an effective system of bushfire management have been
established...... how was it possible that our political and bureaucratic leaders opted to adopt a
bushfire system that does not work, that fails to protect Victorians from death, disaster and
environmental calamity?

There are two answers.

1. The first is political. Put simply, in the last 25 years and when it comes to bushfire
management, Australia governments have failed to govern. The focus of politicians
has been on getting elected or staying in power, not in providing intelligent, tough and
effective governance. This has led to political parties courting the preference votes of
pressure groups and of city-based electors who are in the thrall of pressure group
philosophies.

Despite the protestations of environmentalists over the last few weeks, there is no
question that the influence of green activists at Federal, State and Local government
levels has resulted in a steep decline in the standard of bushfire management in this
country. Their influence is exemplified by two things: (i) opposition to prescribed
burning for fuel reduction, resulting in unprecedented fuel build-ups in parks, forests
and reserves close to population centres; and (ii) rural residential developments, in
which developers and residents have been prevented or discouraged by
environmentalist-dominated local councils from taking reasonable measures to ensure
houses are bushfire-safe; and where people are living in houses in the bush where
there is no effective enforcement by councils of building codes or hazard reduction.
[5]

The situation where a Government fails to govern is, of course, made worse when
communities and individuals fail to self-govern. People building houses and choosing
to live in the bush also have a personal responsibility - to look after themselves and
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their neighbours. This responsibility, it seems to me, has also been discouraged by
modem governments.

2. The second explanation is technical. In recent years many Australian bushfire
authorities have been seduced by the siren call of technology. This has lured them into
a fatal trap. Their assumption is that any fire can be contained so long as they get it
early and then have enough hardware to throw at it. This approach arose in the
United States in the years after World War 2, and is thus known to Australian land
managers as "the American Approach".

The American Approach is fundamentally flawed. Fifty years of its application in the United
States and ten years in Australia has demonstrated that no force of firefighters in the world,
indeed the fire-fighting resources of the world could they be marshalled into one place, can
stop a crown fire in heavy forest which is generating a jet-stream of spotfires downwind, each
spot fire also landing in heavy fuels, and starting new crown fires. The best and the bravest
men and women, armed with the most munificent, the most magnificent and the most
expensive equipment, is totally overwhelmed [6].

This is a reality that still appears not to have penetrated the Australian bushfire Generals and
our political leaders. Not only have we seen the American Approach increasingly supported
in this country, and then watched as it invariably fails when pitted against multiple hot fires
in heavy fuels despite this! it seems to have taken on a life of its own. Every year more
money is poured into the purchase of super-expensive equipment, but the outcomes on the
ground just get worse. As recently as last week, Australian emergency services experts were
launching new and strident calls for more and more expensive technology, completely
ignoring the need for preventative measures.

Adoption of the American Approach has been accompanied by an equally disastrous
institutional re-arrangement: the progressive transfer of bushfire responsibilities on crown
lands from land management agencies to the emergency services. In this scenario, beloved of
politicians and bushfire Generals, the focus of funding is shifted from preparedness and
damage mitigation to emergency response. What this means in practice is less emphasis on
fuel reduction and more on building up fleets of water-bombers, tankers, and other high tech
firefighting gizmos, an enormous paramilitary force (overseen by technocrats in Head Office)
whose function is to put out fires after they start... but which is doomed to failure whenever
they are faced with multiple fires burning in heavy fuels under hot windy conditions.

These new and deleterious institutional arrangements persist because they are supported by
powerful vested interests. The emergency services have a vested interest in maintaining a
huge fire suppression machine and in making every fire - even an inconsequential fire - an
emergency. I have watched over recent years as they have created a state of dependence on
their firefighting forces, which, when things go bad, they cannot deliver upon. And they have
encouraged the belief in the public mind that all fire is bad and has to be suppressed or
avoided.

Politicians also have a vested interest in the American Approach. It is easier and simpler to
finance suppression systems than damage mitigation, and they can bask in the glow of
measures which are highly visible to the public and the media, and give the impression that
they are doing something useful, irrespective of the fact that it will not succeed under bad fire
conditions. I ask you....how often have you seen a politician lighting the first match of a
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prescribed bum, compared with the occasions when you see them breaking the champaigne
over a newly purchased helicopter water bomber?

In saying this, I need to make an important point: I am not critical of the firefighters on the
ground, professional and volunteer. I know these people, and I know them to be brave,
resourceful and tough. I admire them unreservedly. But they are increasingly being asked by
their own leadership to do the impossible.

But what of the assertions from groups such as the Australian Conservation Foundation and
the Wilderness Society that because of global warming, big unstoppable bushfires are here to
stay, and we might just as well get used to them. I totally reject this line of argument. It is an
insult to human intelligence and to the human spirit. If the computer projections are correct
and it does become hotter and dryer, this means we have to make even greater efforts at fire
prevention, further improve our state of preparedness and take even more serious measures to
minimise potential bushfire damage. The idea that there is nothing we can do in the face of
global warming but retreat into the CFA shed and wait for the next fire to come at us over the
horizon is defeatist and in the end, inhumane. And suggestions that everything will be OK if
only Australians reduce their carbon dioxide emissions is surely an example of kindergarten
level thinking.

The need for mitigation of bushfire damage through fuel reduction by prescribed burning is
absolutely central to effective bushfire management in dryland Australia [7J. I support the
concept unequivocally, although I set some clear parameters: burning must be based on sound
research into fuel characteristics, fire behaviour and fire effects; bums must be conducted
professionally by trained personnel using the best-available burning guides; and every bum
must be part of an overarching strategic approach, the carefully designed and constantly
updated jigsaw known as the Strategic Burning Plan.

This is how it is done in Western Australia and could be done in Victoria. But even in WA
the system slipped in recent years, as foresters battled to keep a fuels management program
going in the face of cunning opposition from environmentalists and compliant politicians.
WA has also seen an almost complete abandonment of effective bushfire management on
private land over the last decade, with Local Government opting out and no-one else filling
the vacuum. This is a situation people like me are trying to address as we speak. Would it not
be better, we say to the WA government, to sort things out in advance, rather than after a
disaster?

Nevertheless, 50 years of hard experience in Western Australia and world-class research [81
has demonstrated beyond argument that while fuel reduction by prescribed burning does not
prevent bushfires, it ensures fires do less damage, and it makes them easier and safer to
extinguish. In gambler's terms, it shortens the odds in favour of the firefighter. In human
terms, it means people living in bushland areas where fuels have been reduced, are less likely
to be burnt to death than are people living amongst heavy fuels.

Victoria, New South Wales and to a lesser extent South Australia are years behind Western
Australia when it comes to the critical business of fuels and fire management. There is a no
need for new research to demonstrate the value of prescribed burning, as some academics are
suggesting [91. The need is to apply existing knowledge in a vastly expanded prescribed
burning program on the lands that bum. The need is to upgrade the fire skills of field staff in
parks and forests so that they can handle bums confidently and efficiently. The need is to
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develop comprehensive planning and control systems to ensure burning is professionally
carried out, and the results are properly monitored and recorded. Above and beyond all this is
the need for governments to recognise these needs, to act on them and to support their staff in
the field.

And here's the rub. Based on history, you could be excused for asking will anything change,
or will we see just another revolution of the bushfire cycle? [10]

My fear is that governments, however much they make the right noises, will in the end want
to stay in office, and unless things change, this will mean pandering to those who (despite
their current protestations) have consistently opposed responsible bushfire management.

My fear is that the forces who benefit from the status quo will already be marshalling their
resources in its defence. These will include the bushfire Generals who will not want to lose
their power and influence, or to see funding going to land management (which they do not
control) instead of new helicopters, water bombers and tankers (which they do).

I fear that all-knowing academics from the Fenner School of Environmental Studies at ANU,
and members of the Canberra and Melbourne intelligentsia will emerge from their leafy
campuses to tell us that actually there is no problem at all.... surely, everyone knows that
killer bushfires are simply Mother Nature at work, or the planet's revenge for our despicable
environmentally-unfriendly behaviour. This line will be pushed over and again, helping to
massage the consciences of politicians reluctant to make substantial changes to policies and
practices which they think will be electorally unpopular Ill].

Yes, I am fearful. But I am also hopeful (in a pessimistic way!) My intense hope is that this
time things might change. Notwithstanding the whining of the effete intelligentsia, and
opposition to change from the green bureaucracy, the powerful environmental groups and the
emergency service chiefs, I think that this time it is going to be hard for the Victorian
government to find excuses for doing nothing. In tum, I think that it is also going to be hard
for State governments in NSW, SA, Tas and WA to ignore the carnage in Victoria and the
fact that fingers are being pointed very directly at the politicians and their bushfire Generals.

I also think that the Federal Government might finally decide that it is high time they
reviewed their approach, which is basically one of rewarding State governments for failed
land management. And I think that a great many Local Governments are going to realise that
the planning buck stops with them..... if they knowingly put people into danger through their
town planning and environmental policies, and the people are then killed, they cannot escape
accountability.

Finally, I think that this time, it will finally dawn on governments and their advisers that in
the Australian bush ifyou do not managefire, you cannot managefor anything else.

Think about that for a moment. In the Australian bush if you do not manage fire, you
cannot managefor anything else.

It is all very well to say that the management objective for our parks, forests and reserves is
"protection of biodiversity", as most national parks agencies say these days. The trouble is,
this objective cannot be achieved without first having put in place an effective bushfire
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management system. Where is the biodiversity today in those thousands of hectares of
bushland without a green leaf to be seen, those "bare ruined choirs where no bird sings"?

It is the same in areas where the stated management priority is to protect water catchments.
But to say this, and then adopt a strategy that allows fuels to build up until the day comes
when the catchments are reduced to dead trees and ash - is blatantly self-defeating. And it is
the same for every other land management objective, whether this be protection of aesthetics
and lovely forest landscapes, protection of recreational areas, protection of commercial
values and residential areas or the conservation of soil, remnant bushland on farms or
threatened species.

Therefore, the first rule of land management m Australia is this: get your bushfire
management right, or be prepared to lose the lot.

I started this paper with a reference to World War 1, and the futility of the strategies adopted
by the Generals throughout the first three and half years of the war. It is significant that the
breakthrough in 1918, the new strategy, was designed by an Australian, indeed a Victorian,
General Sir John Monash. The Monash strategy was based on firstly establishing clear
priorities and unambiguous objectives - he knew exactly what he wanted from amongst the
options of what could be achieved. It was based on excellent planning, anticipation of
difficulties and attention to detail [12]. It was based on the advice of experts, men who had
been at Gallipoli and in the trenches in France and Belgium, and who spoke from experience
on the ground, not from ideology. Above all, Monash was not prepared to sacrifice human
lives needlessly. With all of this behind them, the troops on the ground did the rest. Monash's
new approach provided the blueprint for the end to the slaughter on the Western Front.

What Australian bushfire management is crying out for is a new General Monash, a leader
who understands that the current approach has failed and is doomed to continuing failure, that
the influential advisers have no front-line experience. An effective new leader will know that
if we clarify and properly rank our objectives, listen to the voices of experience and the
lessons of history, and act accordingly, the odds favouring success will be massively
shortened.

But the great General Monash himself would not succeed without the support of Prime
Ministers, Premiers and Ministers, prepared to stand firm behind him when the Wilderness
Society, the Canberra intelligentsia and the ABC current affairs people gang up on him. A
good response to this lot might be "Sorry, mates, we are doing what is best for Australia and
Australians, based on good science, experience and the word from the people who have most
to lose". Politically incorrect, of course, but it is the approach adopted when it comes to
defence of the country against external enemies and national security, and which most
Australians accept in that context.

Nor will a new general succeed without legislative and policy backing to enable land
management agencies to win back the ground they have lost to the emergency services. Our
parks and forests agencies must be empowered and resourced to manage fuels, indeed they
must be required to do so, if necessary by legislation. Australia must abandon the American
Approach, replacing it with an Australian Approach, a system in which equal weight is given
to prevention and suppression, rather than trying, helplessly, to pile all our eggs in the
suppression basket.
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For any of this to happen our political leaders need to hear from the people whose lives and
assets have been sacrificed or recklessly put at risk by the failed policies of the past. It is
essential that the people who have suffered demand systemic change, not just window
dressing, more helicopters and overseas firefighters. Unless they speak up, there is no chance
they will be heard. Politicians will take the political way out. [13)

I think we can say that the environmentalist approach to bushfire management, including
reliance on aerial firefighting, has been given a very fair go. It has had a good test.
Regrettably, and predictably, the results reveal that it has been a failure [14]. The excuses put
forward, especially that fires are unstoppable because of global warming, are simply that:
excuses. They do not allow for the capacity of intelligent humans to foresee a threat and to
forestall it.

To conclude. The choices before us are straight-forward: do Australians, and especially
Victorians, want our bushfire and land management planning done by professionals with
front-line experience, or by campus intellectuals and ideologists? Is it smarter to manage
bushfire fuels by burning them at times of our own choosing when conditions are mild, or to
stand back, do nothing and risk being engulfed by fire at the worst possible time? If fires are
inevitable, which is preferable: a controlled or a feral fire? And do we see humans as part of
the ecosystem and plan accordingly, or do we see them as interlopers, as illegal immigrants in
the Australian bush?

Do we opt for Wisdom or for Folly?

March 2009

Notes

1. The question of Aboriginal burning is still debated. According to the accounts of early explorers and
settlers and to present-day Aborigines, pre-European burning was widespread and frequent. This
information is rejected by environmentalists as "hear-say". Western Australian ecologist David Ward
has found a unique way to unlock the history of pre-European burning, through his study of fire scars
on grass trees. Ward's work in the jarrah forests of Western Australia, indicate that fire occurred there
at intervals of 2-4 years, and combined with his understanding of fuel dynamics and fire behaviour, he
concludes that these fires would have been of mild intensity and patchy. Academics from Melbourne
University, without ever having worked in the jarrah forest, have dismissed Ward's findings, preferring
the print-outs from a theoretical computer model.

2. Not everyone agrees about the environmental impact of large intense wildfires. Dr Ross Bradstock who
lectures to undergraduates at the Australian National University, has written in an article in the
Melbourne Age newspaper that that there was no scientific evidence for the claims that millions of
birds and mammals died, or that forest diversity was reduced in the Victorian Alpine fires in 2003.

3. Laura Meredith, writing of her home in Tasmania in 1840, records a time when her husband was away
and bushfires were threatening her home. She discovered with relief that her husband had taken the
wise precaution of burning the ferns over the whole of a wide span of the forest which surrounds us
and thus the home was rendered safe.

4. The best book written on fire in Australia is Stephen Pyne's Burning Bush (first published in 1991 and
updated following the 2003/4 fires) but there are also numerous books on fire science and history,
including the excellent Fire and Hearth by the anthropologist Sylvia Hallam. Hallam quotes Lort
Stokes, a fellow traveller with Charles Darwin on the Beagle who watched as Aboriginal people near
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Albany carried out their routine burning of the bush, replacing (in Stokes' words) fires of
"ungovernable fury" with those of "complete docility".

5. In the very week leading up to Victoria's Black Saturday, Western Australian bushfire managers found
themselves dealing with a Greens Member of Parliament who was threatening to organise a protesters'
camp in the bush to prevent a prescribed burn. The burn was planned to protect two local townships
plus some very lovely forest from wildfire.

6. As Shakespeare pointed out: A little fire is quickly trodden out, but being suffered, rivers will not
quench. Many of those who oppose prescribed burning believe that if we simply had enough
firefighters, permanently waiting in the bush for fires to start, and able to tread on them at the instant of
ignition, no large fires would ever occur. Firefighters regard this as impractical. In eucalypt forests
carrying heavy dry fuels, a fire can become too fierce to allow direct attack by firefighters within
minutes of ignition, indicating that the "treading out" approach would require several million
firefighters on standby throughout Australian forests for several months of every year.

7. "Dryland Australia" is the bulk of the continent, outside the tropical rainforests of the north, some of
the wet temperate rainforests of southern Tasmania, and coastal mangroves. It is the Australia that
burns.

8. The Project Vesta research, a 10-year study completed in Australia in 2007, involved a collaboration of
CSIRO, government agencies and the Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre. It represents the most
comprehensive and technically defensible bushfire research program ever carried out anywhere in the
world. The results unequivocally support the value of prescribed burning as a means of reducing
bushfire intensity, and puts forward new approaches to fuel measurement and characterisation.

9. "More research is needed" is the standard response of academics and scientists to any issue. This is
because they depend on research grants to pay their salaries and expenses. In Australia the fundamental
questions about fire behaviour and fuels management have already been answered, going back to the
work by Alan MacArthur, Phil Cheney, George Peet and Rick Sneeuwjagt in the 1960s and I970s, and
on building design by the CSIRO going back to the Tasmanian fires of 1967 and the Ash Wednesday
fires of 1983. The pressing requirements today are for refining fire behaviour tables and developing
prescribed burning guides for various forest types, in other words for applied or operational research
which builds on current knowledge. This sort of work can only be carried out by bushfire experienced
researchers in the field, not by theoretical analysts and computer experts in academia.

10. The Bushfire Cycle runs thus: first there is a disastrous bushfire. This is followed by inquiries,
commissions and reviews and the system is greatly upgraded. Over subsequent years, the new system is
so effective that there are no serious bushfires. Apathy and complacency set in, weirdo pressure groups
arise, governments lose interest and funds and staff are reduced. The system degrades. Then there is
another bushfire disaster and the wheel revolves once more.

11. According to the doyen of Canberra intellectuals Professor Clive Hamilton, speaking on ABC's Radio
National recently; "the most interesting thing about the recent Victorian bushfires has been the attacks
on greenies." Apparently he did not find the loss of over 200 lives as interesting as the ruffling of the
feathers of a few environmental activists.

12. Les Carlyon in his magnificent book The Great War, notes that Monash's final planning conference
before the attack on Hamel in 1918 had an agenda of 133 items. Elsewhere it is recorded that the then
Colonel Monash, commanding Australian troops at Gallipoli in 1915, set up his command HQ thirty
metres from the Turkish front trenches.

13. The fundamental issue, and the basis of the whole difficulty facing professional bushfire managers, is
very well summed up by Jim Hacker, fictional Minister for Administrative Services in the television
series 'Yes Minister': "There are times in a politician's life when he is obliged to take the wrong
decision. Wrong economically, wrong industrially, wrong by any standards - except one. It is a curious
fact that something which is wrong from every other point of view can be right politically. And
something which is right politically does not simply mean that it is the way to get the votes - which it is
- but also ifa policy gets the votes then it can be argued that that policy is what the people want. And,
in a democracy, how can a thing be wrong if it is what the people will vote for?" The ultimate test for
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the Victorian government in the wake of the recent fires is whether or not it caves in to green demands
on bushfire issues in order to win preference votes and stay in power at the next election. The 'Yes
Minister' scenario, and past performances, suggests that they will fail this test, and will cave in, unless
there is a dramatic outburst of political courage and responsible government.

14. It was notable that some of the worst of the recent fire damage in Victoria occurred in the dark, at night
or under gale force winds when aerial waterbombers were grounded. This is consistent with my own
experience. In 1978 I was the Officer in Charge in the karri forest in Western Australia during the
Cyclone Alby bushfire crisis. The first thing we had to do as the cyclonic winds approached, was to
ground all our aircraft and tie them down.

Roger Underwood is aforester with fifty years experience in bushfire management and busl?fire
science. He has worked as afirefighter, a district and regional manager, a research manager and

senior government administrator. He is Chairman ofThe Busl?fire Front, an independent professional
group promoting best practice in busl?fire management.
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Dear Sir,
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February 28, 2010.

I enclose my submission to the Committee in response to the Discussion Paper,
Management ofRural Fire Services in Queensland, November 2009.

As a Rural Firefighter with 38 years experience both in the field and the organization I
have a deep interest in the future and direction ofthe Rural Fire service.. I was an adviser
to The Commission ofReview ofFire Services (1988-9), Co-founder of the Rural Fire
Brigades Association (1989), Rural Fire Board Chairman 1990 and Presiding Officer of
The Rural Fire Council 1990-93).

I firmly believe that the current model ofRural Fire Brigades with their control oflevies
and a reasonable degree of freedom to service their own area without undue incursions by
Urban appliances is the best.

From the Auditor Generals Report, it is apparent that reporting upwards from District to
Head Office needs some help probably in the form of improved computer systems.
Brigades already send in audited accounts and safety certificates.

The task ofFire Wardens and Rural Brigades becomes more difficult as society moves
from viewing fire as a tool for land management to seeing it as something to be kept
away at all costs.

Details ofthese and other points are dealt with in the Summary and my detailed
Submission enclosed.

IfI can be offurther assistance I can be contacted by email at daJ)handi:10l1(a~blg;pondocOln

or by SMS on the mobile.

Yours sincerely,

~
Don Greenhalgh, AFSM, B.Comm.



Submission to Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Re :- Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland.

From - Don Greenhalgh AFSM, B.Comm.

SummarY

The following summary of this submission is presented in the order of the panel "lssues to
consider" as shown on page 3 of the discussion paper. The body of the submission follows
the "Issues for consideration" on pages 2 and 3.

1. Is the current model of Rural Fire Brigades suitable?

Right from the start it is important to reinforce the Director General's comment that the Rural
Fire Brigades are "community based organizations" and that they are "self-help
organizations l-vith Brigades expected to assist withfunding their own operations, purchases
and expenses".

The current model has been in existence since 1948 and has served our State well. It is not
only climate difference that has kept us free of the disasters that have swept southern States.

Despite being drawn closer to the Queensland Fire and Rescue Service (QFRS) over the past
20 years, Rural Brigades are still staffed from within their own area ofresponsibility, they
still see their prime responsibility being to their own area and they tailor their training and
capabilities to the needs of their own area. However, they are mostly eager to help other
Brigades, other areas and even other States when called to do so.

2. Is the existing funding model, including resource allocation, appropriate?

Being community based, Brigades provide their services without the additional costs that
come with the administration of a large organization. Our Officers, Management Committee
and Firefighters are all unpaid (volunteers).

Levies and before that donations, meant that Brigades could develop their capabilities beyond
the resources of the poorly funded Rural Fires Service. Having to go to some authority
outside our Brigade with a begging bowl when cash is needed would be so degrading that
many if not all volunteers would leave the service.

Perhaps the QFRS or the State Treasurer would like to draw all Rural Brigades into the area
covered by the urban levies thus charging our property owners about six times the amount
they now pay as a levy.

BUT without a huge increase in Urban staffwe cannot be replaced. Urban Brigades are
suppression agencies not hazard mitigation and suppression agencies as we are. The cost of
mitigation in the fonn of hazard reduction burning would be enormous if the hours worked by
volunteers were transferred to the Urban service. Volunteers stick at the task until it is done
and do not get replaced by a new shift or go onto penalty rates.

Summary of the Submission to the Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
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3. What effect is urban encroachment within Brigade areas having on Rural Fire
Brigades?

Perhaps the Panel Members could imagine themselves in our place if, in their electorate, the
Premier or Treasurer rushed in to answer all ofthe enquiries made by constituents and as the
member picked up the phone to help he or she was told that the enquiry was in hand and they
were not needed or indeed not wanted.

• That is the effect ofbeing constantly turned back or even not being called by
Firecom to incidents in our area.

• Another point of contention is the decision to send a red truck to grass fires if
someone decides that structural property is threatened. Fires in our area have
always been near structures and up till now no houses have been lost while we
were on the job.

• Add to that the decision that Rural Brigades must not do traffic control.
• And recently, we were told that lights and sirens were notto be used by Rural

Brigades when responding to an incident.
• Another strange decision is not to allow Rural Brigades to have blue lights on

their units. At a motor vehicle accident at night it is often difficult to see our
vehicles because ofthe number of tow truck lights. Other states do not have
this restriction.

• And recently, Brigades with Breathing Apparatus (CABA) have been told that
due to cost considerations, Brigades which have been so equipped, trained and
serviced for 20 years or more will not be allowed to continue in this role.

Is this a subterfuge to make us so dispirited that we quit or just allow the Urban truck
takeover.

4. How can the increasing demands on Rural Fire Brigades be managed effectively?

Several things stand out here. The first is to reduce the training demands on new members.
The current system demands a lot of time by both the recruit and Brigade Officers. Allow
First Officers more latitude to judge the competence of recruits. The aim ofthe system to train
all members to a tertiary certificate level is wasteful. When has a fire ever asked to see a
certificate of competence?

An aim ofthe Committee should be to keep all paperwork to a minimum.

The main aim will be to let Rural Brigades get on with the job they are formed to do

5. Are the accountability mechanisms currently in place adequate?

It is my feeling (a belief shared by many others) that the current system is the correct model
but as the Auditor General pointed out, reporting needs to be improved. For instance, he states
that "there is a lack ofan appropriate system to monitor the condition and safety ofRural
Fire Brigade equipment". However, for several years now Rural Brigades have been required
to provide a safety certificate for each vehicle they own (at Brigade expense).

Summary of the Submission to the Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Re the Management ofRumI Fire Services in Queensland
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These safety certificates are forwarded to District Office where we believe they are placed on
the Brigade file. It is the upward reporting within QFRS that needs improving.

A similar set of circumstances applies to the reporting of cash receipts, expenditure and
assets. Audited annual account statements are forwarded to the District Office where they are
again noted and filed. The cost of audit is also borne by the Brigade. Again it is the upward
reporting that needs improving. Brigades are also required to provide five or six year budgets
to the Council that collects their levies.

I believe that this reporting follow up should not be done by the simple and expensive
expedient of adding more staff Rather it should be done by relocating some of the rapidly
expanding staff from offices and assigning them to field duties. They should be charged with
contacting Brigades regularly and ensuring reporting takes place. If possible they should have
Rural Brigade experience.

Improved computer systems may also be needed to forward the data already submitted by
Brigades to District Office to Head Office.

Since the duties of 'Inspectors' changed from being the QFRS contact with Brigades to
managing an office in the late 1990' s, contact with Brigades has been almost zero. In past
years an Inspector was able to form his own opinion of the safety ofvehicles and equipment
because he visited Brigades and met and talked with members.

6. What should be the role of Fire Wardens within the Rural Fire services model?

In the past, the Fire Warden and Brigade Officers knew one another well and integration was
achieved in this way. Perhaps Brigades and Wardens should meet on a quarterly basis
together vvith the staff member who win be given the responsibility mentioned in Section 5
above.

At this meeting, fuel conditions, weather forecasts and district conditions should be discussed
as well as a full and frank discussion of permits issued, Brigade involvement and problems
such as permit holders lighting up without advising Firecom or the Brigade. An area strategy
should evolve from these meetings. The Fire Wardens role should stay the same as it has been
in the past-

• Assess the fuel situation;
III Assess the risk situation;
• Assess the landholders ability to burn without Brigade involvement;
III Determine when the burn should take place (after dark burning should not be ruled

out);
• Issue the permit with whatever conditions are relevant;
@ Ensure the permit holder receives a copy of the permit;
• Ensure neighbours receive notice ofthe burn;
• Immediately FAX a copy of the permit to the Brigade;

Summary of the Submission to the Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
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This may require QFRS to install FAX machines in Wardens homes and Brigade offices.

7. Are there any other relevant matters the committee needs to address?

Matters that should receive the attention ofthe Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
are the very high charges made for:-

• Training in Senior First Aid by the Queensland Ambulance Service. Because EAR and
CPR require a refresher every year and the course itself every three years this is a very
significant ongoing cost;

• The cost of chainsaw user certification;
• Driver training for light and heavy rigid vehicles which are necessary for transporting

more water but also in twin-cab versions for carrying up to seven firefighters in safety.

The Committee should examine the fact that the number of office staff servicing Rural
Division has grown rapidly eating away the budget increases allowed for equipping Brigades.
Many are ex-Urban staffwith little or no knowledge ofRural Brigades. Despite these
increases Brigades see little forthcoming to assist with day to day operation ofthe Brigade or
their area.

There has also become a fixation with providing Rural Firefighters with qualifications at a
tertiary level. While the teaching materials have improved enormously, an instructor needs to
get a teaching qualification first before the material can be delivered. This is a waste of
resources. Brigade trainers previously gave instruction based on supplied material, allowing
more members to train recruits and cut the time necessary to get new recruits out on the fire
ground fully trained.
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Submission to Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Re :- Management of Rural Fire SelVices in Queensland.

From - Don Greenhalgh AFSM, B.Comm.

Preamble.

The Author of this Submission.

My name is Don Greenhalgh, AFSM, B.Comm (Acctg). I have been a rural firefighter for
38 years and am still a member ofthe Samford Rural Fire Brigade. In 1988 I was
awarded the first Australian Fire Service Medal (AFSM) awarded to a volunteer. I was an
adviser to The Commission ofReview ofFire Services (1988-9), Co-founder ofthe Rural
Fire Brigades Association (1989), Rural Fire Board Chairman 1990 and Presiding Officer
of The Rural Fire Council 1990-93).

It was also my privilege to co-author the history of the Rural Fires Board & Brigades to
1990 - "Beaters to Bambi Buckets" (2001) and the history of the Samford Rural Fire
Brigade - "Fifty Flamin Years" (2002).

The Background Situation.

From my point of view and experience, climate change has only a very slight effect on
the work of the Rural Fire Service. We have had droughts before and will again. Each
time the job will test the Rural Fire Brigades and their members.

Probably the greatest change has been brought about by changing demographics. The
farmers and their stock move out and the rural resident moves in. With no stock grazing
the grass, scrub and heavily mulched planted trees growing on what was open grazing
land, houses quickly become surrounded by fuel. This is the iZone.

We in Samford have been coping with this change since 1970 but in recent years the
change has been taken up as a point which the Urban Service could use to displace Rural
Brigades or to marginalize them. Urban trucks are sent to grass fires in our area on the
excuse that there is a threat to property. We do not have diminished efficiency - we are
more capable than we have ever been before. However, someone decrees that the Urban
truck is needed. Usually, the command of a rITe is taken away from the Rural Officer in
Charge.

Further, in recent years it has been decreed that Rural Brigades should not do traffic
control at road accidents even though we had been doing it for years and even have letters
of thanks from the Police Department.

The most recent example of skilling down the Rural Fire Service is an announcement that
due to cost considerations, Brigades with Compressed Air Breathing Apparatus (BA) will
no longer be able to continue doing this when new equipment is taken into the QFRS in a
couple of years time. This effects only six Rural Brigades but these are some ofthe top
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Brigades in the Service. The cost consideration must be only trifling in the budget of the
QFRS. However, the cost to individual Brigades would be too great to meet themselves.

Another recent directive that Rural Brigades must not use flashing lights or sirens is not
logical and is downright dangerous, exposing Rural crews to increased traffic hazards and
larger fIres when they arrive. The key to extinguishing most fires is to arrive quickly
while the fire is relatively small.

Another inexplicable ruling is that Rural Brigades must not display flashing blue lights.
In my experience, the Rural Brigades of all other States have these lights which
distinguish them from the multitude of tow trucks attending road traffic crashes.

Adding to some areas' problems are the parks demanded by Councils from developers.
Unfortunately, these are often the scrubby gullies and the unusable blocks too steep or too
marshy to mow (or just too much trouble) and the problem grows steadily worse. A
poorly staffed National Parks Service looking after more and more areas may also be
forced to allow their areas to go too long between hazard reduction events. Then nature
will take matters into its own hands and burn as it did in southern States.

And here and there in the areas that should be burned, an unusual animal was supposedly
once seen, an unusual plant and people who are allergic to smoke and the problem
compounds itself This sometimes makes it impossible to bum-off at the optimum time
when 'cool' burns are possible, but we do our best. Cool bums have lower flame heights
and cause less damage to trees, grasses and their roots, allowing quicker regeneration and
lower wildlife losses.

And add a smattering of rules such as no burning after dark (which in many areas is the
safest time to do a hazard reduction burnofi) or that the burnoff must be extinguished
before dark (rules obviously drawn up by someone who has never had to do the job) and
you compound the job of the Fire Warden and the Rural Fire Brigade even more.

In contrast, country areas are beset by a problem that is somewhat different. The
population has fallen because properties, struggling to survive, can not afford to employ
the numbers of men that they used to and so use contractors when needed. . Often the
family on the property will be the aging parents who remain after the children have gone
away to school and university and, finding an easier life, decide not to return to the
"bush". So fire fighting falls to fewer but hopefully more mechanized firefighters.

While you are deliberating in Committee, please bear in mind that our people are
volunteers. Most have jobs and families. It is only a dedication to our civic service that
keeps them interested.

We must not extinguish that dedication by making the task too onerous. Whatever the
accountants think, Rural Brigades like Samford cannot be replaced operationally or
economically by paid firefighters.
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Issues For Consideration.

A. Brigade Funding.

In my submission, I will draw heavily on my experiences with and the systems of the
Samford Rural Fire Brigade. However, I am sure that the facts that I put forward will be
common to many, if not most, of the Brigades now receiving levy monies.
This section is answered in the order of"Issuesjor consideration" Page 2 of the
Discussion Paper.

At. "lack ojadequate Systems '" ..... Brigade funding" (reference to "Issues for
Consideration" in PAPWC Committee's Discussion Paper.)
Several checks and balances are in place to ensure that the public funds sourced by way

of levies are accounted for correctly.
a. Brigades are required to provide budgets to the Council imposing the levy.
b. Brigades must have their annual accounts audited.
c. Audited accounts are forwarded to District Office.
d. Expenditure is monitored at regular Brigade meetings where vigorous debate

often accompanies proposals for expenditure.

The "problem" ofBrigades having control of their levy monies is a recurring theme
throughout the Auditor General's report. I wonder if they have asked the question "where
would those Brigades who receive levies be if they had not received levies". I suspect
that Samford would be one of a few advanced Brigades with larger, safer, crew cab
trucks. We would have had to divert all money received from the Army burns into
vehicles. Our training and emergency centre and its equipment would not exist. Other
levied Brigades can probably make similar claims.

Samford has collected subscriptions since the 1970's at least. In 1974 we asked for
voluntary subscriptions at the rate of$10. In 1977 that rose to $15, in 1984 to $20 and in
1988 to $25. When Pine Shire Council started collecting levies for us in 1998, it was kept
at $25 and remains at that level today. TWENTY TWO YEARS! What other charge
from a Government or Council still remains at 1988 levels.

A2. "Brigade resource levels and needs unknown"
Because Brigades are community based organizations, needs will be perceived differently
by Brigades in different areas. I believe that any attempt to impose uniform expenditure
and equipment patterns will lead to a falling away of our volunteer base and efficiency.

Further, attempts to reallocate levies between Brigade areas would be seen by the donor
community as an additional tax on their area.
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An appealing aspect of the Rural Fire movement is that the community through its
Brigade can manage itself If more QFRS control is to be imposed it should come from
people who are Rural Fire trained not Urban staff Any control should be by way of
advice rather than direction except where poor or illegal practices are proven.

Some of the staffwho service Rural Brigades have come to their positions through
advancement from the Urban service and have little knowledge of the psyche of the Rural
Brigade. The job is looked on as a step to promotion.

Another problem is the absence of staff for prolonged periods at conferences, training or
filling in for others who are on leave, training, etc.

A3. "Lack ofsystems to monitor condition and safety ofRural Fire Brigade equipment"
As in the rest ofQFRS, the safety of our members is paramount. That is why most
Brigades welcomed the instruction that we were to provide safety certificates for each of
our mobile units.

A system needs to be put in place to forward the information from District where
Brigades send their Certificates to Head Office and to chase up Brigades who do not
comply in a timely manner.

It is inconceivable that there are more than a handful ofBrigades who would not ensure
that pumps and other equipment are in good working order. After all, it is the Brigade
member who, when disaster threatens has to rely on their equipment regardless of its
sophistication

As in many other areas, it is here that the change to the old Inspectors role of visiting
Brigades is being felt.

A4. "Direct funding"
Direct funding ofBrigades whether by levy, QFRS grant or other grants are monitored
through the audit of annual accounts. The exception to this would be where a donation is
provided in kind such as the donation ofa vehicle. However, the acquisition must be
reported to District Office in order to obtain insurance and registration exemption.

Levies allow Brigades to proceed with the purchase ofvehicles better suited to their
needs than the standard issue vehicles. Samford Brigade has only had one of its vehicles
fully subsidized, the rest have been mostly purchased with public subscriptions (before
the levy was introduced in 1998) or levies after that date. Larger capacity 4WD, twin-cab
vehicles have been purchased in order to provide safer and more sustained working
conditions

The action of levied Brigades largely funding their own vehicles has also had
benefits for the RFS. The levy funds used by Brigades to provide their own units
release RFS funds for providing units to other non-·levied Brigades.
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Matters needing attention by the Committee.

Some matters that should receive the attention of the Public Accounts and Public Works
Committee are the very high charges made for:-

• Training in Senior First Aid by the Queensland Ambulance Service. Because
EAR and CPR require a refresher every year and the course itself every three
years this is a very significant ongoing cost;

III The cost of chainsaw user certification;
41» Driver training for light and heavy rigid vehicles which are necessary for

transporting more water but also in twin-cab versions for carrying up to seven
firefighters in safety.

• The downgrading of the role ofRural Brigades as mentioned in my covering
letter, summary and preamble.

Also, the time involved for new members to obtain their basic training and competency
qualifications is turning some members away. Bringing back Brigade Training Officers
would cut this time significantly. Place more trust in Brigade First Officers.

The recurring cost of running a Brigade like Samford is more than $30,000 per annum.
To replace a larger tanker could cost up to (and possibly more than) $300,000. Samford
Brigade has an Isuzu FTS 750 twin-cab tanker/striker 4WD unit that is now 16 years old
and planning is to take place this year to design its replacement when or even before it
reaches the 20 year Fire Service Limit.

Twin-cab 4WD units are seen as essential for safely transporting large crews to the fire
scene quickly as much ofour hazard area is steeply sloping mountainside.

AS. "Brigade jundraising activities .... donations by individuals ".
Brigades also undertake fundraising in various ways (even the odd chook raffle). Samford
Brigade has been involved with hazard reduction burning at the Enoggera Army Base
since 1985. During this time enough money was raised to build a Training and
Emergency Centre and equip it at a cost of over $226,000.

Many Brigades accept donations from landholders for hazard reduction burning. This
activity provides ideal training for new volunteers as it usually takes place in fairly safe
conditions.

Larger items donated, such as vehicles, must be notified to District Office in order to
have the vehicle exempted from registration and covered by insurance.
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A6. "QFR..,) also provides other resources"
QFRS does indeed provide personal protective equipment to Brigades and the quality and
availability of this PPE has improved over the years.

As mentioned above, only one of Samford's four appliances was provided at the full
subsidy (now 80%). As early as 1994/5 Samford 61 was built on a twin-cab Isuzu chassis
at a cost of almost $130,000 while subsidized to the extent of$50,000. Samford 51 was
built in 2001/2 at a cost of almost $167,000 and Samford 41 in 2000/1 for almost
$44,000.

Recently, Samford and six other Brigades have been advised that even though we have
been equipped and trained in the use of Compressed Air Breathing Apparatus (CABA)
for almost twenty years, we will not be re-equipped with new units when the present sets
are replaced in a couple of years time. Even though this is supposed to be done as a cost
saving exercise, we regard this as a lowering of the value placed on Rural Brigades. In
the overall budget of QFRS, the cost is minimal. However, should a Brigade decide to
fund the purchase, training and maintenance themselves the cost would be prohibitive.

A7. "QFRS has a duty ofcare"
QFRS does indeed have a duty of care for RFB volunteers. It provides workers
compensation and private vehicle insurance and training for volunteers. As Dick Healy,
the first Secretary ofthe Rural Fires Board from 1948 said, his job was "to get somebody
to do somethingfor nothing". These things are the cost of that exchange.

Be Resource allocation and communication.
B1. "level ofBrigade activity"
Brigade activity can be measured in many ways. One method is to take note of the
number of fire reports sent in by Brigades. This would not be an absolute measure as
some may not be careful with their timely lodgment, others may lodge reports when they
probably should not.

Some information could be taken from an analysis of the fire reports in the form of
number of members present and the hours spent on each type of incident. Activity in wet
years may be very low but these are the very years in which it is difficult to retain
members

In some regions of the State, the level of activity is not important. Just the fact that a
Brigade exists for the rare occasion that a fire or traffic accident may occur is adequate
so long as the Brigade is ready when needed.

Samford Brigade has had a computer system in place since 1994. Currently, members
book-on and off at a terminal in the equipment bays. The practice ofbooking in has
become a habit with members and is thus quite accurate.
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This system reveals that in 2008, the members of the Samford Rural Brigade provided the
community and QFRS with 5,903 hours service and in the 2009 calendar year, 6,594
hours. This time includes all facets of firefighting, training, maintenance, meetings, etc.

B2. "Lack ofan adequate system to monitor condition and sqfety ofRFB eqzdpment"
Monitoring of the condition and safety of equipment has been touched on earlier. The
first step should be to collect all the data now provided by Brigades to District Offices.
Then an assessment can be made of that information to see what extra if any needs to be
collected.

B3. "ensuring individual Brigade issues are understood"
QFRS must be careful with demands for management and operational plans. Volunteer
Brigades do not have members sitting in offices waiting for a fire. Most of our members
have full time jobs and families. Apart from making sure you have budgets and your
equipment is up to par and you have sufficient fully equipped and trained members it is
difficult to see what the Auditor General has in mind. Brigade Officers usually have a
good understanding of the danger points in their areas. The local area plans being
prepared by Brigades also lead to better understanding of danger areas.

B4. "Brigades manage local issues ..... informal and ad hoc basis"
Brigade issues such as hazard reduction, equipment and training are always in a state of
flux and an attempt to keep a register of these things up to date would be doomed to
failure. A bad fire season, a wet year or many other events could throw such schemes into
chaos as well as wasting scarce resources.

The best outcome would be expected from placement of staff in the field to "keep in
touch" with Brigades. If such staffwere of the correct calibre, they could advise Brigades
on a course of action where such action is deemed to be needed or to advise against some
ill conceived ideas if noted. This method worked well for the old Rural Fires Board, it
should work well now.

C. Forward planning and risk management processes.
The increasing demands on RFB' s are correctly noted in the paper. However, care must
be taken not to further increase the workload on Brigades.

C1. "lack ofcomprehensive forward planningprocesses"
lviost Brigades and their Officers are aware of the major fire stress areas on their patch at
any time. These vary from year to year in the case ofvegetation, month to month in the
case of drought index and day to day in the case of wind, temperature and humidity.

Brigade Officers live in the area and are exposed to day to day changes whether subtle or
quite marked. Most are also in daily contact with the RFS Portal and the Bureau of
Meteorology website watching weather and fire danger levels.
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C2. "lack ofagency strategic planning"
A matter that could attract the attention of the Auditor General is the constant movement
of staff which I have referred to before. The use of the Rural Division as a rung on the
Urban Fire Service ladder of promotion has an unsettling effect on the Brigades and
Firefighters in those areas. While this may not be able to be stopped perhaps it could be
slowed by asking for a reasonable minimum period of several years service in a position.

QFRS should also consult more widely with Brigades before introducing changes that
effect the Brigades.

QFRS should be more active in demanding that agencies like National Parks, Forestry,
Councils, developers and others conduct hazard reduction burning on a regular basis.

In the past, regular and thorough burning of what is now Brisbane Forest Park ensured
that Brisbane did not suffer the disastrous frres that swept into what is now suburbia
before regular burning commenced in 1965. If regular burning ceases for any reason, the
entire western flank ofBrisbane will be equally at risk as Canberra or Victoria.

Before 1965, fires swept out of the Brisbane Valley, up over the ranges and into the
populated areas. Many of these are catalogued in "From Beaters to Bambi Buckets,
Appendix 9 ~Major Fires in Queensland"

D. Accountability mechanisms.
The Auditor General's observations that Rural Fire Brigades are part of the QFRS is
indisputable. However the Director General of the Department ofEmergency Services
was absolutely correct in that RFB's are self-help community based organizations. They
are deemed by most communities to be an integral part of the fabric of that community.
Often those volunteers are also in the SES, Ambulance, Rotary, Lions, Apex and other
community groups.

RFB's are also manned by volunteers who, in the main, are there to fight fires and assist
their community. They are not at all turned on by the prospect ofhaving to prepare plans
that most know will not hold true for more than a few weeks.

Keep this planning and reporting to a minimum consistent with good area management.

E. Relationship with Fire Wardens.
E. 1. "role ofthe Fire Warden"
The Auditor General's observation that more integration is needed between the Fire
warden and RFB' s is correct. The task of issuing permits in the near city areas can be
vastly different from broad acre hazard reduction burns on the plains of the west.
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AND we are listening to everyone who has a reason for an area not to be burnt - "this
plant", "this frog", "my asthma" and so on. The land doesn't care and just accumulates
fuel until nature takes things into its own hands and fire roars through like it did in
Canberra and Victoria. Result - nothing lives.

Consider the fact that a good Warden can probably inspect a potential burn-off site,
assess the dangers involved and set down conditions ofburning in an hour or so, If the
Brigade is to be involved in the burn-off it may require days of planning and waiting for
suitable conditions for just one permit. More cooperation is necessary between the
Brigade and the Warden.

Some agreement needs to be reached between Fire Wardens and Brigades about which
fires need the attendance ofthe Brigade and also what conditions should be put on the
permit. As in the past, many fires could be conducted by the landholder on his or her own
if sound advice is given by the Warden when a Permit is issued. This advice would
include equipment and manpower required, suitable weather conditions, special problems
that may be encountered and how to resolve them. Above all, notification to the Brigade
at the time ofwriting the permit and before lighting is necessary,

More emphasis should be placed on the notification of neighbours regarding an intended
light up time and date. This should also be kept up to date if a burn is delayed.

Too many "cosmetic" burns are conducted by Brigades to the detriment of broad-acre
hazard reduction burning. This may not all be the fault ofFire Wardens.

E. 2. "Permit to Light Fire system"
The Auditor Generals comment about complexity is most valid. To get this area sorted
out is probably the most pressing task confronting the Fire Service.

. The Fire Wardens role should stay the same as it has been in the past -
• Assess the fuel situation;
• Assess the risk situation;
• Assess the landholders ability to burn without Brigade involvement;
• Determine when the burn should take place (after dark burning should not be

ruled out);
• Issue the permit with whatever conditions are relevant;
• Ensure the permit holder receives a copy of the permit;
• Ensure neighbours receive notice of the burn;
• Immediately FAX a copy of the permit to the Brigade;

This latter may require QFRS to install FAX machines in Wardens homes and Brigade
offices.
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As part of a knee-jerk reaction to the southern fires, it has become customary to cancel
permits when "someone" believes that conditions are not suitable. This is done over a
wide area when only part of the area may be dangerous. We should take extreme care that
we don't choke our systems in response to bad outcomes in other areas.

Having been both a Warden and a First Officer I dread the possibility that the
complexities oftheir job may bring the process ofhazard reduction to a halt. That would
mean that Firefighters generally will be in peril more and more from out of control fires
fed by fuels allowed accumulate because the job just becomes too difficult.

In contrast it should be a criminal offence for any landowner (government or private) to
allow fuel conditions like those in Victoria to occur. Reports have it that some areas were
not burned in living memory.
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PU8l1C ACCOUNTS AND
PUBLIC WORKS COMMITIEE

The Research Director
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Parliament House
George Street
Brisbane Q 4000

Dear Sir,

Tomewin Rural Fire Brigade
PO Box 3063

Currumbin DC Qld 4223
Telephone 0414180513

1looon 7

Re: Queensland Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland

I am submitting a proposal on behalf of the Tomewin Rural Fire Brigade for
consideration in your review.

Regards,

Steven Dalton

1st Officer
Tomewin Rural Fire Brigade
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In this proposal I will respond to some of the questions posed in your covering
letter.

Background.

The responses submitted are from the perspective of a Rural Fire Brigade
classified as a type "Rural Brigade" operating in the hinterland of the City of Gold
Coast. The brigade is a member of the Gold Coast Rural Fire Brigade Group
and participates in local and larger "Group type" fires. The local government
authority, the Gold CoastCity Council is very supportive of the Gold Coast Rural
Fire Brigade Group.

The Rural Fire Service across Queensland has about 35,000 volunteers. If these
volunteers left the fire service and were replaced by permanent full time
firefighters and officers then the people of Queensland would be looking at a
wages bill of approximately $2,450,000,000. (35,000 x $70,000 per year wages
on costed).

The current volunteer framework needs to be supported with adequate
resources and funding to ensure Queensland maintains a firefighting force to
meet current and future fire risks.

1. Is the current model of Rural Fire Brigades suitable?

For the Gold Coast area the answer is yes. There are a scattering of Rural, lzone
and village classification areas that meet the geographical and village
requirements of the hinterland areas. These are based on hazard and risk
assessments. We are lucky to be in close proximity to urban brigades for
structural and road crash response. Working together both Rural and Urban
brigades can provide adequate responses provided cooperation, resources and
clear lines of communication are maintained.

2. Is the existing funding model, including resource allocation,
appropriate?

In general, no. With the growing requirements of increased safety, more training
to provide a duty of care and a greater expectation of the local community,
funding, particularly for resource allocation and maintenance is inadequate.

Wild fires, by their nature, will always do more damage and cause more
destruction and loss of life then other fires. This has been demonstrated again
and again in recent years. Why then is the rural funding and resource allocation
second rate?

The fire season last year saw a need to move resources from areas of lesser
risk to those of need. Resources in terms of human and equipment.

Rural Fire appliances were deployed with owner brigade crews and with out
owner brigade crews. There was reluctance to send appliances without crews as
brigades claimed ownership of the appliances as they fund raised to chip in their
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contribution to pay for appliances. The volunteers offered their time free of
charge to the community while many left their jobs on paid or unpaid leave.

To provide a better resource tasking the fire service should provide appliances
free of charge to brigades and contribute to full running costs and maintenance of
the appliances and communications equipment. This will provide the following
benefits to the community:

A. Fire appliances maintained to an acceptable safe operating level,

B. The culture of ownership of appliances be reduced,

C. With full ownership of appliances by the Fire Services, resources will be able
to be tasked for deployments to areas of greatest need. This needs to be done
on a well communicated plan so all concerned are aware of expectations.

Other areas for full funding and maintenance considerations are:
Fuel for appliances and pump sets,

Brigade Stations, with minimum design requirements such as communication
rooms, kitchens, wash rooms, appliance bays, training areas.

Communication equipment including radio, telephone and internet,
Electricity and Council rates,
Standardised equipment,
Static water tanks,

3. What effect is urban encroachment within brigade areas having on Rural
Fire Brigades?

Urban encroachment is reducing brigade funding levels for Rural brigades. This
means they become unviable to operate and may close. Current funding models
do not allow for rural and urban fire brigades to coexist in the same geographical
area. An example of this is the new urban fire station at Nerang on the Gold
Coast which will take funds from the rural brigades of Gilston-Advancetown,
Clagriaba and Guanaba. Levy systems need a new classification of Izone levy to
fund both types of brigades.

The geographical area around Nerang cannot alone be serviced by urban
appliances. The terrain dictates rural type trucks. This was clearly seen last year
at the fire at Smith Street on the Gold Coast where both urban and rural
appliances operated under one command to extinguish the fire.

The encroachment needs better management of resources and education of
cultures of both rural and urban firefighters, officers and management at all levels
to provide a level of service that the community expects.
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4. How can the increasing demands on Rural Fire Brigades be managed
effectively?

The increasing demand on Rural Fire brigades can be better managed better by
providing relevant Nationally recognised training, equipment and resources.
Training needs to include shared training between groups of rural and urban
firefighters and officers. This will blend the cultures to meld the "One Fire
Service" statement made by the Commissioner.

5. Are the accountabilities mechanisms in place appropriate?

Current accountability mechanisms appear adequate. These include.

Firefighter competencies.
Firefighter deployment requirements.
Financial accountabilities.

6. What should be the role of Fire Wardens within the Rural Fire services
model?

Fire wardens currently provide an arms length involvement in the fire service.
Their involvement is before the fire while the Brigade's is after the start of a fire.
Good communication between both is important. In many cases the warden is
also a member of the brigade.
By having an arms length view on a situation a more holistic approach is often
achieved.

Summary
There is a need for a different approach to funding for the Rural Fire Service in
Queensland. Brigades should be fully funded and maintained by the Queensland
Fire and Rescue Service which will in turn provide:
1. Appliances maintained to a safe operating standard.
2. Stations built and maintained to current safety requirements,
3. A resource of appliances ready for deployment to areas of need.

In addition to funding for equipment, appropriate training and good lines of
communications between paid staff and rural volunteers will strengthen the fire
service in Queensland.
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Submission from Quingilli and Behana Gorge Rural Fire Brigades
Classification - Rural Brigades

As stated in the audit report there are 1525 Rural Fire Brigade in Quensland. They cover a very
diverse range of climate and geography, going from Dry Tropics to Wet Tropics to dry western
plains to the more temperate south-east. The circumstances and needs ofa brigade can be a very .
individual thing.

The audit raised some issues we would like to comment on:-

BRIGADE FUNDING:- Quingilli and Behana Gorge Brigades do not have a revenue stream and all
fire fighting equipment such as tanks, pumps, hoses, etc., are paid for by individual members. The
majority of our brigade members are cane farmers or harvesting contractors or both. Because of the
inherent fire risk in cane fields and surrounding vegetation during the harvesting season, everyone is
very conscious of the need to have reliable fire fighting equipment and consequently units are
generally well maintained. The standard unit is a 3000 litre galvanized trailer mounted water tank with
motorized pump drawn by a tractor.

RESOURCE ALLOCAnON - The tanks referred to above, which have proved to be ideally suited to
the conditions under which our brigade operates, have been taken off the subsidized equipment list.
While these tanks are still available on special order in restricted numbers, we are concerned that
because they are not on the subsidized equipment list, this may be the thin edge of the wedge and in
time may be unavailable. The largest water tank now available on the subsidized list is a 1000 litre
polytank which is an insufficient volume ofwater to have on hand in locations in which we have to
deal with fires, for example, trash blanket fires in cane paddocks and on rough tracks around the lower
slopes of Walsh's Pyramid, Mount Massie and such-like mountainous areas.

We also have concerns about the possible lack of robustness ofpolytanks for rough terrain and their
reliability in close proximity to very hot fires. The 3000 litre steel tanks, drawn by a tractor, carry
sufficient volume of water to be effective at the fire front and yet are not too heavy for negotiating
rough terrain.

Hose reels are an item of essential equipment that are hard to come by and are not on the subsidized
list. We would like to see a basic, well-built hose reel on the subsidized list at a reasonable and
affordable price.

FORWARD PLANNING AND RISK MANAGEMENT - The main risks in our brigade areas are
trash blanket fires in cane fields and grass and bush fires on Walsh's Pyramid and Mt Massie and their
surrounds.

Our Fire Warden and Area Director in consultation and cooperation with National Parks Service,
Main Roads Dept and Cairns Regional Council have developed a planning process for the

(continued .....)
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management of rural fires in this area ofconcern by strategic hazard reduction burning. The results of
the strategy are assessed for their effectiveness and modified or extended as experience dictates.

A case in point:-

In 2009 a hazard reduction burn of the Pyramid took place in July. However, for various reasons, a
strip between the Bruce Highway and the burnt area of the Pyramid was left unburnt Very dry
conditions were experienced for the next four months. During very hot, windy conditions in October,
a person or persons unknown set fire to this unburnt strip and a wild fire resulted which burnt rapidly
along the unbumt strip towards dwellings at the base of the Pyramid. The fire also jumped the Bruce
Highway into trash blanketed cane fields and threatened standing fields of unharvested cane.

Total disaster was prevented by two things:-

(l) A rapid response by multiple tractor-drawn tanker units from Quingilli and Behana Gorge Rural
Fire Brigades controlled the trash fires before they got into standing cane and a similar rapid response
from urban units and tractor-drawn tanker units from Behana Gorge Brigade stopped the fire in the
unbumt strip.

(2) The wild fire in the previously unburnt strip was able to be contained because of the July hazard
reduction burn on the Pyramid. The absence of fuel on the Pyramid averted a veritable conflagration.

The Pyramid burning strategy will in future be adjusted to include an annual cool season bum of this
strip of vegetation beside the Bruce Highway.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH FIRE WARDENS - The Fire Warden for Quingilli and Behana Gorge
Rural Fire Brigade Districts is very closely integrated with QFRS Rural Operations. He is, in fact, the
Chairman of Quingilli and Behana Gorge Brigades and plays a pivotal role in coordinating brigade
and fire control activities in the area.

As pointed out earlier, hazard reduction burning is vital to mitigating the effect of bush fires and the
powers that be would do well to educate the public in this regard rather than threaten to emasculate
the roll of fire wardens and rural fire brigades.

In summary, we would recommend as follows:

(1) That the fire warden system be left as it presently stands in the hands of local custodians.

(2) That a survey be done of all rural fire brigades to find out what equipment is most suitable for
different areas. For example, in our area a large number of tractor-driven tankers are more
appropriate than the yellow trucks with their limited ability to operate in rough terrain and with their
limited water carrying capacity. Other items are in demand but not readily available.

(continued.....)
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(3) That hazard reduction burning be retained as an essential ingredient in mitigating the effect of
bush fires. The Rural Fire Service needs to spend more money on education and the promotion ofthe
role of fire in the rural landscape.

(4) That the CEO ofRural Operations should have a background of experience in rural operations.

Yours faithfully
.-\ \
/ ... '

KW{~i6>
Secretary
QUINGILLI AND BEHANA GORGE RURAL FIRE BRIGADES

x
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SUMMARY

1. Is the current model of Rural Fire Brigades suitable?

The current model ofRural Fire Brigades is out-moded, out-dated and out of
touch with reality. The role of the volunteer needs to be reconsidered.

2. Is the existing funding model, including resource allocation, appropriate?

This brigade does not know what the current model is. Funding is inconsistent
across the state and decisions appear to be made without understanding of local
conditions.

3. What effect is urban encroachment within brigade areas having on Rural Fire
Brigades?

The increase in rural residential population has a greater influence on this brigade
than urban encroachment. It is already causing increase in demand, activity and
cost.

4. How can the increasing demands on Rural Fire Brigades be managed effectively?

QFRS needs to supply consistent guidance and support to brigades, with personal
attendance at training sessions and group and brigade meetings, and assistance to
office bearers to meet financial and operational requirements.

5. Are the accountability mechanisms currently in place appropriate?

Current accountability measures are frequently not complied with. It is necessary
for QFRS to ensure consistency with brigades' preparation of accounts, and
auditing, and to help where needed.

6. What should be the role of Fire Wardens within the Rural Fire services model?

There should be a fee for a landowner to obtain a permit, and fire wardens should
be remunerated.

7. Are there any other relevant matters the committee needs to address?

Training
Communication
PPE
Unwillingness within QFRS to address difficult or fundamental issues.



1.

SUBMISSION

"'...•....,rof ...,,,,u',," of A ....""".'" Fire Brigades suitable?

The current model is not suitable. It is unrealistic and is out of touch with conditions on the
ground.
The rural fire brigades began with volunteers, in effect the local landowners grouping
together to protect their families and farms. Now a greater level of skills and management is
required.

Volunteers

There is increasing fragmentation of communities with the increased mobility of residents.
The model ofcommunity based, self help, partly self funding brigades is no longer
appropriate.

1.1.1 Demands on volunteers have grown and are too great. Volunteers have to earn a
living.

Active members now require ever-increasing commitment with
i. Time to devote beyond calls of work and family.
ii. More and more training demands.
iii. Availability . Many residents now work far from home and cannot attend at short

notice.
iv. Willingness to bear increasing personal costs to attend fires and training, possible

reduction in pay because of absence from work, possible loss of leave days and
possible child-minding costs.

v. New and increasing cans to join a task force intra- and inter-state.
vi. Management skills are needed for office bearers and crew leaders.
vii Computer and office-type skills are needed for office bearers.

1.1.2 Fire-fighters should be paid for call-outs to 000 emergencies on level 3 days.
This should be at an hourly rate based on the level for an auxiliary fire-fighter. This
would remove the current anomaly of a voluntary rural fire-fighter working side by
side with a paid auxiliary fire- fighter.
Secretaries and secretary/treasurers should receive a payment starting at $200 per
year to help with the increasing expenses that they currently bear.
The efforts of these members would then be better valued.
There should also be a one-off payment for members when they achieve training
module qualifications. This would provide an incentive to undertake training courses.

QFRS needs to supply more support to reduce the load on volunteers.



2.

1.2 Fire- tigJltilJlg Strength

A figure has been given ofapproximately 35,000 volunteers in Queensland.
Every brigade member knows that this figure may be correct according to the data-base, but
the number of active members (firefighter or support) is a fraction of that number. As an
example, Mt Alford brigade has a member list of 73 but only approximately 20 active
members.
QFRS does not know what the real firefighting strength is.

Brigade boundaries our area are imJlPI:,roprilat~~.

Boundaries are drawn on a map without regard to terrain, access or demography.
For example, one side ofBunjurgen Rd is in the area of Allandale RFB, and the other side is
in the area ofMt Alford RFB. This is inappropriate from a fire-fighting point of view, a
creek or other natural barrier to vehicle access would be suitable.

Brigade isolation.

Mt Alford Brigade feels isolated, that QFRS is not interested in them and that they receive
only token support. Other brigades have expressed to us a similar belief.
The current number of brigades is unmanageable and ifthere were fewer brigades it would be
easier for QFRS to provide support.



existing fUilding m()d(:~l, IllCI1!u!Jlng resource aWJCatlOlIl, alPPlroplrialte't

This brigade does not know what the funding model is. No information on how QFRS
funding is managed is provided to us. Quantum of funding appears to vary greatly around the
state.

2.1. Sources

2.1.1 Levy

For this Brigade the only significant and regular source of funds is the levy which is
raised by the Scenic Rim Regional Council by a levy on rate notices. It is envisaged by
QFRS as a sum to be used for operating expenses. The amount is recommended to
Council by Boonah Rural Fire Brigade Group and this is decided by vote at a Group
meeting. It is totally affected by the particular interests of the delegates who attend the
meeting. Council mayor may not accept the recommendation ofGroup.
It is inappropriate for a Council to have final say as to what the levy should be.
Councillors do not know what Brigades need, and there is a risk of a political decision.
There should be a standard method of funding across the State, which is based on a
rating ofbrigade needs, taking account of risk, area, terrain, local population and number
of call-outs.

Capitallinmts

Brigades may apply for grants from a number sources to purchase capital items. This is
often not an easy process, and places a big demand on members, probably secretaries,
and some lack the necessary skills to achieve success. QFRS does not assist and may
decline to support the application.

Donations

Small sums may be obtained from landowners as a result ofassistance with hazard
reduction burns. This is not a reliable nor substantial source.



2.1.4 Raising

We note that the Director-General advised the Auditor General that Rural Fire Brigades
are community self-help organisations expected to help with funding their operations,
purchases and expenses.
The Director-General has clearly not left his desk and is living in a totally unreal world.
Volunteer fire-fighters should not be required to raise funds when they volunteered to be
fire-fighters, and are already giving so much oftheir own money, time and energy.

brigade does not beg nor conduct raffles any more.

The concept of community mentioned by the Director-General has disappeared in semi
rural areas as residents travel elsewhere for work and entertaimnent. Many residents
believe that by paying a miniscule levy they are absolved from all responsibility or care
for fire in their area or on their own property.

2.2 Costs

Costs continue to increase and future planning should take this into consideration.
Increased fuel costs may be expected to continue and vehicle costs are significant,
particularly as safety requirements multiply.

2.3 Funds allocation

At the brigade level it appears that funding allocation by QFRS is carried out without
adequate fact-finding, monitoring, review or responsible decision making. Why are there
nine trucks stationed in the north and west of the old Boonah Shire and two in the much
larger and very vulnerable area of the south and east?



3. What effect is
Brigades?

5.

encroachment within brigade areas having on

Mt Alford does not expect overwhelming urban growth in the next decade.

3.2. Mt Alford area is experiencing growth in
to continue.

residential population which we expect

3.3. Newcomers frequently have little experience of rural living and need help to understand
the necessity to prepare for the possibility of fire and learn about its likely behaviour. Brigade
members attempt to address this, but do not have the time or resources to conduct a thorough
education programme. QFRS should undertake this role and Council should ensure that
weeds and excessive grass growth are controlled and that hazard reduction bums are
conducted where and when appropriate.

3.4. Developers of rural residential sites should be required to provide fire-fighting
infrastructure.

3.5. Our brigade must expect increased risks and increased demands as more dwellings,
sheds, fences, pastoral land and tree plantations are vulnerable.

3.6. Costs to brigades will increase.
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increasing demands on Fire Hrllgal[feS be effectively mana:!!;ecl?

Management I.U<",,,,",,,,a

A new management model is needed to include processes to ensure consistency across
all brigades in resource allocation, training, monitoring of brigade operations and review of
results. This will require much more effort from QFRS to communicate "vith brigades, and
provide guidance and assistance to brigades that struggle to meet modern requirements of
operation and administration. There will need to be QFRS participation in brigade and group
meetings and training sessions. Brigade hason officers should begin to act as liason officers.

4.2 Shed

As part of resource allocation brigades should be provided with a standardised
shed/building. This would ensure that trucks and equipment are properly housed and not kept
in private hands. It also would provide a visible focus for the brigade, and help members to
develop a sense of belonging to a brigade that is valued.

4.3 Recruitment

A recruitment programme is needed to attract new active, trained members. Current
members are getting old, and many people leave the area for work opportunities.
Brigades cannot add such a programme in the time available to them. QFRS should work
with brigades, particularly to ensure that potential members are not lost from cadet
programmes. Cadets should be introduced to brigades, probably on training days. Now
would be a good time as fires have been much in the news.

Reduction in the .... ""LUIU"~" of brigades

There are 13 brigades in the Boonah Rural Fire Brigade Group, which covers the area of
the old Boonah Shire. This means that resources are spread too thinly. Some small brigades
are almost dysfunctional with few active members, little equipment, low management skins
and little support from QFRS.
The current number and distribution of brigades, with their areas, are based on a past concept
of communities. QFRS now needs to replace this arrangement with fewer brigades, with their
location and areas taking account of operational requirements. These requirements include
expected risk and expected response times, and appropriate vehicle allocation should follow.
Amalgamations should take place to fonn four or possibly five larger brigades, which 'would
allow economies of scale. There then could be one brigade in each of the north, south, east
and west of the Boonah area.
Amalgamations should be implemented as a matter of urgency.
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Accounting measures.

There are currently measures in place for brigades to provide audited accounts, budgets,
3-year plans; and health and workplace audits. Brigades frequently ignore these measures,
with no follow up by QFRS.

5.2 Brigade Auditors

The auditors ofbrigade accounts are frequently careless and inaccurate and there is no
follow up. There should be QFRS review and feedback to brigades of all accounts and audits
provided by them. As brigades are using public money the audits need to be carried out by
the Queensland Audit Office.

5.3 Consistency

There should be consistency in the way that accounts are presented and audited so that
expenditure and needs may be reviewed and compared. QFRS should provide a standard
format and give assistance to any brigade that has difficulty with its use.

money is spent by brigades

There is no review ofhow brigades spend their money. Are funds used wisely? Are
purchases appropriate and of suitable quality? Are the funds used at all? Some brigades
have considerable funds in accounts doing nothing.

5.5 Levy distribution

Distribution of levy money in Boonah Group is determined at a group meeting using a
formula devised some years ago to take account of needs of different brigades. Variations
may be made by vote. There needs to be monitoring of this process by QFRS, so that there is
some variation according to performance and a cap should be placed on the amount held by a
brigade so that no more money is allocated once the cap is reached.
QFRS should collect a state-wide fire levy and distribute this to brigades using budgets
submitted by brigades as per the QFRS urban and auxiliary model.



6. snomu be the of Fire Wardens within Fire Services model!"r

6.1 Communication

Fire wardens need to be actively associated with brigades as a brigade member. Brigade
members should know when a permit has been issued so that they are prepared for a possible
emergency.

There should be a a nPlrmn

.A landowner may take the matter more seriously ifhe/she has to pay, but it could increase
the number of fires lit without a permit. The landowner should pay an additional fee if an
inspection is needed before the permit is issued. Fines need to be applied for non-compliance
and legal proceedings for loss caused by escaped fire.

6.3 Remuneration for wardens.

Fire Wardens face considerable risk in giving permits and know they may be called to appear
in court in case ofa dispute. They also face unpleasantness or abuse if a permit is refused. It
is an onerous and often time-consuming task as the terms ofthe pennit often need
explanation. They should be adequately remunerated.



7. Are there relevant mattelrs committee needs to address?

7.1 Training

There has been great emphasis on training in the last few years and this has resulted in
some improvement.

7.1.1 Delivery
Delivery of training programmes and assessment has been inconsistent with last minute
changes, long distances expected to be travelled by participants and sometimes poor
instruction.

7.12 Assessment
Assessment for courses completed has been inconsistent, much to the fury of those who
attended many training sessions only to find other members were successfully assessed
after one brief session or merely over the telephone with no preparation. There have
been abuses by QFRS ofthe process of Recognition ofPrior Learning.

7.13 Resistance to training
There is much resistance to training particularly on the part ofmany members who are
experienced fire fighters but probably not up to date with modem communications and
operating practices. They are not prepared to commit time and energy to training.
At Mt Alford Brigade there is a small core of members who attend brigade training
sessions but all efforts to attract others have failed. This is likely to be the case
elsewhere. QFRS should be aware of this and offer support and maybe follow the
auxiliary model of compulsory paid attendance at training.

7.2 Communication

There is generally disaffection towards QFRS. Brigade members feel isolated, that no
one cares about them. Masses of forms, newsletters, standing orders, notices, memos,
calendars arrive, and members ignore them and there is no follow up. We rarely see
QFRS personnel, they appear to be largely unconcerned with what the brigade is doing.

7.2

PPE frequently takes a long time to be supplied, however recently a large consignment
of goggles, and respirators of the type not favoured by our members arrived without
being ordered. A jacket and trouser set, ordered in October 2009 arrived in January
2010. Three months for a basic item of equipment. What sort of management is this?
Who in QFRS is measuring the supply times?



7.3 Fundamental issues

It appears that QFRS does not want to consider fundamental or difficult issues. As examples,
the role of the volunteer has been raised with QFRS many times, particularly with respect to
personal costs incurred by brigade members, with no reply. A request by Mt Alford brigade
to consider the offer from the Mt Alford School of Arts Committee to take over their property
was made in May 2009 and there has been no response.

There is also a lack of will to ensure compliance with measures already in place.

most areas of its responsibilities, QFRS appears slow to think, slow to act, slow to change
and slow to respond.
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000010 Marc Donald Wall
12 Clemesha St

Keperra Queensland 4054
Ph Home :073351 4134
Ph Worle 07 3248 2699

Mob:0409 486 576
E-Mail: marc.wall@hotmail.com

This submission points of opinion, views and conclusions are mine alone and are not in any part views

expressed by Samford Rural Fire Brigade or that of the Samford Rural Brigades Management

Committee.

I am currently an active fire fighter as a member of Samford Rural Fire Brigade. For the past ten years

my role with the Brigade is that of Brigade Training Officer I also hold the rank of Crew Leader.

My civilian employment is Engineering Purchasing Officer for a large company (Coca - Cola Amatilj

based at Richlands Queensland. Last financial year I was responsible and accountable for over 33 million

dollars of CCA's budget. As my employee isa public company and listed on the share market I have a

great understanding of Budgets, Capital for Projects Large+ Small, as well as Audits and Accountable for

finances under my control. I have obtained a Diploma in Business Management with Deakin University.

Brigade Funding

Currently Samford Rural Fire Brigade has three main methods of funding

• Collection of the Fire Levy through the Morton Bay Regional Council

• Donations from members of the public and local businesses

• Control burns for local residents & Department of Defence Enoggera facility

So how is the money managed by Samford Brigade?

The Samford Brigade has a Management Committee that has been in place for a number of years.

This Committee seeks input and suggestions from all members of the Samford Brigade. This goes into

and forms part of the five year business plan, this plan is reviewed on a yearly basis.

From this business plan small sub committees are formed to work on larger capital items ie the

replacement of vehicles . I would like to point out Samford Brigade has four fire vehicles and one trailer.

The building of the Fire Station and extensions to the station with the new kitchen and training room

which also acts as Incident Control Centre ICC for major Incidents. This equipment and facilities has

been funded by Samford Brigade and the local community with token funding coming from QFRS. Audit

of all our Brigade costs is completed by a local Accountant annually; these professional fees are paid for

by Samford Brigade. A copy of each Audit Report has been given to Rural Operations Caboolture District

Office.

As you can see {I Brigade Funding// and the management" ofall monies is within the accordance with
the structure and regulations set out in Brigade Manual which forms a vital part in how our brigade is
structured to operate under the QRFS.



Taking of Funds

We have been approached by a paid Officer from QFRS and he attended the Samford Brigade general

meeting with a proposal of pooling all funding collected on the Brigades behalf from the council to be

managed by the Caboolture group this proposal did not go down well with all the members that attend

this meeting. The logic he stated was that some Brigades did not have ample revenue with limited

residents and that this has an impact on the amount of fire levy collected by the council on their behalf

resulting in funding well below their operating cost. It was also the fact that some Brigades did not have

the appropriate expertises or manpower in the management of public moneys.

Resource Allocation

Samford Brigade has a core group of approximately 35 active trained experienced fire fighters I must

also highlight the Management Committee that is made up long standing locals with broad expertises.

Our Brigade is a very well equipped and maintained facility and equipment that meets legal obligation

set out by QFRS, Work Cover, Council and State Government requirements some examples are all

electrical appliances in the station and on the vehicles are tagged and tested. All vehicles have Road

Worthiness Certificates (RWC) issued yearly these Certificates are forward to Caboolture District Office.

Call Outs

It is of late that I have seen a reduction in our Brigades call outs. We have been limited to attend RTC

Road Traffic Crashes we appear to only be responded to incidents ifthe nearest Urban Brigade (Arana

Hills) is already on a call. The majority of these accidents involve motor cycles on Mount Glorious Road.

We have been attending accidents for several years and have a good repour with other emergency

services. When on scene we assist QAS, preserve the scene for QPS Forensic Investigation Unit apply

Kitty Litter at any oil to prevent any more accidents.

To retain Urban truck/s off the run for that could capably be handled by local Brigades is a waste a

resources & funds

We have been told this is due to a new call out system is at fault had it been operating for some time

with this problem and is just now on the table as a discussion point now after almost 12 months.

We have just been told that a decree from the Commissioner that Breathing Apparatus (BA) IS NOT TO

BE CARRIED ON ANY RURAL TRUCKS. Is this removal of another piece of vital equipment driven by the

cost or some talk of late is a push from Urban Officers Union? The training and operation of this

equipment is carried by QFRS and our members meet industries high standards.

It is my opinion that the focus of our resources not being used efficiently as well as removed is due to

the majority of senior Rural Offices coming from a Urban back ground, taking work from their fellow

Urban Officers they have very little trust or respect of volunteers competencies and abilities other then

grass fire fighting.

It is my belief that the Rural Senior Officers are just going though the motions to advance their own

careers and in no way care about the best resources they have the manpower of the volunteers.



Conclusion

It is my belief if a Brigade can not function and operate safely due to funding requirements the

organisation QFRS has a need for this Brigade to remain operational it has several options available

• Obligation to seek additional Government funding and take over the running cost

• Assist with financial training and Mentoring smaller brigades ensuring it not lip service

• Clear guide lines and policies for the use any funding

• Development of living business plans for each Brigade

II Any misappropriate offunds and the police should be informed

I am apposed to any of our Brigade funds being pilfered off to prop up any Brigade that has been

mismanaged. This will reward poorly managed Brigades and deprive local residents of services and

resources for which they have paid for and should be entitled to.

Every Brigade is different to say that because of mismanagement or lack of funds to take them from any

other Brigade is just out absolute theft from the local community.

We should be involved or at least informed of any Fire Calls or incidents in our area of operations.

The removal of any equipment and tasking including Breathing Apparatus (B.A) or attending Road

Traffic Crashes (RTC) is opposed

All changes made by Commissioner and senior officers need to be in writing and clearly state the

reasons why and benefits for the community and volunteers.

The appointment of many former Urban Officers to decision making role in our organisation is having an

impact on how we operate. Their lack of understanding of the ethos of what make people volunteer is

detrimental to not only all Brigades members, the community and the state.

Each Brigade and group should complete performance reviews on paid staff yearly.

I am not opposed to Officers transferring to Rural Operations if they are the right person for the job but

they must be willing to commit or at least try and work with volunteers. If they receive two poor

performance reviews (two years) they should be returned to urban operations and or dismissed.

Final comment of the government declares that they value the work carried out by all volunteers is

continued is basically lip service and as for Queensland Fire & Rescue Service / Queensland Rural Fires

being one has a long way to go with the current "us and them" mentality driven by the senior officers

on both sides of the QFRS .
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28th February 2010

QLD PUBLICWORKS COMMITTEE MAMAGEMENT OF RFB SERVICES
Response from Crossdale Fire Brigade members

• It is a matter of concern for our brigade that when a call out is being made it is not being
directed to a particular brigade but coming as a general call.

e We are concerned at the amount of time that members have to give up for training only to
spend at least an hour of that time filling in their details on multiple forms. Members have
been confused when for example completing their FM1 training to be told that they are not
"qualified" until they have done their OPS.DOC.

• We are concerned that very few young people are interested in joining the brigade and that
the ageing members will not be able to manage in the future.

• We are concerned that district office expect us to run our organization with greater efficiency
than they do -when all of our time is given by volunteers. District office deliberates for months
or years over important issues like area boundries while we have to carry on without these
decisions being dealt with. Those who are paid to run the service should make things easier
and not more difficult for volunteers.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Help Stamp OutBushFires
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John Stuartl

Fire Warden, Nebo Rural Fire Brigade

DHkera Station,

Nebo, Qld. 4742

The Research Direetorl

Public Accounts and Public Works Committeel

Parliament Housel

George Streetl

Brisbanel 4000.

5th
• March 2010.

Dear Sir]

RECEIVED
15 MAR 2010

Mue ACCOUNTS AND
,."BU( WORKS COMMITTEE

I wish to comment on the Auditor General of Queensland/s report into the

management of Rural Fires and in particular the Fire Wardens Review. Having

served in excess of forty (40) years as Fire Warden for the Nebo Rural Brigade

Area I feel I have a reasonable knowledge and experience of the requirements of

the position and expectations of property owners to make the following

comments.

Variation in Topography and Population Density

A local warden living within a sparsely populated area covering large areas is

much more aware of seasonal conditions and community requirements than a

centralized area director.



Fire Wardens Operating at Arm's length to Q.F.R.S. Rural Operations

I find this comment to be exactly the opposite of my experiences. Wardens from

our district communicate regularly with our Area Director to discuss conditions

and receive sound advice. This does not mean they could replace local wardens

whom are on the ground at all times.

Access to and Through Propertys and Utilizing local Knowledge

Requests for permits from a local warden give a good back grounding to local

property accesses and access through property/s if required for fire control. local

knowledge is also an advantage when requesting assistance of privately owned

machinery for fire control.

Comment on Permit Zoning System

Conditions can vary considerably over a very short distance and introducing a

zoning system for the issuing of permits within a zone which may have a fire ban

in place could cause property management concerns.

Central Queensland is experiencing an unprecedented mining growth and the role

played by the local fire warden in negotiations with Mining Companiesl

Queensland Rail l Main Roads and other contractors contribute to fewer out of

control fires and an awareness to abide by the rules when controlled burning

takes place.

local input and control of our destiny works well within our area howeverl

centralization of these responsibilities will make it more difficult to entice new

volunteers into our brigades.

John Stuartl (Fire Warden)
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LEFTHAND BRANCH RURAL FIRE
BRIGADE

Reply to:
The Secretary
1679 Ingoldsby Road
Ingoldsby Qld 4343
0754626301

The Research Director
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Parliament House
George Street
Brisbane Qld 4000

Dear SirlMadam

Queensland Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland

Attached please fmd our submission to the Committee in terms ofyour letter of 26th November 2009.

If you have any queries please direct them to our Secretary at the address shown above.

Ian C Lindenmayer
Chairperson



Queensland Public Accounts and Public Works Committee

Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland

Preamble

Left Hand Branch Rural Fire Brigade is located some 30kms from Gatton in the area known as Mount
Sylvia. Its area of influence covers a large amount of mountainous area rising to 700 metres as well
as an amount of plains country. The brigade also provides services to the Ingoldsby area which lies in
an adjacent valley. Brigade personnel number 7 trained and 16 back-up volunteers.

Primary Industries including beef cattle, dairying, vegetable cropping, lucerne growing and piggeries
are prominent in the area of influence. These are mostly operated by full time producers but there
are also a number of hobby farmers residing in the area.

Responses to the various issues are now outlined.

Is the current model of Rural Fire Brigade suitable?

The current model is seen as being appropriate. The members meet quarterly whilst the committee
members are actively engaged in day to day matters.

The Brigade enjoys adequate levels of communication with its Area Office in Ipswich and this
includes not only written and electronic advices but also onsite visits initiated by both parties to
discuss operational issues as needed. Telephone advice is always readily available.

As well as local callouts, our Brigade also supports neighbouring brigades from time to time.
Generally this support is reciprocated as required.

Is the existing funding model, including resource allocation, appropriate?

The Brigade receives fire levies collected by the Lockyer Valley Regional Council each half-year and
these funds are utilised in the day to day running costs of the Brigade including Fuel, Vehicle
Maintenance, Power, Equipment Repairs etc.

Our equipment is adequate for our requirements. We have a 4WD vehicle approximately 18 months
old housed in a relatively new shed. All vehicle servicing requirements are up to date as are all
mandatory audits of fire fighting equipment, first aid resources and shed appliances. In addition aII
our volunteers are in process of receiving an updated kit which includes jacket, trousers, boots,
helmet and goggles as well as face masks.

For our Brigade size and area of influence the levy revenues are seen as being adequate.

What effect is urban encroachment within brigade areas having on Rural Fires Brigades?

Whilst our Brigade is in a fairly remote location and therefore does not experience large urban
encroachment, it does have some problems, at times, with people moving into the area from urban
areas.



These problems stem largely from a lack of knowledge of fire and more importantly the need for
them to take greater care of their properties as far as fire prevention is concerned. There is also
conflict in many cases between existing rural producers and the newcomers as far as burn offs
where the latter parties often resist the lighting of fires for hazard reduction purposes.

Many rural producers use fire as a tool to control weeds particularly thos~ of a woody nature such as
lantana and also to freshen pasture lands on a regular basis. Burning is undertaken at specific times
of the year say early Spring and is done on a mosaic basis so that there is generally a quantity of
fresh pasture available each year.

Because of the largely mountainous terrain in our area the appearance of smoke can cause some
consternation and disagreements have been escalated to higher authorities at times.

We see a solution which lies with the Local Government Authority informing intending property
buyers of the need to be more responsible in a fire sense and that a mere call to 000 will not result
in a fire vehicle response within say 7 minutes but a rather longer period depending of course on the
location. The message should also include the fact that fire is a necessary way of life for some people
in the area and that burning regimes will assist in the overall safety of the area because of the
reduced fuel levels available over time.

It would be a simple matter for this type of message to be conveyed at the time a Rates Search is
being made.

Perhaps this matter could be one you could consider during your review.

How can the increasing demands on Rural Fire Brigades be managed effectively?

At this stage and against the background of our present workload, we do not envisage any problems.

Are the accountability mechanisms currently in place appropriate?

Given the size of our budget, financial overview and accountability are believed to be quite robust.
Our Treasurer is required to present a quarterly report and an annual independent audit is also
undertaken.

In respect to expenditure outside of day to day requirements, all decisions are taken by the Brigade
Committee consisting of the Chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer, First, Second and Third Officers and
the Fire Warden. Purchases need to satisfy hurdle requirements of need, appropriateness and cost
relative to market and all care is taken to ensure funds are expended prudently.

What should be the role of Fire Wardens within the Rural Fire Services model?

Fire Wardens are an essential part of the rural fire scene.

Fire is a norm of rural life in many areas for the reasons previously explained. From the Brigade's
perspective, a regular burning programme in large parts our area of influence considerably lessens
the fire risk and hence the callout rates. Without regular burning taking place and given average
seasonal conditions fuel loads can increase to dangerous levels. The ingredients are then ever
present for wild fire situations which not only present threats to property but also to human life in
the area.



The Fire Warden provides the catalyst for hazard reduction burning to take place and his role is
enhanced because he is locally based and:

411 He has a sound knowledge of the area he administers.
411 He understands the topography.
411 He is fully aware of the weather conditions prevailing at the time of issue of a permit, and
411 He knows what permit conditions to enforce that will provide both a successful outcome of

a burn and a safe environment for the neighbouring properties.

Comment has been made in the briefing papers that there appears to be a lack of integration of the
Fire Warden into the QFRS Network and that is so to a large degree. It is our view that this lack of
integration stems from:

411 Decisions to invoke fire bans are taken at administrative levels rather than seeking any local
input from the fire Warden.

411 Basic differences in the role of the Fire Warden vs the Fire Officer particularly urban and
senior fire personnel. These differences can summarised as an ability by the Fire Warden to
light a fire whereas the average fire officer is trained to put out fires and cannot in many
instances accept a proposition that fire may be doing some good if allowed to continue to
burn.

We have three (3) Fire Wardens two of whom are also volunteer fire officers and we enjoy excellent
interaction within the group. We could not envisage a situation where fire permits for instance were
to be issued away from the area at a centralised point. This would be counter- productive, it could
lead to unrealistic and ignorant fire permit conditions being required and eventually would inhibit
controlled hazard burning to the detriment of the rural community at large.

We fully support the role of the Fire Warden being resident in local community but at the same time
we would support greater liaison with the QFRS Administration as reqUired.

Are there any other relevant matters the committee needs to address?

We believe there is a need to review the laws covering (1) landholder responsibilities and (2) the
responsibilities borne by the landholder lighting the fire.

In relation to the former, there are no provisions existing in any legislation that requires landholders
to clean up their properties and so prOVide a measure of fire safety in the event of a fire emergency.
Too often we see houses/sheds in the middle of long grass and other rubbish and our volunteers are
expected to save these properties often at great risk to their personal safety.

We believe fire/local government legislation needs to recognise these factors accordingly and
require each landholder to maintain his/her property in a responsible manner.

As to (2) above, the law as it currently stands prOVides that the owner of the property, on which a
fire is to be lit, has to ensure that the fire will not intrude onto any neighbouring properties unless
agreed to by the neighbour/so In other words that landholder has sole responsibility to ensure the
fire does not get of control.

In some instances particularly in mountainous terrain it is not possible to adequately control a fire
because of inaccessibility by earthmoving equipment to construct fire breaks. Usually neighbours
agree to burn simultaneously to obviate this requirement. However there are instances where this
agreement is not forthcoming and hence if the conditions of the fire permit are to be observed it



becomes impossible to light up. This is not necessarily acceptable particularly as there are usually no
alternative options open to the producer in question.

We contend that this law needs to be amended.

In those instances where a suitable fire break cannot be established or where suitable arrangements
cannot be negotiated, neighbouring landholders should not be able to merely indicate their
unwillingness to burn or indeed have fire on their property.

In our view there should be a commensurate input by both parties to ensure a satisfactory outcome
for all concerned rather than the lopsided situation that now exists.

We recommend positive consideration of both these issues.
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My name is John Robertson and I am a fire fighter member of the Tamborine

Mountain RFB. This submission is made solely on my own part and not on

behalf of my Brigade.

I am very old and only joined the Brigade when in my 70/s. It was great to find

that they took geriatrics! Age notwithstanding, I attend far more fires and

other incidents than any other Brigade member (e.g., more than our secondl

third, fourth and fifth officers put together). I am on the QFRS deployment

register and go to many fires away from home. I write reports on most of the

fires I attend and they are at: tmrfb.org.auj News -Incident Reports.

In the dim and distant past I was a fighter pilot in the RAF, then for many years

a lead engineer on all phases of North Sea oil development and, long since

retired, am currently a member of the Australian Volunteer Coastguard; QFl at

Southport. (AVCG is an all-volunteer organization and that is the right way for

volunteers to be.) Accurate navigation has been a lifelong essential for me and

much of this submission is about what QFRS calls 'Maps and Navigation'.

I am a very proud member of the Rural Fire Service and greatly enjoy serving in

it. I have had several kind letters of praise from senior and not so senior QFRS

officers.

Like most Australians my admiration for the work of QFRS' urban fire fighters

in saving life and limb in structural fires and in recovering and rescuing the

dead and injured from senseless road accidents is unbounded. I could not do

their job.

Age: It is routine to read items deploring the 'ageingl of RFS volunteers. If our

Brigade is any guide this is misleading. The most common age band for our

new recruits is late 60's, i.e. people who have retired but who are still fit and

active. These older members are more likely to attend fires than their younger
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counterparts. This is not due to any lack of enthusiasm by our excellent young

members but to the fact that they are working, attending TAFE, Uni or such off

the Mountain and so are often not available to respond to pages.

It is not unusual for the average age of our Brigade members attending a fire to

be over 70. This should not provoke a 'shock, horror' reaction but one of

satisfaction that it is a solution, perhaps the solution, to sustaining volunteer

recruitment. These older volunteers do a manifestly good job at the fire front.

Bush fire fighting is a more measured task than its urban equivalent - one of

the rules is "don't run". Thus it is well suited to old guys who have a lot of life

knowledge and experience and who are also fit and active. The stipulation that

the retiree volunteers be fit and active is, of course, vital. Because they are

retired there is no 'loss of pay' issue when they serve at fires.

I respectfully submit that the Committee recommends that emphasis be

placed on the recruitment offit and active retirees as rural volunteers and on

any measures needed to remove impediments to their recruitment.

QFRS' Attitude to Volunteers: Ever since joining the Brigade I have

experienced a contemptuous attitude by some but not all, of the QFRS

hierarchy towards volunteer fire fighters. This has been shown in very many

ways. An example is going to an official 'training course' but finding when one

arrives that the course has been cancelled without taking the trouble to tell

the volunteer trainees. This happened to me as a new recruit and it still

happening to our recent recruits.

Happily this attitude does not apply locally here on the Mountain where we

have the most cordial and mutually respectful relations with our Auxiliary

counterparts; we regularly train together and support each other at our

respective fires.

Speaking to volunteers from other regions while on deployment, it is apparent

that the problem is mainly in the SEQ region. It may, in part, be caused by the

obvious over-governance here. There is a "Regional Manager" in one office
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with an "Area Director" in another. This is a 1:1 span of control which is a bad

arrangement and contrasts with QFRS' optimum of 1:5.

Of immediate concern is the attitude of the "Regional Manager" towards an

elected first officer within this region. This person is well-qualified and well

experienced for the position to which his Brigade members have elected him.

QFRS has refused to approve his election on the grounds that he has 'given

QFRS a lot of grief' by his criticism of them over the past six months.

That criticism is, in my opinion, thoroughly justified and in the best interests of

the RFS. Be that as it may, the powergranted to QFRS to refuse approval of an

elected officer is properly intended to prevent an unqualified or inadequately

experienced person coming into a post where lives may be put at risk. It is an

abuse of power for paid staff to use it to punish a volunteer for criticism of the

QFRS hierarchy. Rather should paid staff have the grace to learn from such

criticism. Volunteers never offer it lightly - the cost to them in unpaid time

alone ensures that. The extreme disparity of power between an individual

volunteer and the forces of QFRS needs to be recognised.

I respectfully submit that the Committee recommends that the

Commissioner's power (as may be delegated) to refuse an elected officer's

appointment should be used for its intended purpose and never as a threat or

a punishment for volunteer criticism of paid staff.

Maps and Navigation: Because of its vital importance in the most dangerous

bush fires and my specific experience, this is my principal point.

Attached is a copy of a page on compass bearings, magnetic and true, in the

main current Crew Leaders' booklet put out by QFRS together with my

'feedback' notes thereto. The page has multiple errors - although there is

much that is good in other parts of the booklet. The same cannot be said of the

"Maps and Navigation" booklet which is an integral part of the course and

could, quite suitably, have been taught to a company of troops leaving for the

Boer War. GPS does not rate a mention nor does Google Earth or Maps. To

promulgate such a document in this day and age is as shameful as it is absurd.
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The widespread adoption of GPS in the mid '90s transformed the face of

navigation totally and for all time. Its simplicity and accuracy is ideal for bush

fire-fighting use and it is now available on modern mobile phones in addition

to sole-purpose GPS sets. It incorporates a true compass which does away with

the errors which can attend the conversion of magnetic to true bearings - even

by those who know what they are doing. It gives positions accurate to 0.01 km

or better and much other information valuable to a fire fighter. To omit GPS

from a current book on Maps and Navigation is bizarre.

When asked about using Google Earth or Maps QFRS always claims that it is

'not possible' or 'extremely expensive'. Bunk! Our Brigade uses Google Earth to

map the fires that we attend. It is easy to do and the map is easy for volunteer

firefighters (who are seldom map experts) to understand. It is free. Examples

of fires mapped on Google Earth are available on our website as above.

We now have severallphones and, among other things, they display a Google

map of your current location at any scale you choose, an exact Lat/Long

position, a true compass and an instantaneous measure of the slope of a

current or potential fireground. At the press of a button you can record your

exact position on Google Earth back at Incident Control and add a photo of the

scene. This gives a precise, real-time plot of a fire front to those in charge. The

phones have all the normal mobile functions and more besides. GPS plus

Google is far better and far simpler than the various botched attempts at

mapping by QFRS.

When it comes to errors in training manuals for volunteers on Maps and

Navigation, QFRS is a serial offender. For example the page on Latitude and

Longitude in the, then, FM 1 training booklet (copy attached) was wrong in

every material particular from top to bottom. If anyone took it seriously they

would arrive in the wrong continent, let alone the wrong shire. When I first

saw it some five years ago my eyes popped! I drew attention to the errors via

the feedback form. My submission was dismissed and the same rubbish

continued to be fed to volunteer trainees for years afterwards.

One may reasonably ask what is the point of taxpayers funding the salaries of

those who persistently make such mistakes in the first place, fail to detect
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them in the second place and refuse to correct them when they are drawn to

their attention in the third place?

What is the practical importance of this at a bush fire? For 99% of fires, very

little - always provided the fire fighters don't get lost on their way to the fire.

For 1% it is crucial. But that 1% comprises the intense, fast moving and

destructive fires which cause 99% of bush fire related deaths. That is the

measure of its importance.

When magnetic variation is applied the wrong way round - as per the 2009

Crew Leader training booklet - the bearing in SEQ (as described in the attached

feedback note) is wrong by about 22°. In turn this means that for every 3 km of

travel, e.g. by a fire front, the path is off to one side by over 1 km. That can

easily be the difference between a fire front passing by a township safely and

hitting it dead centre. Likewise a 20° wind shift has tragically killed Australian

rural fire fighters who thought they were quite safe.

The Lat/Long nonsense in FM1 also showed that QFRS had selected decimal

degrees as its way to present Lat/Long. The international aeronautical

standard, used by fixed wing aircraft and helicopters is decimal minutes. In

Australia this format is mandated by AirServices Australia and it is the Search

and Rescue standard. If the five figures of one format, perhaps spoken over the

radio, are taken to be in the other format a position error up to 45 km may

occur. At best there will be a large error - this despite GPS having measured

the position accurate to 0.01 km. The attached copy email to my TMRFB

colleagues following a recent training exercise describes this in more detail.

Years ago I drew attention via the feedback form to this 'accident waiting to

happen' during air attack; reply: 'we have the system of the future' and no

change. (It may be that a change to the standard format of decimal minutes is

at long last in train due to complaints from air attack pilots.)

One could go on and on in this vein. The errors and follies of QFRSJ Maps

section seem unending. If we get big, bad bush fires they are a potential

menace to life and limb. What saves us in SEQ is our sub-tropical climate;

thank goodness! If global warming alters that, look out!
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In 2008 I produced a draft training manual {{Maps and Navigation for Rural

Firefighters" and it is attached. It is far from perfect. The 2010 edition will be

better and will include recent technical advances. However, even in its present

form it is miles ahead of the QFRS stuff. When it was sent to QFRS for

consideration it vanished into the maw of Maps and was never heard of again.

I respectfully submit that the Committee recommends an independent

examination of the performance of QFRS Maps section be undertaken; that

volunteer fire fighters be consulted and that the Commissioner be required to

take account of the findings in determining the future of that section.

Thank you for the opportunity to make these submissions. It is very much

appreciated.

RFS # 110829
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The attached drawing on a page 52 (there are other page 52s) of the main

Crew Leaders training booklet is the wrong way round. It contradicts the text

which is correct immediately opposite the drawing but wrong again on line

three at the top of the page. In Queensland a magnetic bearing is always less

than a true one. In SEQ 11° (or thereby) should be added to a magnetic bearing

to give a true one. In FNQ the figure is about 6°. The image below shows how

magnetic declination currently varies across Australia.

The problem ceases to exist when using a GPS true compass. This is now

available on the latest mobile phones and has long been available in standard

GPS sets.

In this diagram: TRUE bearing = MAGNETIC bearing + number of degrees

shown below.

The magnetic declination is given in +ve or -ve numbers. Negative indicates

east and positive indicates west. If you have measured a true bearing from a

map and want to convert it to magnetic you can calculate the magnetic bearing

by subtracting the declination value from the true bearing. For example a true

bearing of 2000 at Brisbane is about 1890 magnetic (subtracting lr).

Correspondingly a magnetic bearing of 200 0 in Brisbane is about 211° true.

These figures vary over time as the earth's magnetic field is constantly

changing and declination tables have to be revised.



What is the practical importance of this? For most of the time, perhaps 99% of

all bush fires, it is very little. For the 1% of large, intense and fast moving bush

fires it is crucial - and that 1% of bush fires accounts for 99% of all bush fire

related deaths. That is the measure of its importance.

If 11° is added instead of being subtracted to a magnetic bearing the true

bearing will be in error by 22°. In turn this means that for every 3 km of travel

the track will be off to one side by over 1 km. That can easily be the difference

between a fire front passing by a township safely or hitting it dead centre. By

the same token, a windshiftof just 20° has been enough to kill firefighters who

thought they were quite safe.

It isa worry that the authors of this section got it so confused in the first place

and that those responsible for checking the text failed to see the errors. Nor is

this an isolated instance; for example, the Latitude and Longitude section in

the then FM1 course was wrong in every material particular. If taken seriously

it would land a firefighter in the wrong continent, let alone the wrong shire.

When, via the feedback form, the error was drawn to the authors' attention

the feedback was dismissed and the error continued for years. No doubt a

similar fate will befall this feedback.

#110829
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Hi Paul,

lat/long Interpretation Errors

Thank you for the excellent exercise last evening. These Iphones do quite
marvellous things! The GPS, true compass and Google map are near perfect and
theodolite function that Neil showed us for measuring slope angles is magic.

The GPS on the Iphone shows Lat and Long only in the classical format; degrees,
minutes and seconds. This is the gold standard for navigation and got Captain Cook
to Australia all those years ago. Nowadays maritime and aeronautical navigation use
degrees, minutes and decimal minutes. This is mandated by international convention
and, in Australia, by Airservices Australia, AUSSAR and similar organisations. The
difference between the two can be ignored for rural fire purposes. However, several
years ago QFRS chose to use the decimal degree format for Lat/Long and therein
lies the problem. We drew this to QFRS' attention at the time but with no result.

To take a practical example; when Don and I reported our GPS position at the
Rosser Park entrance it was:

27 degrees, 58 minutes, 21 seconds, south; 153 degrees, 11 minutes, 50 seconds,
east.

The Iphone gives GPS Lat/Long only in this classical format. The reading is accurate
to at least 0.01 km. However, if the numbers are spoken as, or when heard over the
radio are interpreted as, the decimal degree format as per QFRS, the same numbers
read as follows:

27.5821 south, 153.1150 east.

That defines a location nowhere near Rosser Park. It is the SE corner of the big
quarry between the Gateway Motorway and Gardner Road. That is about 45 km
NNE of Rosser Park. This is not the fault of the Iphone and still less of GPS. They
are doing their job perfectly and with fabulous accuracy. It is an interpretation
problem created by QFRS' use of the decimal degree format.

It does mean that we must all be vigilant when using GPS to emphasise in exactly
what format a Lat/Long report is being given.

Thank you again for the splendid training sessions.

All the best,



SA is a term often used by today's pilots. It is a new name for an old ability going back to the

early days of flying. It is the sum of the answers to the following questions:

• What has happened?

• What is happening?

• What might happen?

In his 2001 book Controlled Flight into Terrain Daryl Smith wrote: "superior pilots use their

superior knowledge to avoid situations requiring the use of their superior skills."

Change pilot to rural firefighter and all of the above applies exactly. This unit is about how

maps and navigation can improve a rural firefighter's situational awareness.

Over the years rural firefighters and others in Australia have paid a heavy price for lack of

that awareness by those in charge of bush fires. South Australia in 2005 and Western

Australia in 2007 are recent cases in point. The problem extends worldwide.

Burning aircraft - Brazil 2007 Burnt-out fire truck with wreath - Greece 2007

Firefighters do not need to be map experts. As so often the guiding principle is to keep it

simple, concentrate on the essentials and know those well. Bush firefighters have to know

enough to find their way to a fire scene, to move around a fire without getting lost, to know

their escape route to a safe position, to report their position accurately and to have a good

sense of the type, slope and vegetation of the terrain they are working on.
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Crew leaders and Sector commanders especially, should always know the approximate

direction of north, south, east and west. This applies particularly to wind direction.

Remember that the direction of the wind is where it is coming from; that is, the direction in

which you are looking when facing straight into the wind.

A firefighter needs only to know the approximate direction of North and hence of the other

points of the compass. These are as shown above and are well known to most people from

their schooldays. They may be given as N, NE, E, etc. or as degrees true, e.g. 000°, 045°,

090°, etc. (Due north may be given either as 000° or as 360°.)

In daytime the Sun is a good direction pointer, being due east (090°) at 0600, north-east

(045°) at 0900, due north (360°) at 1200, north-west (315°) at 1500 and due west (270°) at

1800. Between times it is pro rata, moving 15° west (anti-clockwise) every hour. When

there is cloud cover it is usually possible to detect the direction of the sun by holding

something shiny, a knife blade for example, in front of you. It glints visibly when it is

pointing straight towards the sun. Even when the sun is clear in the sky it can be hard to be

sure of its direction around midday because it is almost overhead. In tropical Queensland at

midday in mid-summer the sun is south rather than north. If the moon is visible it rises in

the east, sets in the west and tracks quite quickly across the sky tracing an east-west line.

When you can see the ocean in eastern Queensland and you look directly towards the coast

you are facing east with north to your left, south to your right and west at your back. In

other parts of the State a mountain range or peak may serve a similar purpose. If you know

the direction of the road adjacent to the fire, that can be used to keep track of north.
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Your truck will have a magnetic compass on board and that is the long-established way of

finding north. The needle will point to magnetic north provided you are standing well clear

of the truck or any other metal object. Turn the compass so that the point of the needle is

over 'north' on the card. Then all the directions are, more or less, as shown on the card.

(However, to get a 'true' direction in Queensland you have to add about 10° to the magnetic

reading.) There is much to be said for using a GPS set rather than a magnetic compass for

accurate direction finding and the way to do this is given on page 22.

Nothing beats good local knowledge and, when on home turf, the best firefighters use this

to the full. An experienced rural officer knows his/her 'patch' intimately especially the fire

prone areas, their topography and vegetation and the means of access to and escape from

them. This knowledge is passed on to all members of the firefighting team.

At a big 'campaign' fire many brigades will be

present. There will probably be multiple access

tracks, both existing and cut for the occasion. It is a

big help to visiting units if the key points along the

tracks are designated by numbers fixed to posts.

Then a visiting truck can be directed to, say, post

15. When it arrives there is no doubt it is at the

right place. On the way there, the other numbered

posts are a useful guide. The Lat/Long coordinates

of each post may also be given for GPS use. It helps

if a brigade has metal house numbers, say, 1- 20

and 20 light metal posts on hand.

When a truck or a strike team has to deploy a long way from home it is good to follow

someone who really knows the way. Thus a strike team may gather at a well known and

mutually convenient venue (perhaps a fire station) and then go to the fire scene navigating

under the guidance of a firefighter who knows the way well and is in the lead truck. Beware

the enthusiast who claims to know the way but doesn't!
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Maps and navigation aids are·usefullocally as a back-up for local knowledge and as planning

tools for hazard reduction burns and similar operations. They are essential when brigades

from other areas are helping you out.

When a strike team is deployed away from home, and probably has to work with other

brigades similarly deployed, it is vital to make full use of good maps and accurate navigation.

One such map is the Refidex directory which is very useful for local navigation by road when

fairly near to cities. Almost everyone knows how they work; look up the index for the

required street; say, page 38, K17; go to page 38, find the reference and take it from there.

Some of those map books have several sections; e.g. Brisbane, Gold Coast and Sunshine

Coast. It is important to look in the right section or you may not find your street. You must

also make sure that the street you find is in the correct suburb or it may be the wrong road.

When following a road from north to south (top to bottom) on a paper map remember that

left and right turns as you see them on the map are actually right and left turns respectively.

When you are being briefed or giving a briefing to a team which will be in action on the

ground always make sure that the map is correctly aligned with the area it represents; that

is to say, north on the map points to true north. It is much easier to understand how the

map corresponds to reality when it is the correct way round and it will obviate countless

misunderstandings and wrong turns when a team goes into the field.

One of the most useful maps for Queensland rural firefighters is the fire risk map for the

whole of the State which is updated several times per week by QFRS on the website below:

The maps cover the current day and three forecast days beyond that. There are detailed

spreadsheets with the numerical information for each day and for each of the 83 reference

sites throughout the State. They use the best international forecast weather information

and are an excellent development. During the fire season regular visits to this website are a

must for all serious rural firefighters in Queensland and a double must for all rural officers. A

print out of the forecast for 5th October 2008 follows on page 5.
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Today's firefighters, unlike those of even a decade ago, are very lucky in having two

marvellous modern aids to help them wherever they may be in Australia or overseas:

It Google Earth,and,

• GPS - Global Position System

Those superb, worldwide facilities are available for free. Google Earth needs only a

computer and an internet connection. GPS needs a receiver costing about $200. Almost all

Brigades have both of those. Together they dovetail perfectly with the move by QFRS and

others to a fully electronic IMS (Incident Management System).

Both Google and GPS measure positions in degrees of latitude and longitude. The essentials

ofthat measurement system are described below. It is a very accurate and universal

measure which works unfailing wherever you are; any State in Australia, any country in the

World and by land, sea or in the air.

Firefighters need to know the form in which a GPS position is given and how that relates to

a map - particularly to Google Earth. The form of presentation is degrees of Lat and Long.
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This has been used for centuries by all the great navigators such as Captain Cook. These

men had to find their Lat and Long by taking sights on stars and knowing the time exactly.

GPS allows us to bypass all of that hard stuff and get a very accurate position by a glance at

a screen. The numbers we get are in degrees of Lat and Long. So what are they?

The degrees are measured as if from the centre of the earth. For latitude} 0° is taken at the

equator and rises to 90° north at the North Pole and to 90° south at the South Pole. Lines of

longitude are imaginary circles drawn round the earth through the poles. 0° is the line going

through Greenwich Observatory near London and the lines are measured up to 180° east or

180° west from there. (Elbow and hand demo.)

In Queensland} latitude runs from about 29° South on the NSW border to 11° South at the

Top End and from about 153° East on the SEQ coast to 138° East at the NT border. Ifs a big

State! In some formats latitude South is shown as - (minus) degrees.

Each degree of latitude covers exactly 60 nautical miles which is 112 kilometres. So if we

had our position in degrees only that would be far too rough for practical RFB use. Therefore

the numbers measure fractions of degrees to give the required accuracy of about 10 metres.
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There are various ways of doing this and QFRS has chosen to work with decimal degrees.

When set appropriately a GPS will display degrees with 5 places of decimals.

If we think about this; degrees alone give a position accurate to within some 100 kms, the

first place of decimals improves this to about 10 km, the second place to 1 km, the third to

100 metres, the fourth to 10 metres and the final fifth place to about 1 metre. Most GPS

sets show the accuracy of the reading in the main read-out panel and around 10 metres is

typical. You may know that crop spraying aircraft record their spray passes on computer

using GPS to better than 1 metre accuracy. Surveyors can use GPS accurately to about 1 cm.

Those people are using augmented and/or differential GPS which is far more accurate than

we need in an RFB.

The distance covered by a degree of latitude remains constant allover the world at 112 km.

That covered by a degree of longitude, however, changes. It is 112 km near the equator but

near the poles a degree covers only a few km. Fortunately in Queensland the difference is

not significant for bush fire work and a degree of longitude is around 100 km throughout.
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On a flat paper map (Mercator) the nearer a country is to a pole the more its size is

exaggerated. Greenland looks about the same area as Australia. In reality it is less than 1!3 rd

the size. Google Earth has no such problem and always gives a true picture.

For directions by road it may be best to use the "Get Directions" function in Google Maps.

This can be accessed by the click of a mouse from within Google Earth then selecting 'Get

Directions'. This not only shows you the way with every turning point mapped but also

selects the shortest route from your starting point to your destination - but be aware that

shortest route may sometimes take you over very rough roads! Try it for yourself in an area

that you know well.

This is a 21st century invention which is a satellite photo view of our entire globe in very fine

detail. At one stroke, Google has solved mapping problems which had beaten some of the

world's best minds for centuries. It is free to everyone. There is a 'professional' version

available for a small charge which has sharper images and some extra features but the free

version is quite sufficient for bush fire use. Google Earth (and the associated Maps) has a

whole host of abilities and features in addition to those mentioned below. You can find

them by exploring in your own time. What follows are those immediately relevant for a

bush firefighter.
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The first problem solved is the 'battle on the corner offour maps' dilemma. Google does this

by allowing the user always to centre a map on the area of interest. Thus, today, bush fires

can always be fought on the centre of one map.

Old-fashioned maps with an old-fashioned problem - but no longer.
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Tamborine Mountain Rural Fire Station in centre shot. Image width is about 2,000 metres.

The second is the need for maps of varying scales; one scale for the big picture and another

scale for detailed operations. Google allows scale to be changed on the screen in front of

you at the click of a mouse so that broad strategy and detailed tactics, perhaps the defence

of one house, can be handled from a single screen. The changed-scale map can be held on

the original centre of interest or 'dragged' to another position. So that the user has an

immediate appreciation of scale, whatever map is in front of him/her, a scale bar is shown

at the bottom left hand corner of each map.

Probably the most important ability of Google Earth is to show the countryside as it really is.

Conventional mapping symbols are not needed - a shed looks like a shed, a tree like a tree

and a cliff like a cliff. This means that firefighters do not have to memorise map symbols and

so errors are reduced. However, for those that like symbols rather than the real thing

Google Maps has a display option similar to a conventional map. Its 'satellite' view is an

aerial photograph and has a 3-D effect which shows topography and slope well. Roads (and

other selected features) can be shown in combination with the satellite photo.
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Tamborine Mountain Rural Fire Station centre shot. Image width is about 500 metres.

Tamborine Mountain Rural Fire Station in centre shot. Image width is about 200 metres.
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Tamborine Mountain Rural Fire Station centre shot. Image width is about 100 metres.

The transition from one to the other of those images, up or down, is a matter of a mouse

click, on the + or - control on the right hand side of the map, as required. On a normal

computer screen the images are much bigger than shown here and they can be printed out

to whatever size the printer can accommodate.

To link in with GPS latitude and longitude positions any Google Earth image can enable an

overlay grid showing those in any selected format; in particular, it can show them in the

decimal degrees format which is prescribed by QFRS. When you have finished using the

overlay it can immediately be turned offto give an uncluttered view of the image.
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Image of North Tamborine with Lat/Long grid in decimal degree format. Width is 8 km.

Measurement of distance on a map used to involve an error prone arrangement of rulers

and/or string. Using its 'Tools' function Google Earth allows one to read out an exact as the

crow (or the ember) flies distance between specified points or to measure the distance

along a winding road by running the computer cursor along it. If 'path' is selected in the

'ruler' window the cumulative distance along a road traced by the cursor is measured. An

example is shown opposite with the Google measure of the path distance as 20.26 km.

As you move the computer cursor over a GoogleEarth map you will see that the Lat and

Long position shown in the bottom left hand corner changes as you do so. There is also an

immediate and exact display of the height of the land over which the cursor is currently

placed. This is an ideal way of accurately measuring a slope in degrees; see further on page

16.
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The yellow line with red dots shows the road from Beaudesert War Memorial via

Biddaddaba to the junction with Mundoolun Road at Wonglepong. Distance: 20.26 km.

Fire behaviour is profoundly affected by slope as is the performance of firefighters who have

to work on it. The speed of advance of a fire is doubled relative to that on level ground for

each 10° of upward slope and halved on a 10° slope downhill. An intense fire on a steep

slope soon creates an up-slope surface wind irrespective of the prevailing upper wind. It is

important, therefore, to be able to estimate slope with reasonable accuracy. Looking at the

ground most people tend to over-estimate the slope. When you look at a 45° slope it may

seem nearly vertical and pro rata for lesser slopes. Watch it!

If Google Earth shows steep, rock strewn ground beware the danger of dislodging rocks

which may roll onto your colleagues below. On a steep slope burning logs at a higher level

may roll down-slope, or even over a cliff edge, and start a new fire.
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Slopes on roads are given as a %; but 10% is not 10° - it is only 6°. Correspondingly a 10°

slope is a 17% slope. The best way to measure a slope accurately is to call up the required

location on Google Earth and then to enable 'ruler' {using the metres scale} in 'tools'. Use

the ruler to draw a line 60 metres long {as shown in the ruler window} down the slope. You

will probably not get 60 metres exactly in the window but anything between 59 m and 61 m

is fine. Place the cursor on the upper point and read off its height then do the same for the

lower point. The difference between the two heights in metres is the slope in degrees; e.g.

upper height 436 m and lower 427 m gives a 9 metre height difference for a slope of 9°. The

slope may seem steeper than the measurement given but the measurement is correct.

Mount Tamborine showing the steep escarpments and gorges.

Convex - can't see top to bottom

Slope is shallow at the top, steep at bottom
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The display of a forest fire area on Google is mainly dark green. A dark pen or pencil is nigh

invisible on such a background. So if you want to mark something on a Google map - a fire

control line or whatever - use a white or bright yellow ink pen or marker. Alternatively use

the 'ruler' function in Google Earth to draw a white or yellow line where required prior to

printing out the image.

The current Google mapping of Queensland was done between 2003 and 2008 so is up to

date. It comes via an Australian company, Map Data Sciences Pty Ltd, associated with

Macquarie University. Updating is done far more easily and more often than is possible

with paper maps. Google Earth undergoes rapid and continuous development so one may

be sure that whatever its capabilities are today, they will be greater tomorrow.

The first full use of QFRS' electronic IMS was at the large hazard reduction burn on land

managed by the NRWM on North Stradbroke Island in June 2008. At this fire large Google

maps (about 1 metre long) were used for the briefings and each crew had an A4 map

showing the same area. It was an excellent arrangement and much appreciated by all

concerned.

GPS has changed the face of navigation by land, sea and air,totally and for all time. If you

have even an entry level GPS in your hand, you can pinpoint your position within about 10

metres anywhere on earth. This position is given as two numbers of 7 or 8 digits, see below.

Don't be misled by the hype about GPS as a female voice that gives you road directions.

That is just froth. The essential thing that every GPS set does is measure your position

wherever you may be, with amazing accuracy; all the other party tricks follow from, and

depend upon, that ability. A firefighter does not need to know how this is done; just that it

is done and that he or she can have confidence in the result.
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GPS satellite - 2 tonne body the size of a car

Garmin 72 GPS just outside the gate of Tamborine Mountain RFB with 5 primary and 1

secondary satellites acquired. All the elements shown here will be available somewhere on

any modern GPS. Compare the position given with that on the GPS Lat/Long overlay.

If you are buying a GPS go for a simple one that does not have a map or colour screen but

which does have a high-sensitivity chip set. This way you will get all the essentials with none

of the irritating frills and you will get long battery life plus the ability to work well in dense

forest. It will cost less than $200.
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Google map of Tamborine Mountain RFB Station with Lat/Long decimal overlay.

GPS is scientific marvel of intense interest to those who like such things. But rural

firefighters don't need to know how it works. For those who want to learn more, the

following Wikipedia link is the best starting point:

Constellation of 24 GPS satellites revolving about 20,000 km above the earth
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The accuracy of a position shown on a GPS set is entirely dependent on the set receiving

signals from several satellites, each in a near circular orbit some 20,000 km above the Earth.

A minimum of 3 satellites is required to obtain a position. Normally there will be more,

typically 5 or 6, in contact. This ensures a reliable position display. The initial GPS screen

shows the number of satellites in contact and the strength of each signal. When a GPS is

turned on it takes a little time for the necessary satellites to be acquired and thus giving a

correct read-out on the screen. When turned on some sets may immediately display a

position which is merely the last known position. This is not reliable so wait until satellites

have been acquired before doing a read-out.

Give the set a fair chance to acquire satellites. They are solar powered transmitters

20,OOOkm or more away from your GPS set. Don't try when inside a truck cab or block the

set's 'view' of the sky with your body or anything else. GPS transmissions pass through cloud

and smoke fairly easily. They are blocked by a very heavy forest canopy or by a solid object.

When satellites have been correctly acquired but there is a temporary signal blockage (e.g.

by driving under a bridge) the GPS set maintains and updates the position read-out until the

satellites again come into view.

GPS 72 GPS set acquiring satellites
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There are several makers of good GPS unit - but their screens and buttons often work

differently. Different models from the same maker may work differently. Thus it is essential

that you learn in training sessions exactly how your Brigade's sets work. Each brigade needs

to have at least one person who knows the brigade's chosen GPS units thoroughly and is

able to help others. GPS is a 'learn by doing' task and it is too late to learn when you are at a

fire. The illustrations in this module are of a Garmin n GPS set - an entry-level unit which is

widely used in the RFS. However, yours may look different and work differently in detail.

One thing all sets do is to use the satellites to measure your position with unerring accuracy.

The photo above shows a Garmin n in

'compass' mode. A GPS works brilliantly as a

true compass when you are on the move.

The direction it measures is from your

immediately previous position to your

present one. The compass has been laid

down for the photo but it was on the move

immediately before that.

The compass card shows the direction of

north and the other cardinal points. The

'needle' shows the direction of travel - on°,
ENE in this case.

Unlike a magnetic compass a GPS compass

gives 'true' readings and is not affected by

being near something metal such as a truck.

To get the wind direction, for example, walk

straight into wind for a few metres and read

off its direction.

By the way; if you drop a Garmin n into

water it will float and continue to work

normally.
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A GPS unit lets the user set up and follow a required track with any number of data-points.

This is something the average bush firefighter will seldom have to do but it is good for

officers to know how to do it with their brigade's particular sets. It does need a bit of

practice. As mentioned above each brigade should have at least one person who is expert

in using the particular type of GPS chosen by that brigade. Training is a 'learn by doing'

process and most GPS' controls are reasonably intuitive.

This example concerns a proposed hazard reduction burn on the land shown on the map

opposite A burn has been scheduled for several years past but, for one reason or another,

has not taken place. There is considerable pressure to make it happen this season.

The First Officer is concerned that there may be patches of very high fuel load within the

area. Upper winds are prevailing from the west at over 30 km/hour. The risk is that high fuel

loads within the burn may produce strong updrafts causing ember spot over onto the

properties at the eastern edge of the zone.

He deddes to see the situation for himself and to do so by walking across the area roughly

along the route shown in white. A colleague will drop him off at the start point and pick him

up at the end point. The three points are referenced as shown:

Start: 27.75560 S

153.16080 E

90 metres high

Middle: 27.76239 S

153.16346 E

198 metres high

End: 27.75802 S

153.17127 E

101 metres high
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The First Officer has discussed using the GPS with his brigade 'GPS expert' and has done

some practice runs near the station. He is confident about how it works. There are new

batteries (2 x AA) in the set and he has spare batteries in his pocket. He is in VHF radio

communication with his colleague. The GPS has acquired 5 primary satellites and is showing

an accuracy of 9 metres.

Using his Garmin 72 and at the 'mark data-point' page he enters Lat/Long of the three

positions. (The process may be different in detail on a different set but the principle is the

same.) When he is at the start point he selects the middle point and presses the GoTo

button. Then he starts off in the general direction of the middle point holding his GPS out in

front of him.

After a short distance the GPS compass begins to work. The long 'needle' inside the compass

ring points towards his intended destination, while the small bar near the edge of the ring

shows his actual heading. When both are lined up together he is going straight towards his

destination. (Again the layout may be different on a different model of GPS.)

The GPS shown here is, somewhat improbably, set

up to go from Mount Tamborine to Da Nang. It was

stationary to take the photo but it must be moving

to give directions reliably.

The compass rose rotates to show north, etc.,

correctly. The small bar at the top of the screen

shows the direction of travel (279°). The arrow

shows the required direction to reach the target

(310°). Your speed of travel and distance to go are

also given.

It does not matter how many diversions from the

intended track you make along the way, the arrow

will always show the correct direction to get to

your target.

To align your course appropriately, turn towards

the arrow. When it and the bar coincide you are on

the right track.

Other makes or models of GPS will have these

same functions but their way of presenting them

may be different.
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The Google map shows that along his track there are various obstacles such as gulleys. He

will only know how to negotiate them when he gets there. Likewise he may see places off

his track where there are heavy fuel loads. He will want to visit them too. So he will need to

diverge from his direct tracle No problem. As soon as the diversion is over he checks the GPS

and sees exactly how he must turn to get back on track for his target. No matter how many

twists and turns he takes or the reason for them, the GPS always points him right back on

track for his intended destination.

When he is near the middle point the GPS will show a message "arriving at destination".

Then he selects the end point as his new data-point and repeats the process. He arrives

safely, tells his colleague and is duly picked up. If he needs to go back to his starting point he

merely selects the data-points in reverse order, either via the mid-point or directly to the

start point, and heads confidently for home. It is important to remember that the compass

function of the GPS works reliably only when you are on the move.

GPS sets with road map displays are now being used in many vehicles and in a few rural fire

trucks. They are not expensive and may come into wider use in the fire service. Whether

such a set should be a 'talking' version or whether it is better for the driver to rely on

another member of the crew to watch the map and give appropriate directions is for

individual brigades to consider. Be aware that such a set may direct you along some very

rough roads to get the shortest route.

As described above the format of a GPS position is, degrees (South and East in Australia)

followed by 5 figures. Queensland firefighters need to be aware that even if those figures

are exactly right and the GPS set has measured a position accurate to .01 km an

interpretation error of up to 45 km north-south andup to 40 km east-west may occur.
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The reason is that the international aviation (and maritime) standard for Lat and Long is

degrees, minutes and decimal minutes. As well as being mandated internationally this

standard is prescribed in Australia by Airservices Australia, by AUSSAR and by MSQ among

others. If the 5 numerals after the degrees are in decimal minutes but are mistaken for

decimal degrees or vice versa a large position error will probably occur - heard over a

crackly radio such an error is easily made.

When firefighters alone are involved the decimal degree format only will be in use but

helicopters routinely work with the Airservices Australia's mandated format of decimal

minutes. Thus in Air Attack work it is vital that all Lat/Long positions are positively identified

- "decimal degrees" or "decimal minutes" - as the case may be; particularly in a bad fire

season when helicopters unused to bush fire work may be roped in to help.

One of the facilities in Google Earth is the ability to change the Lat/Long overlay from

decimal degrees to decimal minutes with two mouse clicks. However, those clever tricks

should be left to members of the IMT. An Excel-based decimal-degrees to decimal-minutes

and vice versa conversion utility is available with this unit. This may be helpful to an IMT

during air attack work. A sample is shown below.

Enter reading on upper line

Read conversion on lower line

Enter reading on upper line

Read conversion on lower line

or

Enter reading on upper line

Read conversion on lower line

Enter reading on upper line

Read conversion on lower line

If the position shown in blue immediately above, 27° 56.007' South and 153° 57.444' East, is

spoken over the radio and interpreted as 27.56007° South and 153.57444° East, the

resultant position will be 42 km too far North and 38 km too far West.
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These 'learn by doing' exercises may need help from your Training Officer and/or from your

Brigade's resident expert in your type of GPS set. Please put your notes, maps and print

outs, each numbered to correspond with the question number, together in a folder. They

will be assessed by your designated assessor.

Where the assessment requires you to write notes you may do this by hand or, if you prefer,

type them up on a computer. You may use the Brigade's computer or your own machine at

home if that is more convenient.

1. Get a computer with an internet connection and, preferably, a fairly large screen.

Call up Google Earth with a location of Brisbane, Australia. Select the 'show roads'

option in the lower left corner. Then clear the screen so that it is filled with map

image rather than with the control panel.

2. Keep the map at a small scale and move it with the cursor until it is centred on the

area covered by your Brigade.

3. Identify your Brigade Station and 'zoom in' using the + button on the screen.

4. Print out the map on A4 paper at two scales; one with a map width of about 2 km

and one with a width of about 500 metres. Use the scale bar in the lower left of the

map to get the right size.

5. Zoom in close so that the map remains centred on your Station and is about 200

metres wide; then in 'View' enable 'grid' using the 'decimal degrees' option. Print.

6. Zoom out on the map as far as required to allow you see your Station and your home

on the same screen. Centre the map roughly at the mid-point between the two.

Select 'ruler' to allow you tb measure 'as the crow flies' distance between your home

and your Station. Record the figure shown. Then select 'path' and run the cursor

along the road which you follow to your Station to measure the full road distance.

Record the figure shown. Print out the map with its white or yellow lines showing

what you have measured and with a white pen or marker record the two distances

you have measured. (Compare your car's odometer with the Google measure).
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7. On the advice of your Training Officer select a bush fire 'hot spot' in your Brigade's

area, centre the map on it and zoom so that the map is about 1 km wide. Write a few

lines describing what you see on the map - access and exit, slopes, vegetation,

structures and other relevant information. Then enable the Lat/Long grid and print

out the map.

8. Get a Brigade GPS set and, with help from your resident expert as necessary, set it

up and wait for it to acquire satellites. Run through the various screens (pages) and

see what they display. Return to the main screen and note the number of satellites

acquired, the Lat/Long reading, the height and the estimate of accuracy. Compare

the GPS Lat/Long reading with the Lat/Long of your Station as given on Google Earth.

9. On Google Earth zoom in on your Station and place the cursor over it. Read off the

height at your Station and compare it with the GPS figure. Record.

10. On a suitable occasion take the GPS to the bush fire 'hot-spot' which you mapped

with the Lat/Long grid on Google. Compare the two readings and record.

11. Still with the GPS, walk along a possible control line and radio the GPS positions at

start, middle and end to a colleague. On return to the Station plot the line on a

Google map with the Lat/Long grid enabled, using a white or bright yellow marker.

12. Go to a convenient place where the land is steep and estimate by eye the slope in

degrees. Check with your TO or other experienced member. Check with a Google

map of the same area using the measurement method described on page 16. Record

your answers including the Lat/Long positions as determined from Google Earth and

as read off from the GPS.

13. On that same slope determine whether it is convex or concave and record yo'ur

answer.

14. Take the GPS set into a heavily forested area and observe how the number of

'satellites in view' changes with the density of the canopy. Record, together with the

Lat and Long at the start and end of your walk.

15. Take the GPS set under high voltage power lines at their lowest point and observe

whether the number of satellites in view or the accuracy of the GPS reading is

affected. Record your answer and the corresponding Lat and Long.
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16. Use a local road atlas (if one is available for your location) and get the full references

for two neighbouring rural brigade stations. Record station names and atlas

references.

17. Your Training Officer will name two fire-prone locations within your Brigade's area

and ask you to describe verbally and without a map how to get there in a Brigade

truck. Your TO will record the chosen locations and whether or not you gave a

correct description of how to get there.

18. At an open location in daytime yourTO will ask you to estimate the direction of

North and then the wind direction as accurately as you can. North, NE, East, etc., is

sufficient. Check using the GPS in compass mode and record the results.

19. Call up the QFRS fire risk map and determine the forecast fire risk for both forest and

grassland in your brigade's area for two days hence. Record the result and the

forecast date.

20. Use "Get Directions" in Google Maps to print out directions from your Station to a

neighbouring Rural Fire Station. (You may have to enter the street address rather

than just the brigade name.) Place the print out in your folder.

If you wish, please provide feedback on this course. It's not compulsory.

If you do, please email your assessment of the value of this unit and any comments

or suggestions you have for improvement. The email address is:

If you wish, give your name and contact details - it's optional.
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The Research Director
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Parliament House
George Street
Brisbane Q 4000

14 March 2010

Queensland Fire and Rescue 
Senior Officers Union of Employees

P.O. Box 217
LUTWYCHE QLD 4030

RECEIVED
17 MAR 2010

tusuc ACCOUNTS AND
PUBUC WORKS COMMITTEE

Subiect: Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland

Dear Sir or Madam

I am writing to you on behalf of the Queensland Fire and Rescue - Senior Officers Union of
Employees (SOU). The SOU is a professionally led strategic industrial organisation operating
within the industrial relations framework in Queensland. In the interests of its members, the
SOU leads and coordinates the direction and profile of senior fire officers, with the key goals
of improving and influencing the broader working and industrial environment that impacts its
members.

It is our pleasure to provide this submission into the management of Rural Fire Services in
Queensland. The SOU represents the vast majority of Senior Fire Officers within QFRS Rural
Operations and therefore has a direct interest in the responsibility, accountability, leadership
role, workload and out of hours work provided to Queensland communities by our members.
In the interest of brevity we have identified the main issues and provided a short synopsis of
the problem. That being said, the SOU is willing to provide further detail (if required) either
through additional written correspondence or alternately through appearing before the
committee.

Issue Brief Details Recommendation
Sustainable • Rural Operations is currently substantially Introduce a full funding model for
Funding funded through the urban fire levy. This rural operations that provides for

'syphoning off' has hampered and delayed rural operations to meet the
improvements of fire service delivery in operational and community
metropolitan and regional areas, and is still safety needs of Queenslanders.
not meeting the costs of business for
volunteer rural fire brigades that rely on
donations and grants to operate and
respond to incidents. This is also contrary to
the intent and description provided to the
community of what the 'urban fire levy is for
and does not have the capacity to
adequately provide equipment and
resources to communities to meet the
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identified risk.
.. Whilst we acknowledge that direct

comparisons are difficult, the difference in
funding between similar rural fire services is
obvious. QFRS Rural Operations receives
approximately 30 million dollars in funding
while the NSW RFS receives 250 million.
Even the much smaller SA CFS receives
funding of over double what Rural
Operations receives (60 million dollars).

Appliances • Volunteer Rural Fire Brigades must For safety of our volunteers and
and Stations contribute 20% of the purchase price for communities, all resources and

new fire appliances as well as provide all infrastructure (fire appliances,
costs associated with maintenance and fuel. equipment and stations) need to
This is even though they are an asset of be fully owned by the QFRS with
Government. This is inequitable in purchase costs, maintenance
comparison with urban funding and is at and replacement fully funded.
unmanageable for small brigades without
support from Councilor community grants.
Appliances are allocated on the ability for
the local brigade to contribute funds not on
the risk to an area. Many communities with
high risk are not equipped with an appliance
to meet the risk as they are unable to fund
the purchase of an appliance and meet the
ongoing costs of fuel and maintenance.

III With over 1500 Brigades there are only
approximately 500 Stations. Many of these
are poorly constructed tin sheds that have
had little or no maintenance for many years.
The onus is on Brigades to provide suitable
funding to maintain these government
assets.

Rural Fire III With a service of 35,000 volunteers of which 1. An increase in the staffing
Service 10,000 are active volunteer firefighters there model (i.e. appropriate
Delivery is only approximately 100 permanent staff. It numbers of fulltime

is physically impossible to provide operational staff) needs to be
appropriate training, operational introduced to fully support
management and administrative support to volunteer requirements.
this many people. This was evident in the 2. Consider integrating the
recent fire season that saw Rural Operations current State Office led Rural
staff stretched beyond limit with staff working Operations into current
extended hours over a protracted period to regional structures.
support volunteers.

III Career rural staff are extremely dedicated
and hard working but the overburden of
responsibility and workload is taking its toll.
The out of hours work required to meet either
operational needs or volunteer availability is
excessive and indeed untenable.
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I

Bureaucracy
within
Queensland
Emergency
Services

• Currently, QFRS Rural Operations is
managed centrally through a State Office
reporting line. It is proposed that increased
effectiveness would be achieved by
integrating Rural Operations into the current
QFRS Regional Office operating structure.
This change would see an increased focus
on regional ownership of rural fire service
delivery matters, and support improved
collaboration between all elements of QFRS
staff, volunteers and services.

• Whilst it is not openly (and formally) Review the current impact of
communicated within Government, a bureaucracy on the effective
common view amongst many emergency delivery of emergency services
service practitioners is that the support (including Rural Fire Service
services (provided by the current delivery) in Queensland.
Queensland departmental model) to
Queensland emergency service operational
agencies is inconsistent and extensively
bureaucratic. Additionally, the performance
of external services (i.e. Shared Services
Agency) provided to the operational agencies
is well below par with the concept being
considered an expensive failure by
practitioners.

• Currently within the Department of
Community Safety, a strong focus (in many
cases) is being placed on accountability for
following (in many cases) arbitrary
bureaucratic rules and practices as opposed
to accountability for delivering consistently
good emergency services to Queenslanders.
It is proposed that significant efficiencies
(both fiscal and operational) would be
evident in seeking to redress the current
accountability focus.

In addition, the outcomes of the recent 2009 Victorian fire emergency has seen an increasing
emphasis on fire mitigation and community education. The delivery of these services simply
cannot be delivered by an already stretched volunteer base and will require either more
support or dedicated staff. The provision of government equipment to volunteer brigades
without a dedicated maintenance and repair programme is leaving the government exposed
to liability where due to a lack of funding in the brigade, poorly or incorrectly maintained
equipment may fail and cause injury to volunteers and staff. QFRS at present cannot
guarantee that vital equipment is being maintained to the manufacturer's specifications as the
responsibility to maintain the equipment is based on the ability of the local brigade to fund the
repairs, and in many cases being completed by unskilled and non qualified personal.

While the driver of climate change is still being argued last year's fire season (2009) was the
worse Queensland has had on record and challenged all aspects of the QFRS but particularly
the Rural Fire Brigades. Over a four month period the QFRS responded to over 7000 wildfire
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incidents with rural volunteers being requested to respond frequently outside their Brigade
area. In fact, it is not unusual for volunteer firefighters to be responded outside their own
region and interstate.

Whilst we recommend that all aspects of rural operations should be state owned and
managed we also believe that there should remain a strong partnership with local
government. Local government provide support through the provision of land; provide
important resources during fire activity periods and they also play an integral role in the
collection of the rural fire levy. Therefore we view local government as an invaluable partner
in the delivery of rural fire services in Queensland.

The SOU is pleased to have input into this review and would be happy to provide further
clarification or detail should you require.

Yours Sincerely

/j ~/ '\\

{~~d:SM
Queensland Fire and Rescue - Senior Officers Union of Employees

cc: Commissioner, QFRS
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RECEIVE
17 MAR 2010

tlLeuc ACCOUNTS AND
PUBLIC WORKS COMMITIEE

The Research Director
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Parliament House
George Street
Brisbane Q 4000

16th March 2010

To Whom it May Concern

00 001

Please accept my submission in regards to the Management of Rural Fire Service m
Queenland.

I am a rural firefighter so I hope this will be accepted as its from the heart and my
observations and experiences over 16 years

This is the first time I've done anything like this and so not sure if it is correct and
acceptable.

I do hope you will understand my points of view and I would be happy to explain or
Expand on any of the issues I have mentioned.

I hope you will consider this submission.

Yours sincerely

Vicki Avcin

54 Maddever Road
BOORAL QLD 4655
074125 7553



SUBMISSION TO PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND PUBLIC WORKS COMMISSION

I have been a volunteer firefighter for 16 years now. In that time I've seen changes to
Rural Fires, but there has always been an issue about funding of brigades, retaining
volunteers and Training.
Please forgive me if this seems 'simple' but I tend to see things in a simple light not
tarnished with fancy words and half a dozen University Degrees. So I hope I explain
myself in a way you can understand.

Firstly the funding.
From my knowledge, the funding of brigades begins at Government level. Brigades
have to rely on the information fed back from Rural Fires and this determines their
budget each year. The money from the budget is then earmarked for such things as PPE
(Personal Protective Equipment), subsidizing brigades for vehicles, training etc. It also 1
believe includes funds for the 'paid' staff in Area offices and the people that work there.
The information that Rural Fires submits is collated from the information put in from
these Area Offices. This is totally aside from how Brigades are 'paid' via levy monies
which I'll refer to shortly.
Now, these area offices ofRFS are soley reliant on the information fed to them by
brigades filling out RFI4's. Either for structural fires, Road Traffic Crashes, Hazardous
(until urban pumps arrive) or for Wildfire, Hazard Reduction burns etc. This information
shows them what brigade activity and resources are being used, required and are
supposed to be filled out after each 'incident'. This is all done on forms that then have to
be posted to the Area Office. The problem here is that there is a big percentage of
brigades that do not do this paper work. It is not mandatory/enforced that it is done. I
know for a fact that the brigade I am in DOES NOT AND WILL NOT fill out this
paperwork. The first officers and the other officers think because they are volunteers
they don't have to do it. There are other brigades in our group that also do not fill these
fonus out. So unless the Area Manager knows of incidents or goes searching through
Firecoms logs (which some brigades even don't call in at times), he has no way of
knowing that a brigade has been to an incident. I know myself after being an officer of a
large brigade in the SE corner, First Officer of a brigade in Nth Qld, the importance of
the filling out of these forms to help collate information. Yet regardless oftrying to
explain to my current brigade about the significance of how the information is used, they
just can't be bothered with the paperwork.
The brigade I was First officer of in Nth Qld had not put in RF14's for years either. So I
am quite confident in saying that a high percentage of brigades in Queensland would not
be 'bothered' in also filling out this paperwork. So how can Area Offices collate
information and forward on, so that appropriate funding can be allocated to RFS in a
budget?
The urban sector of QFRS however has everything logged, and everything is and has to
be accounted for. So their funding can be worked out on the needs of areas and stations
according to their requirements/incidents each year
Until brigade reporting is MANDATORY and enforced, there will never be an accurate
way of knowing what funding is needed for RFS. This being 'hard' copy or via the
internet.



The RFS funding by levy money for brigades that get it is still a huge strain on
individual brigades. A lot of things factored into QFRS budgeting/funding is not covered
into RFS.
Fuel, maintenance, and safety certificates of vehicles are NOT covered by QFRS. That
is budgeted into their funding. For RFS, this has to be covered by the individual
brigades ....and the variables according to fire seasons are enormous.
Yet RFS is supposed to 'come under the wing' of QFRS. Without the filling out of the
RF 14' s there is no real accountability of the costs of this. The brigades are supposed to
do an audit each year, but those can be 'dodgey'd' up too. The audit is more for council
to show that levy money is being used in brigades. Although copies are sent to each Area
Offices, 1 don't think they are used as a guideline for how each brigade needs funding
from up the ladder to Government Budgeting.

Which brings me to Brigades in areas that have levy's. As you'd be aware each Council
has its own $ value that ratepayers pay. Some areas apparently still don't pay levies. So
those brigades either have to pay from their own pockets or fund raise to cover fuel and
operating costs relevant to their brigade. However how this levy in those areas that get it
is calculated and then passed onto brigades varies greatly also. Some divide total amount
collected by the rateable properties in brigade districts and then distribute accordingly.
There fore pmiicularly in the Izone areas some brigades in the 'closer to town' area will
get a lot more than brigades that are further out in the more rural areas, yet they might be
the brigades who tend to have more larger fires in acerage paddocks than those where it is
a more residential type properties close in. But because they have less rateable
properties, they receive less than the 'inner' properties where there are more rateable
properties.
Some Councils, distribute the levy money like that. Other areas the Group
(in consultation with Area Office) decides who gets what out of the total $ collected by
the levy. So again nothing is set in concrete on how brigades receive funding if they in
fact even get funded.
Again in the brigade I am currently in, there is questions as to how that money is used
also As there is no 'paper trail' it leaves it wide open to misuse and abuse to those who
handle it. So again because there is no mandatory reporting of things being enforced, it
leaves it wide open for members to take 'advantage' of brigade funds. Eg: fuel being
recorded for brigade vehicles, but going into personal vehicles. Equipment being used
by members for their personal use eg GPS
I am sick of hearing from people 'we don't have to do anything because we are
volunteers' .
That may have been the case years ago, but in todays age of litigation and accountability
the current standard of reporting brigade activity, accountability of funding, and all of the
reporting back so that a true and clear picture ofjust what is going on within RFS and
someone made responsible for it all, then nothing will change in RFS. Either QFRS
needs to step in and take charge under their guidelines and workplace practices or RFS
becomes a separate entity, either way something has to be done.
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I am not a mathematician, but I do know that there are a lot of people cunently being
employed by RFS, that shouldn't be. They have no idea what is going on 'in the real
world' and are filling jobs and just waiting it out for a few years till they retire. Well if
they are there they should be doing their job. They aren't ....some don't even return calls
when complaints of misconduct or misuse of brigade funds are raised. Its only when
pushed that they do something. Their jobs need to be looked at closely and their
performance put under scrutiny, save RFS some $'s and if need be, given the push to
perform proactively. And then by getting the information from Brigades maybe funding
can be made a lot easier and money spent in places where its needed. At the moment
there seems to be this culture that when a training plan, or a constitution, or manual,
comes out, before people have even had a chance to complete it or implement changes
that these seat warmers are already changing the 'rules' again. Which brings me to
Training.

The money spent on Training could be much better spent that it is. Queensland is 15
years behind other states in the implantation of a 'course' that volunteers need to do.
Again, it is not mandatory to train. It is 'suggested' that volunteers train but it is NOT
mandatory. No other state that I know has a basic firefighter skill (FMS) course that
someone can go to a one day (or 2 day) theory session, turn up the next week for the
assessment and be deemed 'Competent' because they did what they had to do with
someone standing there telling them what to do!!! No minimum amount of going out and
doing Hazard Reductions, doing x amount of hours training or having someone mentor
them for 3 months or other amount of time. Instead they do 3 days (2 theory and 1
assesment day where they see fire) and get their certificate saying they are now a
firefighter!!!! How no ones been killed to date is more good luck than good judgement.
There is so much money put into supposedly 'training' yet we are so far behind other
states it is ridiculous.
And if you ask the hierarchy they'll say what I just described doesn't happen. Well IT
DOES.

I have so many instances where they bring in a course in more advanced areas, and
before assessments are done they've changed the pre requisites, course
requirements/guidelines, before anyone gets to sit their assessment - this also is just a
waste of money. This means printing of more books/manuals and teaching material for
each course they change.
For example, and this is my experience over the past 2 years in the area I'm in now... J
have done my theory nearly 2 yrs ago for Isolated Remote Structural Firefighting, haven't
done the assessment.
I have done my Crew Leader theory, haven't done the assessment over 6 months later.
Yet I have been a Crew Leader/Officer/First Officer for 9 years ... but I still have to redo
this course. Now it has been changed again, and I still will have to either redo the
theory again and hope that I can get to do an assessment so I'm deemed 'capable'.
This goes on year after year that they spend hundreds of thousands of $' s on courses that
get scrapped or changed. Besides the fact that Volunteers are fed up with it, it is just a
waste ofmoney BAD MANAGEMENT.
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They will not RPL although I had done all those things and had been doing (on the job)
these things for just on 15 years!!! And I had done training and courses to be deemed
competent for those things too.

EMQ implemented a First Aid /CPR course that 'was going to be rolled out all over the
state'. They would've spent tens of thousands of dollars or more setting it all up, getting
the paperwork for those doing it but because there were some complaints about the
delivery of the course they scrapped the whole thing. Which meant that it left a whole
lot ofpeople without follow up refreshers. Why not keep the course and the material but
look at the way in which it was delivered notjust throw it all away. Who was held
accountable for that ????

Whilst on Training..... The money for training materials and modules etc is one issue.
The other is the lack of 'structure' in RFS. Fortunately like I said no one has been killed
here in Queensland, but it is only a matter of time before it happens. (It very nearly did
with some crews in Rockhampton recently) When one joins a brigade, one does a
minimum of 1 or 2 days theory and then does an assessment, which I touched on earlier.
Now with that FMS (Firefighter minimum skills) under their belt, a course comes up. So
newbie puts up his hand to do the course. Only requirement. ...he has his FMS. So off
he goes and does the course. Few months later another course comes up ....offhe goes
and does that too as only requirement is FMS. Doesn't matter that since he began with
RFS, he's been to maybe one or 2 Hazard Reductions or a couple of log piles burning at a
Controlled Bum and its rained for the other 4 months.
Up comes the AGM where they vote in Officers, newbie puts his hand up ....and gets
elected!! Woohoo ...he's an officer ....... .in charge of maybe 5 or 10 or more maybe
people. But that's OK he has the bits of paper to say he has done these courses!!
This is absolutely stupidity as far as Workplace health and Safety go.

The 'heirachy' say but we can't retain volunteers so we need people to be trained up.
What good is the piece of paper if 'newbie' /now an Officer has never seen a decent fire,
hasn't got experience of wildfires. Its been proven that a lot of them just freeze up when
things go 'pearshape' and decisions have to be made quickly yet responsibly.

And why does this happen .......because it is not mandatory to train and 'climb the
ladder' with experience and 'time in the brigade'!!! That is like giving someone a
carving knife, letting them do their whittling badge at Scouts and then saying here you
can be a Surgeon nowll!!!! Which leads to the nextthing.......retention of volunteers.

In the 16 years I have belonged to brigades, the thing I hear most often is 'I want to feel
like I actually belong to something'.
The reasons they feel like they 'don't' belong is

1. Lack of Structure/Ranking
2. The bullying, discrimination and harassment that runs rampant in brigades
3. The cronyism that is in brigades.
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When volunteers join a brigade they do it because they want to be part of a group of
people who freely and happily give up their time to do something for their community.
The first thing is they think that they would need to train (they expect that), but the
training in the brigade they have joined is non existent or very disjointed with no one
really knowing what they are doing so it isn't really an organized training. They expect
to be able to go and do a course, then follow up with 'hands on' training. Then when
they are competent and comfortable they can strive to reach a level where they can 'step
up' to the next level, do some training and then do the course and assessment. Instead
they see the First officers next door neighbour or Joe Bloggs mate who's only been
there a couple of weeks get chosen over them to do the course. No matter how hard they
try they always get left behind in favour of someones friend. So they have several people
who have been there half the length of time more 'qualified' than them. That's the first
reason.

Second reason .....They try and intergrate into the brigade but are shouted down when
they ask a question.. inferences of the fact that they are female, or they are 'dumb'
because they repeatedly ask about something because they simply don't understand or
because they have a slight impediment in their speech or because someone simply
doesn't like them. So the humiliation just becomes too much and they leave.

Third reason As there is no structure in the brigades, and therefore nothing to set a
goal to try and reach, the cronyism arises come Voting time, The First Officer goes
round telling 'his mates' /clique who to vote for. Although other people would like to
have a go and fulfilling a position in the brigade of maybe an Officer/crew leader or
Secretary or Treasurer, the vote stacking happens. And of course the person with the
Best standover tactics dictates to the rest who they want voted in. So the 'volunteer'
knows theres no way they will ever get to be part of a 'lawful' brigade. They leave.

The examples I have quoted are REAL. ..... notjust in one brigade but I've seen it in a lot
of brigades. People go to one brigade and for one of the above reasons they leave. So
they go to the next nearest brigade, maybe one or all of the 'reasons' are in that brigade
too. They leave that brigade too. So there is two communities/brigades that have lost
good valuable members who want to do the 'right' thing and become a volunteer
firefighter.

I also know they are REAL because I have had to fight long and hard as a 'female' as a
person who fought and proved myself over and over just to 'earn' the right to step up and
do a course. I wasn't asked to do it because I had earned it by a 'structure' but because I
stood up and challenged them on the discrimination point. I have also been pushed from
'grace' because I raised an issue of fraud by the First Officer ofa brigade. And I am
now battling a brigade that is fraught with ALL of the above issues. I wont give up as
easily as a lot do ....although I'm about at a point now where I just don't know if! can
take it any longer as I can't see RFS doing anything about it. To speak out means the
heirachy just ban you from everything so you keep your mouth shut. A group of people
up near Rockhampton a couple of years ago will attest to that.
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I also know they are REAL because my daughter and my son joined a brigade. They did
their (what was then) Level 1 Firefighting equivalent now to FMS and to this
day, some 8 years later they do not have their certificates for doing all the theory and
their assessment. They and half a dozen had their 'paperwork' lost. My husband was
told when he wanted to do his FM 1 (which was the new Levell/now FMS) that he could
do it but he'd never be given his compentancy because the person doing the training
'didn't like him'. He has a different nationally background.

But all of those issues also fall back to the issue of funding. The money spent on a new
volunteer, PPE, boots, helmet, gloves, goggles being handed out. They cant do an
assessment without it so they have to get it. Plus the book work (6 min modules). All
that money is spent on a new volunteer only to have the above issues happen and they
walk away. Sometimes RFS gets their gear back, a lot of times they don't. A lot of
money is lost in RFS this way.

They have now got this brilliant idea....spend more hundreds of thousands of$'s to put
training sessions on the Portal. So members can sit in front of their computer and learn
how to fight fires, how to do first aid, then front up and do an assessment. They are
spending money on making up CD's to distribute as well as the books, and still
expecting the level of safety for volunteers to be of a high standard.

What we do as volunteers, needs to be nurtured and given the highest priority in regards
of the volunteers safety. What we do is life threatening potentially. So why isn't the
Government implanting good WHS policies by way of training and looking at why
volunteers are leaving in droves. They are saying to justify their jobs, it's to do with
work and family life. They refuse to look at the real reason people are leaving and don't
want to know about it. It can be a 'family' activity as far as social activities too.

My passion for the past 16 years has been volunteering as a firefighter. I have seen a lot
of good people leave, I know a lot of good people who'd love to do it but because of
members and issues in their local brigades they will not join It is extremely
disheartening to see QFRS/RFS not even recognize those who have managed to stay for
what in most workplaces would be eligible for Long Service. But in RFS its not 12
yrs .. .its 15 years. And the paid people are the ones who get the certificates/medals
because RFS 'loses' members files/records. Even when nominated the 'paid' staff in
RFS aren't interested in making sure their members are recognised

I also have issues with something that has appeared recently. Members who went on the
taskforces in October last year had 'critical stress incidents' and received severe injuries
have not had the support and assistance that a 'paid' firefighter gets. Volunteers who try
and do the right thing for theirs and others communities are being ignored and forgotten.
I know of 2 people who I have had to seek aid for in one way or another, because the
promises and assistance that they were given or told they'd get hasn't happened nearly 6
months later.
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If this sounds like sour grapes..no its not. Its just what I've seen happen since joining and
in all those years nothing really has changed. 16 years!!!!!! Always not enough funds.
Always 'no one listens' to the people on the ground. Always ignore the 'little'
people ...being us the volunteers.

Yes I'm angry and its good that someone is apparently 'looking into' the Management of
the RFS. But I'm cynical that anything will come of it. The Government will sweep it
under the carpet or sugar coat something that sounds too good to be true and in 16 years
time what will have changed???? The RFS heirachy, will they be held accountable and
open to listen and hear what the volunteers want/need and are suggesting? I seriously
doubt it. They want their high salaries and to hell with any reports or recommendations.
That's the way it's been for years and years.

I hope I've explained myself in a manner that you can understand .... .its not full of
statistics and clever words, but just my submission as a volunteer firefighter. I've
fought long and hard for the rights of many within the service and been subjected to a lot
of things. I don't think I can do it much longer. The cronyism, the discrimination just
seems to be getting stronger and stronger these days and sadly volunteers are looking at
other ways to give their time to the community.
Unless something major happens to shake RFS up, they'll go on missing out on good
people who want nothing more than to serve their community, knowing that they made a
commitment but then having their enthusiaism and good will knocked down in one way
or another. And that goes from the very top all the way down the line.
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16th March, 2010.

The Research Director,
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee,
Parliament House,
George Street,
BRISBANE. QLD. 4000.

Dear Sir / Madam,

QUEENSLAND PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE
MANAGEMENT OF RURAL FIRE SERVICES IN QUEENSLAND

I refer to your letter ofthe 10th March, 2010 inviting submissions to your Committee's Enquiry into Management of Rural Fire
Services in Queensland. Council has considered the review proposal and wishes to make the following comments:-

a) Council supports the existing role of Rural Fire Brigades and believes that they playa very cost effective community
involved part in ensuring that our rural areas are protected from bushfires and wildfires.

b) Council currently levy's three (3) special charges of $20 / annum for 2 brigades, and $25/ annum for a third
brigade and believes that this is an appropriate funding mechanism. Rural ratepayers appearto readilyacceptthat
such special charges benefit them directly, and consequently our view is that this funding method is preferable to
Council providing funding from the general rate revenue.

c) Council has recently implemented a local area (flood) warden system for the various urban and rural localities
throughout the Shire, and in most of these localities, 10 of these wardens were fire wardens for that area. Local
area (flood) wardens are an important liaison contact pointfor Council and the Local Disaster ManagementGroup
during emergency situations. Being part of the Rural Fire Brigade network means that they have good
communication networks and equipment that can be used when normal communication means e.g. telephones
are disrupted.

I trust that the above information conveys Council's view that Rural Fire Brigades play an important role in our community.
While it is good to review services from time to time, it is important that their fundamentals of community self help and
support are not eroded by structures or other decisions that deter people from being involved.

W. Clark,
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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MANAGEMENT OF RURAL FIRE SERVICES IN QUEENSLAND

The following is submitted by an active brigade member and fire warden:

• The current model for Rural Fire Brigades needs to be changed. Over recent years there
have been changes to the way Rural Fire Brigades operate. The majority of active and
effective members of those brigades all hold full time employment and any time spent on
brigade activities is time that the person is unable to spend with their family or for
recreation. This situation could be leading to the lack of long term brigade members.
Administrative tasks within brigades are on the increase and taking up more of the
member's time. There needs to be assistance to brigades with administrative tasks. Why
is there no computer software available from RFS to assist Brigade Secretaries with the
management of Brigade membership? Another area is with servicing, maintenance and
inspection of vehicles. Rather than leaving it to brigades to find someone available to
move vehicles, Area Office staff should be available to move the vehicles during normal
working hours. As all vehicles belong to the QFRS it may now be time to have all those
vehicles identified as belonging to a Area Office rather than various brigades. This may
require the alteration to what is considered current brigade boundaries to something based
on local government boundaries. Why is it necessary for a brigade to submit an RF 14
concerning an incident that a Fire Communication centre dispatches them to? The
information could be sent to all relevant sections almost immediately, rather that days or
weeks later.

• The existing funding model and resource allocation for Rural Fire Brigades needs
change. Where Brigade funds come from a levy collected from ratepayers this has
eliminated the time that brigade members have to spend shaking the can for donations.
However some brigades do not receive any levy money and in areas where the two types
of brigades operate in close proximity to each other it has been left to each brigade to
cover their own costs. Effectively those property owners who do not contribute to a
brigade levy are not paying but getting the same protection and it is only time before rate
payers who are funding a brigade start to complain about their funds being used outside
their brigade area. To resolve this situation Area Offices need to receive all levy money
collected equally across the district and directly fund the expenses of brigades. This could
assist in increasing the information available to the Auditor General to capture, analyse
and report on the level of brigade funding required. This could also reduce the
requirement of a brigade to have a detailed audit report completed every 12 months,
which although given to the Area Office appears to go no further.

• Urban encroachment within brigade areas is increasing the number of fires started at the
side of roads or on land accessible from outer suburbs, thus increasing the workload of
rural brigades. More brigades are being utilised to attend fires in areas for which they
receive no levy assistance and are expected to meet the cost of attending without refund.

• The financial accountability mechanisms currently in place appear to be appropriate,
when considered with risk assessment. Not knowing the total number of dishonest
situations that are occurring across the State makes it difficult to comment on this one.
Those that have occurred and were identified in this region have been dealt with. The



only other way would be to use competent audit teams to train and physically check each
brigade financial records. If the Area Office was responsible for all payments then this
should assist in reducing the locations that need checking.

.. Fire Wardens should be able to identify hazards and commence action to eliminate them.
This should be by way of advising the Area Office ofthe situation so that the remedial
action come from that office. This model would eliminate the problem of an unpaid
volunteer being seen as being responsible for policing the Act. The relevant Area Office
should be sending to all properties in the Fire Wardens area some of the brochures that
are currently available for educating the public. This should be via mail or council rates
notice, rather than a letter box drop, with other material or "junk mail" that goes straight
into the garbage. Some of the brochures have a space that can be utilised for including the
name and phone contact for the Fire Warden.

LdQg)0h
ain Court

ALI E RIVER 4817
I
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16 March 2010
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INFRASTRUCTURE SERIVCES
DIRECTORATE

Date » 17 March 2010

Wayne Wendt MP - Chair
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee

Parliament House
Cnr Alice & George Street

BRISBANE QLD 4000

Dear Sir,

Z2~MAR 2010
PUBUC ACCOUNTS AND

PUBLIC WORKS COMMITIEE

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

103 WALKER STREET

PO BOX 1268, TOWNSVILLE

QUEENSLAND 4810

TELEPHONE» 0727 9229

FACSIMILE» 0727 9051

enquiries@townsville.qld.gov.au

www.townsville.qld.gov.au

SUBJECT » Inquiry into Management of Rural Fire Service

The following comments are supplied for the above Inquiry by the QLD Public

Accounts and Public Works Committee regarding the relationship and issues

between Townsville City Council, Townsville Rural Brigades and QLD Fire & Rescue

Services (QFRS).

Townsville City Council currently has a reasonable but limited relationship with local

brigades and QFRS. Historically, the level of consultation between Council and the

Rural Fire Brigades is dependent upon the availability and enthusiasm of the QFRS

Area Director - Rural Operations. The current QFRS Area Director - Rural

Operations is presently working to rectify the issue of there being limited joint

planning undertaken in the Townsville region for wild fire planning and operations.

The avenue for strategic plans and local discussions on brigade operations and

planning is available through the Area Fire Management Groups. To date these

groups are operationally based and do an excellent job of planning and undertaking

season inspections and consequentially burn offs where required. The make up of

the Fire Management Groups may need to be altered to allow for more detailed

regional wide planning.

PAGE» 1 OF 2 REFERENCE» RURAL FIRE SERVICE MANAGEMENT ABN »44741 992072
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DIRECTORATE

There are currently over 80 Fire Wardens in the Townsville City Council area. These

positions have been organised and managed by QRFS. Again, there is limited

contact between Fire Wardens and Council. Council Local Laws apply to areas of

over 20,OOOm2 regarding fire breaks and back burning and are related on an adhoc

basis to Fire Wardens with limited avenues through QFRS for a specific education

program on these Laws.

Council annually collect and distribute the fire levy per Brigade area as per the

request of the Brigades and through the QFRS Area Director - Rural Operations.

Council insists that the Brigades meet the accounting conditions of the Act. It has

been obvious that smaller brigades struggle with the cost of supplying audited

accounts to meet the requirements of the Act. This cost has an impact on their

limited funds for maintaining their brigade.

Council at times also supports their brigades with one off grants for specific

infrastructure costs relating to upgrading equipment or shed construction. There

appears to be very limited financial support from QFRS and there is no scheme

available to the Brigades or Councils such as the annual EMQ SES Subsidy

Program for SES Groups. This program offers an avenue for Councils/SES Groups

to fund various projects to upgrade their operational capability.

If you have any queries on these issues, please contact Allen Morris - Executive

Officer - Emergency Management via phone on 4727 9477 or via email

allen.morris@townsville.qld.gov.au.

Yours faithfully,

Neil Alien
Director Infrastructure Services

PAGE» 2 OF 2 REFERENCE» RURAL FIRE SERVICE MANAGEMENT ABN» 81 143904097
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Re - MANAGEMENT of RURAL FIRE SERVICES in QUEENSLAND

Discussion Paper. Considerations.

The current Community based Rural Fire Brigades are suitable.

RECEIVED
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PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND
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Funding. Escalating costs, particularly the reduction in available subsidised equipment, rapidly rising

fuel costs) and the maintenance of equipment and vehicles, is making it harder to balance the budget,

particularly in bad fire years. The need to fund raise to pay for spedal projects - e.g. buildings, etc. Is a

nuisance and cuts into valuable family time, training time and fire-fighting, particularly to the dedicated

few who always seem to be the ones to do it.

The current levy system in the Waodlea Brigade area seems to be working fairly weUin NORMAL fire

seasons.

Resource Allocation. Rural Briga'des seem to be the "poor cousins" to other Q.F.R.S. units, particularly

in regards to the current vehicles as supplied

Re the Nissan Patrols - The water capacity (600 litres) is insufficient; inadequate warning lights; plastic

internal and external parts that melt or give off toxic fumes when burning. No bu1lt in Fire protection

screens, sprinkler systems, etc. and 2 person crews. These are all risks to the crews trying to do the best

that they can, at times under difficult circumstances.

Inadequate capacity petrol powered pumps and inadequate equipment supplied for some uses.

The vehicles have been fitted with upgraded suspension to carry a heavier load, but this does not seem

to assist with other STANDARD components as supplied with the original vehicles - the Clutch and

Steering Stabilizers, etc., which do not last as long as they should.

Woodlea Brigade does not have a Medium Attack unit, but when working with other brigades, have

noted again, plastic parts, some poor design flaws - e.g. spare tyre placement, filler caps on the water

tank, inadequate petrol powered pumps, and no fire protection systems.

Driver Training. If you have an open licence to drive on the bitumen in a particular vehicle, you are

supposed to be able to drive these vehicles off road at a fire, sometimes in extremely rugged terrain!

Unfortunately there are people who do not realize that driving a 4WD in these circumstances in NO WAY

even vaguely equates with regular road driving.

Reconnaissance assets (air surveillance, etc) at large incidents particularly, are practically non-existent,

leading to guesswork, wasted time, and sometimes poor decision making on the part of Control Officers.

Training and current Fire Management Skills is not enough, but current PRACTICAL training is being left

up to the individual brigades, and has no consistency, and leads to fire fighters of different abilities being

placed on the fire ground together. Just because someone knows things from a book, it does not mean

that they are capable of putting it automatically into practice.



Advanced Training. Incident Management Skills is not enough =: once you have done the course, there is

no follow-up, revision, etc.

Speciality Training. First Aid, Competent use of Chainsaws, and other special courses -it is up to the

brigades to pay for them

Current Issue Personal Protection Equipment. The situation has improved with some items viz. Boots

and Gloves, but the current issue of 2 piece coveralls is too light, and do not adequately protect against

radiated heat, especially in some bush fire fighting situations. We have been told that, "You are too

close to the fire!!" There are many times when this is unavoidable, and we, the fire fighters, need to

know that we are not putting ourselves at unnecessary risk because the coveralls are not adequate. The

plastic helmets have a limited lifespan, and at times of suspect protection. They burn very readily. The

Bushranger helmets are currently available to members at a 50% subsidy. These are much more sturdy,

have a much longer lifespan, and generally, a much superior product. Whether the brigade or the

individual fire fighter purchases these, it is either another cost to the member for the privilege of

volunteering his time, or cutting into brigade operations funds. A long term view of the cost should be

looked at by Q.F.R.S.

Urban Encroachment. In Woodlea area this has led to two very noticeable changes - The reduction in

rural people in the brigade and the supplement by urban and rural residential personnel; and the

increase in the structural protection role., even in traditional rural areas, because of the larger number of

people looking to live in the bush - particularly those persons from larger urban areas who have no idea

what fire, flood, drought, etc. means, but they still expect the same protection that they received in the

past in urban areas.

Demands on Rural Fire Brigades. The biggest problem seems to be getting adequate numbers of

personnel and equipment for continuous operational demands. Recruitment of suitable personnel is a

problem and needs to be addressed urgently. Equipment is budget related at government level and is

not adequate. It is also a problem getting volunteers, especially during the working day as employers do

not like losing the services of their employees if they are called out to fight a fire. Also, as a result, the

fire fighter wHllose pay IF his boss allows him to turn out, or else given the option of, "The fire brigade

or your job!" As a result, especially during the day, the only personnel available are the unemployed or

pensioners. If employees go out, they are restricted to the hours that they can give. Most of these fire

fighters give as much as they can, but have to make sure that they do not get over-tired for their job the

next day.

Accountability. The current levels are adequate, even if some of the decisions made by brigades on

purchases are unwise. Any increase would just lead to a rise in Bureaucratic Staff demands and costs

which would have to be drawn from the taxpayer or the ever shrinking Q.F.R.S. budget.

Fire Wardens. The Fire Warden's role is to issue permits to burn, and as such, are the Pre-fire Authority

in their area of responsibility. Most Fire Wardens take this responsibility seriously. In some cases,

communication to their local Rural Fire Brigade is inadequate. A few do not take the job seriously, but

Wardens of inadequate standard are easily seen and should be replaced as required. The position in



general is being fulfilled properly. Why change something for the sake of change that has worked well

for so long.

Relevant Matters. The protected species (paid staff) ~ a small number would not be employed outside

the bureaucracy. Some of these persons are so incompetent that their actions border on the criminally

negligent, but seemingly any attempt to complain falls on deaf ears.

The attitude from some persons is that Rural Fire Brigade volunteers should drop everything to fight

fires. OK ~ guarantee jobs; compensate for lost wages and mortgage protection. The perception of a

large number of the general public is that Rural Fire Brigade personnel are paid, and that the Fire Service

is responsible for protecting them and their property from fire instead of them taking adequate

precautions against "normal" condition fires. Advertising and public education need to be addressed on

a state-wide level.

The old antagonism of "paid v voluntaryH (Red v Yellow trucks) seems to have dispersed for the time

being, at least in this area. in fact we find that we are working reasonably well together for the most

part. But human beings being human, the old state could reappear at any time, if not watched.

The biggest problem in any Rural Fire Brigade is the egos of some of the members leading to politics and

bickering which usually leads to good fire-fighters getting out of the rat race, placing unnecessary

pressure on the remaining personnel, and in some cases, the collapse of a Brigade.

Quite often senior paid personnel are aware of the problem, but for some reason, will not intervene in a

timely manner, or fob the problem off until it is too late. Usually a visit or discussion with the

protagonists should be sufficient to solve most problems early on.

The Anti·burn Lobby is usually well meaning, but totally misinformed. Persons who sprout figures and

{?)facts that are usually wrong. Even in extreme conditions, fuel reduced areas are a big advantage and

do not have to be burnt, but must be maintained. Government controlled areas ~ local and State (road

easements, parks, reserves, etc.) are usually just wicks to carry wildfire further on to pdvate land.
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My name is Peter Edwards and I am the Secretary of the Maryvale
Rural Fire Brigade which is part of the Keppel Group and also the 2nd
Officer ofour brigade.
I am not a very well educated person but at the age ofnearly 69 years I
have a history of being involved in political matters and Union activities
plus emergency services, such as, C.Q. Mines Rescue, and Rural Fires
and as a young man the Urban Brigade.
I have been involved in rural fITes since 1991. I was 1st Officer for many
years and was involved in the formation of the Keppel Group and the
implimentation of the initial Levell, Level2 requirements ofvolunteer
fire fighters which is now advanced to F.M.S. and Crew Leaders
courses.
The following are my thoughts on what should happen within the Rural
Fire Service of Queensland.
b'~'the government over the past few years has decided to reduce the
number of shires by amalagation which I think personally is going to
save the tax payer in Queensland a lot of money but will take time for it
to come to fruition. (incidently I worked for the Livingstone Shire
Council for 18 1/2 years before retiring).
2. In our particular area the amalagation took four shires,
Rockhampton, Livingstone, Fitzroy and Mount Morgan and condensed
them into one regional council.
The discussion paper says,"The service consists of 1525 rural fITe

brigades and 35,000 volunteers".l\To"v in the Rockbampton Regional
Council we have the Fitzroy Group which consists of 16 brigades and
the Keppel Group which has 18 brigades. A total 34 brigades. The
government has to reduce the number of brigades across Queensland.
The Rockhampton Regional Council has to write out cheques for levies
received for 34 brigades and I believe that could be twice a year. If
Fitzroy and Keppel Groups were to become brigades and the 34 brigades
become Stations that would mean that the Rockhampton Regional
Council would not have to send out 34 cheques twice a year. It would
mean that the Rockhampton Regional Council would only have to send



out two cheques twice a year.
3. We talk about a Levy on people who live in rural areas to support the
fIfe brigade .. you can call it what you like but it is a tax and the State
Government is responsible for all taxes paid in Queensland so ,
therefore, the government is entitled to know where the money is going.
The following are my suggestions on how that tax is spent.
There are t~TO ~Tays ofcollecting and distributing this tax. You collect it
and distribute it the same as you do with the Urbans and the Q.A.S., or,
the money is collected by the Rockhampton Regional Council and
distributed to the Keppel Rural Fire Brigade and the Fitzroy Rural Fire
Brigade which control 34 stations~ These stations do not have atonomy
unless they raise amongst themselves money for christmas parties etc.
Each brigade i.e. Keppel Brigade and Fitzroy Brigade elect a committee.
The chairman is the Area Director or his representative. The Area
Director had the casting vote. None of the 34 stations pay rates or power
bills for their stations. Ergon Energy bills the committee with an
itemised account for each station and Rates are just one account from the
Rockhampton Regional Council instead of 34 for both brigades.
4. As I understand it and I've read, brigades don't own the equipment
such as, trucks etc. The Queensland govermnent should own and supply
all equipment including Fire Stations, P.P.E. etc.,so therefore, they
should have control through the Brigade Committees and Area Director
what stations stay where they are and what are re-Iocated and what are
shut do"vn. In the early days brigades "vere formed on an ad hoc
situation. For instance .. Maryvale, my brigade, is situated on the comers
ofBungundarra Road, Evans. Road and Paddy Swamp Road, however,
the Bungundarra brigade is in control of the Bungundarra and Evans
Road comer which is a stones throw across from our fire station..
5. With regards to the situation where the government doesn't know
where the rural fIfe tax is spent and the condition of the station sheds
and equipment... an independent organisation that has absolutely
nothing to do with brigade activities or the Q.R.F.S. should be appointed
to inspect fIfe stations and give and independant assessment to the Area



Director and Deputy Commissioner so that decisions like - closing
stations etc., are based on an independent assessment approved by the
Deputy Commissioner and Area Director.
Lastly, the Queensland Government has supplied a hell of a lot of
equipment across Queensland over the past few years. In good years it
sits in the station and may only get used for 2 - 3 months of the year for
fires and training.
I have noted that there is a concern about recruiting new members. We
have another organisation in Queensland called the S.E.S. who in times
of natural disasters, such as floods and search and rescue, have limited
equipment. The Q.R.F.S. and the 5,E,5, sbouJd get together and the
S.E.S. should possibly do the F.M.S. for rural firefighting and we
should do some S.E.S. training so the equipment the government pays
for can be utilized better than it is now.
6. I know that this is a tall order in an election year and a hell of a lot of
comfort zones within the rural brigades are going to be upset, but, if the
government dollar is to be better spent and the people of Queensland
given a service next to none in Australia, the government will have to
bite the bullet.
A fantastic job has been done by the government with the Urbans and
the Q.A.S. I have total confidence that if I am involved in an accident on
a road I will have the best trained fITe and rescue in the world and the
best trained ambulance service in the world to look after me, however,
the volunteers such as Rural Fires and S.E.S., Coastguards etc. need
more help from the Queensland Government.

Peter Edwards.



With regards to Fire Wardens.
A T.A.F.E. college course or a Q.R.F.S. course is not the criteria for a
good Fire W~arden.

In our case with the Maryvale Rural Fire Brigade comes from 3
generations of rural land owners.
The best way to come up with improvements within the issuing of
permits by Fire Wardens is to have meetings across the state *Tith
various Area Directors and ask them how their situation can be
improved.
I believe that they should be independant of the Rural Fire Service and if
an issue arises the Area Director bas the nnaJ say, bowever,. J beJieve
that the Area Director should take into consideration the experience of
the particular Fire Warden.

Peter Edwards.
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118 LachinvClr RaCld

Upper l<.edron old 4055

18 March 2010

The Research Director
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Parliament House
George Street
BRISBANE Qld 4000

Dear Sir,

Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland

This submission is made by Greg Hoyes, 118 Lochinvar Road, Upper Kedron Qld 4055. Daytime
telephone numbers (07) 3838 1234 or 0418 717 428. I am an officer in the Samford Rural Fire Brigade.
As such, I am not in a position to make a global, top down assessment of the "issues for consideration"
set out in the committee's discussion paper. Rather, I have set out various comments on my perception
of QFRS and some particular issues which the committee should consider when seeking solutions to the
Auditor-General's concerns.

Volunteer Ethos
Understanding that Rural Firefighters are volunteers and the consequences of this is vital to a successful
Rural Fire Service. My observations suggest that this understanding has been lost by QFRS bureaucracy
in recent years.

Volunteers are motivated by the following things:
• Service to community
• Social aspects of the brigade
• Learning additional skills
• Adventure aspect

Volunteers are not motivated by:
• Monetary reward
• The threat of being fired if they fail to comply with directions
• Loyalty to QFRS
• Being a QFRS "back office". Whilst the Auditor-General's comments on improved accountability

are appropriate, volunteer time should be utilized where it is most effective - on the fire-ground.

QFRS therefore needs a different management style for volunteers (versus professional fire-fighters) if it
is to retain them. QFRS initiatives need to be "sold" to volunteers to gain their commitment rather that
just issued. This is not occurring.



Equipment
Recently, QFRS has done large-scale personal equipment issues to volunteers as follows:

• Blue "station" uniforms.
• Green Rural Fire kit bags
• Yellow Pacific helmets for volunteers who have completed crew leader courses

From a volunteer perspective, these have an element of a clumsy attempt to buy the loyalty of the
volunteers. The station uniforms are of minimal use to volunteers and were perceived to be a way of
clearing excess stock of the blue uniforms prior to introduction of a new uniform for professional staff.
The boots issued were elastic sided boots which were widely rejected as turnout boots by volunteers
because of fit issues. The yellow helmets will create confusion in the field where a yellow helmet has
traditionally signified an officer as compared to a white helmet for other firefighters. (When wearing
goggles and respirators, identifying individuals is often difficult and the need to locate a person in
authority is often urgent).

Volunteers see this as money wasted which could be used for areas of real need with better consultation.
It does not correlate with being told that QFRS budget pressures do not allow for issue of equipment
actually requested by brigades. For example, issue of turnout boots has been taking as long as three
months from order date.

Training
QFRS has expended considerable effort in recent years on improving and formal ising training for
volunteers. Whilst this is admirable, it needs to be recognised that excessive training rigidity is not
appropriate in the rural environment. Brigades are having difficulty doing in-house training and getting it
"signed off" due to lack of access to an accredited trainer. The RPL system is excessively complex.
Because volunteers come from a wide variety of social backgrounds and skill-sets, a rigid training system
is tedious for some and too shallow for others.

Financial
For the rural fire brigade system to continue to work, it is vital that brigades continue to control their own
finances. If it is perceived that this causes accountability risks, the solution must be to improve systems,
not to centralise funding. In particular, it is vital that rate levy monies continue to be paid direct to rural
brigades. Rural brigades are community organisations and an essential element is that communities see
a direct correlation between the local support they provide (rate levies and donations) and the quality of
their local brigade. Many brigades expend considerable effort to raise their own funds. Volunteers will
not continue to do so if monies raised are not controlled by their brigade. Having these funds go in to a
central pool is inappropriate.

I would expect that many rural brigades would lack the business skills to properly manage their finances
to an appropriate standard. QFRS should seek to identify these brigades and provide training or
administrative assistance without removing their autonomy. No intervention should occur for brigades
which do have these skills.

local Knowledge
At any serious bush fire, a critical person on the scene is the long-standing local firefighter with local area
knowledge. This person can provide critical information on the behaviour of earlier fires in the areas,
tracks to access the fire, escape routes, structures which will be threatened, etc. QFRS needs to
understand and recognise this and nurture these people. Improvement in this area is needed.

This is also a key strength of the rural fire brigade system. Brigades with a core of such people are more
effective than paid fire fighters who do not have local knowledge and are frequently transferred.

Volunteer Portal
The recently launched volunteer portal is an excellent initiative, but there are indications that its place as
a management tool needs refining. An attitude seems to be gaining ground in QFRS that, if it is on the
portal, all volunteers will be fully conversant with it. The volunteer portal will work as an aid to face-to-



face training, not a substitute. It will work as a reference source for new material and policies that have
been properly launched, not as a launch mechanism.

QFRS Management Style
An increasing issue for rural brigades seems to be difficulty extracting information from QFRS. This is not
just extracting the reason for a decision, but the decision itself. Elsewhere in this submission, I have
discussed some of the following issues:

• Call outs - brigade statistics clearly demonstrate this changed callout policy yet QFRS will not
confirm this.

• lights & Siren Response - it is unclear whether this is a new policy or clarification of existing
policy. It is unclear whether QFRS is happy with this situation or seeking to have the legislation
changed.

• Breathing Apparatus - a small number of rural brigades in izone areas are equipped with
breathing apparatus. These brigades have put in this apparatus on their own initiative but have
been supported by QFRS for training, maintenance, etc. Recently these brigades have been
advised that "the Commissioner does support the use of BA by rural brigades". Questions to
which answers have not been forthcoming are:
• Is this a ban, or can rural brigades continue BA use provide they do not draw on QFRS

resources?
• If it is the latter, how will QFRS ensure standards continue to be met?
• Does the lack of BA in izone areas create Zero Harm issues?

• Traffic management - QFRS have indicated that rural brigades should not undertake traffic
management. Instead they should simply close the road. The need for traffic management
occurs at motor vehicle accidents and also bush fires. Questions to which answers have not been
forthcoming are:
• In many rural areas, a closed road results in an alternate route which is extremely long.
• Police will often ask rural brigades to assist with traffic management. Does this override

QFRS policy?
• Fire Danger Rating - subsequent to the 2009 Victorian fires, QFRS adopted the new fire

danger rating index recommended by the Victorian enquiry. This was simply announced. Issues
which remain unaddressed are:
• Current fire danger rating signs throughout Qld are now non-compliant. No new design has

been issued - consistent design state-wide is obviously appropriate. No funding for the new
signs has been mentioned.

• No community or brigade education program has been launched. Because the 2 new ratings
sit on top of the highest level on the old scale, the danger is that members of the public will
regard what was previously a top level danger as now only 75%.

• lack of Follow Up - In a number of instances, QFRS have indicated that an issue will be
followed up and the outcome communicated back to the brigade, yet nothing more is ever heard.
If the QFRS decision is "no action", it is important that this is communicated to the brigade and
that reasons are supplied.

lights & Siren Response
QFRS have recently clarified that, unlike urban brigades, rural brigades must obey all traffic regulations at
all times. This makes the concept of responding under lights and siren not just non-sensical but
potentially dangerous. For example, if a member of the public attempts to give way to a rural appliance
stopped at a Give Way sign under lights and siren, the rural appliance cannot proceed. The result is
confusion and potential accidents. This issue requires urgent clarification.

Call Outs
A clear (albeit uncommunicated) change has occurred in QFRS callout policy in recent years. The policy
has gone from rural brigades being the primary response in their geographic area to one where urban
brigades are called out first to rural brigade areas if possible. In part, this approach seems to lean
towards road accidents although it is also evident for fires.

It needs to be conceded that rural brigades in izone areas are having increasing difficulty responding
during business hours.



However, this policy is detrimental to both preparedness and motivation of rural brigades. To remain
prepared, volunteers need regular callouts. Regular training is, of course, essential but the serious
training occurs on a genuine callout. To remain motivated, volunteers need to feel that the service they
are providing is necessary.

Zero Harm
QFRS is currently strongly pushing the Zero Harm principle. Whilst safe work practices are laudable, the
message in a fire fighting capacity is an oxymoron and should be modified. Fire fighting has an inherent
element of risk. A literal interpretation of zero harm would mean never approaching a fire.

Yours sincerely,

Greg Hoyes
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Background

In 2008 the Queensland Audit Office undertook a performance management systems (PMS) audit
on the management of rural fire services in Queensland. The objective of this audit was to
determine whether suitable systems were operating to ensure the efficient and effective
management of rural fire brigades. The audit also considered whether adequate systems were in
place to ensure any increased risk of fire as a result of climate change and urban encroachment
patterns was being adequately addressed by the government.

The focus of this audit was on the Rural Operations division of Queensland Fire and Rescue
Service (QFRS), including the head office in Brisbane, three regional and four area offices and
eight rural fire brigades. Audit field work was conducted from January 2008 to April 2008.

After auditing the performance management systems of the rural fire service, I considered that
while at the time of the audit the service provided effective management of fires within rural
communities, the service was at risk of becoming unsustainable due to the combination of a
number of external and internal factors. The audit found that within QFRS, there was a lack of
comprehensive forward planning and risk management processes as well as inadequate systems
to effectively assess the funding and resource requirements of the brigades. Effective decision
making was also hindered by inadequate performance measurement.

Since tabling my report in parliament there has been further correspondence between myself and
the Director-General regarding the recommendations made and I have undertaken some further
investigation into the legal status of Queensland rural fire brigades.

PAPWC terms of reference

In the course of undertaking the 2008 PMS audit, through further discussions with the department
and additional research, QAO has gained an understanding of some of the issues impacting on the
management of rural fires. In view of this, I provide the follOWing comments relating to the PAPWC
inquiry terms of reference for the committee's consideration.

1. Is the current model of rural fire brigades suitable?

Under the provisions of the Fire and Rescue Service Act 1990, government has a responsibility to
protect persons, property and the environment from fire emergencies. The government has
established within the Queensland Fire and Rescue Service (QFRS) two distinct models to deliver
this service; the paid staff urban 'red truck' service model, to protect major cities and towns across
the State and the volunteer rural fire 'yellow truck' service model, 'to protect rural areas and minor
townships and villages. Whether or not this is an appropriate model is a policy choice and
therefore outside terms of the Auditor-General's mandate to comment.

The rural fire service is responsible for protecting approximately 17 per cent of the population and
93 per cent of the land area of Queensland. As at 1 July 2009, the rural fire service consisted of
approximately 1,500 rural fire brigades, involving approximately 34,000 volunteers.

Brigades are supported by QFRS Rural Operations division, which consists of the Assistant
Commissioner for Rural Operations and approximately 120 training and support staft These staff
are located across 17 areas within seven regions covering the State of Queensland. (Note these
figures were current at the time of the audit and may have changed since.)

In-Confidence
00-3427 Page 7
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Performance Management Systems Audit

Internal systems issues

The audit found, QFRS through its Rural Operations division and the volunteer rural fire brigade
network, provided an effective rural fire management service to the Queensland community.
However, the audit highlighted a number of concerns regarding QFRS Rural Operations systems
that may impact on the continued sustainability of the rural fire service model. The audit identified
a number of improvement opportunities in the areas of forward planning, risk management,
performance measurement, brigade funding and resourcing and training. Without addressing the
weaknesses identified within these systems, audit concluded that the provision of this important
emergency service may be at risk.

Recruitment and retention issues

Further to these internal system issues, is the ageing volunteer popUlation and difficulties recruiting
new members. At the time of the audit the average age of Rural Fire Service volunteers was over
50 years. The average age for QFRS urban fire-fighters (paid staff) was 43.82 years. This is a
major concern for the futLire of this service delivery model.

Difficulties recruiting volunteers was noted as an issue by most brigades visited. One brigade
explained they were increasingly requested to respond to incidences outside their brigade area.
due to a lack of volunteers in neighbouring brigades. This placed additional pressure on their
members to give up their valuable time.

The audit identified that there was no mechanism to ensure key risks at regional, area and brigade
levels are brought to management's attention. Considering the ageing volunteer workforce,
brigade level risks in particular must be captured and documented to ensure adequate succession
planning. During the audit volunteers provided advice of many specific brigade risks including
recruitment and retention, however these were not being formally brought to the attention of QFRS
management. .

Unclear level of departmental control

Since the audit, it has been identified that the exact legal nature of the relationship, roles and
responsibilities between the brigades and the department is unclear in the Fire and Rescue
Services Act 1990. This raises concerns over the level of control the department has over
brigades. The issue of control is one whic,h requires considerable judgement and needs to be
considered in light of a range of factors. Based on the evidence available it is difficult to conclude
that Rural Fire Brigades are controlled by the Department of Community Safety, although there are
requirements within the legislation which indicate a degree of influence and accountability is
intended.

In an operational context, it is of concern that this may impact on the applicability and/or
enforceability of crucial operational rules, policies and procedures that provide for an appropriate
system for the management of rural fires. It also raises questions over the protection Rural Fire
Brigade volunteers have in carrying out their duties.

2. Is the existing funding modeJ, including resource allocation, appropriate?

The rural service model is funded from a number of sources. The State Government provides
funding through the provision of grants toward the acquisition of appliances and for the
construction of rural fire stations. The State also provides training and personal protective
equipment to brigade members and subsidises general fire fighting equipment that brigades may
purchase.

In-Confidence
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In addition to State funding, local governments may collect a rural fire levy from their ratepayers
and remit this to rural fire brigades within the local government area. At the time of the audit, only
392 rural fire brigades (25%) received a levy. The levy amount is decided by local government in
consultation with ratepayers, rural fire brigades and QFRS.

Other sources of brigade funds include brigade fundraising, donations and grants from non
government organisations. This amount is unknown to QFRS.

The significance of maintaining a volunteer based service delivery model is highlighted by the cost
to government of alternative models of fire service delivery. QFRS estimated that over 2006 and
2007, (which were relatively quiet years with respect to bushfires given the then drought conditions
across Queensland), at least 350,000 hours of service have been undertaken by rural fire service
volunteers within the most populated areas of Queensland covered by the rural fire service.

Nature and level of brigade activity unknown

Brigade classifications (based on demographics) and the number of fires attended to, are used to
determine an appropriate level of State resourcing. However, audit found that Rural Operations
did not have a robust and systematic process to identify the nature and level of brigade activity and
therefore allocate resources based on the level of risk and need.

The key brigade operational reporting process which consists of the brigade completing a
pro-forma incident report form, was found by audit to be ineffective due to the poor level of brigade
compliance. Four of the eight brigades visited by audit did not comply with the reqUirement to
report all incidents. Some very active (iZone) brigades were significantly behind (over 12 months
in one case} in sending the forms to Rural Operations. At the time of the audit, Rural Operations
had no system to effectively assess the rate of compliance.

limited ability of brigades to obtain sufficient funds

Audit was informed that brigades are not necessarily resourced to the appropriate level. The
provision of equipment is dependent on both the limited funds available to Rural Operations from
levy funding and the ability of the brigade to raise funds to contribute to the costs. Audit found that
the ability of brigades to access funds varies greatly and is not necessarily a reffection of their level
of risk. Audit was informed that there are a number of brigades who require resources, including
appliances and fire stations, to meet their risk but have no access to levy funding and are located
in areas with only very limited capacity to raise funds directly from the community.

3. What effect is urban encroachment within brigade areas having on rural fire
brigades?

The population growth in Queensland has resulted in expanding urban interfaces with wildfire
prone areas. This requires changes to the nature of brigade fire fighting operations, including the
need for increased response to structural fires and motor vehicle accidents and the need to modify
hazard reduction and fire fighting techniques. All eight brigades visited by audit reported that they
were experiencing the effects of urbanisation in there brigade area. One brigade reported to audit
that only 50 per cent of the incidence they attend are traditional bush/grass fires.

Urban encroachment into wildfire prone areas increases the safety risks for both the community
and volunteer fire-fighters. These risks can be mitigated through appropriate training and
equipment. Structural fires and road accidents can require different equipment to bushfires
including different hoses, pumps and breathing apparatus. The urbanisation of bushfire prone
areas has also resulted in the need for different fire-fighting techniques, for example back burning
to stop the spread of fires may not be possible due to the proximity of homes. Different equipment
and firefighting techniques required different training, which at the time of the awdit was not offered
to volunteers.

In-Confidence
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Performance Management Systems Audit

Urban encroachment may also reduce the ability of brigades to undertake hazard reduction, as
such activities may raise community concern over the possible smoke and· effects of hazard
reduction on the flora and fauna. If sufficient hazard reduction is not undertaken regularly, it can
increase the likelihood and intensity of bush fires, making them more difficult to contain.

4. How can the increasing demands on rural fire brigades be managed effectively?

Urban encroachment (as discussed above) and climate change are increasing and changing the
demands placed on brigades. Research suggests that climate change has a distinct effect on the
area burnt and the timing of the start of the bushfire season1. Earlier starts to the bushfire season
imply a reduced window of opportunity for pre-season fuel-reduction burns, which may increase
the intensity of subsequent fires.

While climate research has focused on the likely impacts on southeast Australia, QFRS have
acknowledged that the predicted effects of climate change are applicable across Queensland,
particularly as they relate to the increase in intensity and frequency of wildfires.

The increased risk of fire has led to a re-examination of the balance between suppression and
prevention and to a greater focus on issues such as year-round land management practices,
policies, planning and legislation. logically, more frequent and more intense fires suggest that
efficient and effective fire management systems will be crucial to maintain current levels of bushfire
suppression.

To manage the changing and increasing demands of volunteers, the department needs to ensure it
has systems to accurately capture and analyse information on brigade risks (including funding and
equipment needs and volunteer recruitment and retention) and the type and number of incidences
in each brigade area. The' department will also need systems to be able to use this information to
prioritise needs and provide the appropriate support, training and equipment needed. A number of
issues with these systems were identified in the 2008 PMS audit.

From discussions with brigade members at the sites audited, it was clear that they were aware of
local issues, particularly in relation to hazard reduction, equipment, recruitment and training. At
present brigades manage these issues through informal and often ad hoc processes and QFRS,
Rural Operations have limited systems to capture this information.

5. Are the accountability mechanisms currently in place appropriate?

The audit found that while there were a number of accountability mechanisms in place, there was a
lack of compliance by brigades and little enforcement of the requirements by QFRS.

The accountability requirements for funding received by brigades are specified in the Rural Fire
Brigade Manual. At the. time of the audit, all rural fire brigades had to prepare and supply a
statement of income and expenditure, assets and liabilities and auditor's report to their respective
area director within two weeks of the brigade's annual or biennial general meeting. In addition,
brigades that receive a rural fire levy, had to develop and provide a copy of their three year
management and one year operational plans to their area director.

However at the time of the audit, compliance with these requirements was poor and not
consistently enforced by Rural Operations area offices and comprehensive records of
accountability details of rural fire brigades were not maintained. Further, there was no system in
place for Rural Operations to collate, analyse and report on brigade financial information.

1 Bushfire eRe. Are Bush Fires Inevitable? A Report on the National Bushfire Forum 27 FetJruary 2007. Parliament House Canberra, 2007.
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Specifically, audit found an inconsistent level of compliance with the planning requirements. No
guidance had been provided by Rural Operations as to what brigades should include in their plans
and area office involvement in the development of these documents varies throughout the State.
This limited the ability for brigade level risks and issues to be brought to the attention of area and
regional offices and incorporated into their planning processes.

Audit is also concerned that only brigades that receive a levy are required to develop a three year
management and one year operational plan (25 per cent of brigades).

6. What should be the role of fire wardens within the rural fire services model?

The 2008 PMS audit on the management of rural fires in Queensland, did not include a detailed
review of the role of fire wardens.

·7. Other relevant matters to the inquiry?

Funding models of other states
The success of the Queenslalld rural fire service model relies heavily on the ability of brigades to
raise their own funds through fundraising activities, as explained above. This is in contrast to the
Victorian and New South Wales funding models outlined below.

Victoria Country Fire Association rCFA)
Currently there are 1,211 brigades located throughout Outer-Metro and Regional Victoria. CFA
currently consists of over 59,000 volunteers, 804 career support staff and 464 career fire-fighters.
CFA is considered to be one of Australia's largest volunteer based emergency service
organisations.

Under the Country Fire Authority Act 1958, CFA receives annual funding through the State
Government (22.5 per cent), insurance companies (through fire service levies on insurance
premiums 77.5 per cent) and from other companies under s.80A of the Act.

CFA also receives funding during the year from the provision of goods and services to external
bodies including the provision of external training services, fire protection fees, alarm monitoring,
dangerous goods inspections, and hazardous materials incidents.

Other income during the year comes from a number of sources including the Transport Accident
Commission, interest, a Commonwealth Government Grant, public donations and the recognition
of additional brigade-owned vehicles.

New South Wales Rural Fire Service
The NSW Rural Fire Service comprises over 2,100 volunteer rural fire brigades with a total
membership of just over 70,000. In addition, salaried staff are employed to manage the day to day
operations of the Service at Headquarters, regional offices and district fire control centres.

The rural fire service is funded through local ~overnment (13.3 per cent), insurance industry
(73.7 per cent) and NSW Treasury (13 per cent). Rural Fire Brigades are set up as charities so
they can accept public donations. Many brigades conduct fundraising activities and must meet
legislation under the state charities act.

The NSW Rural Fire Services Act 1997 - s.111 (4) states that "the Governor may, on the
recommendation of the Minister, exempt a relevant council from making a rural fire brigade
contribution if the Governor is satisfied the danger from bush fires in the council's area is
negligible. "

'NSW Rural Fire Service Annual Report 2000109
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The Canberra firestorm court case
This case highlights the importance of clearly identifying the legal nature of the relationship, roles
and responsibilities between the brigades and the department, and establishing clear
accountability systems.

The ACT and NSW governments are currently being sued for damages resulting from the 2003
Canberra firestorm. More than 600 plaintiffs, including victims and insurance companies, took their
case to the ACT Supreme Court on 1 March 2010. It argues that duty of care was breached
because emergency services failed to extinguish fires that had broken out in rugged bushland in .
neighbouring NSW 10 days before the firestorm struck.

The group is seeking an estimated $100m for injuries and losses from the bushfires that killed four
people and destroyed nearly 500 houses.

Overloaded appliances
The audit also identified that there was a lack of an appropriate system for Rural OperatIons to
monitor the condition and safety of rural fire brigade equipment and appliances. For example,
audit noted instances of modified and overloaded appliances that may effect their roadworthiness
and safe use. Further, the importance of a QFRS system to monitor and ensure its appliances
remain unmodified and not overloaded with additional equipment is highlighted by circumstance of
the current light appliance used by brigades. QFRS advise that there is only a 50kg margin
between the vehicle's weight when it iscrewed and loaded with water and its Gross Vehicle Mass.
There were 164 of these appliances in use at the time of the audit.

Conclusion

The comments within this submission are based on the knowledge gained during the course of the
2008 PMS audit on the management of rural fire services in Queensland and additional research
and contact with the department since tabling the report. The recommendations included in my
report have not been subject to a formal follow-up audit process, therefore the department may
have made progress towards addressing the above issues.
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My Background:
I am a 22 year old female university student, as well as a volunteer Rural Fire Fighter.
Although I have only been with my Brigade for the last year and a half, I have lived
within the community all my life and seen it change dramatically as large properties
have been subdivided to allow for rural-residential developments.

Is the current model of Rural Fire Brigades suitable?

The current model of Rural Fire Brigades is mostly suitable, although a few issues do
require attention. These will be discussed in this submission.

The whole concept of Rural Brigades is that they are self-reliant community based
organizations, manned by volunteers who have the appropriate training and
experience, and who are motivated to protect their communities. Rural Brigades are
diverse in terms of their location-specific requirements, their volunteer demographic
and the types of situations that they respond to. They are also distinctly different from
their Urban counterparts, in terms of the volunteer work-force, the available methods
of suppressing fires (reticulated water is rare in rural areas, thus four-wheel drive
appliances with a large water capacity are a necessity etc), the size and duration of
wildfires, and the hazard reduction and public education roles that are played. This
means that there is a real danger in trying to conform all Brigades into a rigid system,
especially if that system is designed from an Urban point of reference.

While it is important that Queensland Fire and Rescue Service (QFRS) has access to
Rural Brigade accountability information, it is vital that this process does not cripple
the Rural Brigades. This means limiting any unnecessary paperwork, and making sure
that reporting procedures are as streamline as possible. It is also important that
Brigades are able to maintain their sense of ownership, which greatly contributes to
their ability to be self-reliant. This means allowing Brigades to manage their own
funds as is required for their situation. A reporting role is required, so that QFSR has
evidence that Rural Brigades are looking after their funds appropriately. This also
means that Rural Brigades in less financially viable situations, such as those that don't
receive levies, are visible to QFRS, and thus hopefully receive more funding (such as
QFRS grants).

The current model of Rural Fire Brigades has a strong community involvement,
which is vital for the success of Rural Fire Brigades. Benefits can'beseen in terms of
the local-area knowledge of fire-fighters, who are themselves alsomembers of the
community. This includes intimate knowledge of fuel loading, niche weather patterns,
terrain, access and escape routes (and the condition and suitability of such roads,
tracks, fire trails, private property and cross country routes), the available water
sources (as reticulated water is rarely available), the location of structures, the
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location of potentially hazardous materials that may be casually stored within such
structures, the capabilities of home-owners at threatened structures (eg. House #12
may be well prepared to defend against a house fire, where-as House #14 may contain
a disabled elderly gentleman and thus have a higher priority of need), and can best
take into account external factors such as economic losses that may be incurred by
some methods of indirect fire suppression (such as back burning through crops).

There are also financial advantages to training fire-fighters from the local community.
These fire fighters are motivated by more than an hourly wage. They are protecting
their community - that is, their friends and their families, their property and that of
their neighbours. Because large wild fires can involve very large areas of land, they
may require suppression and monitoring 2417,over a period of several days. As a
result, it is not uncommon for Rural fire-fighters to take several days off from work to
suppress a long-term fire. This is in addition to call-outs that occur in the early hours
of the morning, on public holidays or just as you are about to sit down to eat that
steaming roast dinner. There are also many, many hours each year that go into
strategic hazard reduction bums, community education and public awareness. The
cost of trucking-in paid Urban fire fighters to remote areas of Queensland to cover
these jobs is not an efficient use of funds, and could result in a less than ideal service.
This would detract from the community by decreasing their capability and self
reliance, as well as their preparedness for fire related events.

As is currently the case, local issues like hazard reduction, recruitment and training
are managed by individual Rural Brigades. This system works well, as it is the local
brigades that are aware of factors that relate to these issues. During hazard reduction
bums, local brigades are aware of localised weather conditions, topography, fuel
loading etc. They have probably been burning the same area for the past 30 years or
so, which assists in their planning. It is completely unsuitable for a management body
that is far removed from the situation to be trying to direct such events. Likewise,
recruitment should be left up to the local brigades, as the necessity or even benefit of
new recruits depends on the availability of current members, the ratio of experienced
members to newer members, training and tum-out capabilities of individual Brigades.
Recruitment information has been made available through the Volunteer Portal, which
is greatly beneficial, as it provides the necessary support that Brigades can access as it
is required. With regards to training, the life skills and knowledge base of individual
members varies greatly, and this directs the necessity, types and frequency of training
in particular areas. This is not the type of information that lends itself easily to being
captured in a system, and a system does not give an accurate representation of the
actual skills base that is possessed by the members. The problem with implementing a
rigid system, is that training time is lost (followed by member's interest) as brigades
are required to do 'tick the box' sets of training to show that members are qualified in
a particular skill, rather than teaching skills that are necessary for those individuals.

My three major concerns with the current model are that:

1) QFRS does not support Rural Brigades acting in a traffic control capacity. This
may be because QFRS does not fully appreciate the requirements and benefits of
traffic control in Rural areas. An accident scene without properly controlled traffic is
unnecessarily putting the lives of the emergency workers (including fire-fighters,
paramedics, State Emergency Service members etc) and casualties at risk. Current
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policy is to either close the road entirely, or let the traffic flow as normal. Unlike
urban situations where a closed road may cause a driver to navigate around an extra
few kilometres, many rural arterials have no other near-by detours. Traffic may have
to sit for the few hours it takes to deal with the scene, or take a significant detour
which can also mean a few extra hours of driving. While this is understandable if the
crash actually requires the road to be completely closed, many accidents result in a
vehicle that is on the shoulder of the road, or even off the road entirely (but
emergency personal are still moving around the scene). A closed road in this situation
can result in agitated drivers (who are more likely to do something dangerous), or
unnecessarily inconvenienced drivers, which negatively impacts on public relations
with the community. In many situations, the traffic risk can easily be mitigated by
allowing alternating traffic flow to occur in one lane in a controlled manner, while the
other lane is closed for the safety of those on the scene. This procedure also slows
cars down to a safer speed of travel, which is very important when emergency
workers are moving around an accident scene. This is far less dangerous than working
at a vehicle accident where traffic is uncontrolled.

2) QFRS has recently decided to discontinue their support of Breathing Apparatus
(BA) capabilities of Rural Brigades in the interface zones (Izones). This is a great
loss to the community, and jeopardises the safety of fire-fighters. The justification for
such a change is that activities that require BA (which could include structural fires,
vehicle fires (as toxic gases are released), some smoky grass fires or entering into
low oxygen spaces such as a rain-water tank) are not deemed to fall under the
'primary' role of Rural Brigades. However, primary role or not, if it is an activity that
rural fire-fighters may participate in, then they require the appropriate safety
equipment. Other reasoning includes that 'near-by' Urban fire brigades can respond
with the required BA. Even in the perfect situation where the nearest Urban vehicle is
sitting around at the station waiting for a call-out (which is regularly not the case),
the reality is that the rural community is unprotected and Rural fire-fighters are ill
prepared either to act in an Urban-support role, or as the first response when the
Urban appliances are not available. This is a particular shame for communities or
individuals that live outside of a reasonable Urban response time (even assuming
appliance availability), and for those in rural areas with driveways that are in
accessible to the two-wheel drive Urban appliances. It also means that the water
carrying capacity of rural appliances (which greatly exceeds that of Urban trucks that
rely on a reticulated water supply) cannot be utilised in BA situations. QFRS's duty
of care to Rural fire-fighters suggests that BA equipment should either be supplied,
or perhaps more fairly for all involved, be available at a subsidised cost. If BA is not
supplied or subsidised, a number ofRural Brigades will not be able to justifY
purchasing this safety equipment.

3) Generally, there appears to be a lack of Rural experience at the RFS management
level, as well as within QFRS managerial positions as a whole. Unfortunately, this is
probably hard to avoid, as most Rural Fire fighters tend to have other livelihoods that
they pursue. It would be beneficial to try and convey a better understanding of the
differences in Rural and Urban capacities, so that both the services can better
complement each other.

Is the existing funding model, including resource allocation, appropriate?
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Finance:
Experience with my Brigade suggests that this system can work quite well, however
some Brigades out there are still doing it really tough. Income for our Brigade
includes the Rural Fire Levy ($25 per house) from the community, in addition to our
own fundraising activities. Other Brigades, especially those in areas where the
population is sparse or those who do not receive the levy, have a much harder time
making ends meet. It is these Brigades that really need the assistance from QFRS
grants and third party grants. As the Brigades are made up of volunteers with lives,
families and other commitments, the focus needs to be on making QFRS grants as
simple and straightforward as possible to apply for. While it comes down to Brigade
responsibility to find out about third party grants it would be a great assistance if
QFRS could make Brigades (especially the smaller ones with fewer members to go
and actively seek this information) aware of the existence of grants that are provided
by third party organizations.

Rural Brigades are serious about managing their funds and using them wisely. The
careful management of our finances over the history of our Brigade means that our
Brigade has achieved a solid nest-egg. There is a strong emphasis on the importance
of having a sustainable brigade for subsequent generations. In the current system,
Brigades are responsible for their own running costs and making necessary purchases.
This system makes a lot of sense. Not only does it give the Brigade members
ownership and responsibility, but each Brigade has diverse needs. It is the individual
Brigades that are in the best position to recognise these needs and obtain the
equipment that is required to best protect themselves and their communities. This also
means that money is not wasted on purchases that are not relevant to a particular
Brigade and can be used on what is actually required.

These funds can also be used to purchase necessary safety equipment when there are
delays in obtaining these items through QFRS. For example, a member of our
brigade is regularly available for turn-outs, has the necessary skills and a wealth of
experience. This member's boots began to fail, and an order was placed. Due to the
back-order on the system, it took several months for the boots to actually arrive.
During this time, the member's boots did not meet the PPE standards required for the
fireground. Our brigade purchased the member a pair of boots so that he was not
bench-lined for several months. Over the years, our Brigade has also contributed to
the purchase of vehicles, as well as safety items such as helmet torches and hydration
packs which contribute to the success and efficiency of our Brigade.

Our Brigade keeps excellent financial records. If QFRS is not aware of these records,
perhaps it is not the record keeping, but the actual system of communicating the
records that requires improvement. In saying this, it is also important to make sure
that any procedures are as simplified as possible, so that unnecessary paperwork does
not take up the volunteer's precious time.

The Rural levy system appears to work well. There is talk of extending the Urban
levy into what are currently Rural areas. This would result in a drastic price hike
payed by the community, with no advantage in the service offered (as the allowable
Urban response time has been increased, rather than the response time actually
improving). Not only would the community be paying more, they would be receiving
less as capabilities like BA and traffic control are removed from Rural Brigades.
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Monitoring equipment:
Our lives depend on this equipment, and as such, it is a high priority of each member
to keep equipment in good order. I would be very surprised to find that more than a
few individuals would neglect to look after their equipment. As such, it makes sense
that the responsibility of ensuring equipment is safe and well maintained falls to
individual Brigades, rather than to the QFRS who is removed from the situation. I do
not believe that a system is required where QFRS needs to monitor the safety of
equipment. If a problem has been identified with the maintenance of equipment,
perhaps this is a reflection of limited funds at the brigades level. Rather than a
system for monitoring equipment, it may be more beneficial to investigate a system
through which Brigades get financial or other assistance to achieve the required level
of competency in equipment maintenance.

What effect is urban encroachment within Brigade areas having on Rural Fire
Brigades?

Large parcels ofland are being subdivided into smaller housing plots and areas that
were once kept clear and well maintained as grazing land are now often encouraged to
revert to bush and scrub. Many home-owners want to live amidst nature and alter their
environment as little as possible, which means that they build within woods, forests
and on top of ridge-lines. As a result, hazard reduction and pre-fire-season planning
has become even more important. As Rural brigades now tackle bush fires and grass
fires that have a closer proximity to structures, Rural and Urban brigades need to
work well together, to best utilise the Urban's expertise with structural fires, and the
Rural's expertise with grass and bush fires.

An increased awareness of Global Warming, a dislike of smoke (and possibly an
increase in respiratory ailments within the population?) are factors that can make
hazard reduction bums less than popular. On the other hand, with the previous
bushfire seasons that occurred in the Southern States, there is a heightened awareness
of the dangers ofbushfires. As a result, public education becomes very important in
making sure that people understand the risks and what they can do to prepare for the
bushfire season.

Despite the urban encroachment into rural areas, the challenges of rural fires remain
distinct from those in urban environments. Driveways and access routes often require
the vehicle to have a four-wheel drive capacity. Reticulated water is not available,
which means that a knowledge of alternative water sources becomes very important,
as does the ability to transport large quantities of water to the fire ground. Due to the
large size of some wildfires in rural areas, a sound local knowledge of the area
remains very important in strategically combating the fire.

How can increasing demands on Rural Fire Brigades be managed more
effectively?

By improving, not removing, the capabilities of Rural Brigades to alleviated
pressures. This would include supporting the BA capabilities of Rural Izone Brigades,
and supporting safe practises such as Rural Brigade Traffic Control.
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Dear Sirs/Madams,
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Proston 4613 Qld

Ph 0427 535351
tom.seiler1 @gmail.com

Please see enclosed Submission made on behalf of the Durong Rural Fire
Brigade to the Public Accounts and Public Works Committee regarding the
management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland.

If there is any further clarification required please contact myself on email
or phone.

Regards

Tom Seiler



SUBMISSION TO PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND PUBLIC WORKS
COMMITTEE

RE Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland

Introduction
We are a Rural Fire Brigade located at Durong, 1OOkm west of Kingaroy in
the South Burnett Regional Council (old Wondai Shire). We are
administered from the Sunshine coast and Maryborough. Attitudes from
Maryborough office and above are focussed on a more urban environment
(lots more risk to property because of closer settlement and less public
knowledge of fire). To further complicate things we are also on the edge of
an area of 'peri-urban' lifestylers who often control their fires in a less than
diligent manner, often simply as a result of ineptitude.

We submit this discourse to your committee because we are concerned
with the new directions that Old fire authorities appear to be taking. Simply
put they are making it drastically more difficult for us to achieve our cool
season management fires. We believe that this not only will result in more
dangerous wildfires and limit our ability to deal with them but also have a
significant impact on the financial viability of our businesses.

I would like to define the following terms for use in this submission:
Producer is a person who makes his/her living from working the land,
either growing crops or running livestock.
Ufestyler (aka peri-urban) is someone who lives in the bush but doesn't
derive their income from it. They typically live on small blocks and work
from home or commute to town.

We propose four suggestions pertaining to the administration of Rural Fire
Old ...

1. Let "producers" manage fire risk.
2. Recognise the difference in attitude and skill level between

"producers" and "lifestylers" and redraw the fire warden boundaries
accordingly, to reflect the dominant land usage and population
density.

3. Let the local fire wardens use their local knowledge to make
decisions based on local conditions.

4. Respect that the brigades are staffed by volunteers.



Let Producers Manage the Fire Risk
Burning to manage fuel load and grass production and grass quality is
absolutely critical to our grazing operations in open eucalyptus woodland.
This cool season burning (typically every 4 years) is often part of the
reason why we do not see the destructive bushfires that are seen down
south: there is simply not the same high fuel loads. It is our opinion that
management of Rural Fire should see it as absolutely imperative that we
are given encouragement to achieve our cool season burning where
possible. In our view this is not the current attitude of Rural Fire (and
Firecom etc).

To give an example, last year during the month of August, when the nights
were cool enough for any fire to stop every night, and the days only just
hot enough to get a fire burning, we were told there was a total fire ban.
The crazy part about this is that not only were local fire wardens not
consulted, but the directive was allegedly issued from above even our Area
Director who is based in Maryborough.

With a large volume of dry grass due to a better than average summer, it
was critical that we seize our chance to burn during these favourable
conditions. As it turned out the opportunity was lost and there was no rain
until the end of November. The consequences of this should be obvious to
anyone acquainted with fires: it turned a manageable fire risk into a tinder
dry ticking time bomb, all the while temperatures were getting higher and
higher.

As a result of incidents such as the above, there is now a groundswell of
anger and frustration in this community which has seen responsible
producers turn their back on our brigade and the misguided bureaucracy
that it appears to represent.
Our first suggestion is therefore that producers be allowed to manage the
fire risk on our properties. It is what we have done for decades and it is
one of the reasons why we have not seen destructive bushfires on the
scale of those in Victoria and Canberra.

Urban Encroachment
We believe that there needs to be distinction made between peri-urban
Iifestylers and producers. These differences are on three levels ...

1II Burning requirements. Livestock producers in our area must have
regular (every 4 years) cool burns to keep pasture fresh and avoid
build up of dangerous fuel loads, preventing accidental fires from
being too hot. Fire as a management tool is an absolute necessity
for maintaining financial viability of a farming enterprise in our area.



@ Skill level and knowledge. It is fair to say that most of us who make
our livings from farming, by the nature of our business know a fair bit
about fire, the dangers and necessity thereof, and how to manage it
and fight it. By contrast those who move from the city to a small
block of bushland, and often continue to work in town, mostly do not
have the same level of knowledge and experience.

III Fire fighting methods (population density). A fire that gets away
from a producer usually risks burning his neighbour's grass, not his
house. Therefore the best way to stop such a fire is actually to let it
burn back to an appropriate break. Mostly a back burn would be
done in the cooler evening/night in order to beef up the break. A
dozer may be used to make a new break if the existing roads are too
far away. Thus with a fire appropriately contained, what appears to
the uninitiated as an active fire front with no one in attendance, is the
random burnoff within the wider containment lines. This method of
fighting fires also has the advantage of mostly removing people from
close proximity to a dangerous fire front.

This means in our eyes that there needs to be two standards. To facilitate
the administration of this the fire warden areas need to be redrawn on the
boundaries of these land use changes (mostly designated by block size).
This should be done every 5 years as necessary. What this means is that
a fire warden can be consistent in his decision making because his
constituency will be made of people with similar skills and needs.

real life example ...
One of our local fire wardens has a predominately peri-urban constituency,
including, on the edge of his area, some of my own and a neighbouring
producer's broadacre paddocks. Last year he became a bit nervous about
issuing permits, because he had a few fires get away. I was called out to
help fight one that had got away and was threatening some homes. The
permit holder had been burning some piles of sticks. It was a windy but
mild august day. There was very minimal volume of grass around the piles
and yet it got away. When I arrived on the scene the permit holder was
very apologetic but seemed to be drunk.

The point of the above example is not the fire got away, because this can
happen to anyone. It impacted on us because the warden could not say
no to some people and yes to others. If the warden area was redrawn
then the incompetence of some with relation to fire will not impact on those
of us for whom efficient fire management is crucial to business survival.



Fire Wardens
Our third suggestion is to return responsibility to the local fire wardens so
they can use their local knowledge to make decisions based on local
conditions. They are a very important and underappreciated asset in
management of fire risk. Obviously they need appropriate support from
regional office; eg an assurance that they are not personally liable if things
go wrong, and authoritative backup in case of dispute. Experienced and
intelligent wardens in our own area have thrown in the towel because of
the lack of support they see from head office, particularly in the event of a
fire getting away in this age of litigation.

It is simply not tenable to centralise the role of wardens - so much can
change from district to district in terms of weather conditions, fuel load, risk
to property, terrain, fuel type and ground cover that the decisions need to
be made by someone with an intimate familiarity with the local conditions.
On top of this the speed with which a permit can be issued can sometimes
be critical - there is nothing worse that missing the window of opportunity
(sometimes as little as a few days) because you are waiting for a permit to
be issued.

Our Time is Money
In your deliberations regarding the operational setup of rural fire brigades
please remember that we are all volunteers and, particularly in producer
areas, are understaffed in our own operations due to the high cost of
labour. While we are more than willing to help fight a real fire that is in
need of containment, we most certainly do not appreciate our time being
wasted.

real life example ...
in October last year, I was asked by Firecom to take our fire truck up to
Brovinia, about 40km to the north of home. They were responding to a
motorist notifying them of a fire on the roadside. Luckily I took the
precaution of phoning a neighbour to check it before I embarked on the 3hr
round trip (the fire truck is located 20km south of home). She reported
back that the "fire" that required such urgent attention was a log burning, in
the middle of a burnt out paddock!

The point of the above example is that some commonsense could be
injected into the operation of Firecom. Some simple checks with the
motorist as a first reaction from Firecom would be greatly appreciated.
Firecom will make the point that the fire should have been rung in by the
permit holder. To the best of my knowledge this fire had been rung in



when it was lit, which was about a week prior to this incident. In the forest
country in this area the standard practice is to burn along the edges of a
piece and then let it burn itself out. If the edges are done correctly and
monitored it cannot jump, but may well continue to start up and burn inside
the containment for weeks or even months. It is simply not practical to ring
up whenever a fire starts up again.

In the last year we have been called out to enough false alarms or fires
that are grossly over-staffed with firefighters that we now treat each callout
with a fair amount of scepticism.

Training
The opinion of this brigade is that if it is necessary to have everyone
accredited, then there should be more recognition for prior learning. We
are confident in our ability to fight fires and simply cannot afford to take 2
days off to travel away.

real life example ...
Last year we recognised that as a brigade we lacked familiarity with the
workings of the VHF radios so I organised for the training officer from
Maryborough to come out to bring us up to speed. He gave us the normal
presentation for radio communications which took about an hour. Because
all of us use UHF radios in our work there was not one useful piece of
information until after the session when he talked specifically about VHF
usage and transmit range. The point is that, by virtue of our vocation, we
are skilled in a lot of the areas that are covered in the standard training.

Some members of our brigade are about to be "deemed competent" at the
culmination of a days worth of parading our skills to a training guy from
Maryborough. While none to keen even for this a few members of our
brigade have agreed to go through with it. This is absolutely the maximum
amount of training that we are prepared to do.



Summary
In summary, while we do not for one minute understate the ferocity of the
Black Saturday fires, nor the courageousness of those who fought them,
we feel that the reaction from Qld Authorities to these disasters has been
to try to stop all burning whenever they deem there to be even a small
amount of risk. Policy like this has the likely end result of a very
destructive accidental fire because fuel loads become so high. It is ill
advised and damaging to our viability and potentially that of our
ecosystems. Therefore when the Commissioner implements his new PAS
campaign (Prepare, Act Survive), please make sure he includes
appropriate fuel reduction management for all areas.

We also put it to this committee that if the expectations placed on volunteer
fire fighters and wardens are too onerous, and if the appropriate support is
not given, then more good people are going to be lost from the
organisation and Queensland's ability to deal with bushfire will be severely
diminished. In blunt terms this means recognising the limitations of time
we have to spend, and the amount of bullshit we can put up with.
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The Research Director
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
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Dear Sirs/Madams,

Durong Rural Fire Brigade
C/- Tom Seiler (Chairman)

861 West Boondooma Road
Proston 4613 Old

Ph 0427 535351
tom.seiler1 @gmail.com

Please see enclosed Submission made on behalf of the Durong Rural Fire
Brigade to the Public Accounts and Public Works Committee regarding the
management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland.

If there is any further clarification required please contact myself on email
or phone.

Regards

Tom Seiler



SUBMISSION TO PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND PUBLIC WORKS
COMMITTEE

RE Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland

Introduction
We are a Rural Fire Brigade located at Durong, 100km west of Kingaroy in
the South Burnett Regional Council (old Wondai Shire). We are
administered from the Sunshine coast and Maryborough. Attitudes from
Maryborough office and above are focussed on a more urban environment
(lots more risk to property because of closer settlement and less public
knowledge of fire). To further complicate things we are also on the edge of
an area of 'peri-urban' lifestylers who often control their fires in a less than
diligent manner, often simply as a result of ineptitude.

We submit this discourse to your committee because we are concerned
with the new directions that Old fire authorities appear to be taking. Simply
put they are making it drastically more difficult for us to achieve our cool
season management fires. We believe that this not only will result in more
dangerous wildfires and limit our ability to deal with them but also have a
significant impact on the financial viability of our businesses.

I would like to define the following terms for use in this submission:
Producer is a person who makes his/her living from working the land,
either growing crops or running livestock.
lifestyler (aka peri-urban) is someone who lives in the bush but doesn't
derive their income from it. They typically live on small blocks and work
from home or commute to town.

We propose four suggestions pertaining to the administration of Rural Fire
Old ...

1. Let "producers" manage fire risk.
2. Recognise the difference in attitude and skill level between

"producers" and "lifestylers" and redraw the fire warden boundaries
accordingly, to reflect the dominant land usage and population
density.

3. Let the local fire wardens use their local knowledge to make
decisions based on local conditions.

4. Respect that the brigades are staffed by volunteers.



Let Producers Manage the Fire Risk
Burning to manage fuel load and grass production and grass quality is
absolutely critical to our grazing operations in open eucalyptus woodland.
This cool season burning (typically every 4 years) is often part of the
reason why we do not see the destructive bushfires that are seen down
south: there is simply not the same high fuel loads. It is our opinion that
management of Rural Fire should see it as absolutely imperative that we
are given encouragement to achieve our cool season burning where
possible. In our view this is not the current attitude of Rural Fire (and
Firecom etc).

To give an example, last year during the month of August, when the nights
were cool enough for any fire to stop every night, and the days only just
hot enough to get a fire burning, we were told there was a total fire ban.
The crazy part about this is that not only were local fire wardens not
consulted, but the directive was allegedly issued from above even our Area
Director who is based in Maryborough.

With a large volume of dry grass due to a better than average summer, it
was critical that we seize our chance to burn during these favourable
conditions. As it turned out the opportunity was lost and there was no rain
until the end of November. The consequences of this should be obvious to
anyone acquainted with fires: it turned a manageable fire risk into a tinder
dry ticking time bomb, all the while temperatures were getting higher and
higher.

As a result of incidents such as the above, there is now a groundswell of
anger and frustration in this community which has seen responsible
producers turn their back on our brigade and the misguided bureaucracy
that it appears to represent.
Our first suggestion is therefore that producers be allowed to manage the
fire risk on our properties. It is what we have done for decades and it is
one of the reasons why we have not seen destructive bushfires on the
scale of those in Victoria and Canberra.

Urban Encroachment
We believe that there needs to be distinction made between peri-urban
lifestylers and producers. These differences are on three levels ...

III Burning requirements. Livestock producers in our area must have
regular (every 4 years) cool burns to keep pasture fresh and avoid
build up of dangerous fuel loads, preventing accidental fires from
being too hot. Fire as a management tool is an absolute necessity
for maintaining financial viability of a farming enterprise in our area.



III Skill level and knowledge. It is fair to say that most of us who make
our livings from farming, by the nature of our business know a fair bit
about fire, the dangers and necessity thereof, and how to manage it
and fight it. By contrast those who move from the city to a small
block of bushland, and often continue to work in town, mostly do not
have the same level of knowledge and experience.

III Fire fighting methods (population density). A fire that gets away
from a producer usually risks burning his neighbour's grass, not his
house. Therefore the best way to stop such a fire is actually to let it
burn back to an appropriate break. Mostly a back burn would be
done in the cooler evening/night in order to beef up the break. A
dozer may be used to make a new break if the existing roads are too
far away. Thus with a fire appropriately contained, what appears to
the uninitiated as an active fire front with no one in attendance, is the
random burnoff within the wider containment lines. This method of
fighting fires also has the advantage of mostly removing people from
close proximity to a dangerous fire front.

This means in our eyes that there needs to be two standards. To facilitate
the administration of this the fire warden areas need to be redrawn on the
boundaries of these land use changes (mostly designated by block size).
This should be done every 5 years as necessary. What this means is that
a fire warden can be consistent in his decision making because his
constituency will be made of people with similar skills and needs.

real life example ...
One of our local fire wardens has a predominately peri-urban constituency,
including, on the edge of his area, some of my own and a neighbouring
producer's broadacre paddocks. Last year he became a bit nervous about
issuing permits, because he had a few fires get away. I was called out to
help fight one that had got away and was threatening some homes. The
permit holder had been burning some piles of sticks. It was a windy but
mild august day. There was very minimal volume of grass around the piles
and yet it got away. When I arrived on the scene the permit holder was
very apologetic but seemed to be drunk.

The point of the above example is not the fire got away, because this can
happen to anyone. It impacted on us because the warden could not say
no to some people and yes to others. If the warden area was redrawn
then the incompetence of some with relation to fire will not impact on those
of us for whom efficient fire management is crucial to business survival.



Fire Wardens
Our third suggestion is to return responsibility to the local fire wardens so
they can use their local knowledge to make decisions based on local
conditions. They are a very important and underappreciated asset in
management of fire risk. Obviously they need appropriate support from
regional office; eg an assurance that they are not personally liable if things
go wrong, and authoritative backup in case of dispute. Experienced and
intelligent wardens in our own area have thrown in the towel because of
the lack of support they see from head office, particularly in the event of a
fire getting away in this age of litigation.

It is simply not tenable to centralise the role of wardens - so much can
change from district to district in terms of weather conditions, fuel load, risk
to property, terrain, fuel type and ground cover that the decisions need to
be made by someone with an intimate familiarity with the local conditions.
On top of this the speed with which a permit can be issued can sometimes
be critical - there is nothing worse that missing the window of opportunity
(sometimes as little as a few days) because you are waiting for a permit to
be issued.

Our Time is Money
In your deliberations regarding the operational setup of rural fire brigades
please remember that we are all volunteers and, particularly in producer
areas, are understaffed in our own operations due to the high cost of
labour. While we are more than willing to help fight a real fire that is in
need of containment, we most certainly do not appreciate our time being
wasted.

real life example ...
in October last year, I was asked by Firecom to take our fire truck up to
Brovinia, about 40km to the north of home. They were responding to a
motorist notifying them of a fire on the roadside. Luckily I took the
precaution of phoning a neighbour to check it before I embarked on the 3hr
round trip (the fire truck is located 20km south of home). She reported
back that the "fire" that required such urgent attention was a log burning, in
the middle of a burnt out paddock!

The point of the above example is that some commonsense could be
injected into the operation of Firecom. Some simple checks with the
motorist as a first reaction from Firecom would be greatly appreciated.
Firecom will make the point that the fire should have been rung in by the
permit holder. To the best of my knowledge this fire had been rung in



when it was lit, which was about a week prior to this incident In the forest
country in this area the standard practice is to burn along the edges of a
piece and then let it burn itself out. If the edges are done correctly and
monitored it cannot jump, but may well continue to start up and burn inside
the containment for weeks or even months. It is simply not practical to ring
up whenever a fire starts up again.

In the last year we have been called out to enough false alarms or fires
that are grossly over-staffed with firefighters that we now treat each callout
with a fair amount of scepticism.

Training
The opinion of this brigade is that if it is necessary to have everyone
accredited, then there should be more recognition for prior learning. We
are confident in our ability to fight fires and simply cannot afford to take 2
days off to travel away.

real life example ...
Last year we recognised that as a brigade we lacked familiarity with the
workings of the VHF radios so I organised for the training officer from
Maryborough to come out to bring us up to speed. He gave us the normal
presentation for radio communications which took about an hour. Because
all of us use UHF radios in our work there was not one useful piece of
information until after the session when he talked specifically about VHF
usage and transmit range. The point is that, by virtue of our vocation, we
are skilled in a lot of the areas that are covered in the standard training.

Some members of our brigade are about to be "deemed competent" at the
culmination of a days worth of parading our skills to a training guy from
Maryborough. While none to keen even for this a few members of our
brigade have agreed to go through with it. This is absolutely the maximum
amount of training that we are prepared to do.



Summary
In summary, while we do not for one minute understate the ferocity of the
Black Saturday fires, nor the courageousness of those who fought them,
we feel that the reaction from Old Authorities to these disasters has been
to try to stop all burning whenever they deem there to be even a small
amount of risk. Policy like this has the likely end result of a very
destructive accidental fire because fuel loads become so high. It is ill
advised and damaging to our viability and potentially that of our
ecosystems. Therefore when the Commissioner implements his new PAS
campaign (Prepare, Act Survive), please make sure he includes
appropriate fuel reduction management for all areas.

We also put it to this committee that if the expectations placed on volunteer
fire fighters and wardens are too onerous, and if the appropriate support is
not given, then more good people are going to be lost from the
organisation and Queensland's ability to deal with bushfire will be severely
diminished. In blunt terms this means recognising the limitations of time
we have to spend, and the amount of bullshit we can put up with.
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Re Management of Rural Fire services in Queensland

This submission is offered on behalf of the 47 members of the Turkey Beach Rural Fire
Brigade, and will address Questions 1, 2, 4, and 5 of the issues listed in the Discussion
paper dated November 2009.

The Author is Graham David Luck - Brigade First OfficerlTreasurer
Mailing and Residential Address:- 61 Michael St., Turkey Beach Qld 4678
Telephone 07 4974 2040 - email [Jfllf1flI]1{f1Jgl:§!tl:fglJ1lfl!!2r~QQ!1l

Q 1. Is the current model of Rural Fire Brigades suitable?

A. We believe yes. Brigades need to continue to be community based and semi
autonomous. Any move to remove community involvement and participation will, in
the opinion of the Brigade, alienate public support both socially and financially.

There is however, a need to review QFRS resource allocation to Izone and Village
brigades in particular. These brigades usually have 2 or more fire appliances, but no
suitable vehicle for use as either a command or admin support vehicle.

These brigades are usually in remote areas and are often turned out by Firecom to
attend fires needing 5 or more appliances, drawn from adjoining brigades. In these
circumstances, an Incident control point needs to be established, which currently
means that a needed fire appliance is taken off the fireground to act as the command
and communications centre both back to firecom and to units on the fireground.

Some brigades/RFB Groups have received offers of financial support from the Rural
Fire Brigades Association of Queensland, Inc., by way of grants, to either fully or
partly fund suitable vehicle acquisitions.

Questions then arise as to whether or not these vehicles will be accepted as part of
the QFRS fleet, which, if accepted into the fleet, then relieves brigades/group of the
financial burdens of vehicle registration and insurance.
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There does not appear to be a clear QFRS policy regarding either supply of, or
insurance and registration issues for these command vehicles.

Insofar as these comments apply to the current RF Brigade model, Our Brigade
recommendation is that the existing modells be modified to clarify the issues
stated.

Q 2. Is existing funding model. incl resource allocation. appropriate?

A. 2(1) Where brigade funding is provided via local authority. there needs to be
consistency across the state, ie is it a levy or a "donation" from general revenue, and
not either or, at the whim of a local authority CEO.

Rockhampton area is a typical example of the tensions that have arisen since council
amalgamations, when Regional councils have proposed (in the case of Rockhampton
Regional Council) or implemented (in the case of Gladstone Regional Council)
change from levy collection to an allocation from general revenue.

Gladstone area ratepayers now have no idea how much is allocated for brigade
funding from general revenue, whereas if an agreed levy is collected, the amount of
the levy appeared on property owners' rate notices.

Under this system, ratepayers do not know and cannot easily ascertain whether all
the councils' budgeted amount for fire brigade funding is in fact being allocated and
distributed for the benefit of brigades.

Where allocations from general revenue occurs, the arrangement appears to be open
to abuse, with insufficient accountability to ratepayers.

Some 18 months after its introduction by Gladstone Regional council, specific
guidelines are still to be issued to brigades by Rural Operations area office, and
endorsed by council, explaining in detail how the "donation" system is intended to
work. This has lead to a good deal of uncertainty and dissatisfaction at brigade level.

Recommendation

Our recommendation is that where brigades are funded by "donations" from general
rates, funding guidelines approved by Rural Ops and endorsed by council be
prepared and issued to brigades as a matter of priority, and that the amount allocated
by councils to Rural Fire brigades be easily identified in council bUdgets and annual
accounts, and on a per rateable property basis.

Details should include the amount/s held in capital account and contingency fund
reserves, and carried forward annually.

SMOKE ALARMS SAVE LIVES
REPORT FIRES TO "000"

SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY - JOIN YOUR LOCAL RURAL FIRE BRIGADE
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A.2 (2) Resource allocation to Rural Operations office funding and staffing appears
inadequate.

Again using Rockhampton Area office as an example, this area has 130 brigades and
4 RFB groups to oversee/support, and the office is staffed by 1 x Area Director, 1 x
Area Training and Support Officer (ATSO), 2 x Brigade Training and Support Officers
(BTSO), 1x Full time admin officer, and 1 x Part time Admin Officer.

In the last 6 months there have been 2 acting ADs, 1 BTSO has been absent for at
least 3 months relieving elsewhere, the other BTSO has accepted a position in the
Rural Ops District Manger's office and we are left with 2 Temp/Acting BTSOs.

The ATSO is being seconded in March to relief duty elsewhere for at least 3 months,
and his position will be filled by a relatively inexperienced BTSO, returning from relief
duty.

The full time Admin Officer position has been filled for 3 months or more by the by the
part time staff member, who now goes back to part time, with the full time position
finally being resumed by the person who was appointed 6 months ago, and employed
elsewhere in the department for obscure reasons.

With the best will in the world, the people filling these positions in an acting capacity
do not have the experience and local knowledge to effectively support the area.
Handovers to Acting Area Directors (Inspectors) in particular, appear to have been
either very brief or non existent, with many electronic and hard copy files either
misplaced or lost.

It is patently obvious that the Rockhampton Area needs the services of 2 full time
admin officers, however we believe that a submission to Head office (Kedron) was
rejected on the basis of no funds available.

Staff constantly seem to be needed for relief duties elsewhere, which seems to
indicate that the Rural Ops side of QFRS is inadequately staffed and underfunded.
The constant chopping and changing of Rural Ops staff we have experienced in the
last 6 months or more does not lend itself to office efficiency, or continuity of service
to brigades.

Whilst it is readily acknowledged that giant strides have been made in recent years to
improve staffing levels, it appears that whilst the organisation chart may be in place,
QFRS is experiencing difficulty in providing/recruiting the permanent staff required to
effectively staff the newly created positions. This difficulty is exacerbated during times
of staff leave.

Recommendation

We believe a case could reasonably be advanced to divide the existing
Rockhampton area into 2 - one based on Rockhampton and the other based on
Gladstone, with perhaps Gladstone as a sub office overseen by Rockhampton.

SMOKE ALARMS SAVE LIVES
REPORT FIRES TO "000"

SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY - JOIN YOUR LOCAL RURAL FIRE BRIGADE
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Effectively, a Gladstone area office should also be staffed with 1 x AD, 1 X
A TSO, 2 x BTSO, and 1 x Full time Admin officer, with the flexibility to appoint a
part time Admin Officer as the need arises. .

AD ranks we suggest, should be at 2 levels, with a senior AD wearing Crown
Rank, and the Junior AD, 3 Pips.

It seems evident that District Managers and Area Directors have wide ranging
responsibilities, but the capacity to make decisions rests largely with Head office, thus
defeating the first principle of management, where responsibilities cannot be
effectively discharged without delegation of appropriate authority. -

Too many decisions appear to be reserved for the Head Office hierarchy. - Eg 
funding applications by brigades for grants to Gambling community benefits funds are
now lodged electronically, presumably for the convenience of the Community
services unit.

These now have to be prepared in hard copy, and sent via Area offices for AD, and
OM endorsement, THEN sent to Kedron and approved by the Assist. Commissioner
who THEN submits applications approved by him electronically.

We do not understand why this approval authority cannot be delegated at least to
District Managers or Senior Area Directors. (if we had any), with copies sent to Head
office for record purposes

This is just one example of decisions requiring Head office approval, which does not
portray the image of a vibrant and dynamic organization, which volunteers expect of
the service. Decisions seem to take forever!!!

Recommendation

Our recommendation is that full time Rural Operations staff be brought to full
strength, and that Area Directors and District Managers be delegated the necessary
authority to responsibly discharge their duties, without having to refer what should be
routine decisions to Head office for approval.

A.2 (3) Training funding appears to have been seriously curtailed. The Commissioner's
model of brigade staffing cannot be achieved (even if we agreed with it).

If sufficient funds are not provided to enable the crew leader and officer
training to be delivered, model brigade staffing levels are impossible of
achievement.

At the 2008 Volunteer conference, brochures were presented extolling the virtues of
enhanced training, incl officer training. 2 Years later, the Officer training modules are
still not readily available, and candidates completing Crew leader level 1 are now
classed as Officers, but don't carry the rank!!

SMOKE ALARMS SAVE LIVES
REPORT FIRES TO "000"

SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY - JOIN YOUR LOCAL RURAL FIRE BRIGADE
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Revised badges of rank were published in the March 2008 issue of the Rural Fires
bulletin. These are still largely not available? Why??? Promises of things to come
which fail on delivery, do nothing to enhance the image of the service and its service
delivery to the volunteers.

The training emphasis appears to be centred on delivery of the Fire Fighter Minimum
skills course. This is a bottom up approach, which was not adequate in the past. It
defines logic why higher levels of training have not continued.

In today's world, despite the fact that Firefighters and Officers in the Rural Fire
service are all volunteers, the responsibilities placed on Rural Fire brigade officers is
quite demanding, but little or no training to fit these officers to efficiently discharge
these responsibilities is available, other than Crew leader level 1.

Recommendation

We recommend that the service adopt a top down approach to training, by developing
and making available as a priority, the Officer training modules that were flagged in
2008. This can only improve brigade efficiency and professionalism.

Delivery of FMS to new recruits should continue in parallel with the officer training
programme, with this training being delivered by Brigade training officers where
possible, and assessments conducted by qualified BTSOs or the ATSO, thus more
efficiently utilising full time staff resources.

Q.4 How can the increasing demands on RFBs be managed effectively?

A.4 Encourage recruitment by offering payment when volunteers are called out to attend
wildfires. Auxiliary Firepersons are paid to attend training and when called out by
Firecom. Are volunteers less important??

Recommendation

We should at least be paid to attend wildfire callouts on a tax free basis similar to
those joining the army reserve.

Alternatively, if payment to attend wildfires compromises Volunteer status, payment to
attend authorised training activities should be considered.

Q.5 Are Accountability mechanisms currently in place appropriate?

A.5(1) The Rural Fire Brigade Manual- 2007 provides a simple model of a financial report
and budget. Comments have been made by Area Directors that the standard of
financial reports received from brigades varies widely. The SecretarylTreasurers
handbook is a step in the right direction, but does not go far enough.

SMOKE ALARMS SAVE LIVES
REPORT FIRES TO "000"

SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY - JOIN YOUR LOCAL RURAL FIRE BRIGADE
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Recommendation

If consistency and better accountability is desired, then an accredited and recognized
training course for secretaries and treasurers needs to be developed at state level.
Currently, Rockhampton area office is offering locally developed treasurer training.

This needs to be standardized and adopted state wide, and assistance on a one on
one basis provided by BTSOs where the need is identified - Current BTSO
commitments make this a pipe dream.

A. 5(2) The Rural Fire brigade manual issued in 2007 was issued on the basis that
updates would be provided annually on CD. To date, this does not appear to have
occurred. This is another example of broken Rural Ops promises.

Recommendation

The manual needs to be expanded to include copies of, or reference to, the
appropriate acts and regulations including Incident Action Guides (lAGs) and Incident
Directives (INCDIRS) governing Rural Ops that volunteers are expected to know and
adhere to.-

otherwise, how can ordinary members (Active members in particular) be expected to
know what is expected of them? -AND BE ACCOUNTABLE!! (Particularly those
who may not have access to computers and the internet, or the computer illiterate?

Submission ends.

Signed for and on behalf of the committee and members of the

ham Luck ED. etired) ANZIIF (Snr Assoc) JP (Cdec)
Irst Off' easurer

61 Michael St., Turkey Beach Qld 4678
Telephone 4974 2040 -email g[§l1JS!rr:lli~m:~~m!!Js;:!i&9JlJ
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The Research Director
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Parliament House

Dear Mrs. Helen Bogiatzis

I have put together as much as I can to show what I have been doing. I had a complete
computer breakdown and had to put a new hard drive in which meant that I lost almost all
my work.

You will find enclosed
• My short response to your discussion paper of 6 pages.
• Some extracts from magazines
• A copy of the first version of the Incident Report
• Copy of newspaper report about yellow trucks (contact about tribunal cover up)
• Copy of first pages of the VLDF booklet
lIP Copies of comments by well known reporters

This is yours to do whatever you want.

Also find enclosed a copy of the correspondence I have been sending to the Assistant
Commissioner Steve Rothwell and his responses. All this has been included because of
the time it took to fix the computer.

There is a separate cover letter for them. Take note there is several copies that have been
sent out and are copyright to me. The other people who have copies have the right to
release them whichever way they want.

I hope all this is of help to you but take note I will not stop my own campaign to have the
assistant commissioner and the management made accountable over their current
misguided management of the Rural Fire Service.

Michael Fraser
PO Box 726
Cooktown QLD 4895
0740695767
18/3/2010



Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland
Discussion Paper
November 2009

Dear Sir
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to your inquiry into the management ofthe Rural Fire Service.
I am a volunteer fire fighter and a member of a rural fire brigade

I have been attempting to get answers from both my local district office and then directly from the assistant
commissioner since September 2008.

I must add that the local district inspector has been more then helpful and has tried to do all he can within
the limits placed upon him.

Please note that due to internal restructuring the head office now calls itselfRural Operations. These
changes have been made over the last few years under What the Assistant Commissioner Rothwell calls
changing to 'the needs of the community' without consulting with the members ofthe volunteer rural fire
brigades. (please refer to copy ofpage 2/3 ofthe Volunteer Learning & Development Framework booklet)

Rothwell has not explained what the 'needs ofthe community' are nor supplied any copies ofthe
information he used about the needs ofthe community.

Section titled Inquiry Background of your discussion paper.

This partly states.. .to ensure the efficient and effective management ofRural Fire Brigades .... This is
the wrong direction to be looking.

During the current Royal Commissioninto the Victorian Bushfires of09 it has clearly shown that the
'chain of command' was inefficient and that the higher up the chain the less they knew of the fire situation.
There were power struggles where information about the fire was not shared between other areas or even to
head office.

The fire brigades and the volunteers were doing their job, namely fighting the fire.

When centralizing control and power to a city based office and then creating a chain of command where
each individual is competing for the next level and more pay is creating a power hungry bureaucracy more
interested in position and power. Claiming they are the experts and 'the authorities'

The wording should change from (to ensure the efficient and effective management ofRural Fire
Brigades) to ensure the efficient and effective support of the Rural Fire Brigades and the effective
management of the management.

Brigade Funding

Whatever the Auditor-General fmdings regarding adequate reporting systems and the level of knowledge of
funding resources of rural brigades stated in their report is to that point real, yet in reality the management
right up to the assist comm. level do not concern themselves with the brigades at all.

Management has no requirement that the brigades send in annual financial reports. They have no idea how
much it costs to run a rural brigade and in small communities with every other club and organization after
local donation money it is almost impossible to find funding other then the rural fire levy.
As regards the truck we have always had rules regarding servicing, repairs and replacement oftires.
Because it is an emergency vehicle only new tires can be fitted which results in extra costs each year if
more then one tire is damaged in a year.
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• Ruralfire levy. This is one area that the management had no idea about. They simply have a
downloadable one/three year sample budget to use when submitting an application to council. This
is all the advice that some staff now employed by QFRS can give to help overcome the problems
when applying to council for the levy. When I first mentioned this problem with the local district
office they had no idea that rural brigades were having problems in lodging and receiving the
funding collected by council. (Refer to the copy of my original submission to the assist comm.)
Briefly the problem is that council has its own auditing requirements that until recently have held
them up from handing over the money until their accounting is finished. This has taken up to
twelve months from the time the levy was collected. When I told district inspector Bryan
Cifuentes of this problem he agreed to accompany my local brigade secretary to the local council
and discuss this problem with them. As a result council now hands the money over as soon as it
can enabling my local brigade to have the money on hand for the fire season. There is other
problems associated with lodging the levy submission, namely to do with the requirement of
having to supply council with a full financial report and filling out a three year budget. Council
will not accept a one year budget. One year the council rates officer refused to impose the levy
because we still had money in the bank. We tried to explain that that would go towards a
replacement truck; they have not stopped it since. A QFRS UN1 grad said why not put that money
in a different account, great advice. This is just some ofthe problems associated with the levy
(again please refer to the copy ofmy original submission) this section alone needs major
investigation and the process oflodgment with council simplified.

• Grants by thirdparty organizations or by the ruralfire brigades association. These are all well
and good yet try to do it. We get very little information from the association to be able to apply.
Two years age I spoke to a staffmember who after I went through the list ofproblems from levies,
getting fire breaks done by council and a myriad ofother items she said that she had no idea all
this was going on. What I have found is that no one has been speaking up, they grumble within
their local brigade members yet have never told any of these problems that are effecting us all to
their local district inspectors or the assist comm..

• Fundraising activities. Again here is a problem. Small communities have many small clubs such
as horse riding, fishing, cricket, football, art, music, etc all competing for the same raffle/donation
money. My local brigade relies on the levy and donations by landowners. This area has around 80
ratable blocks so our income is small and a major breakdown (such as the pump dying) could
quickly drain any accumulated money. There is nothing within all the paperwork from the RFS
management that they have an understanding of the funding or costs of running a rural brigade. I
have been told that management is considering dropping the co-contribution by rural brigades who
have incomes under $20.000.

• Donations by individuals As above, we do get some donations from local landowners but only
after putting out a fire, doing a pre season burn or other hazard reduction activity for them.

• Personal protective equipment Yes this is supplied free yet is not researched .It is simply sourced
from catalogues at a price. The management does not have a research and development
department to test or design new and better equipment. (refer to the copy of my original
submission) I asked the assist comm. to wear the helmet, eye goggles, nose and mouth smoke
protector in his office for an hour and try and keep them on his head. He has not made a comment
on this yet. Another point I have mentioned in my original submission regards the drinking water
container fitted to the truck. Dehydration is a major risk to fire fighters yet Rothwell has not
improved this in all these re-organizations he has overseen. Since sending my request to Rothwell
for answers to my concerns a major study by a research institute is being done into fire fighter
dehydration. Again this management is more interested in secure jobs then running an efficient
emergency service. This is where an R&D department would come into its own. Why is there is
not one, is it because the current management have structured what they now call Rural Operations
into a organization to support their long term career aims rather then as a emergency unit
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dedicated to the service of the community. Not some unaccountable unreachable city based
centralized control power.

" Subsidisedfire appliances As stated there is some mention that small income based rural brigades
with less then $20.000 incomes will not have to find that extra 20%. There is no word ifthis will
happen yet it should. For a community to get a truck is quite a journey. First a dedicated team is
needed to do all the funding raising and this can take several years. Then a suitable block of
ground has to be found, which can not be privately owned so it has to be council land. Then
funding for a shed has to be found and fmally volunteer trade's people and helpers have to be
found to help erect the shed. This is often a hard and long term commitment and very little help
comes from Rural Operations. By the way the state government budgeted some 12 million to rural
operations to replace all the petrol firefighter pumps with diesel ones yet Rothwell has not
mentioned any time frame to do this in the future. What is the money being used for in the mean
time.

Local Government Act.

I have mentioned this above. It does deserve its own section. Can you see the problem here, there is two
separate entities here, one doing the firefighting the other (council) collecting the money. Both acting under
different governrnent acts. Due to the long term problems I had a meeting and phone discussions with
district inspector Bryan Cifuentes to explain all this. The meeting Bryan had with council did resolve some
ofthe issues and council resolved to allowed the monies collected to be paid as soon as possible after they
are collected. This has gone some way towards finding a state wide solution yet this is not happening due to
the assist comm. not coming on board.
The local governrnent act would need to be changed to simplify the lodgment and dispersal of funds
collected. At the moment it is covered by too many variations and needs to be looked at and covered under
one system. A simple one page levy lodgment paper and corresponding simplified council collection act
should be considered. By the way since this has been brought to the attention of the district inspector the
Cairns district office now wants all local brigades to send a copy oftheir levy submissions to council to
enable them to stay up to date with any problems in this area. I have no knowledge ifthis is now state wide
due to the assist comm.'s continual attempts to contain all questions within the Cairns district office.

Resource allocation and communication

We now have incident reports to fill out after each fire event. Be assured rural operations did not have any
way ofknowing what was going on other then in the south east comer ofthe state. At the same time the
amount of paperwork rural operations require now is starting to reach saturation levels, it has gone from
one extreme to the other.
This is what prompted me to originally ask the local district inspector for more information about having to
fill out the incident report. (see copy of his reply) In September 08' I attended a fire that took 7 hours to put
out, after filling out a report I added a request for a copy of the information collected by these reports. This
could not be done as even the inspector had not seen one.
Major point ... What does the management at rural operations do with this information they gather and why
is it not released within rural brigades.

The truck and shed have been inspected several times now and regulations about truck maintenance and all
work having to be done by licensed mechanics. There should be a system in place whereby brigades can
submit requests for changes to their trucks to suit there local area. At the present time the trucks are built to
a price and the same truck is used to cover all areas, yet Queensland covers several climate zones with all
trucks built to the south east comer standard. (See copy of my original sub to the assist comm. regarding
this and why the RFS should be split from rural operations and moved to a more central location in a
regional area)
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My local brigade truck is fitted with a plastic bull bar which is almost useless in the bush. I have been
campaigning for a metal one to be fitted yet have got nowhere with this. This problem blends in with the
next item.

There is no avenue for individual brigades to interact with rural operations. This will become clear once
you have read the copy of my original sub to the assist comm. Steve Rothwell. Every request for
information has been redirected back to the local district office. When I sent the first request AC Rothwell
copied my document and sent a copy to the Cairns office where all staff read it. Rothwell's first reply has
an undercurrent of 'how dare you question me' to it and that I am only to contact the district office. He
stated that the district inspector could speak on his behalf. Also in the reply he states that the district
inspector will ifhe is not able to provide an immediate answer to a certain matter then providing it is
reasonable and time constraints permit, he will make further queries and provide a response as soon as
practicable. This implies that all the questions I put to him will not be answered. By the way when I rang
Bryan Cifuentes soon after receiving this first reply and read out what Rothwell had stated about being able
to talk on his behalf Bryan stated that he had not been told about that. Of the copy ofmy document he said
that he could not answer any of the questions as they were all at policy level and should be answered at
Rothwells level. So I kept sending the request to Rothwell who keeps referring me back to the district
office. This clearly shows that Rothwell and rural operations has no intention of being accountable nor
allow brigade or individual interaction.
The Auditor-General in making a lot ofthese findings and placing more requirements upon the rural
brigades is not taking into account that we are all volunteers and as such are doing this as a free service to
our local community. There is nothing ad hoc about the way we conduct ourselves doing this free service.
That statement clearly shows that city living and city minded people making decisions about the way rural
people conduct themselves and interact with each other is one more reason why the Rural Fire Service
should be separated from Rural Operations and moved to a regional area as a independent organization
with all staffthen living in the rural area. Rural Operations under the current assist comm. should remain
the rural part ofQFRS covering the south east/west comer.
Creating more structured and constant training will push more of the current members and future recruits
away leaving a small core to cover thework load. One training course we had to do involved a set model
situation where we had to work out the best way to fight a fire. The trainer turned up with a lap top,
projector and screen having to stay overnight this was a costly exercise. This course had to be held at night
so our working members could attend. At the end when he asked for questions I said that not one part of the
lecture covered the type ofvegetation or fire situations we have in this area, several other people agreed
with the question, at that the trainer answered that we would have to adjust the lesson to suit our area. This
also shows that the management ofrural operations clearly is simply doing this to show they are improving
everything that the Auditor-General has commented on.
Once a volunteer has completed basic training they then gain experience attending real fires and under the
guide ofthe experienced members they soon gain the knowledge ofhow fire bums in the local area..
What the Auditor-General and the management of rural operations can not see is that as local people we
understand the local area. (See copy ofmy original sub to assist comm. about this problem and the reason
for the separation of the rural fire service from rural operations) Everything that Rothwell is putting out and
we are talking millions of dollars being spent on developing and printing glossy training manuals covering
all the new chain of command levels has all modeling based on the south east comer.

Forwardplanning and risk management

The first two pages ofthe volunteer learning & development framework booklet clearly place the volunteer
firefighters as the only defense against fire. Walk into your local council office and try and find any
information about fire in the information rack. With more and more people moving to rural lifestyle blocks,
many ofwhom have never experienced fire events before, Rothwells rural operations should be developing
highly detailed information to help people understand fire, their responses as landowners and how to
prepare their property to protect against fire. (Again read the copy ofmy sub to Rothwell)
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This area is a mine field for Rothwells rural operations. When my local brigade asks the local council to
clear fire breaks it takes weeks ofletters and phone calls before any action is taken. They can't get funding,
they have no spare machine etc. In the end they do clear a few.

As the clearing or formation ofnew fire breaks do not have formal regulated guidelines about the
construction, design or sighting of the fire breaks you should give serious consideration to it.

At the moment the machine operator simply drops his blade and scraps the overburden to one side then
comes back the other way and scraps that to the other side, this leaves windrows ofdirt and dry grass along
each side ofthe fire break. Fire simply jumps across these windrows. Council is reluctant to clear old fire
breaks because of no funding yet can get funding for new fire breaks..

Land clearing laws allow for a 10 meter fire break around rural land yet landowners are not compelled to
do this fire break nor do many do it voluntarily.

This is the real first line of defense, yet Rothwell does not understand this. Councils do not understand this.
More needs to be done in this area.

There is no planning other then preseason burns coming out of rural operations and not all preseason bums
are done mainly because rural operations does not allocate enough money. There is a real need for a full
audit ofwhere the rural operations budget money is being spent

Accountability
Your statement that the Auditor-General considers each rural fire brigade and all money etc should be
accounted to rural operations. What is going on here, we as local people put so much time and effort to get
a local fire truck and he wants to take control of it. Think again, if that happens you will have to pay the
volunteers the same as the urban red truck staff. Take the community out and you will have to do this
yourself.

The Director-General, Dept ofEmergency Services has a much better outlook as to the reason for the rural
fire brigades, yet that seams to have changed since Rothwell's appointment.

Because ofthe Auditor-General report N03 the direction has been changed by Rothwell from one of
support for the community based rural fire brigades into the power hungry job security seeking chain of
command creating bureaucracy, producing millions ofdollars ofglossy training manuals while at the same
time not improving the trucks other then what is absolutely necessary.
This type of training that creates levels of command does create clique groups within a brigade who take
over everything and exclude the rest ofthe members from being included in the running of the brigade.
They hold secret meetings and make decisions without telling the other members.
Why does Rothwell wear a uniform with all the badges when. he is not a firefighter? The only paid staff
who should wear a uniform is the volunteers and paid staffup to district inspector level.

Fire Wardens

The Auditor-General is looking at this from a city based position. The wardens are better to be separate
from the rural fire fighters. They do work well with the local brigades and the concerns the fire fighters
have with certain people who do not respect the permit system.

There is a need for better written information about the actions needed by the permit holder to both conduct
the fire and reduce the chance of the fire getting away. Most people look at the date and time on the permit
then file it away. A separate page detailing all the things a permit holder must do before and during a bum
should also be given to the landowner.
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Additional to the pennit system consideration should also be given to address the problem oflandowners
who have fires on their land every year towards the end of the fire season. These fires bum too hot and
generally are hard to stop.
There is one person like this in this brigade area, who is now well known to the district inspector yet
because we need to see the person lighting the fire there is very little that can be done. The latest option we
have put to the inspector is that because the land is leasehold could the person be made to put fire breaks
around the boundaries. This has been going on for years, the bum is to create green pick for the cattle and
also to force the cattle back towards the yards.
There is just no law or action that can force this person to stop lighting fires or to be made to put fire breaks
Ill.

Tribunal cover-up
As a final note I would like to bring to your attention a serious event that happened on the tablelands above
Cairns somewhere around 07' or 08'

During a fire a rural fire truck was left at the fire by the urban trucks that also attended. The rural fire crew
was not infonned of this by the red urban crews that they were leaving and were left in a dangerous
situation. Fortunately the rural crew escaped to fight again.

The rural crew lodged a fonnal complaint with 108 points ofconcern. The Cairns office was tasked to
investigate the complaints and found that they were all of concern and an inquiry was set up. A tribunal of
QFRS staff sat to here all 108 complaints.

The result was that all but two ofthe 108 complaints were deemed to be justifiable yet the tribunal did not
take it any further action. They did not change the guidelines for crews leaving the site of a fire without
contacting all the other crews at the fire nor did they act on any other of the 108 complaints.

In other words the staff sitting on the tribunal decided to cover up the incident and hope that it would stay
that way. What would have they done had the rural crew not made it out ofthat situation.

This is serious and needs to be brought out into the open; perhaps you have enough power to do that. There
are several people who should not have jobs with the fire services.

The 108 complaints need to be reexamined and any found to be of merit need to be included in all brigade
operating manuals.

Regards
Michael Fraser

~o?ad~·
18/3/2010
Po Box 726
Cooktown Qld 4895
0740695767
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The following is a copy from a monthly magazine called "Australian Country" dated
December 1963

I include this to show that over the years magazines and papers have contributed far more
information about fire to the public then the so called experts and the 'authorities' have
ever done

Magazines such as 'The Owner Builder' run regular stories about fire protection.
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Fire moves at a tremendous speed leaving nothing hut scarred remains in its wake. A fire can quickly ruin many
- farmers who have failed to carry out prevention methods.

Every week fires are costing

Australia £500,000 and four

human lives. These are brutal

statistical facts on our greatest

national hazard. Neglect - a

human element - is often the

cause of death and destruction.

F
IRES wouldn't exist without the

three elements of fuel, heat and
air. But each year these three
separately useful things combine

with such deadly and destructive im
pact that in NSW alone previous bush
fire damage has exceeded £6,500,000!

Prevention is the first and best line
of defence for the grazier and farmer.

, But to battle it out with the "Red
Terror" you must be mentally equip
ped as well as mechanically. Here
are the pointers to fire prevention:

See the expert - Check with your
loca,l council, police station or brigade

22 Australian COUNTRY. December, 1963

regarding current regulations, parti
cularly in regard to "burning off". The
Law says you must do this. Your local
forester can estimate much better the
immediate combustibility in your dis
trict-he's trained for it. Don't guess,
never presume - seek expert advice.

The Homestead - It's the natural
starting and operational point in your
preventive measures. Look for faulty
chimneys, overloaded electrical wiring,
faulty lights and for "half-made",
poorly located incinerators. Remedy
thoughtless handling and storing of all
inflammables. Is your-nome spark-

proofed with all windows and ventil
ators fine-wire meshed and eaves boxed
in or meshed? Gutterings should be
cleared of leaves. At fire times block
the downpipes and fill these gutterings
with water.

Remember dry matted couch will
bum, J)~t,green summer -lawns are fire
retarders>; Clear heaps of firewood,
fencep()~ts, and droppers away from
buildings., "Cypress pines are potential
torches as also are stringybarks. Are
the exterior water taps around the
homestead uniform in size, permitting
quick hose transference?



One of a nUlllher of newly equipped fire fighting Units of the NSW Forestry Com
mission. Simple measures can he taken on properties to safely decrease fire hazards.,

Early detection of fires is of the utmost importance. Lookouts in radio-controlled
towers watch thousands of acres and promptly report any outbreaks all year round.

where they can be reached.
Wire cutters and a box of matches

should be always pocketed. If you're
in the midst of firefighting a wet wool
len overcoat, wet towel, wet hankies
and dark glasses are big helps.

If you get trapped - Bum a patch
in front of the main, fire to provide
a burnt-out refuge.:pi]-on the ground,
preferably in a hollow and breathe
through a wet cloth: There's usually
fresh air a few inches above the
ground. Also lying down reduces the
effect of heat radiation.

(Continued on page4JJJ'

move all curtains, blinds and exterior
awnings. Close up all doors and win
dows. Dress in long sleeved shirts, long
trousers, long sox, stout boots and a
broad-rimmed hat - using woollen
materials.

Phone your local report centre giv
ing details of location, size, direction
and speed of travel of the fire. Be
brief - others may be waiting to ring.

Check on the whereabouts of child
ren and recheck every quarter hour.
Let dogs off chains. Bring a ladder
into the hous~ to reach manholes,
leav( buckets of water inside ceilings

The Paddocks - Roads and tracks
;hould have been regraded by now.
Did you plan a firebreak system to
:it in with that of your neighbors?
Have you graded or ploughed in
oreaks along your boundaries - ,at
least 20 feet wide? If you use alur
;l.ge harvester as .a "last minute"
measure, remember to throw the sur
face debris to paddock centres-if you
can't collect it. Are your power lines
well supported and clear from trees
and stock? Did you plan a summer
pasture on the danger side of your
homestead?

Water Supplies - Natural resources
of water supply are limited in useful
ness unless they are accessible to
vehicles. It's a wise man who fitted
3 inch overhead filling pipes at water
tanks for quick filling purposes. If
filling points from dams and creeks
have been planned they should not
be more than 20 feet horizontally or
v"': ';cally from the water's surface.

~member strategic placements of
44 g::)llon drums filled with water.
You won't get. too far with water
trailers or trucks if they are grossly
overloaded. Allowing for pumper unit,
hoses, handtools and a crew, 200 gal
lons of water can be carried adequately
per ton capacity of truck.

Stock - Have safe, bare yards in
side homestead area, well fenced with
non-inflammable materials. Running
a few "old heads" with young stock
can often save a flock. Let stock be
their own fire protection in removing
dry fodder from around buildings.
Ten sheep grazing for 24 hours will
clear up as much as a man working for
eight hours, using hand tools.

Heavily grazed fallows or irrigated
fodder crops might be considered
"safe" areas. But, it's not much good
having these "safe" areas if the stock .
(' 't get to them quickly. Farm man
de,..;ment plans should dovetail with fire
danger periods to ensure the stock
aren't too 'far away. Proper entry
points with good gates are needed to
lead into these areas.

Equipment - Have plenty of wool
len clothing on hand. Near intense
heat wool only scorches but never
bums. Have axes, shovels, rakes, hoes,
beaters, knapsack sprayers, wire cut
ters and at least one good first aid k:t.

Contrary to some "first up" opinions
portable pumper units that are multi
purpose are better. Used throughout
the year for sump draining, jetting or
spot spraying they are usually ready for
Use at a moment's notice, since they've
had constant use and attention. A
two-wheeled fire fighter trailer (kept
for this purpose specifically) carrying
a 150-200 gallon tank with additional
~oor space and quick coupling facilit
Ies for a pumper unit, hoses and hand
pieces is a very wise investment.
. Fitting this trailer with a dual hitch
lilg point to suit both utility and trac
~or makes it quickly adaptable for tow-

~g_gway.

Fire time - In the homestead re-
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a pint of water. There is no so'
remedy to thirst than cold tea.
'. The .causes ~. Niriety~fivepero
fir.es are caused by man's carele
of fire. Lightning can and does
fires, but usually only after dry
derstorms.

Meteorolog:sts, fire control at
ties and even statisticians predic
this fire season could be most
The statistical chances are hif
indicated by the 1926, 1939 an2
national disasters coming in 12-1
cycles. . The other experts' W2

are due to the tremendous build
fuel, caused by a succession oj
seasons.

Featuring the greatest·
advancement in chain saws ever

clearance. It's an offence to light a
cigarette or smoke one "within 5U feet
01 stan:ling crops or stacks.

Tractors and field machines with
engines must be fitted with an ap
proved spark arrestor.

First Aid - First Aid kits and their
users should be prepared to treat minor
and major burns, inflamed eyes, smoke
suffocation, thirst, heat and body
exhaustion - and snake bites.

Inflamed eyes are often caused by
sweat running from the forehead. A
preventive method is to tie a hand
kerchief around the forehead. Treat
l1lent for inflamed eyes is by bathing
with a tablespoon of Boracic Acid in

SUPER RED LINE
I !

PREPARATION BEATS A FIRE
(Continued from page 23)

BushfiieRegulations - Breaking the
Law indicated by the various Bush Fire
Acts in each State can bring fines up
to £200 or imprisonment. During the
declaration of a Fire Danger Period
burning off permits must be obtained.
When fires are lit, neighbors should
know 24 hours previously. At least
one person must be in attendance dur
ing the whole time the paddock is
burning.

Camp fires can only be lit on pro
perly constructed fireplaces and the
g-round should be cleared for 10 feet
around. Incineratc;rs require 15 feet

SUPER STYLING. Superb, new streamlined design of all models in the Red Line range.
SUPER POWER. Much more engine power to speed your cutting through the toughest timber.
SUPER LIGHTWEIGHT. Greater engine power, yet no increase in weight ••. that's Remington
engineering skill.
SUPER FLUSH CUTTING. Standard feature with all Super Red Line direct drive modets, enabling
you to saw lower, closer and more accurately.
SlJPE~ LOW PRICE: All these featu!e~ have been added as standard extras with each model-yet
pnce IS down: Not Just by a few shillings, not by a few pounds-bl.)t well down.
The new Remington SUPER RED LINE chain saws are at your local dealer now! See them, try them
andyou'll see why ttie new Remington outcuts and outlasts them all!

SOLD AND SERVICED BY DEALERS' THROUGHOUT ALL STATES.

DiSTRIBUTED IN:
New South Wales by
Email Ltd. (Balfour-Buzacott Diy.). 13 Market St.,
Sydney.
Queensland by
Harold Peacock (Sales Div.) Pty.· Ltd., 13 Hope St.,
5th. Brisbane.
Western Australia __by
M. ], BatemanPty. Ltd., 12 Milligan St.• Perth.
Tasmania by
Eric E; Howard &. Son' Pty. Ltd., Launceston &
Hobart.
Papua-New Guinea by
Tutt Br_yant (Pacific) Ltd., Port, MoresbY & Rabaul.

Please send me free Remin9tOh Chain
SaW booklets.

Name n .

Address .

· 0 Tick if for School ProJect
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UP TO 75 per cent ofCl;rUl}cil~ I
planned back-burns were'ciln~1
celleq or postponed t1lis. year .•~
due to unseasollably. hot ~~,
weath~r, posing aneYenbigger1~
chall~Jlgefor firefighterS.\t

SOhleareas have not burned
in Over a decade' and are
peril~!isly close to homes,busi
nesses and education facilities.

Queensland Fire and Rescue
Service rural operations direc-
tor Paul Adcock said some
landowners - includingcoun..
cils,private owners and govern"
ment agencies - might have
become "overly risk averse".

"The risk of doing. the blltlJ
and it gettit1g ?utofCOi1g-"
plus t}1t' social risk, people'
health problems or'\\TtlOdq ..
want.to seethe bushbumt,l
maMsome landllOl<lyrSIl19i~
relu~t to carry outburns;>,'c
Mr Adcock said. '. .'

"B\!t when we getateastli~t
haven't burned for 15 years (like
in BriSbane) and we move.ill to
an El Nino year, ourapility to
conduct hazard reduction
burns is .reduced 1JeC(l~e.it's

. drier, hotter and 'ofteIl more
dangerous." .

'The Sunday Mail.has learned
that ~ome of the st(lte'.~biggest~,
council regions have not com'; I
pleted their planned 2009 !
back-burning operations. . ~~

Brisbane City Council, which" .
published online its ·26 "pr~'

scribed burn plans" for 2009,
has completed 12 burns. .••.•

Two '. areas that h<ive not, i",
burned in more than 15 years;
include a7.7ha section O~! r
Toohey Forest near Grlffithn
University at Mount GravattJ,
and a lha block atI§mont I
bordered by homes. ..:.: i

Of the state's major counciIS~ :
.. Gold Coast City Council~ ~g

completed four of 15 planned :'6
burns. . .ell

.. Sunshine Coast Regional~"'
Council completed II of 15 tJ
high-priority burns. ."

.. Toowoomba Regional I
Council completed one of four .
planned operations. '.. 'j

Mr Adcock said the Queens- !1
land bushfire season, which:l
normally ends in January, was ~1

likely to be extended if rain did \~

not arrive soon. ]



INCIDENT REPORT - VEGETATION fiRE
To be completed by the Brigade in whose area the incident originated.

If the incident occurred in "no-mans-land", to be completed by first attending Brigade_

TICK THE BOX THAT REPRESENTS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT RESPONSE.
ONLY ONE BOX IN EACH FIELD TO BE MARKED.

A3 Brigade Name I
-;::::::==============A4 Incident Number 1 _

Controlled Burn or Wildfire? (Administrative use only)

o Controlled Burn 0 Wildfire

61 Estimated date that ignition occurred 1 .:....-__

62 Estimated time that ignition occurred (24 hour clock)

L..-__ I Hours 1 Minutes

A2] Date Made Safe 1 1 I

(The date and time on which the reporting authorities involvement at
incident is terminated)

A28 TIme Made Safe (24 hour clock)

I 1Hours 1---1 Minutes

A13 Estimated Location of Incident Origin: (decimals of degrees)

1 51 Latitude I EI Longitude
A14 Occupant's Name

1 -----

A15-A18 Incident Address

I II_~ -
Street/Lot Number Street or Road Name
1 II~-
Town, Suburb, Locality Postcode

1 11_--'--__
OR Lot NUlJlber. RP Number.

A29 Number of Fire personnela:.=t...:s:..:c...:e~ne-=---========

A30 Number of Vehicles Used 1

-===============A33 Number of Aircraft Used 1 _

A36 Weather Conditions at time of Outbreak

o Direction of prevailing wind

o Temperature

o Relative Humidity

Velocity of prevailing winds

o Still D Light

D Moderate D Strong

63 The total area of bush, forest,
grass or crops burnt in hectares

611 Was fire prevention effective?

DYes D No

Why?

D Firebreak mechanical (ploughed, graded)

D Firebreak chemical (poisoned)

D Firebreak cut, slashed or mown

D Firebreak natural, bare earth or rock

D Fuel reduced area, previous fuel reduction burn

D Fuel reduced area, previous wildfire

D Other LI _

(please specify)

WILDFIRE ONLY

'--__IMinutes

Date of Call 1__:-1_..:..1_----'

(please specify)

A24 Type of Action Taken

D Extinguish

D Construct fire breaks

D Back burning
D Other 1-----------'

A42 Did You Encounter Any Problems (please specify)

DYes D No
If yes, what?

D Lack of Water

D Poor radio communications

D EqUipment Problems

D Response problem: Insufficient information

D Insufficient volunteers responded

D Difficulty gaining access to scene

D Other 1'--- _
A43 Responding Brigades (attach list if necessary)

Brigade name

Brigade name

Brigade name

Brigade name

Brigade name

TIme of Call (24 hour clock)

___IHours

A9 Method of Notification

D Phone call direct to Brigade

D Verbal report to Brigade

D Reporting Person dials 000 (Firecom)

D Other 1 ---,-_-----,-,-,1
(please specify)

6] Vegetation Type

D Pine plantation 0 Native hardwood forest

D Cypress forest 0 Savannah (open forest and grasslands)

D Wallum and swamp D Improved grasslands

D Native grasslands D Crops D Orchards, vineyards

D Other 1 1

(please specify)

A23 Type of Incident

D Forest or Bushfire (more than 1 ha)

D Scrub or bush and grass mixture fire

D Grass Fire

D Cultivated grain or crop fire

D Small vegetation fire less than 1 ha

D Other 1 I
--------------;-,-----c~

(please specify)
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D3 Number of Brigade personnelfatalities

D4 Number of other personnel fatalities

65 Fire danger rating at time of outbreak

o Low 0 Moderate D High

OVery High o Extreme ONot applicable

66 Permit

o Permit issued, conditions complied with

o Permit issued, conditions not complied with

o No permit issue~., but was required

o No permit requir~d

o Permit not applicable

610 Estimated rural property losses
Number of houses damaged 1..-------------,

Number of other buildings dam~a..::g~e-d----==============:

Number of vehicles damaged 1

I....---:-r====~
Number of kms fence line damaged

Number of Tonnes of hay and fodder lost

Number of sheep lost I
Number of cattle lost '::1==========~

Number of horses lost IL~_-;::::===========~
Number of other livestock lost

Machinery IL-__-;:==========~
H1 Estimated dollar loss Is---r=======

Estimated maximum potential loss .ILSr=======

D1 Number of Brigade personnel injured::...J;I======

D2 Number of other personnel injured 1 _
(Injury is defined as requiring treatment by a medical practitioner and at
least one day ofrestricted activity immediately following the incident)

E4 Could the cause of the fire be identified?

o Yes ONo

If yes, what?

o Equipment exhaust 0 Cigarette, cigar or pipe

o Match 0 Lighter

o Camp fire' 0 Lightning

o Heat spreading from another hostile fire
(i.e. Direct heat,flying embers, brand or spark)

o Escaped permitted burn

o Other IL- --:--:--_C':"':'I
(please specify)

F1 Who was primarily responsible}or extinguishing the fire?

o Rural brigade 0 Permanent, full time brigade

o Auxiliary brigade 0 Defence Force personnel

o Land Management Authority
(i.e. Forestry, DNR, National Parks, Railways)

o Civilians .

o Other I ~ :-:---_-::-:I
(please specify)

A56-67 Did any of the following organisations attend?
(Mark offALL organisations which attended)

o Electricity 0 Gas

o Water 0 Police

o Ambulance 0 SES

o Environmental Protection Agency

o Volunteer Rescue Service

o Charitable support agencies

o Government welfare agencies

o Other 1 :-:---_-::-:1
(please specify)

Fold
Here

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Fold. L- ...J... --'

Here

Name

D.o YOu require any more forms?

ONo o Yes

III
Fold
Hen

No stamp required
if posted in Australi,

_______1 Date 1 _Signature

Rank

Is any further action required?

o Investigation D No further action required

o Other 1 _

(please specify)
Was any private fire fighting equipment damaged?

ONo o Yes I I
(please specify)

Delivery Address:
PO Box 1176
CAIRNS OLD 4870

III IhII IIhi111" 11111IIIJ!.:III 11111111111111111111

Rural Fire Servic~ Cairns
Reply Paid 1176
CAIRNS QLD 4870

If:
Seal - Do not use stanles



Mrs. Helen Bogiatzis

This is the person I think you need to contact regarding the incident the tribunal sat on.

Regards

Michael fraser

/0



Kuranda volunteer firefighters Michael Vandersar and Jax Bergersen have started a petition to keep their yellow fire
truck, whiCh they say is much safer than the white alternative. .

I oleer
p II

tight to
tru s

RURAL firefighters at Kuranda
have launched a petition to keep
their fire trucks yellow.

The Queensland Fire and Res
cue Service recently proposed
changing the colour ofall new ve
hicles supplied to volunteer firies
from yellow to white - based on a
saving of $4000 per truck.

Rural station first officer
Michael Vandersar said he initi
ated the petition to protect the
safety ofvolunteers.

"I started this petition because
we are concerned for our safety,
and the safety of volunteers
throughout Queensland," Mr
Vandersar said.

He said yellow was a much
safer colour in bushfire situa
tions, and changing the colour
of trucks would jeopardise the
safety ofvolunteers.

''White is the absolute worst

/7

Sian Jeffries
jeffriess@tma.newsltd.com.au

colour in a bushfire, and in smoky
bushfire situations because it is
simply not visible," he said.

"The Queensland Fire and
Rescue Service are going to save
$4000 per truck.

"We keep trucks for 15 years
which equates to 73 cents per
day.

"We feel they are valuing our
safety at less than 73 cents per
day."

A spokesperson from the De
partment ofEmergency Services
said the pitch was nothing more
than a "concept proposal ... can
vassed to gain initial views (and)
feedback."

But the spokesperson admit
ted changing the colour of any
new trucks being rolled out

would result in "significant year
ly savings."

"However at this time, the
Queensland Fire and Rescue
Service has not made any change
to policy that will result in the
colour of Rural Fire Service ap
pliances being altered.

"Before any such change to
current policy is implemented,
extensive consultation with key
stakeholders and the Rural Fire
Service volunteer base would be
undertaken and carefully consid
ered."

The Kuranda volunteer fire
fighters launched the petition at
the three year anniversary ofthe
Green Corridor project, held on
the station grounds recently.

"I managed to get two pages of
signatures in the one afternoon,
which is about 60 signatures,"
Mr Vandersar said.



Copy of the first pages of the
Volunteer Learning and Development Framework

Booklet.

This is what prompted me to go directly to the Assistant Director with my request for
answers and information.
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Message from the

Assistant Commissioner Rural Operations

Firefighting is a hazardous job and there are many risks involved in protecting your
community against fire. Safety for the nearly 40,000 Rural Fire Service volunteers,
who are the front line between fire and families across Queensland, is paramount.

The Department of Emergency Services is committed to a policy of Zero Harm,
through a strategy founded on the position that the safety of its people is a value'
that cannot be compromised. Safety is directly linked to training by ensuring that
volunteers have the highest level of knowledge and skills possible to protect both
themselves and their community from the impacts of wildfire.

The Volunteer Learning and Development Framework is a new training structure,
linking training to volunteer roles. By aligning training courses to Rural Fire Service'
roles, volunteers have the oppbrtunity to develop and maintain the specific
knowledge and skills necessary to perform their role within the brigade.

Given the recent changes to roles within the Rural Fire Service, this new framework
Provides training for new positions, such as senior firefighter, and of course existing
ppsitions including Crew Leader, Brigade Officer and First Officer. The Development
Framework also offers training programs specifically for non-operational
support roles.

, Some of the new courses will be available from July 2008 however, most will

commence in 2009 following the review and redesign of existing courses. It is
important to note that the new Volunteer Learning and Development Framework is
founded on the existing training courses, and that any training you have already
completed will not need to be done again.

I encourage you to discuss your options and areas of interest with your colleagues,
team mates and Rural Operations staff. The Queensland Rural Fire Service takes

pride in its members and the service it provides to communities, and being well
prepared and well trained is crucial to the effective preparation for, and response to,
Queensland bushfires.

Steve Rothwell AFSM
Assistant Commissioner Rural Operations
Queensland Fire and Rescue Service

Volunteer Learning & Development Fra,mework

Introduction

Why a new Volunteer Learning and Development Framework?

QFRS Rural Operations has embarked on a series of reforms over recent years,
to ensure the support and resources provided to rural fire brigades and volunteers is
appropriate and sufficient to maintain the valuable volunteer services that assist in

, mitigating the risk to communities from the impacts of wildfire. Among those reforms
are changes to the classification of brigades based upon the functions and services
provided, and the subsequent identification of specific volunteer roles.

To support volunteers in these new roles it is necessary to provide appropriate

training programs so that volunteers are able to attain the knowledge and skills

necessary to safely and effectively undertake their chosen brigade role.

The Volunteer Learning and Development Framework is a new structure on which
the learning and development of volunteers will be delivered, it will provide a clear
identification of the continuum of required knowledge and skills from new recruitto
first officer.

The training programs and courses of this new framework are the platform for training
for rural fire service volunteers from 2008 and beyond.

Does this mean more training?

For some volunteers the answer is definitely yes, although for many the focus will be
upon ensuring the appropriate levels of underpinning knowledge are suitably covered
to be able to exhibit effective operational command leadership and management.

For others however the training they have undertaken in the past, combined with
the continued activities undertaken with the brigade is sufficient to address the
requirements of their existing role. For long standing and experienced volunteers,
there is the opportu'nity to ensure that existing knowledge and skills are recognised
against the Firefighter Minimum Skills (FMS) without necessarily needing to attend

training courses.

Volunteer Learning & Development Framework

~
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These are comments by well known reporters. Their comments speak for themselves
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Ignoring fire inquiry a peril

By Laurie Oakes

February 14,2009 12:00am

FOR Gary Nairn, "it's like a nightmare" to recall what some witnesses told him when he
chaired the House of Representatives inquiry into the 2003 bushfires that burnt across
five states and the ACT.

"Particularly at our hearings in Victoria," he says, "they'd tell us: 'We don't want to be
back here in five years' time giving you the same evidence'."

Six years later, hundreds have died in the most devastating bushfires ever, and now very
similar evidence will be given to a Victorian royal commission and probably to another
federal parliamentary committee as well.

So what did the Nairn committee's findings achieve? "I think a lot of it was ignored," he
says sadly.

Australia's politicians, state and federal have shared the shock of the nation over the last
week.

And at every level - political, bureaucratic and community - there is a determination that
the causes of this disaster be identified and action taken to ensure it never happens again.

But Australia has had many inquiries into bushfires. A report prepared for the Council of
Australian Governments (COAG) after the 2003 fires looked at the most important of
them, starting with the Royal Commission into the 1939 Victorian Black Friday bushfires
and including the inquiry into Tasmania's Black Tuesday fires in 1967 and two inquiries
into the 2003 Canberra firestorm that killed four people and wiped out 500 homes.

COAG lists a dozen significant bushfrre inquiries in all, conducted by state and federal
parliamentary committees, government-appointed commissions and coroners. Eight
major reports in the last 15 years, not counting COAG's own investigation.

And, as the COAG report stressed, there are consistent themes in the recommendations of
all these inquiries.

Among those consistent themes is the problem of complacency. According to COAG: "A
level ofcommunity complacency appears to have existed before every major fire event."

Complacency is the enemy. After every big bushfrre, citizens and politicians are full of
good intentions, but we forget quickly. This time we must not forget.

Nairn's committee moved very quickly. It received more than 500 submissions, held
hearings across Australia, and within eight months of the bushfires produced a report
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containing 59 recommendations but even in that short time complacency had set in.

Nairn, the Liberal MP for Eden-Monaro before being defeated at the last election, was a
John Howard loyalist. Howard made him a minister in 2006.

But that does not stop Nairn insisting Howard must share blame with state Labor
governments for the lack of action.

The NSW, Victorian and ACT governments refused to co-operate with the committee's
inquiry, claiming lack ofresources. And Nairn believes they also nobbled Howard to a
degree.

"Those three jurisdictions pushed the report to one side," he says. "At the same time, a
COAG inquiry was set up.

"I think the prime minister succumbed to pressure from the states to have that COAG
inquiry because they saw it as an opportunity to control it a bit more than they could my
inquiry."

While he agreed with much ofthe COAG report, he says: "I think it was a bit wishy
washy in some respects and that's probably the influence from the states that didn't want
any criticism."

But the Howard government's response to his own report, Nairn says, was even more
wishy washy.

"I was pretty disappointed," he says. "It was a frustrating process because our own people
went soft. To some degree, rather than reject, they just deferred."

But the COAG report is particularly useful because, by summarising the
recommendations of all the other inquiries, it shows how we keep covering the same
ground. Essentially, they have all reached the same basic conclusions.

According to COAG: "A consistent theme has been that greater emphasis, resources and
activity should be directed towards what are commonly referred to as prevention
activities. This includes things such as education and awareness, clearing of fuel around
buildings, track access and fuel reduction.

"Education is a consistent recommendation in reports from 1939 to 2003. The
recommendations refer to both school-based programs and community information and
awareness.

"Since 1939, comment has been made consistently about the poor levels ofresourcing, in
both fire agencies and land management agencies. Concern about the need for protective
burning has been a theme since 1939. Communication and telecommunications
infrastructure support have been a consistent theme since 1961.

"The advantages of local knowledge and engaging people who have local knowledge
were identified in most reports and have featured particularly strongly in recent reports."
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And so on. Each time the same concerns and recommendations coming out of the
evidence of fIrefIghters, scientists, landholders, foresters, and ordinary citizens caught up
in the terror.

The same "consistent themes" will emerge from the inquiries that will follow the latest
dreadful fires. Bet on it.

This is not an argument against the royal commission already announced by the Victorian
Government or the House of Representatives inquiry called for by the Federal
Opposition.

Rather it is a plea that the findings betreated more seriously this time by all of us,
politicians and punters alike. Let's break the cycle of complacency.

Yesterday's news that state governments baulked at spending $20 million on a telephone
based alert system that could save lives in fires and floods seems mindboggling in light of
last Saturday's disaster. It is the kind of thinking born of complacency. We have to put it
behind us.

Nairn has a suggestion for the kind of inquiry federal Parliament should set up this time.

"There's been a heap of inquiries," he says. "A new inquiry, in the fIrst instance, should
pull out all this work already done, some of it not very long ago, and ask the hard
questions.

"It should ask what has actually happened, whether recommendations have been taken up
or ignored, whether they've been watered down and why. That would make more sense
than trying to duplicate a royal commission."

Laurie Oakes is political editor of the Nine Network and conducts a weekly political
interview on _Today on Sunday. His column appears every Saturday in The Daily
Telegraph.

A bit too early to point fingers
Article from: http://www.news.com.au/dailytelegraph/OFPRIVATE "TYPE=PICT;ALT=The
Sunday

By Steve Price

February 14,2009 12:00am

LAST Sunday morning when a copy of this newspaper hit the driveway and I ripped the
plastic off, the text message I'd received the night before was confrrmed.

Front page headlines screamed that 14 people had perished in Victorian bushfIres.

The night before it had been 12 dead and the rapidly climbing fIgures confrrmed that last
weekend in the hill towns north ofMelbourne timing was everything.
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Again and again last week we heard that sometimes seconds meant the difference
between life and death.

Timing a visit to Whittlesea from Kinglake meant some families were separated by the
frreball that rolled in on Saturday afternoon.

There are now orphans and widows grieving that their timing wasn't better.
And timing is still the dominant theme.

We can only wish that all the smart-arse commentators and columnists who think they
should get in first to start throwing rocks and insults and playing politics with this tragedy
could get their timing right.

Before blaming the greenies and councils for how the fire happened, they ought to do the
right thing and go to Whittlesea - where I spent the early part of last week - and find a
few of the following people and tell them the time is right for the blame game.

Find Andrew Grant and look him in the eye and start blaming people.

It will be difficult because this hero doesn't like talking much.

He might give you some time ifhe's finished saving people with his little water tanker
and furnishing the vacant house on his property with beds and doonas to give to a
homeless family for as long as they need it.

Or find Jamie Russell and tell him, if you're game, that it's the fault of humans as he
weeps about being spared by the inferno that killed his friends.

Jamie calls it a fireball from Hell and doesn't blame anyone because he saw what we can
only imagine.

Alan, Carolyn and Stuart O'Gorman are dead.

They lived on top of a hill among the trees in a two-storey house that collapsed around
them the day after Stuart's 18th birthday party.

Tell them that if they were alive they shouldn't be living there.

As Jamie Russell said, pointing out that house on Monday: "Mate, we didn't want to be
heroes; we just wanted to save our houses."

Problem is, as he explains: "We got hit by a nuclear bomb that came over the hill like a
squadron ofF/A-18s."

Eyewitnesses say that part of the Kinglake fire travelled 14km in six minutes, not through
greenie-protected bush, but across farmland parched from months of drought pushed by a
lOOkm/h wind on a day when the temperature in the shade was 47C.

Timing should mean it's too early to let the climate-change sceptics loose on fragile
survivors not looking to blame someone, but trying simply to survive another day.



After the clever critics are fInished at Humevale eyeballing those survivors, they should
talk: to Peter Thomeycroft at Kinglake.

Tell him he should have ignored the advice of professional fIrefIghters that's it was
alright to stay and fight.

He might argue with that. After all, he spent an hour on the roof of the local hotel in
shorts and thongs with nothing but a bucket.

Ifhe hadn't, the 400 people inside, including 20 women and children in the cool-room,
might not be here.

"I never panic, but I was sh***ing myself," he says.

Thank God he didn't panic.

The simple message that I'm sure the people left without anything but the clothes they
wore when they fled would like to convey to the shiny-bum experts writing and talking
from the safety of their computer screens and desks hundreds of kilometres away would
be: leave the blame game for later.

Why not take a leaf out of Ricky Ponting's book and use your time to make people feel
better about themselves, not worse.

Ponting let a little boy bowl him fIrst ball at Whittlesea on Wednesday. He made it look
like he was trying to hit it.

Unlike the loudmouths in the blame game, Ponting has always had perfect timing.

Steve Price is on 2UE from 9am weekdays. Email: steveprice@2ue.com.au

'Next time, I'll just cut down the trees'
• Jewel Topsfield

• February 13,2009

A COUPLE ofyears back, Peter Mitchell approached Murrindindi Shire Council,
requesting permission to create a fIrebreak around his home, set on eight hectares ofbush
in Kinglake.

He was told the council had regulations that prevented residents chopping down trees
with trunks greater than a certain diameter.

"I said, 'That's ridiculous, I'm in a fIre-prone situation, there is all bush around me and I
need to clear a bit more,' " Mr Mitchell said.Australia%27s

"They said, 'You can put in an application for a permit, but you won't get it.' "



On Saturday Mr Mitchell's Deviation Road home, where he had lived for 15 years,
burned to the ground.

When he bought the block, he said, it was just busWand, but covenants had subsequently
been put on it, including an environmental overlay.

While he understood the need to conserve native vegetation, people had to be able to
defend their homes, he said.

"I've still got thousands of trees. I'm doing my bit for the environment, I'm keeping it as a
bush block."

He has vowed to rebuild on the site, but tbis time he won't even be applying for a permit.
"I'm just going to cut down the trees and push the perimeter back a bit more. If I build on
the same place, I have to feel I am going to be able to defend it and not play Russian
roulette."

Experts take corners as argument
reignites

• Daniel Lewis

• February13,2009

Could we have prevented Victoria's bushfires?

AS THE blame game that accompanies every major bushfire gathered pace yesterday,
opinions about hazard reduction burning remained as polarised as ever.

In one camp are those who argue bushfue danger can be massively reduced by regularly
burning vast areas of bush in a controlled manner.

Monash University senior researcher David Packham says the Victorian fire disaster
would not have occurred if there had been fuel reduction.burning.

In another are people who believe that such burning not only fails to stop deadly
bushfues but is impossible to acbieve responsibly and can do great damage to the
environment.

The likes of former CSIRO bushfire scientist Pbil Cheney say the environment and
human life would be better preserved by widespread and frequent low-intensity mosaic
burning such as that done by Aborigines for thousands ofyears.but plant ecologists point
out that some vegetation types cannot survive frequent fues.

The National Parks and Wildlife Service says that in places such as the Blue Mountains,
sometimes there are as few as six days a year when hazard reduction can be conducted
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successfully.

John Benson, from the Royal Botanic Gardens, argues that most of south-east Australia's
vegetation was not burnt annually by Aborigines.

The Herald columnist Miranda Devine has for a long time called for more prescribed
burning to reduce bushfrre danger and in yesterday's paper she wrote: "It wasn't climate
change which killed as many as 300 people in Victoria last weekend. It wasn't arsonists.
It was the unstoppable intensity of a bushfire, turbo-charged by huge quantities of ground
fuel which had been allowed to accumulate over years of drought. It was the power of
green ideology over government to oppose attempts to reduce fuel hazards before a
megafrre erupts.

"Governments appeasing the green beast have ignored numerous state and federal
bushfrre inquiries over the past decade, almost all of which have recommended
increasing the practice of 'prescribed burning'. '1

But Andrew Cox, head of the National Parks Association ofNSW, said that time and
time again it had been shown that, when conditions were suitable, fire could race through
areas that had been recently subjected to prescribed burning.

"The bush will carry a frre regardless of what you do beforehand," he said. In extreme
conditions, bushfires could rage across treeless paddocks rendered bare by drought and
feeding livestock.

"[Hazard reduction] has a negligible effect on slowing or stopping a fire [on bad fire
days]."

Rather than burning, Mr Cox said the focus needed to be on protecting homes through
schemes such as the NSW Government's Planning for Bushfire Protection policy that
dictates frre-resistant building materials, setting houses back from bushland and
providing perimeter roads to ensure firefighters can gain access between the bush and
houses.

Mr Cox said that in the current high temperatures, nIt doesn't matter how many times you
have done hazard reduction burning, the fires will be dangerous, unstoppable", and
widespread hazard reduction would be "a waste of resources".

The notion that people died because green groups were opposed to hazard reduction was
"totally spurious and without foundation", he said.

Michael Doherty, a plant ecologist with the CSIRO and who is studying fire on the
bushland-urban interface, said weather and topography were key factors in the weekend's
frres. He said that even in pre-European times, severe frres occurred despite burning by
Aborigines.



This burning issue of life and death
• Miranda Devine

• February 19, 2009

One ofthe biggest furphies in the supercharged debate in the wake ofVictoria's bushfirt1s
is the claim by green groups that they are great supporters of hazard reduction burning.

Also known as prescribed burning, this scientific regime creates a mosaic of lightly
burned land at regular intervals of five to seven years, thus reducing surface fuel loads by
varying amounts within the mosaic.

This reduction of fuel loads is expensive, but Australia's pre-eminent bushfire
researchers, such as the CSIRO's Phil Cheney and Monash University's David Packam,
say it has been proven to reduce the power and intensity of fire. Every bushfire inquiry
since the 1939 Stretton royal commission has recommended increased prescribed burning
to mitigate the effects of inevitable wildfire.

It is a matter of public record that green groups have long opposed such systematic
prescribed burning, as is evident in their submissions to bushfire inquiries from as far
back as 1992. They complain of a threat to biodiversity, including to fungi, from
"frequent burning" regimes and urge resources be spent on water bombers and early
detection, as well as on stopping climate change - good luck with that.

Yet last week, Jonathan La Nauze of Friends of the Earth, Melbourne, in a letter to this
newspaper claimed: "...not one Australian environmental organisation is opposed to
prescribed burning ... Environment groups are engaged in a sophisticated debate about
where and how prescribed burning can be most effective."

Yes, it's sophisticated, all right. It just depends how you define "prescribed burning".

On the other side of the country, one Peter Robertson, the West Australian co-ordinator
of the Wilderness Society, was singing from a different song sheet. His letter last week to
The West Australian stated: "Experience and risk analysis show that repeatedly burning
tens of thousands ofhectares of remote bushland and forest will do little to address the
threat ofbushfires to human commuilities ... It would be a huge mistake if the
community was led to believe that a massive, expensive and environmentally destructive
prescribed burning program was going to protect them when it could make matters
worse." Robertson is no lone ranger among greens in opposition to prescribed burning.

The WA Forest Alliance, for instance, lodged a submission to the NSW parliamentary
inquiry into the 2001-02 bushfires, claiming: "Frequent fires have a disastrous effect on
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many species of flora and fauna and their habitat structure." WWF Australia's submission
claimed: "Inappropriate fIre hazard regimes can damage biodiversity leading to the loss
of native species, communities and ecosystems."

The NSW Greens state on their website as part of their bushfire risk management policy:
"There is an urgent need to correct the common misconception that responsible fIre
management always involves burning or clearing to reduce moderate and high fuel
loads ... "

In 2003, lightning strikes in fuel-rich national parks in NSW and the ACT sparked
bushfIres which swept into Canberra, killing four people.

Days later, the NSW Nature Conservation Council's then chairman, Rob Pallin, described
calls for increased prescribed burning as "futile" and a "knee-jerk reaction". "People who
claim that hazard reduction burning is a cure-all for bushfrre risk are either fooling
themselves or deliberately trying to fool the public." It is another clever tactic of those
who oppose broadscale prescribed burning to claim that it is not a "cure-all" for bushfIre
risk. No one has ever claimed it is.

As Cheney repeatedly has said, wildfIres will occur, but prescribed burning reduces the
intensity of a fIre burning "under any set ofmeteorological conditions", and it reduces the
spread of the fIre, allowing frrefIghters to construct effective control lines.

And yet there have been recent moves to have controlled burning listed as a "key
threatening process" under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act. Such a submission has reportedly been received by the Threatened Species ScientifIc
Committee.

In NSW, already, the Department of Environment and Conservation has listed "too
frequent fIre" as a "key threatening process to biodiversity".

But the real threatening process is the holocaust we have just seen in Victoria.

Last week angry frre survivors in Victoria pointed the finger at local authorities who
prevented clearing ofvegetation. At a public meeting in Arthurs Creek, Warwick
Spooner, who lost his mother and brother in the Strathewen fire, stood up criticise the
Nillumbik council. .

"We've lost two people in my family because you dickheads won't cut trees down." Then
of course, there is Liam Sheahan, the Reedy Creek home owner whose house is the only
one in a two-kilometre area which survived the fIres. In 2004 he was fined $50,000 for
removing 247 trees around his hilltop house to protect it from fIre. His two-year court
battle against the Mitchell Shire Council cost him $50,000 in legal fees.

It is a rich irony that Slidders Lawyers last week launched a class action on behalfof fIre
victims at Kinglake, against the Singapore-owned electricity company SP AusNet,
alleging the frre was caused by a fallen power line.

After all, it was only in 2001 that Transgrid bulldozed a 60-metre wide frrebreak under its



high-voltage lines in the Snowy Mountains. For that it was prosecuted by four
government agencies, blasted for "environmental vandalism" by the then NSW premier
Bob Carr, and fined $500,000.

Two years later, during the disastrous frrestorm that engulfed the mountains, the
offending frrebreak became the only safe haven for kangaroos and workers constructing a
fire trail. The sad truth of such holocausts is that the environmental toll ends up worse
than the most vigorous prescribed burning regime ever could be.

Victoria's bushfires have spewed millions of tonnes of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere - more than a third ofAustralia's entire output for a year, according to
Sydney University's Professor Mark Adams.

No doubt the royal commission will recommend, like previous inquiries, that prescribed
burning should be increased. After so many deaths will anyone listen this time?

devinemiranda@hotmail.com



Almost 24 hours after the firestorm that obliterated Marysville and killed 34 people, Victoria 's chief
emergency services bureaucrats believed everyone in the town was safe.
In a damning indictment of the communication bungles on Black Saturday, the bushfrres royal
commission has heard Emergency Services Commissioner Bruce Esplin wasn't even aware of the
fire three hours after it had started.

He has conceded there will have to be an overhaul ofbushfire policies to prevent a repeat of the
February 7 disaster that killed 173 people.

A situation report produced by Mr Esplin's office at 8am (AEST) on the day after the fires, and
again at 5pm, stated: "We understand everyone in Marysville is safe and are assembled at Gallipoli
Park".

Counsel assisting the commission, Rachel Doyle, told the hearing on Wednesday that the
information was "just embarrassingly out of date".

Mr Esplin agreed it was "unfortunate and wrong" but he refused to accept suggestions that
authorities had lost control ofmanaging the fires.

This was despite admitting he didn't know about the Murrindindi blaze that destroyed Marysville
until "after 6pm" even though it broke out at 3pm.

Pressed about what went wrong on the day, Mr Esplin said: "I think that's a question that will
trouble everyone involved in this incident".

He said that at midday on February 7 he believed Victoria had the best bushfire policies in the
world but each would now have to be reviewed, induding the contentious "stay and defend, or
leave early" policy.

But Mr Esplin said he had never favoured forced evacuations because they ran a real risk of causing
a "boy who cries wolf scenario".

In almost an entire day of grilling, Mr Esplin was also questioned about the use of town sirens,
radio and television emergency signals and automated phone messaging.

The commission was told all had been used or trialled before but none was activated to warn
communities about the fires raging towards them on Black Saturday.

Mr Esplin said it had been his view since 2004 that Australia needed a national phone warning
system but attempts to push the issue had been thwarted.

The commission saw two letters written by the Victorian government to the Commonwealth in
2007 and 2008 pressing the issue.

It was only on April 30 this year, nearly three months after the fires, that the plan was agreed to.

Mr Esplin said broadcasting emergency sirens on TV and radio was never discussed in the lead-up
to Black Saturday.

And he was "not in a position" to say whether they could have been used to warn people, adding
that overusing the siren would desensitise people to its importance.

The commission was told Ferny Creek in the Dandenongs was the only town in Victoria with its
own fire brigade warning siren, installed after three people perished in the 1997 fires.

Wednesday's hearing also heard that 9,088 triple-zero calls were made on Black Saturday, and that
calls during high demand had in the past been diverted to untrained CFA volunteers.

The bushfire information line ran hot and was diverted to Centre1ink.
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Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland

Mrs. Helen Bogiatzis
Principal Research Officer

Dear Mrs. Bogiatzis

I had a computer break down after I spoke to you and have not had the time I would have
liked to complete a full version of my submission.

Because of that I have decided to include a copy of the correspondence I have been
having with both Bryan Cifuentes Area Director Cairns Peninsula and Assistant
Commissioner Steve Rothwell.

Please find enclosed
• Copy of the reply to my orginal request for information about the 'Incident

Reports'
• Cover letter and copy of the request for answers and information regarding the

management of the Rural Fire Service including the additional part Band C
• Copy of Rothwells first reply
• Copy of my second request
• Copy of Rothwells second reply
• Copy of my third request
• Copy of Rothwells third reply
• Copy of my forth request
• Copy of Rothwells forth reply
• Copy of my fifth request
• Copy of Rothwells fifth reply

These are not page numbered yet I have them in order.

Take note that these are my copyright and have been sent to several people as this is to
important to have this hidden behind government laws. They all have the right to add to
the document and distribute as they see fit.

Its bad enough that QFRS can cover up and act upon a serious breach of safety
procedures that could have resulted in a tragedy

Regards.. '/
ff/!cc47~~

Michael Fraser
Po Box 726
Cooktown QLD 4895



0740695767
18/3/2010
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Queensland
Government

Queensland Fire and
Rescue Service

Mr Bryan Cifuentes
Mobile: 0407 365 709
Our Ref: QFSlMarton

5th November, 2008

Dear Peter,

I refer to your letter dated 11th September, 2008 regarding further information request on the
impost of the fire incident reports on volunteer fire fighters.As mentioned in our discussion
on the 4th November I apologise for not replying to you sooner and I accept full
responsibility without excuse.

The incident form is not compulsory for volunteers to fill in however the organisation does
encourage it because basically should there be an insurance claim on property loss and
damage or someone get injured it is a first hand record of the response at the coalface. This
information then serves well in follow up to any such request. Whilst some of the information
requested may be not relevant to some locations of Queensland geographical areas, it is
appreciated if volunteers can input information that they perceive important and leave other
areas blank.
The form is a part of a national recording of incidents and the forms the volunteers have is a
very short version of the full report, the organisation has tried to minimise the impact on
volunteer's time on administration.

I thank you for your time on Tuesday as I gained a better insight of what is happening in
your local area and I can assure you our ~ocal area office small amount of staff are
supporting the local volunteers in the far north.
I have taken your other points we spoke about and will communicate them up the system
with your interests at heart.

Yours sincerel~ /'

/~Cf~
Bryan Cifuentes
Area Director
Cairns Peninsula

Cairns Peninsula Area
31 Grove Street
Cairns QId 4870

PO Box 1176 Cairns
Queensland 4870 Australia

Telephone: +617 40398240
Facsimile: +617 4039 8647
Website: www.ruralfire.qld.gov.au
Email: rfscnpen@emergency.qld.gov.au

Smoke alarms save lives ABN: 93035163778



Assistant Commissioner
Rural Fire Service Qld.

Please find enclosed a 13 page document that is my personal opinion about the way the
management of the RFS has conducted itself.

It is addressed to you as the face of the RFS

This document is my personal opinion and in no way reflects on the personal life of
anyone in the RFS

Please consider the proposals that I put to you and answer all question in your reply.

This has be written over several weeks as I have had time

Regards

/!~z2J~
Michael Fraser
MRFB
PO Box 726
Cooktown 4895
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Mr Steve Rothwell
Assistant Commissioner
Rural Operations.

Dear Sir
Recently I received a (VLDF) booklet from you and found it amusing that the only information I
have ever received from the RFS has been about a new training manual or a revised and updated
training manual. The other booklets concern Workplace Health and Safety.

Most people choose to live in remote areas for the lifestyle and a host of other reasons but it makes
me wonder whom is the more remote you or us.

You have completely lost touch with the very reason people live in remote areas or small towns and
communities and the value people place on rural life and sense ofbelonging to a small community
where if you do not know everyone you at least know of them.

As far as I'm concerned your page two foreword is simply a justification for expanding the work the
office staff under you have to do. It's called job creation and security, I'm guesting that you have
about 3000 people and rising employed within the management side of the RFS, all it seems,
employed on creating new and more elaborate glossy training manuals and enhanced training
courses.

I'm also guessing that the budget for this activity regarding the revision and redesigning of the
glossy training manuals and courses, then the printing, distribution and re-training of the trainers
would require a large percentage of the yearly budget for the RFS and this does not include the
wages and salaries of the staff. Correct me if] am wrong.

In December 08 the three RFB's in my area had a combined end of fire season BBQ supplied by
Bryan Cifuentes of the RFS Cairns and review about the just finished fire season. I asked one of the
QF&R trainers who came up from Cairns about the fact that all the training lectures involved fire
modelling were based on the south-east corner and did not relate to the fire type we encounter here.
His answer was that we couldn't do training models to suit individual areas and that the courses
were only to give a basic understanding of fire fighting. This is not true as we have all completed
basic training. The point here is that to understand fire and the way it bums takes a lot more
understanding then to simply throw fire model lectures at brigade members based on south east
corner situations. Not one of these lectures demonstrated how fires behaved or changed due to
different conditions. All the lectures contained were a set of obstacle's that we had to avoid or
defend to fight the fire, again based on some fairytale land that exist in the extreme south of the
state. Your training lectures are all based on a falsehood, they have to first show how fires bum in
the different climate zones then and only then will you be able to produce fire modelling, yet you
keep upgrading the training manuals all based on the south-east modelling.

Another trainer during a lecture several years ago stated when I challenged him about the fact that
the fire model he had been giving us had no relation to our area or vegetation He said you have to
adapt this to your area I ask you what's the point...everyone just walks away shaking their heads
and wondering who or what is in control of the RFS. There is a clear need for a full open
independent public inquiry into the running of the RFS.

Both these people are paid by you to perform this way under your direction and trained under your
order. They are indoctrinated dogma style and do not have or are allowed to have a freethinking
mind. The first was a young UNI geek and the latter an older experienced fire fighter.
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These are only two examples of where you are going wrong. Rural people are not stupid yet
everything coming out of your office seems to point in that direction. There is no mention of rural
people having local knowledge about the type ofvegetation; lay of the land, wind direction and the
way a fire burns in their local area. It proves that your mode of operation excludes the input of the
very people who are the rural fire service namely the 'volunteers'. No, the higWy paid seat warmers
within the RFS refuse to give any credence to the volunteers as to having any knowledge before
joining their local fire brigade and that they must be trained only to suit your way that is formulated
to suit the south-east comer and therefore must in the eye's ofthe people at your level be the same
wherever one lives within Queensland.

I am not disputing the fact that everyone needs basic training when joining their local brigade If
someone wants to go on and study for the courses which amount to some 30 hours in most cases
according to the glossy booklet you so kindly sent out to everyone then they should be paid the
same hourly rate as the ancillary staff with the urban brigades

Now before you start jumping up and down and spilling your coffee all over your desk and
computer calm down.

I can tell that you are very good at hiring UNI computer geek's to produce the tons of glossy
training manuals and booklets, just look at the spiral bound 100 odd page pocket book that to read
you start by going to a page then 30 pages over but on the reverse side etc.

I do believe that even that spiral bound pocket book has been revised and reprinted. For goodness
sake, how many hundreds ofhours did that take and how much did it cost

My you people in head office have made a nice little feather bedfor yourselves but it must stop now.

Inquiry calledfor.

There is a clear need to call for an independent inquiry into the running of the RFS, the type of
people that are being employed and the direction that management is taking the service. The inquiry
should have the power to get rid of the current management level and create a plan that will lead the
RFS into the future and not put all their energy and the resource's that should go to the brigade's
into producing glossy training manuals and young trainers who sound like parrots.

The inquiry should look into moving the headquarters and all staff including the commissioner,
assistants and all staff to a regional centre. The headquarters should be located on the edge of a
regional city located a minimum of say 300k from the Capital City, perhaps even Ipswich, wherever
it is decided to move to it must be a rural town surrounded by busWand. This will allow all paid
staff from the commissioner down to acquire a personal knowledge of living in rural areas and over
time all staffwill integrate into the rural lifestyle and because of this location staff will also gain a
personal and professional knowledge ofhow the bush reacts to the changing seasons and climate
conditions.

This knowledge cannot be gained by people who sit in a high rise office block in the capital city at
the southeast comer of such a vast state that spans several climate zones. City people think like city
people and always will as long as they live in the city. City people also think they know how to
regulate the way rural people fight fires across this vast state, this is evident when the city
management people assume the one size fits all mindset. This city mindset assumes the same
conditions that apply in the southeast comer are the same across the state, even in the tropics.
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That alone warrants the move of headquarters to a rural area and if the current staff, even the
commissioners, do not want to move then that creates a great opportunity to employ people who are
dedicated to the RFS and moving the mindset to a rural one instead of a city one.

This is a RURAL FIRE SERVICE not a city-based fire service and city people running a rural fIre
service just do not work.

If the current staff does not want to move out of the city then it presents the RFS a great opportunity
to re-structure with new people who are willing to work and live in the very environment they say
they are protecting. Without this move of headquarters to a rural setting the RFS will continue to be
the remote part of this service.

The second step the RFS needs to take once the headquarters has moved to a rural area is to divide
the state into climate zones. South east and western zone. Mid-eastern zone. North eastern zone
Peninsular and northwest area as an example.

A complete reorganisation of the divisional area offices.
Each divisional office would be required to research the vegetation types in the individual brigade's
areas within the zone. This research will include when the fire season starts in each area. Wind
strength and how fire bums in that region.

This will also allow the divisional staff to take an active part with the local brigades with public
education when the fire season starts and can assist by putting adverts in local papers stating when it
is safe to bum-off according to local conditions. The divisional staff will have to work closely with
the local brigades to make this work, as someone living in Cairns and only spends a couple ofdays
in the northern peninsular area each summer cannot predict nor gauge how the climate conditions
are day to day. The same as staff in Brisbane cannot use the climate in the south east comer as
being the standard to fIt all the state. Another reason to move the headquarters to a rural area and
out of the REMOTE south east comer.

The inquiry should also look into creating a board ofmanagement that would include two members
from each climate zone and two members ofmanagement. This board would set the agenda and
direction of the RFS. The two members from the climate zones are to be elected from amongst the
rural brigades.

Each climate zone would also have a management board elected from within the areas brigades
along with the current area directors giving the volunteers as much say as the directors into the
running of the brigades.

The rural situated headquarters could become a leading research and development centre for
developing new and best practice in fire fighting involving local knowledge within each climate
zone alone with new and innovative fire trucks suited to those different climate zones. Included in
this research will be map making and clothing improvements to name a few.

City people with city mindsets can never fully understand the bush. This move will be strongly
resisted by the current management but will have to be made. Bring up the points that they need to
be in the city to be close to all the services will not count as all those can be sourced in the towns,
what will have to be looked at is the psychological reasons why they do not want to move.

Below is a list of things that you have never put any effort into. First I will remind you that this
is not for you to run with and make out that all of a sudden that you have come up with a lot ofnew
ideas. It is quite obvious that you and the other management level types have not got a clue. This is
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to let you know that you have let the ball drop and it has roiled out ofyour reach. Just sip your
coffee and check the job adds for your next position

List of things that the management of the RFS does not think they need to do.

.. Enhance the research and development section. In the six years I have
been a member ofMRFB there has not been any improvement to the equipment supplied in
that time. It's very obvious this should be the most important section. Far more money and
time needs to be injected into R&D then producing glossy manuals. Another reason for you
and the rest ofthe management level to start lookingfor new jobs. Safety we all understand
yet without continual improvements to the trucks and equipment all the training in the world
will not save you.

.. Create a simple form for lodging equipment levy submissions to council for inclusion on the
brigade areas rates notice. At the moment it takes several hours to
complete the requirements ofthe local council. The only thing you offer in the way ofhelp
is a one/three year budget example. This is another area you have totally neglected believe
you have never looked at this. Glossy training booklets and training courses YES! Creating
catch phrases is your game such as 'Paramount Safety'

.. Formulate clear guidelines for council's to accept the submissions. Over the
last five years we (MRFB) have had several run-ins with Cook Shire Council over this levy.
They require a three-year budget that must not have any money left over. One year they
would not include the levy on the rates notice because we had $1700 left over from the year
before. They also withhold the levy money for reasons as yet not explained, the levy they
collected in March 08' has as yet (January) not been paid to us and we now are into 09'.
There is much more to this story then I have related here.

.. Equipment levy As we have to save at least $20,000 towards a replacement truck (I have
been told this might be changed in the future) what right has the local council got to refuse
to impose the levy on the rateable lots in our brigade zone because we had saved some
money from the year before. The levy is the only income to support the fire truck and shed
Up until recently we had 78 rateable lots, this has been raised since our area was expanded
but would still be under 100 even at 100 that would only raise $2500.
Do you have any idea how much it costs to run the truck What happens when the truck has
to have several tires replaced and a major service done, perhaps the Honda fire fighter
pump might have to be replaced At a guess I'd say you have no idea

.. Send a yearly request to every brigade asking for information as to what needs to be
improved on the fire truck. The same thing is happening in
this area as with the training methods based on the south east corner. What works down
south does not always work the same in the tropics. For a start I have asked the Cairns
regional office if they can supply a steel bull bar for our truck instead of the plastic thing
that you think is the best to equip the trucks with. Bryan Cifuentes ofCairns has come back
with some info that the new trucks are being fitted with alloy bars and he would see ifhe
could get us one. All this takes too long, we have had the truck for 6yrs and up until now
everyone has been to afraid to ask for the truck to be improved and with the direction that
you and the rest ofthe management level are taking the RFS I can see why butfrom now on
that is going to change. The trucks have far too much plastic on them for a start. The trucks
are fitted with a hand primer pump that even the UNI geek from Cairns admitted that the
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rubber in the pump deteriorates over the offseason. 1. Replace the plastic bull bar with a
steel one 2. Remove all the plastic from the outside ofthe trucks 3. Move the drippers andfit
a Honda transfer pump to use when filling the tank. 4. Develop a fitting that is part of the
foot valve to float it above the mud 5. Develop a way ofcharging the battery for the Honda
fire fighter pump what's the point ofsupplying a 24 volt truck with a 12volt battery for the
pump and have it go flat all the time. A battery can only be charged so many times.

The latest trucks are the same as the one we received 6 years ago so how can you claim that they are
"state of the art". They are supplied with a Honda :fIfe fighter pump rigged to be used as a transfer
pump as well. This is simply a cost saving exercise and has nothing to do with suppling the
volunteers with the best options.

The time difference to refill the fire truck tank using the current setup compared to using a separate
transfer pump fitted to the truck would be astounding. The reason you are not putting the best gear
on the trucks is that you need more money to run your high-end office.

Another new scheme you have come up with is to leave the trucks painted white. This is claimed by
your office will save head office $3,000 per truck. This is not being done for "paramount safety"
reasons but so you have more money to run the office.

Another item is the water container mounted on the right hand side just behind the driver. I believe
this is placed there for drinking water. Even a school kid knows not to leave a container of drinking
water out in the sun. One of the main problems of fire fighting is dehydration and this is all your
mob can come up with. A container of hot water. Well done! There is not much more to say on this
except it shows that the RFS does not respect the volunteers.

This is a clear example of the neglect you and the manage level have excelled in. You should all
hang your heads down in shame.

If R&D were doing what they should be doing I would not have anything on this list. The most
dangerous safety item of all is the helmet, goggles and facemask. Not one of these items has been
improved in the last 6 years. I defy you to wear them for an hour in a fire on a hot day and see if
you can keep them on your head. Try wearing them in your plush office for an hour with the two
elastic straps for the face mask over your head then the single strap for the red eye goggles then put
the helmet on over all that. The goggles get in the way of the mask the helmet pushes down on the
goggles and it all becomes a hassle to wear.

You take it on yourselves to claim that safety training is PARAMOUNT yet in all these years you
have neglected this vital area. If the fIfe fighter is under stress because of the inadequate safety
apparel then how can any training help wear the headgear yourself before you even comment on
this subject. Ifyou respond to me about the headgear without wearing the gear for an hour then you
will have crossed the line of trust and honesty.

• Fire breaks Develop clear specifications and guidelines for councils
and other agencies when grading fire breaks. esc scrapes the overburden from the centre
ofthe break to the outside ofthe break. This creates a high mound ofdirt and grass up to a
meter high on each side ofthe break. Where this happens on the wind side the fire racing to
the mound with the now dry grass in it will and does allow the fire to jump the firebreak.
The guidelines should also instruct the grader operator to avoid going too deep and
creating deep erosion ruts
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.. Fire breaks Develop easy access to funding for council so they can get
the fire breaks done at the right time ofthe year. Atthe moment Cook Shire Council will not
clear the existing or create new fire breaks unless they can find funding. By the time this
comes through the grass has grown to full height and in fact takes them longer to clear the
breaks then if they had started when first asked. Council is never very quick to act when
asked. This also has the added hazard ofbuilding up the overburden along the sides ofthe
cleared break with the potential to allow the fire to jump the break.

Safety as always is the priority yet again you have neglected the far more important area of
prevention. The more pre-season hazard reduction and preventative work done the less danger
during the fIre season.

.. Climate and Vegetation this area is a complete missing section
within your direction of operational criteria. It has a big bearing on the way fIre burns.
Sending young UNI people out to train rural area volunteers with fIre models based on the
south east comer amounts to arrogance beyond belief. Once the RFS has been moved to a
regional area this is one more thing to add to the list of new things to do. With the state
divided into climate zones the area divisions should then be engaged in studying the
different vegetation and climates within their zones.

Example 1, do trees in the tropics have the same amount of oil in their leaves. 2 does fIre runs
across the top of trees or along the ground. When is the fIre season in the far north? What
signifIcant thing occurs to the vegetation during the summer? These questions make all the
difference when each rural brigade approaches a fire. I can also see a whole new area of research
and hundreds of questions relating to this study.

WHY ARE YOU NOT DOING ANY OF THIS AND CHANGING THE FOCUS OF THE RFS
FROM ONE OF 'WE KNOW WHAT IS BEST FOR YOU' TO ONE OF 'WE SUPPORT YOU'.

This will then help divisional staff understand the conditions the local brigades deal with during
their fIre season and can then help with any modifications the brigades need to their equipment

What will happen out of this will be that the so-called trainers will come to learn from the local
brigades on how to fIght the fire in that particular area instead of coming to them and dictating how
it is done in the south-east comer and that is the only way every regional brigade should fight a fIre.

The neglect ofresearch into fIre behaviour in the different climate zones within Qld is astounding to
say the least.

.. Pre-season hazard reduction At this time we get no help from you
regarding informing the residents in our area ofwhat to do to fire proof their properties.
Again our fire season is different to the south east corner yet there is never any glossy
material from you that can be issued to the residents? Just glossy training manuals

.. Social change of rural lifestyle blocks. Over the last few years the makeup of
the population ofthe bush has changed with the growth ofthe sea/tree change era. This has
resulted with an influx ofcity people moving to lifestyle small acreage blocks. Most ofthese
people clear only a house site with the bush coming right up to the building. The only
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experience offire for most of them has been the news on TV; they have no idea about
creatingfire breaks around their houses or around the boundary oftheir blocks.

This lack of knowledge of fire prevention is not limited to new arrivals, as most of the long-term
locals will not fire proof there own blocks. This has the affect of impacting on the rural brigades
ability to put fires out quickly because of the lack of fire breaks resulting in the firefighters having
to back burn around each building and have the fire burn back to itself rather then fight the actual
fire.

• New members There is a complete lack of support from you when it comes
to encouraging new members to join their local rural fire brigade. Why is it so hard to
recruit new members

• Maps Perhaps you think that the maps you send out are 'state ofthe art'.
Wrong! School kids could produce a far better result. In fact there is more detail in the
local tourist map then on the one you supply. The map should clearly show all rural
property boundaries, dams, fire breaks, lanes, roads, houses etc. The roads should not be
just a red line.

Come on, lift your game, and use your time in this position to really improve the structure ofthe
RFS. Don't waste this chance.

• Hand held Radio this is another area where not one second of thought has been
given. They should all be supplied as a hands free unit as it is almost impossible to use them
under fire conditions when wearing gloves and trying to press the talk button. The radio has
to be put in a pocket with the flap closed to prevent it from falling out. This all takes time
when calling for help or backup.

• Community From the glossy booklets and other contact 1 have
had with paid employee's ofthe RFS it is totally clear that you and the rest ofthe staffdo not
have any idea about rural living. Nor do 1 think that you have ever done a study into the way
oflife we live. It is also clear that you think that one-size fits all that whatever works in the
southeast corner will also work the same way in the tropics. A study like this will help define
the way you go about dealing with rural people.
Without knowing the rural way of life how do you ever expect to be able to work with us?
This is obvious when the only thing you do well is spend millions designing printing and
distributing glossy training books and manuals all based on the south east corner then when
that's done revise the glossy booklets and reprint them again and again. How many millions
has been waisted doing this.

Mr Steve Rothwell, the first sentence ofyour foreword states
"Fire fighting is a hazardous job and there are many risks involved in protecting your
community against fire. Safety for the nearly 40,000 Rural Fire Service Volunteers, who are
the front line between fire andfamilies across Queensland, is paramount. "

Well 'Steve' you have got that wrong, we are not doing this to protect our communities from fire.
We are doing it to save our homes and property from fire. That is after the fire has started, not
before the fire has started which is what we have trained for.
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Safety is Paramount

The millions you have spent researching, designing and printing the glossy booklets, training
manuals and other aids to help with the training courses that you claim are aimed at new volunteers
has completely missed the point... how many new members do you hope to attract to the local
brigades. I've stated before we have in the last twelve months had only one new person join. This
person is a full time employed worker, work out yourselfwhat that means, ifyou can that is.

You state in the sentence above that there are nearly 40,000 volunteers I ask you this question....
How many new volunteers do you expect to attract in the nearfuture to justifY the millions spent on
this new training regime? With that many volunteers what is the ratio ofeligible rural people
available. Do you expects to have everyone join to make this training work.

The only way I can see you doing it is to attract young people who do not even have any life
expenence.

The last part of your sentence states that the volunteers are the front line between families and fIre,
so you think that is the paramount point that is the catalyst to spending lhe millions on this new
training regime.

Paramount Safety

If you think that training is the only safety measure then God help all us volunteers. It looks like the
leadership of the RFS abandons the volunteers once they receive their trucks and safety gear, after
that if any thing needs to be changed or remodelled they need to do it themselves. Even to the fIre
model training lectures that are based on the southeast comer where we are told to adjust it to suit
your own area because the leadership of the RFS cannot produce several different models to suit the
different climates of the state nor allow the lecturers to have the right to individualise the module to
suit a regional area.

To many glossy training booklets and manuals to produce. Then you have to retrain the trainers.
Well done

There is also page two with the introduction....
"QFRS rural operations has embarked on a series ofreforms over recent years. H

Another reason for the inquiry to be called.

For such an important decision there has never been any contact with the rural brigades. This is
another example of how the city dwelling city minded current management have totally dismissed
and negated any involvement and input from the rural volunteers who make-up the fIre fighting
workforce

Such important changes to the operational running of the RFS should be explained beforehand to
the rural brigades and allow them to vote if the changes are acceptable. The current way the changes
have taken place are only suitable to enhancing the continuing job security of the current
management and has nothing to do with supporting the rural fire brigades.

This is another reason why the headquarters of the RFS need to move to a rural area immediately.
The fact that the management has not decided to include the members of the brigades creates a 'US
AND THEM' situation where the paperboys who live in the city claim to have superior knowledge
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of rural fire fighting and that the volunteers do not have the right to know or have a say into the
running of the RFS.

Another reason for a public inquiry.

The rural brigade members have a unique and invaluable knowledge of the bush in their local area
and it seems that the current management does not want to include this knowledge or have them
involved in the decision making.

It seems that you do not think that being prepared is necessary

You have put all your eggs into one basket and to justify this and keep your (and the others
involved in the planning of the policy) position within the RFS and hold on to the big salaries, you
have pushed everything else to the back or could it be that you have not considered anything else.

When a new owner of a rural property takes possession they are not given any information as to
how to prepare for fire from councilor the RFS

We get all the glossy booklets about training but there is not one thing from you to hand out to
landowners about the responsibility that have to be fire prepared.

Most landowners get a permit to burn off when they feel like it, usually at the end of the low temp
period or during the high temp danger period. There is not a scheduled notifiable low-temp burn-off
period available to the landowner. No guidelines are available through local council offices or from
local rural brigades or wardens. We generally do not find out about a burn-offuntil they have got
out of controL

The recent fires in SA (around 12Th Jan 09) where it has been stated by the Rural Fire fighters that
the reason that they lost several tuna sheds was because there has never been any vegetation
clearing between the sheds and the bush.

During our own major fire in November 08 where we do not have many cleared fire breaks, one
owner, as the fire raced across his land towards his house quickly scraped a fire break across the fire
front which stopped the fire and allowed the fire fighters to save the house.

I have been campaigning in my brigade that all landowners should clear a firebreak around their
fence lines but it falls on deaf ears.

Being prepared and clearing fire breaks not only contains fires but allows the local RFB to drive
around the boundaries and restrict the fire from crossing and aid with back burning.

Areas that you have totally neglected

Safety has to encompass everything from the
Pre-season hazard reduction burns.

Creation ofnew and clearing of existing fire breaks by counciL
Remind residents that permits are required for all fires at the right time in each area
Advertise the correct time to light hazard reduction burns
Advertise the high fire danger time in local areas
Remind owner-occupiers that it is there responsibility to maintain a firebreak around their homes
and boundaries.
Continually improve the design and equipment on the fire trucks
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When requested by individual brigades, modify fire trucks to suit local conditions
Continually improve the safety apparel supplied to rural fire fighters
Local Radio coverage CBIUHF
Equipment levy lodgement with council
Clear guidelines for building fire breaks
Information for new owners regarding fire protection
Explain why the equipment levy is on the rate notice. It is not a fee for service
Enhance the R&D section

Other areas where we are left totally in the dark is what lawful rights we have when entering private
land when a fire is burning. I will not go into this, as there is too many areas that you do not cover
and do not send out to the brigades in the form of glossy booklets. No money left to do it?

Good ideas and good management are hard to fmd. The people in the field offices are not
responsible; they only work from directions that come from head office.

Regards

/f1~J~
Michael Fraser
Marton Rural Fire Brigade
POBox 726
Cooktown QLD 4895

PS. since completing this doc these last items need adding
Our local council has sent out the rates notices for the first six months of 09' and have included a
one page letter titled "Fire in Cook Shire". This was inserted by Bryan Cifuentes because of our
(the volunteers in this area) concerns that the rural residents do not have or receive any information
about making their properties fire safe. Unfortunately it is not what is needed. It has it uses at the
same by having a list of all the shire fire wardens and a small story about the rural fire volunteers.

I went into the local shire council office in Cooktown to look for information that relates to fire and
there is none. Nothingfrom the RFS or council. Any tree changes new to the rural lifestyle have no
easy access to information about fire.

Again I state that the leadership of the RFS is totally negligent in putting all the millions of dollars
into training booklets only.

~

Prevention and preparation before a fire is very effective in preventing loss ofhouse and sheds yet
you do not consider this important.

Good example of this is the fires in Vic where the power lines were in danger and the CFS were
madly bulldozing firebreaks. Clean firebreaks can and do stop a fire yet these are done at the time a
fire is roaring toward infrastructure. It seems to be too much trouble to be prepared and have fire
breaks built and maintained.

I really think the only way to sort this out is to call for an independent public inquiry into the
management, direction and future of the Rural Fire Service.

The original question I asked for information about still has not been answered. In September I
requested a copy of the information gained from the incident form including new modelling,
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statistics and analysis complied from the reports. I have been told that you do not have a report
completed yet. WHY NOT?

How long do I have to wait till your office people get around to this? How long do the rural
residents have to wait until the RFS becomes a fully operational multi-function operation that is
focused on the rural fire brigades and not on enlarging the importance of the head office staff. You
are there to supply the latest and most advanced equipment and support the volunteers in the
different climate zones in this vast state.

The RFS management should be the link between the local rural brigades and the government who
supply the funds and not some city based out oftouch organisation seeking power and social status.

A full employment tree should be included in your reply showing position of each employee from
the commissioner down. The list should show what if any experience the staffhas as active fire
fighters. Do you advertise the positions within the rural brigades or just in the city?

Finally in conclusion. This report on the running of the RFS could run to more then a hundred pages
if I went to the trouble of fleshing out each section,- yet I think as it stands anyone with half a brain
can see that the RFS is a troubled organisation.

The staff at the regional offices are restrained by polices put in place by headquarters and have very
little knowledge of what is really happening at the brigade level and can only offer as a way of help
the training courses supplied be headquarters, which have if the truth be known been taken from
some obscure USA program.

This also applies to headquarters as without information about local knowledge, design faults in the
trucks and equipment, problems with lodging equipment levy s with councils, councils not handing
over the funds collected and all the items I have already mentioned in this report the management
just goes on its merry way producing training manuals, creating power levels within local volunteer
/community brigade members. Without listening and responding to the very people who are the
active part of the RFS and not simply thinking of them as volunteers the RFS will never improve.
The management being without experience and cities based are so remote from the real
practicalities of fire fighting they actually put the volunteer fire fighters at extreme risk.

This is clearly evident in the latest edition of the R F Bulletin (March 09) in which is featured a
story under safety matters titled sharing the learning. Great words, "sharing the learning". Let's look
at this story as it embodies all that is wrong with the direction management is taking the RFS. The
story states under contributing factors three points... l. Type offuel.. .. 2.no recent fire activity.... 3.
Inexperienced crew...followed with RFS recommended risk measures.... I.update training...2. De
brief brigade about risk...followed with ... this should be taken as a near miss and the RFS will
publish more lessons learnt from near miss incidents. This story is finished with the following...

"REMEMBER - A NEAR MISS IS A GOLDEN OPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS RISKS BEFORE
THEY RESULT IN AN INJURY."

I ask you this, does this apply to the person who, when using a hammer to hit a nail and just misses
his fmger or to the person who almost has a car crash or almost gets hit by lighting or almost gets
mugged, on and on and so forth.

Yet all you can come up with is more training to prevent even the near miss. Prohibition did not
work, drug laws do not stop their use, all the road rules do not stop people dying on the roads, no
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legislation yet has stopped people from killing others. My point here is that all the extra training in
the world will not eliminate risk or the near miss

The glaring point about this story in the bulletin fully places the blame on the brigade and the
volunteers; it also mentions the damage to the truck from heat and flames to the plastic on the truck.
I wonder if the management of the RFS at all levels will ever except responsibility for the
equipment supplied and lack of continuing research and development to improve said equipment.
There is no mention about the fire situation around the truck nor wind conditions.

I have mentioned about the amount ofplastic on the trucks already in this report and when this is
mentioned to regional office staff they reverse the blame by saying, "you must be to close". I will
repeat the management of the RFS, by suppling trucks with so much outside plastic is putting the
truck and volunteers in extreme danger.

The management by not developing a system ofplumbing the truck with piping to fit mist sprays on
the front, sides and back that are controlled with switches in the cab by the driver. This could also
be extended to fit a swing out gun setup that the driver could use when there is only two crew
available at the time of a call out.

There is a continual never ending response from the RFS that continually upgrading training and
not looking at other safety developments is always going to place the volunteers in danger and will
result in the deaths of the already well trained volunteers.

You should all bow your heads in shame at this direction you have taken the RFS. Safety is not just
the volunteer's responsibility, it is yours to research and develop the best most up to date equipment
in the world.

I have been informed that Cook Shire Council has finally handed over the levy funds they collected
in March 08' almost one year after it was collected. As mentioned earlier in this report what right
has the council to withhold this money. Again I ask where is the management on this problem, I
don't think you have any idea that this is happening because all your focus is on producing training
programs. SHAME ON YOU.

MRFB has around 80 rateable blocks and as such we bring in around $2000, the running cost of the
truck last year was around $1500 what is left is not much of a backstop if something major happens
to the truck. I have also mentioned this elsewhere in this report. In all your glossy booklets there is
nothing mentioned about the running costs. Another area where the management has lost the ball.
To use a 'wet stuff on the red stuff you can not see the' fire for the training stuff'

In the bulletin the far nth region update mentions that they welcome new RFBAQ district rep's
namely John Thomson. I would like to know who nominated him and who voted for him. I ask this
in response to a question I have asked of the regional office to have the plastic bull bar on the truck
replaced with a steel one...when I asked him about getting the steel bull bar his answer was..."weld
it yourselves it cost me only $50 to make one for my Toyota" this was from your new rep, it's ajoke
that someone so irresponsible can hold such a position.

Another question.... Regarding the running ofthe local brigade.... The secretary, treasurer and 1St
officer claim that they are the whole committee and as such (they get this from a manual of yours)
they can have secret private meetings without the knowledge of the other members. This is an
absurd situation as we only have about 10 active members. This creates a clique, as they do not
involve the other members. All mail is kept from the rest of us, the only reason I received the latest
March 09 bulletin is I have requested information to be sent to me as well as not one of the previous
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bulletins nor anything from the RFS has been shared with the rest of us. What you have in the
manual regarding needs to be totally revised as small brigades need separate guidelines as to the
make up of the committee. To stop a clique developing the committee must be made of those three
plus ofother brigade members to make a quorum of at least 5 or 7, this will stop a power group
developing and everyone will know what is going on. They should not be allowed to meet and
make decisions that will affect the rest without allowing everyone to respond. Even local shire
councillors have legislation stating that once they receive the agenda for the upcoming meeting they
are not allowed to have informal pre-meetings to discuss the items on the agenda and so it should be
for a rural brigade. We are a community-based group and there should not be a separate power
group controlling it.

The point here is that the secretary, treasurer or first officer might not be the best person to do the
negotiating with outside contacts

When the AGM is held the treasurer gives a verbal account of the fmancial report and has never had
a printed version to hand out. This should be made mandatory that a copy of the financial report be
given out to those present. It should include money incoming from all sources including donations.
The donations should state the donor and the amount. The expenses should state the cheque
number, date, amount and the reason (tyres, fuel, labour, etc) this will stop the misuse of brigade
funds and allow members to be aware of the financial position.

I again refer to your 'VLDF' booklet where you state that the volunteers are the front line against
fire. This is simply not true...They are the last line of defence against fire.

To base your safety/training program, in fact the whole direction ofthe RFS on this premise is
placing the fireman along with rural residents and infrastructure in danger every time there is a fire.

We, the volunteer fire fighters are the last line of defence, as we do not have anything to do with a
fire until we are called out to fight the fire.

The VIC government has now placed further costs on homebuilders by adopting strict building
codes within different fire zones. This again is adopting the last line of defence as the first line as
you have.

The houses that were saved by fire preventive measures in the recent VIC fires by individual
owners at times incurring heavy fines from local councils, is small in number and shows that
preventive measures work. It does not matter what the house is built out of for that matter. One
house saved because of fire preparative measures was built out of timber logs.

These fire preparation measures are the true 'first line of defence' and should be done first before
placing the burden on the rural residents. Clearing around the house, installing sprinklers on roofs
and around the house yards also should be considered as well. Council clearing and maintaining
rural firebreaks and tracks is a start.

The biggest hinder to implementing these fue preparation/prevention measures includes green
groups, local, state and federal government policy and city based Rural Fire Service management.

Prevention has to replace defence as the first line of defence.

As you (as the RFS) have placed yourselves above the rural residents and adopted the last line of
defence as the first line, it is no wonder that you have had to push training/safety as paramount
without first looking at prevention have left you with no where to move. I've mentioned before there
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is no infonnation put out by you to residents about preventative action that can and should be
undertaken by rurallandlhouse owners and local councils.

A move to the bush of the head office with new research facilities would bring about a complete
restructure of the RFS and the study of fire could become a world leading initiative.

You also state on the second page about restructuring over several years. This has been done
without consulting with the rural brigade volunteers. A clear indication of empire building rather
then becoming closer to the rural brigades and including them in the decision making as to what the
RFS should become. Again you have placed yourselves above the rural people including the use of
the local knowledge they gain from living in their local area for years, something you seem to think
has no bearing on fire fighting or fire prevention.

The above is my personal opinion and in no way reflects on the personal life of anyone mentioned
nor is the above work supported by any member of the volunteer fire brigade I am a member of. It
is totally my own work and an independent personal assessment of the Rural Fire Service.

Regards

/fIdJ~~
Michael Fraser
PO Box 726
Cooktown QLD 4895
0740695767
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PARTB

You made this statement below in your first reply to me, in my second request I asked for answers
to several questions relating to this 'needs ofthe community' statement. This part 'B' is to further
make that request clear.

• "Constantly seeking to improve and change to meet 'the needs ofthe community'.

Does not my request for answers come under this very thing 'needs of the community'

Questions about 'the needs of the community'
• What modelling and criteria do you use to 'meet the needs of the community'?
• Where do you get the information?
• Was the community invited to comment?
• Were the volunteers invited to comment?
• If not why were the volunteers omitted from contributing?
• Was it only an in house determination?
• Provide all information you used to determinate 'the needs of the community'?

VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU SUPPLY ALL RESEARCH INTO 'THE NEEDS OF THE
COMMUNITY'

• Audit Office Recommendations.
Questions about the recommendations contained in the report

• Supply current recommendations being implemented
• Supply what further recommendations and the time frame for their implementations

• Your Personal information.

• What military experience you have
• How long have you been Assistant Commissioner rural operations
• What is 'AFSM'
• What if any is your wildfire fighting experience
• What training have you completed?
• Which rural brigade are you a current active member of?
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Parte

In your third reply where you again refuse to answer any of the issues I have raised you have listed
some Rural Operations 2009/2010' budget spending. A result ofthat brief budget statement is that I
now require a full copy ofyour Rural Operations budget for 2009/2010.

Include all money allocated to reduction burns and the actual money spent on reduction burns. Also
include the amount allocated to the far north this year compared to 08'. In fact include the number
ofpre-season bums completed across the state during 09'compared to 08' and the budget allocated
for each year and the actual money spent.

The above questions are a direct result of a news interview given by the Qld Minister for
Emergency Services when asked about the lack of hazard reduction early season burns. He stated
that he couldn't override the QFRS, as they are the FIRE EXPERTS.

The news interview was held in response to several communities raising questions about the lack of
pre-season burns. Two major questions arise from this

1. How many pre-season burns were completed and how much money was used. The questions I
have asked about the budget should cover this except a full explanation of the reasons the
amount ofpre-season burns was reduced will also be required.

2. A full explanation of the "Fire Experts" term used by the minister. By this I require the meaning
of the statement. In my opinion an expert is someone who not only has an education but also has
a vast amount ofpersonal actual experience in his or her field ofendeavour. Becoming an
expert goes beyond simply working in the headquarters of the QFRS, calling it Rural Operations
and claiming that you are THE experts and THE authority. Paper trained office staff are just
that, they have no actual experience to base decisions on. They can only decide how much
money to allocate.

3. The above question are very important and must be answered.

Due to the assist commissioner's insistence of controlling inter-action between rural operations and
rural fire service volunteers the plan I have put forward to move the headquarters to a rural setting
needs some fine-tuning.

I now believe, due to the population growth and development within the area covering the south
east/west zones that both those areas need to be separated from the rural sector and placed within
the urban QFRS service and create a combined urban/rural operation. The current city based Rural
Operations to be combined with the south east/west urban units. As all training models are designed
around the fire fighting methods of that area along with the volunteers and headquarters staff all
living/working in and around the major populated areas there would be very little reshuffling of the
management level required.

The city minded city living non-rural staff in control of the rural operations headquarters in
Brisbane would not be disrupted by moving to a new rural headquarters. The army style 'chain of
command' currently being introduced by the assist commissioner would fit easily into a combined
urban/rural fire brigade design.

Of course a new logo and name would have to be designed for this combined service with reference
to the rural fire service dropped.
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This will allow the Rural Fire Service to separate and become a true Rural based service separate
from city based operations with new headquarters situated on the outskirts of a centrally located
town/city away from the south east comer and the remote capital city.

The new RFS would acquire enough land on the edge of the town selected to build the new RFS
headquarters. The new RFS headquarters would then be truly rural with all staff living and working
in the country away from the city. They would have a better understanding of rural life and
conditions. In fact most of the staff could/would have actual rural fire fighting experience. This
will give the administration a better understanding of the needs of the rural brigades and also be
more aware of the rural lifestyle. All the previous mentioned changes I have cited earlier in this
document would then be able be put in place.

The Rural Fire Service would be run by a separate body and not controlled by the new city based
South east/west comer operation.

Recently a research program has begun to look into dehydration of volunteers during a bushfire.
Take note that I have a section on the drinking water situation on fIre trucks supplied by you within
the original questions. It is good to see that some other people are starting to think and ask
questions. It's all about asking questions, research and then making improvements.

This is your chance to do just that.
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The following is a copy ofAssistant Comrt'issioner Rothwell's
First reply

He states that the organization is constantly seeking to improve and change to meet 'the needs ofthe
community

I have asked for more information on that statement, so far I have not received any.

The information days stated....which I did indeed attend...did not cover 'needs ofthe community'

After receiving my first request for information Rothwell copied and sent a copy to the Cairns office and
the staffthere all read the copy.

The meeting in December 2008 was our end of season BBQ attended by Bryan Cifuentes where we did
have a group discussion about that years fire season. Contrary to Rothwell's ideas this is not the appropriate
forums to views as they get out of hand and everyone is trying to talk over the top of each other.

There needs to be a clear channel to the Assistant Commissioner to discuss concerns.



Queensland
Government

Queensland Fire and
Rescue Service

Our Ref: 09/04080

16 April 2009

Mr Michael Fraser
PO Box 726
COOKTOWN OLD 4895

Dear Mr Fraser

Thank you for your letter received on 18 March 2009 regarding various Rural Fire Service
matters.

Your personal observations and comments contained in your letter are noted.

The Rural Fire Service like many organisations is constantly seeking to improve and change
to meet the needs of the community. To assist our volunteers with change in the
organisation, a series of information days were held across the region and I am aware that
you attended a rural fire brigade information day at Cooktown on 4 April 2009. Meetings
such as this and the one you attended in December 2008 are the appropriate forums to
raise your views and have open discussions about matters pertaining to the Rural Fire
Service.

I trust that the information day has assisted you with many of your issues, and should you
have further concerns please raise these though the appropriate chain of command. In the
first instance,you should approach)'our-First Officer,and if he is unable to answer your-~~-
questions, then Inspector Bryan Cifuentes, Area Director, Cairns, on telephone number
4039 8243 will be able to answer any further queries.

Yours sincerely

~--
Steve Rothwell AFSM

Assistant Commissioner
Rural Operations

Em ergency Services Com plex
Cnr Ked ron Park Road and Park Road
Kedron Queensland

GPO Box 1425 Brisbane
Queensland 4001 Australia

Telephone +61 7 32478130
Facsimile +61 7 3247 8123
Website www.ruralfire.qld.gov.au

ABN 93 035 163 778

Smoke alarms save lives



Copy of my second request for answers to my questions



Mr Steve Rothwell
Assistant Commissioner Rural Operations

MrRothwell

Received your short reply to my request for information and answer's to my many concerns about
the management, direction and future of the RFS.

In your short note your contempt clearly comes across...HOW DARE A LOWLY RURAL FIRE
BRIGADE VOLUNTEER QUESTION THE HEAD OF THE RURAL FIRE SERVICE...as far as I
remember the Bjelke-Petersen era is long over.

You state that the RFS like many organisations is constantly seeking to improve and change to meet
the needs ofthe community.

That very statement clearly shows that you are out of touch and are only seeking to secure the long
term security of your position. The needs ofthe community.... .ifyou do not include the
community in that process how can you meet the needs of the community. You go on to state that
you have organised a series of information days to inform rural fire brigades about the changes you
have made to the RFS. At no stage have you ever requested submissions from the volunteers or
public when formulating these changes nor have you ever put any of the changes you want to
make to the volunteers to vote them in or out. The changes you make are made in secret and have
excluded any input by the very people who are the real RFS, the volunteers who fight the fires.

This has added an additional question you need to answer along with your answers to the full
submission included What modeling and critera do you use to 'meet the needs ofthe community'
? where do you get the information? Was the community invited to comment? Was it an in house
determination? Provide all information you used to determinate 'the needs ofthe community' ?

Regarding appropriate forums First Officers are just that, they do not have the right to make
statements on your behalf nor do they know anymore about what goes on within the management of
the RFS then the rest of the volunteers. The concerns that I have raised in the submission I am re
posting to you are affecting the RFB's and have been raised at every meeting that I have attended
both formal and informal and not just by me. Everyone (the volunteers) at these meetings have
many points of concern that they bring up. The Cairns area director is well aware of the concerns
and I have had many meetings and discussions with him.

The Cairns Area Office can only respond with answers that conform with edits from your office and
again cannot speak on your behalf. All we do is go over and around the same problems and get no
where and I want that changed. Put it down to your "the needs of the community" statement.

I have simply noted the concerns ofothers and added my own to this submission that you have read
and chose not to respond to. It will do you good to answer all the concerns I have put to you
including the proposal to move the headquarters to a rural situation. Many of the questions concern
published statements you have made and no one other then you can answer questions about those
statements. If you are prepared to make statements then you should be prepared to answer questions
about those statements.

I love the secondary and underlying tone that you have implied in your short note, unfortunately
schoolboy bullying will not work with me. Never has and never will. .



There is over 7700 words in my submission I expect that you will have to use ten times that many
to fully answer all the concerns I have put to you. It took you one month to reply the fIrst time so I
give you the same time to complete this second chance. Very few people get a second chance to fIx
a mistake they have made.

You are the only appropriate forum to put questions regarding the management of the RFS.

Questions not answered will be resubmitted to you until they are !

Regards

d/cJ~
Michael Fraser
Volunteer FirefIghter.
POBox 726
Cooktown QLD 4895



Copy of Assistant Commissioners second reply

Note here that he states that to supply the answers and information I have requested
would 'unreasonably divert Rural Operations resources from their use in the performance
ofkey functions.

I gather from this that Rothwell is unable to answer questions and has to ask his office
staff to do this.

I wonder what Rothwell does do while in his office.



-----._------- -._- -_ .._-------_ .._--

Queensland
Government

Queensland Fire and
Rescue Service

Our Ref: 09/05873

20 May 2009

Mr Michael Fraser
PO Box 726
COOKTOWN QLD 4895

Dear Mr Fraser

Thank you for your further letter received on 6 May 2009 regarding various Rural Fire
Service matters.

---- - In-youF-letter, you request that ~-provide a lengthyresponse-to--all-oftheissues-that you have
raised in relation to your personal beliefs as to how the Rural Fire Service should be
operating and managed. I am unable to provide you with individual responses to each of
the issues raised in your correspondence, given that thiswould substantially and
unreasonably divert Rural Operations resources from their use in the performance of key
functions.

Your personal opinions are noted and while I appreciate your efforts in writing to me, as
previously advised in my letter dated 16 April 2009, Inspector Bryan Cifuentes is able to
discuss your queries and concerns with you at the local level and he is in a position to
respond on my behalf. If Inspector Cifuentes is not able to provide you with an immediate
response to a certain matter, then providing it is reasonable and time constraints permit, he
will make further queries and ensure that a response is provided to you as soon as
practicable.

In relation to your suggestion for an independent inquiry into the running of the Rural Fire
Service, I am able to inform you that last year, the Queensland Audit Office undertook a
performance management systems audit of the systems and frameworks that support the
Rural Fire Service. The primary objective of the audit was to determine whether suitable
systems are operating to ensure the efficient and effective management of rural fires,
including whether rural fire brigades are adequately resourced. The Audit Report, which
made various recommendations, was tabled in the House on 15 May 2008.
Recommendations contained in the Audit Report are currently being progressed by Rural
Operations.
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- -- ------------------------'-- ---------

If you have any further queries, please contact Inspector Bryan Cifuentes, Area Director,
Cairns, Rural Operations on telephone number 4039 8243.

Yours sincerely

Steve Rothwell AFSM

Assistant Commissioner
Rural Operations



Copy of my third request
For answers and information

Regarding the management of the Rural Fire Service
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ATTENTION MR ROTHWELL
Third Request for infonnation

Dear Mr Rothwell AFSM

Another wonderful day in paradise and the recent rain has pushed the beginning of the fire season
back a bit longer, so alls well and good in Cape York.

Yes I have requested a full and lengthy response to the issues I have put to you. I have considered
your short reply and find it wanting. These issues I have put to you are very real and can only be
answered at senior management level. Your continual shifting of responsibility onto lower level
staff and the way you put it, have him veto and waylay any serious questions at that level and not
bother you with them has some serious implications.

You go on about Reasonable requests and time constraints at district level. Lets have a time and
motion study started immediately on not only district level staff but also head office as well. I have
read the QAO report and note that they did not do one.

The report is very damming on the operation of the management of the RFS and the lack of
interaction between volunteers and head office. I am offering you the chance to rectify that and as
mentioned above all the issues I have put to you can only be answered at senior level.

I have worked for many high profile companies and have never had the Managing Director delegate
questions about policy to a lower lever employee. I have worked for many multi-millionaires and
have found everyone of them willing to sit down and discuss every issue I have put to them, some
ofwhich saved them money.

Yet here we are, the Assistant Director of the Rural Fire Service putting up smoke screens to divert
and waylay serious questions insisting we the volunteers use a so-called 'Chain of Command'. This
indicates that you have had a recent military career and are trying to impart a similar level of army
discipline upon the volunteers of the rural brigades.

You also state that you cannot provide answers to the issues I have put to you as this would also
substantially and unreasonably divert rural operations resources from use in the perfonnance of key
functions. Again a time and motion study is warranted here.

What gives here, are you just a figure head receiving lOOk plus along with perks and cannot answer
anything yourself, you again say that head office staff have too much to do and have no time to send
reports to you, that you cannot answer questions about the operational procedures, future policy,
research and development and all the other questions I have put to you without handing the work
over to others.

As you already have two copies of my request for infonnation from you there is no need to send
another. Take note the I have added PART B attached to this further request with additional
questions which must also be answered. Attach this Part 'B' to the 14 page submission you have
already received.



Dear Mr Rothwell AFSM

Another wonderful day in paradise and the recent rain has pushed the beginning of the fire season back
a bit longer, so aIls well and good in Cape York.

Yes I have requested a full and lengthy response to the issues I have put to you. I have considered your
short reply and [md it wanting. These issues I have put to you are very real and can only be answered at
senior management level. Your continual shifting ofresponsibility onto lower level staff and the way
you put it, have him veto and waylay any serious questions at that level and not bother you with them
has some serious implications.

You go on about reasonable requests and time constraints at district level. Lets have a time and motion
study started immediately on not only district level staffbut also head office as well. I have read the
QAO report and note that they did not do one.

The report is very damming on the operation of the management of the RFS and the lack of interaction
between volunteers and head office. I am offering you the chance to rectify that and as mentioned
above all the issues I have put to you can only be answered at senior level.

I have worked for many high profile companies and have never had the Managing Director delegate
questions about policy to a lower lever employee. I have worked for many multi-millionaires and have
found every one of them willing to sit down and discuss every issue I have put to them, some of which
saved them money.

Yet here we have the Assistant Director ofthe Rural Fire Service putting up smoke screens to divert
and waylay serious questions insisting we the volunteers use a so-called 'Chain of Command'. This
indicates that you have had a recent military career and are trying to impart a similar level ofarmy
discipline upon the volunteers of the rural brigades.

You also state that you cannot provide answers to the issues I have put to you as this would also
substantially and unreasonably divert rural operations resources from use in the performance ofkey
functions. Again a time and motion study is warranted here.

What gives here, are you just a figurehead receiving lOOk plus along with perks and cannot answer
anything yourself. You again say that head office staff has too much to do and have no time to send
reports to you. You cannot answer questions about the operational procedures, future policy, research
and development and all the other questions I have put to you without handing the work over to others.

As you already have two copies of my request for information from you there is no need to send
another. Take note that I have added PART B attached to this further request with additional questions,
which must also be answered. Attach this Part 'B' to the 14-page submission you have already received.

I again request you commence the process of answering the questions as soon as you read this third
Request. As I stated previously all questions not answered fully would be resubmitted again and again
until they are.

Looking forward to receiving answers to all questions in the near future. Lets not drag this out longer
then it needs to be.

Michael Fraser
Volunteer Firefighter.
POBox 726
Cooktown QLD 4895



Copy of Rothwells
20th July 2009 reply



Queensland
Government

Queensland Fire and
Rescue Service

Our Ref: 09/07828

20 July 2009

Mr Michael Fraser
PO Box 726
COOKTOWN QLD 4895

Dear Mr Fraser

I refer to your further letter received on 11 June 2009 regarding various Rural Fire Service
matters.

As previously advised, I am unable to provide you with individual responses to each of the

issues raised in your correspondence, given that this would substantially and unreasonably
divert Rural Operations resources from their use in the performance of key functions.

However, I consider that much has been done over recent years to enhance the level of
funding, resources and support provided to Rural Fire Service volunteers. The following
paragraphs are to assist you with understanding the various strategies that Rural
Operations has implemented to improve the safety of the community, reduce bushfire
hazard and enhance the resourcing, training and safety of our highly valued volunteers.

Volunteer Training

I consider that much has been done over recent years to improve the training provided to
our Rural Fire Service volunteers, which has enabled greater collaboration, cooperation and
coordination between volunteer and employed firefighters. This training is delivered by paid
Queensland Fire and Rescue Service (QFRS) officers as well as volunteers.

Since 2005-2006, $1.1 million has been provided each year for the upgrade of rural
volunteer training materials and the acceleration of rural fire brigade training.
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The Volunteer Learning and Development Framework, which was launched in April 2008, is
one such example of the significant improvements made to Rural Fire Service volunteer
training over recent years. This is a new training structure that links training to volunteer
roles, which provides volunteers with the opportunity to develop and maintain the specific
knowledge and skills necessary to perform their role within the brigade.

Rural Operations now has a total of 20 Brigade Training and Support Officers across the
state, which are a principal point of contact for volunteers and brigades and their focus is on
training, resourcing and general volunteer and brigade management. They also provide
general 'on-the spot' support and assistance to brigades and assist during operations.
These initiatives have increased Rural Operations support to its volunteers and more
specifically, these initiatives foster brigade in-training by increasing the capacity of
volunteers to provide training within their respective brigades.

Overall, volunteer training delivery has been enhanced and this has enabled greater
collaboration, cooperation and coordination between volunteer and employed firefighters.
This in turn enhances bushfire response capability and community safety in the urban-rural
interface zone and in regional, rural and remote Queensland communities.

Rural Fire Service Appliances, Equipment and Resourcing

Over the last five years, Rural Operations funding has increased from $18.2 million in the
2005-2006 financial year to $29.6 million in the 2009-2010 financial year.

The 2009-2010 budget allocation includes, but is not limited to the following key initiatives:
$4.5 million for the construction of rural firefighting appliances and firefighting trailers, which
is anticipated to provide 34 new or replacement appliances, which includes the first six of 14
specialised appliances that have a minimum 3,000 litre water carrying capacity and are
fitted with essential communications and firefighting equipment as part of the government's
'Supporting Our Heroes' initiative; $100,000 for the purchase of land for rural fire stations;
$1.1 million for the upgrade of rural volunteer training materials and the acceleration of rural
fire brigade training; and $150,000 in capital grants for the upgrade of existing and
construction of new rural fire stations. Further, in excess of $1 million has been spent each
financial year since 2003 on providing personal protective equipment to each active
volunteer, which has been at no cost to brigades.

In addition to the above mentioned funding, this government's 2006-2007 election
commitment funding provides: additional personal protective equipment funding of
$560,000 for 2009-2010; funding for on-line training materials of $1.3 million in 2009-2010;
funding for casual trainers and additional Brigade Training and Support Officers to enhance



training to volunteers of $700,000 for 2009-2010; and $540,000 for communications
equipment for 2009-2010.

Volunteer Safety

I acknowledge and appreciate the efforts of Rural Fire Service volunteers, who selflessly
volunteer their time to assist their local community, and am dedicated to ensuring and
enhancing their safety.

I also recognise the obligations imposed under the Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995
relating to volunteers operating under the banner of the Rural Fire Service. Accordingly,
external consultants were engaged to conduct a workplace health and safety review of the
Rural Fire Service volunteer organisation to provide a broad assessment of current
workplace health and safety practices and to serve as a benchmark for continued
improvement in preventative activities. This review was conducted between February
March 2007.

Rural Operations is currently working to address and implement the findings of this review
that were taken very seriously. As a consequence of this report, I assigned a Senior
Workplace Health and Safety Officer to Rural Operations to progress not only the findings of
the report, but to embed sound work practices into all aspects of volunteer management.
The QFRS, along with the rest of the Department of Emergency Services, has embraced
the ZEROharm philosophy and I have personally seen vast improvements in the Rural
Operations/Rural Fire Service auditing of stations and appliances, the introduction of
enhanced training with a focus on safety and the general reduction in injuries and claims
sustained by volunteers. Workplace Health and Safety is an issue that I have placed a
strong emphasis in and I can say that I am satisfied that Rural Operations has made some
very impressive advancements in a very short period of time within the history of the Rural
Fire Service. However I do acknowledge that there are still further work to be done but am
pleased with the progress to date and the path mapped out for the future.

This supports the Department of Emergency Services' Workplace Health and Safety
Strategy and ZEROharm philosophy, which ultimately provides a safer working environment
for our volunteers.

Bushfire Season Preparations

The QFRS has developed a range of strategies to reduce bushfire hazard, improve the
safety of the community and minimise the stress on volunteer rural fire brigades responding
throughout the fire season.



Higher fuel loadings are expected in grassland and forest areas for this fire season. Rural
Operations will continue to review and analyse the fuel status and climate conditions
identifying critical areas as grasslands and forest fuels dry out.

In relation to air operations, the QFRS procures the services of three waterbombing Helitack
helicopters for each bushfire season. These aircraft are based at Archerfield airport during
the fire season and are available to assist and support ground crews for the rapid response
to wildfire within the south-east corner. The QFRS has trained staff who undertake
exercises using aerial firefighting resources in each region. Throughout Queensland, there
is a system of on-call/when needed contracted aircraft of various types for air observation or
water bombing.

As part of preparations for the upcoming fire season, the QFRS State Operations
Coordination Centre (SOCC) has adopted a procedure requiring all QFRS regional fire
coordination centres and incident control centres to prepare bushfire plans incorporating
bushfire alert levels in the respective regions. Regions must also run situational exercises
that include interagency participation.

The sacc coordinates one major and two minor operational incident exercises each year.
Pre-season Bushfire Preparation workshops are conducted on an annual basis in each
region and a member of the SOCC is in attendance at each of these workshops.
A Wildfire Mitigation initiative was introduced by Rural Operations in 2008 to ensure that
there is a unified approach to wildfire risk and that wildfire mitigation planning is entrenched
within the QFRS.

Bushfire Prepared Community meetings and workshops are held in at-risk communities
throughout the State. These are educational meetings to help prepare the community for
any upcoming bushfire threat, teaching people what to expect and explaining how to
prepare properties for bushfire.

The completely revamped Volunteer Portal, which is a secure internet site that volunteers
may access, was officially released on 23 May 2009. This is a valuable communication tool
that provides up.:.to-date information to volunteers, including useful information on the fire
season.

The Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission and Australasian Fire Authority Council, in
conjunction with fire agencies across Australia, are examining what lessons have been
learnt from the recent Victorian experience and what improvements can be made to all
aspects of the preparation and management of fires. The 'prepare, stay and defend or go
early' position is a focus of this analysis and Queensland will closely review any
recommended changes to current policy.



An Inter-Departmental Committee (IDC) on Bushfires was established following a
recommendation from the 1994 Bushfire Audit, which examined Queensland's
preparedness for major bushfires that occurred in Queensland and New South Wales in that
year. The key purpose of the IDC is to provide a forum for the coordination of policy and
procedures relating to rural fire management in order to achieve a consistent,
comprehensive and whole-of-government approach to the management of bushfire hazard
reduction and suppression activities.

Numerous training exercises take place throughout the state each year, an example of this
is the Joint Australasian Inter-service Incident Management Training, with all stakeholders
to ensure that agencies can work together during a major incident.

Each year television, radio and print media interviews occur at the local level in line with
each Region's expected fire season, advising the community of the pending fire season and
of strategies to mitigate fire danger to people and property.

Together these strategies are focussed on ensuring the fire service, other government
agencies and the community are prepared for this year's fire season. I am confident that the

community is safer as a result.

Hazard Reduction and Permits to Light Fire

It should also be noted that individual landholders are responsible for hazard reduction on
their property. The QFRS promotes the need for hazard reduction burns through Bushfire
Prepared Community meetings and workshops, which are held in at-risk communities
throughout the State. These are educational meetings to help prepare the community for
any upcoming bushfire threat, teaching people what to expect and explaining how to
prepare properties for bushfire.

All landowners wanting to conduct hazard reduction activities by way of burning an area
greater than two metres in any direction must obtain a Permit to Light Fire from their local
Fire Warden. The permit to light fire system in Queensland is legislated under the Fire and
Rescue Service Act 1990. The Permit to Burn system has been established to aid the
landholders, communities and industry to use fire as a land management tool. A well
established pre-fire regime is a cost effective and efficient method of fire control and

suppression.



Please also be assured that at this time, all states and territories, including Queensland, are
awaiting findings and recommendations from the Royal Commission into the Victorian
Bushfires, which will inform QFRS future policies and activities.

I trust that this information is of assistance in allaying your concerns. As previously advised,
please direct any further queries to Inspector Bryan Cifuentes, Area Director, Cairns, Rural
Operations, QFRS on telephone number 4039 8243.

Yours sincerely

-Steve Rothwell AFSM

Assistant Commissioner
Rural Operations
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Copy of my response to the 20th July 2009 Rothwell reply
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Mr Steve Rothwell
Assistant Commissioner
Rural Operations

Dear Mr Rothwell

I refer to your reply to my third request for information and answers to concerns I
hold about the operational strengths and management of the current Rural Fire Service
management.

I'm not impressed with your office skills as it took you seven [7] weeks to reply to my
third request. You have avoided answering any questions even the questions that refer
to statements by you published in booklets and other material put out by the RFS. I'm
not requesting your staff to answer the issues I have put to you. As head of Rural
Operations I'm asking that you answer them. You are the person sitting at the top,
only you can speak for yourself and until you do I will continue to request that you
fully answer each individual matter.

The military mindset is clearly following you into civilian life. The continual
insistence that I direct any further questions to the nearest regional office and for them
to determine if the questions should be passed on to the next level clearly shows that.
As in the army the lower ranks are trained to follow orders. Not debate them.
Unbending structured training.

This is clearly raising additional questions ofaccountability.
,

Nothing in your latest reply indicates potential; the only item of merit is a small
indication of your current funding. [Refer to section 'C' of the attached document] Everything
else is just a cut and paste from the latest bulletin. I first requested an answer to the
attached issues during April 09' so there has been enough time on your part to have
gathered together a complete answer kit.

Your latest seven-week delay has shown how recalcitrant you are and has prompted
this response.

When I post this envelope I will allow three working days for it to reach your office, I
will not take into account the time your secretary takes to pass this correspondence on
to you. From the three-day allowance for postage travel I will add five days for you to
reply that a full item by item individual response will be forthcoming immediately
with a four-week limit in total. My phone number is in the book as a backup if you
think your letter of confirmation will not reach me in time. Either way a letter of
conformation must also be posted.

Should you choose to again not respond or decide to not answer any or all of the
questions? I will, after the five day grace period begin to post the many copies I have
made of the attached document to both state and federal departments that I deem will
be interested in this situation you have placed us both in. This mailing will include
opposition members and various media services. A cover letter explaining why they
are receiving their copy will be included.
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I have reached the point where waiting for you to be accountable and sensible has
come to an end. Rest assured that the cover letter would fully explain in detail the
whole journey that has been taken to get this far

Regards

~;fcJ~
Michael Fraser
PO Box 726
Cooktown Qld 4895
Rural fIre volunteer
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reply



Queens(and
Government

Queensland Fire and
Rescue Service

Our Ref: 09/16284

17 December 2009

Mr Michael Fraser
PO Box 726
COOKTOWN QLD 4895

Dear Mr Fraser

I refer to your further letter received on 26 November2009 regarding various Rural Fire
Service matters.

I understand that you are passionate about the various issues you have raisedOfgl~tlng to
the Rural Fire Service. To address your issues, the following written correspondence has
been recorded:

Incoming
Received 18 March 2009
Received 6 May 2009
Received 11 June 2009
Received 26 November 2009

Outgoing
Dated 16 April 2009
Dated 20 May 2009
Dated 20 July 2009
Dated 14 December 2009

You have been provided with detailed informationto assist you with understanding the
various strategies that the Queensland Fire and Rescue Service (QFRS) has implemented
to reduce the bushfire hazard, improve the safety of the community and enhance the
resourcing, training and safety of our highly valued Rural Fire Service volunteers. '.

. . .
I believe you have also raised these issues with the Regional Manager, Far Northern
Region and the Area Director (Cairns), Rural Operations on a number of occasions and
they have spent time explaining and responding to your concerns.
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If you are prepared to discuss your concerns further, then Inspector Bryan Cifuentes would
be more than pleased to meet with you. As previously advised, Inspector Cifuentes is able
to discuss your queries and concerns with you at the local level and he is in a position to
respond on my behalf. If Inspector Cifuentes is not able to provide you with an immediate
response to a certain matter, then providing it is reasonable and time constraints permit, he
will make further queries and ensure that a response is provided to you as soon as
practicable. Inspector Cifuentes can be contacted on telephone number 4039 8243.

Yours sincerely

Steve Rothwell AFSM
Assistant Commissioner
Rural Operations
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Copy of my fifth request for
Answers cover
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Steve Rothwell
Assistant Commissioner
Rural Operations.

Dear Mr Rothwell

I refer to your further response to my requests for information and answers to my
concerns about the procedures and management of the RFS.

We appear to approach this issue from completely different angles

I'm requesting information and answers to questions concerning the level of support,
equipment supplied and operational policy currently deployed by you to the volunteer
rural fire brigades.

You have taken the attitude that the "highly valued" volunteers do not have the right to
go above the local regional office thereby restricting all volunteers to only have access to
that level.

Your continual insistence of referring me to the local district office shows a complete
disrespect of the value you claim you have for the volunteers. It also reeks ofm~or
unaccountability and creating an untouchable management level.

In your reply dated 17 December 2009 you claim that you have supplied me with detailed
information to assist me understand the various operations that you claim you are
implementing. I dispute this claim and ask you to produce a copy of all this information
you claim to have provided to me in the four responses provided so far.

By now you are well versed with the content and questions contaihed within my
concerns. I believe that you, after receiving my first request copied and sent that copy to
the Cairns regional office.

You now have the three copies including the last one with the extra parts B&C that I have
sent plus the copies that you have made.

You also note that you believe I have raised my concerns to the regional manager and
district inspector and you are correct in saying that. It was then that I sent my first request
to you for answers. I started this quest in September 08.

I am always willing to talk to Bryan Cifuentes yet the questions are not local level and
can only be answered by you at your level. You cannot hand your responsibilities down
to a district level, if you do why does the RFS need to employ you!

This has to stop.
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I'm forming the opinion that there are certainly problems within the management level
that require immediate investigation.

By the way the action I stated in my last request still stands. The holiday season has held
it up a bit while waiting for the more important people to return to work. That now is no
longer a problem.

You have delayed and dragged this out far to long for what can only be described as
delaying tactics in the hope that I will just drop my request. Well it has not worked and I
will take this as far as I can.

My offer still stands, answer all of my requests as soon as you receive this and things can
be delayed. You have had almost a full year to gather the answers and I will not take an
excuse from you that time constraints will not allow you to answer the questions.

If you again take your usual three to four weeks to reply then it will be on your head as
without a quick response from you the other copies I have will continue to be sent out.

Regards

Michael Fraser
Volunteer Firefighter. Marton
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Copy of the Rothwell response
Dated 10 February

2010



Queensland
Government

Queensland Fire and
Rescue Service

Our Ref: 10/00632

10 February 2010

Mr Michael Fraser
PO Box 726
COOKTOWN OLD 4895

Dear Mr Fraser

I refer to your further letter received on 19 January 2010 regarding various Rural Fire
Service matters.

In your letter, you dispute that I have provided you with detailed information on a range of
operational issues. In my letter of reply to you dated 20 July 2009, I provided you with
information on various issues relating to:

Volunteer Training;

Rural Fire Service Appliances, Equipment and Resources;

Volunteer Safety;

Bushfire Season Preparations;

Hazard Reduction; and

Permits to Light Fire.

It also appears from your letter that you have formed the view that I have referred you to
your local area office because I refuse to communicate and respond to all Rural Fire
Service volunteers. I assure you this is not the case.

The reason I have referred you to the local area office is as a service to you, in order to
enable a Rural Operations Officer to personally meet with you and discuss all your concerns
and issues in detail and to allay misconceptions.

I also wish to reiterate that Inspector Bryan Cifuentes is in a position to respond on my
behalf to issues affecting the whole Rural Fire Service and if he is not able to provide you
with an immediate response to a certain matter, then providing it is reasonable and time
constraints permit, he will make further queries and provide you with a response as soon as
practicable.
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I therefore again strongly urge you to make contact with Inspector Cifuentes to enable a
meeting to be arranged in order to discuss all your issues and concerns in detail and to
allay misconceptions. Inspector Cifuentes can be contacted on telephone number
40398243.

Yours sincerely

Steve Rothwell AFSM
Assistant Commissioner Rural Operations



R Cr,vED
Z1 APR 2010

PU6U( ~CCOUfHS AND
PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE

Please find enclosed second submission to your inquiry into the management ofthe Rural Fire Service.

1. 4 page submission
2. Copy oflatest request from UNI asking questions about volunteering.
3. Copy of fire wardens survey inserted in the Rural Fire Service calendar

The enclosed is my personal opinion.

Regards #-7 -/ /~
Michael Fraser t A ~
Volunteer Fire ghter
POBox 726
Cooktown QLD 4895



Public Accounts and Public
Works Committee.

Ms Deborah Jeffrey
Research Director.

Dear Ms Jeffrey

Re: Queensland Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland

As there has been an extension of time for lodgment I will take the opportunity to add to my previous
submission.

Equipment Levy

Since my first submission a member of a rural brigade near to the one I belong to has told me that they at
the moment have to fill out the application to council to have a levy imposed on rate payer owner/occupiers
of land within their brigade area. You can see from the copy of my first submission how much trouble this
can be.

The problem with this ill designed policy is that rural brigades have to lodge an auditors report, bank
statements and a three year budget. The budget is to show that we do not have money left over. Council can
and will refuse to impose the equipment levy ifmoney is left over from previous year.

Council on the other hand has their own accountability policies regarding collecting public monies for other
organisations and this can delay brigades receiving the levy monies for up to twelve months.

This policy might work in the south east comer where brigades receive large incomes from levies applied
to areas with hundreds of rural blocks.

The committee needs to seriously investigate this levy policy and perhaps have a separate section for
brigades that receive less then $20,000 from the equipment levies to have a streamlined and simplified
system oflodgment with council. This will also require council's policy to be changed as well.

Comm8mity Education

The current Rural Fire Bulletin (March) has Assistant Commissioner Steve Rothwell announcing the next
step in community education.

Rothwell claims he is pleased to have received funding for the next five years to support six Mitigation
Education Officers [MEO] and a seventh MEO as an inspector. Hundreds of thousands of dollars a year in
salaries yet the volunteer rural firefighters are expected to do the actual work in educating the community,
in other words using rural volunteers as free labour by calling them Volunteer Community Educators
[VCE] while they themselves are receiving huge pay packets.

Why are we duplicating work that can be and is already being done from the district officers by putting
another employee in each office needing a computer, desk and many other support items and another at
inspector level in rural operations city headquarters? Regarding mitigation, during the 2009 fire season on
Cape York the Cairns district office normally conducts aerial bombing during the lead up to the fire season
yet were not given enough money from Rural Operations to significantly reduce the treat ofwildfire and as
a result more then 90% ofthe Cape was burnt out by wildfires

Show me how employing more office people and giving them the title of mitigation and education officers
is going to put more money on the ground. Wages and support costs for five years for the seven new
positions are going to cost millions before even one dollar is spent on mitigation. Rothwell only states that



funding was granted to support the new MEa's there is no mention of money to fund the actual mitigation
work; the education part is easy, simply make the volunteers do it for nothing.

With the new Volunteer Community Educator (VCE) position imposed on the volunteers Rothwell does
not say where the money is to come from for the VCE to drive around and visit all the people living on
rural blocks. As Rothwell puts it so eloquently, rural people talking to rural people. Will money for fuel and
the time be taken out of the equipment levy money we collect? In my brigade we have two large
landowners who have not cleared and maintained fire breaks around their own properties so why would
other rural people listen to these new VCE's telling them how to fire proof their properties? Along side this
is the problem of trying to get local councils to maintain and clear new fire breaks. When Telstra has to dig
new trenches to replace or lay new underground cabling the Greenies, Conservationists and the Wilderness
Society have lobbied and complained about the clearing ofthese trenches to the extent that after laying the
cable and refilling the trench they then have to drag the pushed over vegetation back over the filled in
trench. This is to let it break down on the ground in truth this creates a windrow that when a fire comes
along it bums hotter, longer and higher often allowing the flames to jump the road.

There is so much more to this then what Rothwell is doing, notice that Rural Operations and the Rural Fire
Service are now two separate organisations. At the present time it seems to be about creatingjob security
and being the dominate authority on fire fighting. Ask yourselves who benefits from all this reorganising of
the rural fire service away from supporting volunteer rural brigades into a bureaucratic vehicle to supply
lifetime jobs.

Secretaries and other members of each brigade are getting emails almost daily from all these new positions
being created not just the new MEa's who will also have to send out copious amounts, these emails cover
such subjects as swine influenza and BBQ's as well as everything related that they can think of.

What is most disconcerting about these new positions from the new training positions to the new MEa
positions is that most ofthe new employees are young UNI graduates who, although well educated do not
have much life experience and very little if any firefighting experience.

On paper it reads very good, seven new positions created to educate the community and incorporate
wildfire mitigation planning. The MEa inspector and Rothwell will work with the Interdepartmental
Committee for Bushfires to provide a whole-of-government approach to wildfire mitigation and education
strategies.

Interdepartmental Committee jor Buslifires

Who sits on this Interdepartmental Committee for Bushfires? How long has it been in operation? How
much funding does it receive? When does it meet? Does it publish information about their meetings?

POLICE Style Uniforms

Why are all the office workers from the Assistant Commissioner down wearing POLICE style uniforms
complete with campaign ribbons when Corporate Dress Uniforms would be more appropriate? None of
them are active or even part time rural firefighters.



In tlte March bulletin the first words state
Rural Operations and the Rural Fire Service are gearing up to develop afirst community
education network to help keep communities safe thanks to the new Volunteer Community
Educator(VCE) role and the implementation ofthe new Mitigation Education officers (MEO).

This reflects back to the first statement Rothwell makes in the Volunteer Learning and Development
Framework booklet where he states

Safety for the nearly 40,000 Rural Fire Service volunteers, who are thefront line between fire and
families across Queensland, is paramount.

So many mixed messages here, first we are the front line the only thing that can stop fire. Now we have to
tell the people in our IUral area how to be fire aware, all as unpaid volunteers.

We, as IUral fire service volunteers do not have the right to go onto someone's property if we see a fire
starting until after a '000' call has been made. Until then we have no legal right to enter. If during a fire a
local person uses their dozer to clear a fire break ahead of a fire to contain it, we could face charges for
illegal land clearing. Greenies, Conservationists and the Wilderness Society have taken control over
common sense. Laws covering land clearing should be over ridden during emergencies!

A few years ago in the Snowy Mountains an electricity company cleared under power lines, they were
fined heavily because oftheir (Greenies, Conservationists and the Wilderness Society) influence over
government yet during a wildfire that burnt across the Snowy Mountains that very fire break stopped the
fire. During the Victorian fires last year people who cleared fire breaks (some were fined for doing it) saved
their homes.

The Greenies, Conservationists and the Wilderness Society have far too much say into areas they should
have no control over and ifwe are to ever get some common sense into decisions regarding hazard
reduction pre-season burns, appropriate and necessary clearing around IUral houses and villages,
maintaining existing and creating new fire breaks then they need to be excluded from interjecting when
new land clearing regulations are looked into and introduced as new policies.

Brigade Constitution.

To follow this please read Section D7.27 Brigade Constitution ofthe Rural Fire Brigade manual. Go to
Section 7a and b on page 4

In short it states that a committee has to have a Chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer and first officer and to
cover accountability a further member should be elected. They also need to be elected as a committee.

This is where the wording of the brigade constitution is letting everyone down and can and does create
cliques within brigades. The constitution should have two sections clearly stating that brigades with 25 or
more members can elect the office bearers as a committee with meetings having to have the required
quolUm numbers for accountability and brigades with less then 25 members elect them as office bearers
only and have to call a meeting ofmembers when decisions need to be made.

The brigade I belong to has eight active members one of whom is the non-active secretary. Because the
section above covers committees they think it applies to them. During elections we elect the office bearers
then the 1st, 2nd

, 3rd and 4th officers. We do not state that we are electing a committee yet the Secretary,
Treasurer and 1st officer believe that they are and because of this hold meetings privately making decisions
without recording any minutes nor informing the rest of us of what they are doing.

How do clique's work, let me explain. As mentioned above my brigade has eight active members, the 1st

officer and treasurer are married, the secretary and second officer are also married. They hold meetings at
either house and never record what was said or done; no mention of these meetings is made at the AGM.
The 1st and 2nd officers both take the fire truck out, sometimes overnight without telling others the reason.



We do not have a book to record the fire truck use so there is no accountability. At the AGM the secretary
quickly reads out some ofwhat was said at the last AGM (we do not have a recording system) and then
goes on with general business. This means only one meeting for the year has been recorded so we never
find out what happens at the private meetings.

The private meetings the three have (and not even record) do not even have enough members for a quorum
and hence no accountability yet they decide to spend levy money and make other decisions regarding
brigade activities without other members knowing.

A copy of the AGM report has never been given out at the AGM. This should include copies of all letters
received and sent, copy ofthe levy submission to council and any other business handled on our behalf.

The secretary then reads out the financial report quickly concluding with how much money is in the bank.
This is very hard to remember as it said so quick that it is missed.

A copy ofthe financial report including bank statements, auditors report, and list ofneither donations nor
statement of cheques paid and received has ever been handed out at any AGM meeting.

In fact the only way I can find out what is happening with the rural fire service is through the district office
and not through my own brigade who keep everything to themselves.

The way Rural Operations has set the rules will always create power control, as assistant commission puts
it in one ofhis letters to me "the chain of command" which will always leave brigades vulnerable to a
power control group taking over.

A full review ofthe brigade constitution needs to happen as soon as possible preferably by an independent
body

Chain ofCommand

151 officers at the moment have all control of the running of the brigade. This also needs to be reviewed.
The 1st officer should have control during a fire or if not available the next ranking officer. If the 15t officer
is also the brigade trainer then he should also be in control. What he should not have control over is the
complete running of the brigade this is why some people get power over others.

The review ofthe brigade constitution should also define this situation and require all brigades to have a
chairperson who has the deciding vote. This would stop small private meetings from happening. A
constitution requirement should state that aU cheque's paid out by the secretary and treasurer should be
reviewed by the chairperson thereby creating extra accountability. At the moment the 1st officer can make
decisions without the involvement of any other brigade members.

Rural brigades are formed by the local community and are supported by them so brigades should not be
able to be taken over by cliques or power hungry people. Being community supported and with volunteers
doing the firefighting they should remain under community control with the safe guards mentioned above
put in place.
The only way for the city based headquarters to understand rural people is to restructure and divide the
service into two groups. The South East/ West area under Rural Operations and the rest ofthe state
managed by the Rural Fire Service administrated from a headquarters situated in a central area of the state.

The above is my personal opinion

.uCboel~~2:;~

Volunteer Firefighter
PO Box 726
Cooktown QLD 4895



THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND

CONFIDENTIAL

Volunteering for your Rural Fire Service

Follow - up Survey

Approximately 8 months ago, you generously gave us your time to complete a survey on
volunteering with the Rural Fire Service. We are now interested in your volunteering activities since
that time.

This 2nd survey will only take 5 minutes of your time

In this survey we discuss your recent volunteering with regard to two main activities:

• Fire fighting and other incident response: this includes landscape fires, structural fires,
hazard reduction activities, mobile property incidents, rescue and evacuation

• Attending training: Structured courses and assessments, skills and drills, training exercises.

Your answers to the questions are anonymous and will not be used for any purposes other than
the present research. Your individual answers will not be available to anyone except the
researcher conducting this study. Any results presented to the Queensland Fire and Rescue
Service (QFRS) will be as collated responses given by all volunteers who participated. Your
individual results will not be able to be identified.

To return your survey, please use the reply paid envelope enclosed with the survey. Although your
survey will be returned to OFRS Rural Operations, staff will pass the surveys directly to the
researcher. Please return your survey by 16 April 2010

Contact details:

If you have any questions about this survey please contact the primary researcher:

Meg Hooper

PhD Candidate

The University of Queensland

Brisbane Old, 4072

Email: megh@psy.uq.edu.au

Ph: 0417728609
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Your private participant code
To ensure we can connect your answers with the first questionnaire, we would like you to make up
a private code based on the following formula - this is the same formula used in the first
questionnaire:

Participant Anonymous Identification Code

Please complete the following sections.

The first two letters of your mother's maiden name:

Eg Mother's maiden name is Smith S M

The last two letters of your father's first name:

Eg Father's name is Alan A N

1_1_1

I I I
The day you were born:

Eg 6th day of the month o 6

This study has been cleared in accordance with the ethical review processes of the University of
Queensland and within the guidelines of the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research.
You are, of course, free to discuss your participation with project staff (contactable on: 0417 728609). If
you would like to speak to an officer of the University not involved in the study, you may contact one of the
School of Psychology Ethics Review Officers, John McLean, Brooke Andrew, or Courtney von Hippel
directly on 3365 6394 or by email: iohn@psyuq.edu.au for John McLean, on 3365 7427 or email
brooke@psvuq.edu.au for Brooke Andrew, or on 3365 7293 or e-mail: courtnev@psvuq.edu.au for
Courtney von Hippel. Alternatively, you may leave a message with Ann Lee (3365 6448,
ann@psyuq.edu.auJ for an ethics officer to contact you, or contact the University of Queensland Ethics
Officer, Michael Tse, on 33653924, e-mail.·humanethics@researchuq.edu.au
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Question 1: Over the last 8 months (since July 2009) have you participated in any fire
fighting or other incident response? (Remember this includes landscape fires, structural fires,
hazard reduction activities, mobile property incidents, rescue and evacuation)

(Please circle) yes / no

If yes, approximately how many times did you participate in fire fighting or other incident
response over the last 8 months?

Over the last 8 months approximately how many hours did you spend in fire fighting or
other incident response ~ _

Question 2: Over the last 8 months (since July 2009) have you participated in any RFS
Brigade training activities? (Remember this includes structured courses and assessments, skill
and drills, training exercises) ,

Please Circle yes / no

If yes, approximately how many times did you participate in any RFS Brigade training
activities over the last 8 months? -------------

Over the last 8 months, approximately how many hours did you spend in any RFS Brigade
training activities _

Question 3: Over the last 8 months (since July 2009) have you participated in any OTHER
volunteer activities for your brigade? (This does not include fire fighting and training activities)

Please Circle yes / no

If yes, approximately how many times did you participate in any OTHER volunteer activities
for your brigade over the last 8 months? _

Over the last 8 months, approximately how many hours did you spend in any OTHER
volunteer activities for your brigade _

Please provide details of this other volunteer activity:

Page 3 of 4



Question 4: Overall... how much do you enjoy doing volunteer work for your RFS Brigade?

Please circle the statement that best corresponds to your overall attitude towards
volunteering for your Brigade.

I am not at all
satisfied with

volunteering for my
Brigade

I am just about
satisfied with

volunteering for my
Brigade

I am quite satisfied
with volunteering
for my Brigade

I am very satisfied
with volunteering
for my Brigade

I am extremely
satisfied with

volunteering for my
Brigade and

couldn't be more
satisfied

Question 5: Do you still participate in volunteer work with Rural Fire Service? (Please
circle) yes/no

If you no longer participate in volunteer work with the Rural Fire Service, is there any
reason why not?

Approximately when did you finish volunteering with Rural Fire Service?

Question 6: Whatencourages you to continue being a volunteer with the Rural Fire
Service?

This is the end of the questionnaire.
Thank you for your time.
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The following is the first quarter page out ofthe 2010 rural fIre service calendar

This speaks for itself I would like to see an investigation into the very things Rural Operations
want the information about.

1. feedback on public response to our campaigns that publicise the need for a permit

This should be investigated as to find out over the last five years how much adveliising has been
done. Where this advertising placed. How much is budgeted for each year and how much was
actually spent?

2. the amount of hazard reduction burning being undertaken each year.

Each year rural operations under Rothwell claims that record areas of hazard reduction burns are
completed each year yet here he is asking for information about the amount. This clearly shows
Rothwell has no idea about hazard reduction bums and is certainly over estimating the amount
done each year.

3. helps show how much our network of fIre wardens is helping in fire management

How will it show this, the wardens are only doing their job issuing permits? It seems that
Rothwell needs to make more ofthis then is there. Figures can be changed to appear to be
different then the truth really is.
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nl< you for your asc;istance
Please turn over: 1. Fold as shown 2. Seal all sides 3. Please use adhesive tape, do not use staples

Comments:

The information provides us with:
• feedback on public response to our campaigns that publicise the need for a permit
lID the amount of hazard reduction burning being undertaken each year
III helps show how much our network of Fire Wardens is helping in fire management

RURAL FIRE SERVICE

CYourFTreward~SDistrict: )

(Your Name: )

(Address~- )
(Rural Operations Area: )

(Number of Permits issued in this quarter: )
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Please turn over: 1. ld as shown 2. Seal all sides 3. Please use adhesive tape, do not use staples

i :
back on public response to our campaigns that publicise the need for a permit

• the amount of hazard reduction burning being undertaken each year
• helps show how much our network of Fire Wardens is helping in fire management

(Your Fire Warden's District: -~ - - - - - - - - - _ ..~. -)

(Your Name: )

(Address: )
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16 March 2010

The Research Director
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Parliament House
George St
Qld 4000

RECEIVED
21MAR 2010
~

P lIC ACCOUNTS AND
PUBLIC WORKS COMMITIEE

RE: SUBMISSION presented by NOGO RIVER RURAL FIRE BRIGADE regarding present
fire management of EPA controlled land in Queensland presented to the PAC looking
into "The Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland."

Dear Ms Deborah Jeffrey

Please find enclosed our submission regarding present management of EPA controlled land in
Queensland.

This su5fnission is endorsed by the forrowing members of the Nogo River Rural Fire Brigade as
passed at the Biennial General Meeting of the Brigade held March 15, 2010

Bruce Burnham
Tex Burnham

Grant Burnham
Mark Salisbury
Lance Burnham
Bronwyn Burnham
Amanda Salisbury
Carly Burnham
Dan Burnham
Robert Ogle
Robyn Ogle
Scott Hutson
Wayne Moxham-Price
Judy Moxham-Price
Barbara Burnham
Jack Woods

Warden Nogo River Rural Fire Brigade
Permanent Deputy Warden and 1st Officer Nogo River Rural
& Warden Coominglah South Fire Zone
2nd Officer Nogo River Rural
3rd Officer Nogo River Rural
4th Officer Nogo River Rural
Secretary Nogo River Rural

The misguided use of funds and current fire policy is viewed by our members as a crisis waiting
to happen. We therefore tender this submission through your representation of volunteers on the
Rural Fire Brigades Association of Queensland in the hope that a more commonsense approach
will be adopted by the present Queensland Government in fire management practices.

Thank you

Yours sincerely
, .!~·'1

/)i1{L-
.?p,~

Bronwyn Burnham
Secretary
Nogo River Rural Fire Brigade



A STITCH IN TIf\1E SAVES NINE
................................ The relevance of the old adage in the field of fire management

Members of the Nogo River Rural Fire Brigade are seeking a change in direction for the future
government allocation funding towards the management of fire in both EPA held leases and
privately ovmed land in Queensland.

Problem: The unnecessary huge financial cost incurred in event of a 'wild fire crisis'
situation

Solution: Diversion offunding to enable a more proactive approach to averting possible
'wild fire' situations

At present, there appears to be an unlimited amount of resources and funding available in the
event of a 'wild fire' outbreak. While this situation is occasionally unavoidable, a more proactive
solution would save untold costly expenditure and produce better environmental outcomes.

We feel that a fraction of the cost involved in 'wild fire fighting' could be directed to the whole
community in bringing roads and firebreaks up to standard before the start of the fire season.

At present, too much emphasis is placed on FIGHTING FIRES - this leads to erratic and often
mis-directed dozing of fire breaks during a perceived crisis situation that could have been avoided
with pre-season FtRE MANAGEMENT.

Not only does this mentality lead to poor public perception that all fires are to be feared, but
poorly constructed firebreak lines can cause future erosion problems caused by inadvertent
clearing of unsuitable areas. Ongoing yearly upgrades and proper maintenance of roads, as
opposed to destructive hasty flat blade breaks, would help this situation.
The reduction of fuel, through safe burns surrounded by well maintained roads, when moisture
levels are suitable would also be of very great benefit to all concerned. And isn't that all of us?

We, in this area- and in many others - have practised this method Itvith great success over many
years. Our area of responsibility now covers approximately 100,000acres and adjoins the
Coominglah Forestrj area. In 1949, when 'Upson Downs' was first taken up by the Burnham
family, the area was managed by the Forestry Department who adopted a 'No Bum' mentality.
Approximately 20 staff were employed all living on 'Redlands'- a section of the Coominglah lease.
The year 1950 \.vas a wet year - similar to 2010- \."Iith a subsequent huge build up of fuel.
Management of this fuel was poorly handled, left too late with the result that a Forestry-lit break
got out of control and burnt out the whole district.

I am glad to report that this scenario has never been repeated in the following 59 years.
Controlled burns after rain have been routinely carried out - whilst not necessarily extensive, but
on a progressive and strategic basis.

We therefore write to you requesting

oil Assistance with road and fire break maintenance on an ongoing basis
o A greater recognition and use of the knovlledge and years of experience gained by

landholders in the responsible use of fire
e The promotion of respect of this local knowledge for decision making in major

outbreaks leading to better liason between local firefighters and volunteers from
outside the area

.. Consideration of the above points in the education of our upcoming guardians of
the land.

FIRE [S A GREAT SERVANT, BUT CAN ALSO BE A VERY BAD MASTER





Deborah Jeffrey

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Rural Fire

rigades.doc (45 KB

Les Edmistone [Les.Edmistone@etheridge.qld.gov.au]
Monday, 22 March 2010 4:53 PM
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Rural Fire Brigades

Rural Fire Brigades.doc
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Les Edmistone
Chief Executive Officer

Etheridge Shire Council
PO Box 12
GEORGETOWN QLD 4871

!h: (07) 4062 1233
Fax: (07) 40621285
Web: www.etheridge.qld.gov.au
Email: les.edmistone@etheridge.qld.gov.au

Privileged or confidential information is contained in this electronic
message. If this message is not addressed to you, or if you are not
responsible for the delivery of this message to the addressee, you may
not download, copy or forward this message to any other person. If you
do not immediately delete this message you maybe liable for a breach of
confidentiality. We would be grateful if you would notify us of your
receipt and deletion of this message.

«Rural Fire Brigades.doc»
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~ Is the current model of Rural Fire Brigades suitable?

1. The addition of a sub category within Rural Fire Brigades that recognizes and deals with the
unique and challenging issues facing REMOTE AREA BRIGADES.

• Is the existing funding model, including recourse allocation appropriate?

1. Funding model.

Currently it is expected of local brigades to fund raise within the community to meet the gaps
in purchase of/or fully fund the purchase of new or replacement equipment. In rural areas this
is difficult at the best of times; however} in remote areas with low population bases this
requirement has led to individual members having to delve into their own pockets to fund
both running and equipment costs.

2. Resource allocation.

Within remote areas} resources can sit idle for extended periods of time however when
activated they can be stretched to the limit and beyond} the current system of justifying
remote area resources needs to be addressed. In other words} if we could hold certain
resources} e.g. Foam} in larger quantities in storage then it would be available when needed.
Unfortunately} due to the tyranny of distance and other factors} IF a large scale fire threatens a
remote area then the Brigades will call on each other to assist with resources} if these are not
readily available then they need to be JifreightedJ! in} obviously by the time that happens it is
usually too late.

~ What effect is urban encroachment within brigade areas having on Rural Fire Brigades?

1. This would not appear to be applicable to Remote Areas like the Etheridge Shire where
urban encroachment is not a factor in the near foreseeable future.

It How can the increasing demands on Rural Fire Brigades be managed effectively?

1. Refer back to above comments} obviously an increase in membership/volunteers would be
needed} but again} small and limited population vastly spread out makes this very difficult.
Better and reliable vehicles with equipment suitable to remote area fire fighting
techniques.

• Are the accountability mechanisms currently in place appropriate?

1. Yes as long as they address remote area problems appropriately.

• What should be the role of Fire Wardens within the Rural Fire services model?
1. Representative} without prejudice

• Are there any other relevant matters the committee needs to address?

1. Other than the need to consider addressing storage of afore-mentioned fire fighting
equipment relevant to remote areas which incorporate not only townships but remote
area cattle stations and in some cases remote area Tourist destinations.



i The need to address funding to avoid the need for members to cover costs of
replacing/repairing fire fighting equipment and paying for vehicle fuel privately or by
donation by local residents and Businesses who are already donating to most other things
in Shires/Towns due to the extremely limited amount of population and businesses in
remote areas.

3. The Fire Brigades in these remote areas are required to attend, quite often, in conjunction
with other emergency services, and the distances needed to be travelled inevitably lead to
the costs escalating. The need to replace fire fighting equipment and repairs/maintenance
to vehicles is constant as the vehicles and equipment age.
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CANEGROWERS
MULGRAVE

22nd March 2010

The Research Director
Public Accounts and Public Warks Committee
Parliament House
George Street
Brisbane Q. 4000

Dear Director,

29 Norman Street Gordonvale Old 4865
PO Box 514 Gordonvale Old 4865
Phone (07) 4056 1251 Fax (07) 4056 3669
Email mUlgrave@canegrowers.com.au

REcet' ·~D

25 MAR 2010
flUbU( AClooNirS

PU8l1C WO~KS COfI/\

Submission: Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland

Committee Member Panel
Firstly, it is disappointing to note that the Review Panel is comprised of committee
members based in South East Queensland. All regional representatives should be
included in the panel. This representative omission leaves the panel with an
imbalance in group perspective and a lack of in depth regional knowledge.

Queensland is a vast and diverse state not only in size, but also with topography and
district weather conditions. Even within regions there is complexity of terrain,
distance and weather conditions.

Decentralised Control
CANEGROWERS Mulgrave considers it is vitally important that the current
decentralised model for Rural Fire Brigades continue to be retained. It is the most
efficient, effective and safest system suitable for a state such as Queensland. It is a
proven and tested model that should be the envy of other states.

Local Rural Fire Brigades, Fire Wardens and the local permit system must be retained
not just for convenience, but also for safety, response time and the very important
knowledge regarding local conditions including terrain and weather.

Retain the ability to bum cane/and or cane trash as authorised under the
Commissioner's Notification. There should be continuation of burning programs for
hazard reduction purposes and local knowledge is best suited for this. It should not be
more difficult to obtain a hazard reduction permit because of vexatious public veto
due to impacts on swimming pools. In certain wet areas unless trash is burnt off the
cane stool gets a black mould and rots off, necessitating replant ofthe cane crop more
frequent than at least 5 years.

Mulgrave CANEGROWERS Limited
ACN 111 567 429



Machinery Equipment
Rural Fire Brigades are a vital link in the control of fire, particularly with their prompt
response time, knowledge of terrain and weather conditions. It is important that Rural
Brigades be provided with appropriate machinery and equipment to continue their
important work. This means that there needs to be increased financial assistance to
secure important equipment. It is disappointing that the equipment lists in recent
years been markedly shortened. The 3000 litre galvanised trailers are very good
onsite support for water supply and should be made more easily available. These
trailers are very necessary to assist urban fire tenders which only carry 1000 Htres of
water, rural fire units top them up so that they continue to fight the fire.

Accountability Mechanisms
There may be some shortfalls with accountability mechanisms, however, these could
be overcome with a few improvements to current systems. The Regional Office
assists purchase orders and maintain inventory of equipment. Annual
inspections/reporting of machinery and equipment could be implemented to overcome
concerns regarding condition and safety of rural fire brigade equipment.

Training
There is recognition of the valuable part training provides however, this would best be
offered on a voluntary basis. Members of Rural Fire Brigades are volunteers and
training requirements needs to be suitably provided to respect the demands of their
respective livelihoods.

The role the Fire Wardens within the Rural Fire Service model should continue to
be maintained. Fire Wardens are selected locally after being nominated by "people in
the Imow" and they understand local conditions when it comes to issuing fire permits.
They are usually very involved with their communities.

I trust the foregoing information will assist the Review Committee with their
deliberations on this important issue for Queensland.

Christine Hancock
Manager
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1 April 2010

Wayne Wendt MP
Chair
Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Parliament House
Alice and George Streets
BRISBANE QLD 4000

Dear Mr. Wendt,

000031
All correspondence to be

addressed to the
Chief Executive Officer

PO Box 191
BARCAlDINE QlD 4725

www.barcaldinerc.qld.gov.au

RECEtVED
-7 APR 2010

Queensland Public Accounts and Public Works Committee
Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland

I refer to your letters dated 24 February and 10 March 2010 and advise that as our Council is
located in a remote rural area, it has no issues with the current model for Rural Fire Services.

Please phone me on 4651 5625 if you wish to discuss the inquiry into Management of Rural
Fire Services in Queensland.

Yours faithfully,

~?
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

ARAMAC OFFICE
Phone: (07) 46513311

Fax: (07) 46513156

BARCALDINE OFFICE
Phone: (07)46515600

Fax: (07) 46511778

ALPHA OFFICE
Phone: (07) 49851166

Fax: (07) 49851162
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Response to

RECEIVED
- 8 APR 2010

PUBUC ACCOUNTS AND
PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE

Public Accounts and Public Works
Committee

Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland Discussion
Paper Nov 2009

Submission made by:

Bondoola Rural Fire Brigade
PO Box 1606
Yeppoon 4703

Contact:
Peter Cook
Secretary Bondoola Rural Fire Brigade
128 Cobraball Rd
Bondoola 4703 Ph 0749392491

6th April 2010



Introduction:

This Brigade recognises that we form part of QFRS and that we are accountable to
QFRS for all our actions. We acknowledge that the brigade and local community
receive many benefits from this membership and that there are further benefits to the
community from the limited autonomy of local brigades.

The Discussion paper refers to the Auditor General's report No 3 for 2008
Management of Rural Fire Services in Queensland. Brigade members express their
disappointment that this report was drawn from a very small sample of rural brigades.
We feel that the report therefore does not adequately represent the majority of Brigades,
their concerns and the factors affecting them.

This report was used as the basis of proposed sweeping changes in the financing of Rural
Brigades within the Rockhampton district early in 2009. The changes proposed may
have met some obligations of QFRS regarding accountability of Brigade funds but they
did not consider the people involved in the Brigades and the sense oflocal identity that is
inherent in the present Brigade system. The result was a threatened mass walk out of
local volunteers (Refer The Morning Bulletin 16 Feb 2009 Appendix A.)

This highlighted the fact that any changes will need to be done in full consultation with
local Brigades. Only changes acceptable to ALL parties should then be developed,
allowing adequate time for implementation so that the changes can be implemented in an
orderly and systematic manner.

The opportunity to make a response to this discussion paper is one small step in this
consultative process and we welcome the opportunity to make a response.

Why do people join their local Brigade?

The responses will vary, but in most cases there is a sense of local identity and
community support. The Brigade is a group of local people working in the local area,
responsible to the local community members that they meet in day to day situations.
This sense of community can only be fostered at this level and our brigade does not wish
to see any change to a more centralised model.

Notes to the 7 listed issues follow.
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1. Is the current model ofRural Fire Brigades suitable?

YES. The present system has worked well with local brigades able to sustain the
volunteers' interest by making local decisions on:

• operations
• fire risk management
• training
It long term planning and -
• funding with particular reference to the Rural Fire Levy

The model, using directions as laid out in the manual, has been suitable, but with
changing community involvement some changes may be needed for the future.

It is imperative that local brigades must maintain and strengthen interest at the
community level.

.. However with increasing rural 'lifestyle' choices, many residents work out of the
area and have little commitment to the community. It may be necessary to set up
some sort of SES style brigade in the city to support the rural brigades.

• Brigade forward planning needs to consider the ageing workforce with few young
members joining.

2. Is the existingfunding model, including resource allocation, appropriate?

YES. The current system has served our Brigade well. However there are problems:
• A small ratepayer base for some brigades means limited funding. (other sources

of funding are available).
• The number of brigades receiving a levy over the whole state is only 25% of the

total number ofbrigades. With the likelihood of increasing fire danger from
climate change, the present system could be seen as inadequate. Our brigade
does not wish to see any change to the present levy system.

• The volunteers supply their time and labour for fire-fighting duties, maintenance
of equipment and administration of their unit. Therefore we believe;
a) Capital expenditure on vehicles, equipment and sheds should be the

responsibility of QFRS and
b) levies from the local ratepayers be used for operations.

.. Capital expenditure on vehicles, equipment and sheds should be coming from
QFRS and levies from the local ratepayers be used for operations. The volunteers
supply their time for fire-fighting duties, QFRS should be able to supply the
equipment.

.. The removal of subsidised items from the QFRS equipment catalogue places an
increasing strain on brigade resources and should be reinstated as a priority.
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3. What effect is urban encroachment within brigade areas having on Rural Fire
Brigades?

Urban encroachment is evident in the subdivision of large blocks into small acreage
house blocks. We have more blocks in the area, with more owners but with less
communication between the landowners. The fire risk increases with more buildings in
the area and with increased fuel loads resulting from less controlled burning.

With the growth ofthe urban areas, many of the rural brigades are decreasing in area and
may ultimately close or merge with an adjacent area.

4. How can the increasing demands on Rural Fire Brigades be managed effectively?

Communication between brigades and Area Office needs to be improved.
As an example - acknowledgement of correspondence would be appreciated particularly
if a time frame could be given for action requested. Many Government departments
have guidelines that all correspondence must be answered within a set time frame of
about 21 days.

Information regarding brigade activities or planning also needs to be distributed to
brigades in a timely manner. As an example - this report asking for our input was
released in November, but only came to our attention in March, 14 days prior to closing
date for submissions.

Increasing demands arise in 2 areas:
1 - more training and fire-fighting and
2 - more administration.

The use ofvolunteers means that a lot oftime is required for training in appropriate fire
fighting skills.

With bad fire seasons, there is a need for relief crews. The structure of rural brigade
groups, such as Keppel Group, needs to be maintained so local brigades (through
Firecom) can call upon neighbouring group members to assist when needed.

To encourage volunteers, there may need to be a system of payment or financial
assistance for volunteers who have to leave paid work to attend the fires. Many
members are willing to give up time (and pay) to defend their home area, but they are
not so willing to lose pay to work in an outside area.

With reference to the increased accountability (#5 below) more guidance and assistance
will be needed to get the appropriate paperwork under way.
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5. Are the accountability mechanisms currently in place appropriate?

Financial accountability mechanisms are presently adequate but QFRS makes little use
of the information supplied by brigades. The annual audited Statement of accounts
submitted by our brigade supplies the required information on income, expenditure and
reserve funds.

With increasing computerisation it should be possible to collect data electronically to be
compiled into a comprehensive register to show total assets - operational funds, reserve
and future funds, income and expenditure on an annual basis.

According to the discussion paper, only 25% of brigades currently receive a levy and
hence need to have an annual audit. Information on the remaining 1133 brigades may
not be available. These Brigades may function without a bank account, or with a
minimal balance so that a full audit is not required. However QFRS should still be able
to get at least an annual statement of Income & Expenditure and funds available for
those Brigades.

Existing technology should be used within QFRS to improve communication so that
brigades are notified when returns are due. As returns are forwarded by Brigades, they
can be checked off on a comprehensive list where any omissions are immediately
obvious and noted for action. This would prevent a repeat of the situation our Brigade
encountered when a budget submission was 'lost' and nothing was said or noted for 12
months until it was time for the following year's budget.

Equipment stock takes and inspections for condition and safety of brigade equipment
also need to be incorporated to give a complete picture of resources available.

The main question would be who signs off on the equipment condition report. Should it
be one of the QFRS personnel (Brigade Training and Support Officer?) or the Brigade 1st

Officer who has ultimate responsibility for all Brigade activities. This task will add to
the workload of the person(s) involved.

6. What should be the role ofFire Wardens within the Rural Fire services model?

The fire warden for our district states that his role within the rural brigade area is not
only to issue fire permits, but also to be an active member of the local brigade and to
promote fire awareness and fuel reduction with residents and brigade members.

Our brigade feels strongly that the warden needs to be working closely with the brigade
members and that this is best achieved if the warden holds an executive position of
his/her local brigade. In this position the warden is aware ofbrigade activities and is
able to pass information to & from the Brigade and Landowners.
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It has been demonstrated by our Brigade that when the Warden and Brigade work
together to conduct fuel reduction burns when weather conditions are appropriate, the
reduction in fuel loads has led to reduced fire danger before weather conditions
deteriorate. This has lead to a low uncontrolled fire incidence, even in severe fire
seasons. This action will also be of benefit to the environment being a 'cool' bum, thus
reducing the devastation of hot wild fires later in the season.

Any change from the present local administration of the permit system would be seen as
a backward step.

7. Other points noted.

Our Brigade has officially operated since 1988 and has really flourished since the
introduction ofthe levy collected on our behalf by the local Council. This has removed
the need for continual fundraising and allowed members to concentrate on the tasks of
training, control burning, and fire-fighting response.

We are able to plan for equipment purchases, and set aside funds for vehicle
replacements. Any change to this levy system will have a big impact on the functioning
ofthe brigade.

Once any part ofthe decision making process is removed from the Brigade, members
lose their sense ofownership and pride in their work.

What is the biggest problem we see for the future?

Recruitment ofyounger members is our biggest worry. If the retirees were removed
from the Rural Brigades there would be only a skeleton left. There is not much reward
for younger members to give up hours of their time for training and for tactical response.
Perhaps there should be a system ofwages recompense for those members involved in
large fires with extended response times. Do members ofthe CMF still get paid for their
duties - if so - could QFRS use this model?
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Appendix A

16,
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